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- ) STATUS OF U.S. MARINE RESEARCH

.
4.. / .

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 26. I984

. .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:35 p.m., in room
. 1334, Longwoith House Office Building, Hon. Gerry E. Studds, pre-

siding.

4" HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITITE ON NOGRArHY,

COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MA E AND FISHERIES,
a Washington, DC.

Present:" Representatives Studds, Tauzin, Pritchard, and Schnei-
der.

Staff present:. Bill' Woodward, Darrell Brown, Mary Pat Barrett,
Katherine Minsch, Becky Rants, Curt Marshall, Candyce Clark,
and Patience Whitten.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GERRY E. STUDDS. A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. STUDDS. The subcommittee will come to.order.
In the absence of Chairman D'Ajnours, about whose whereabouts

we shall not speculate, and at his request, I will be chairing this
meeting.

The Subcommittee on Oceanography meets today, to conduct an
oversight hearing on marine scientific research, the first such hear-
ing held by the subcommittee since 1978. Our goal this afternoon is
to identify in summary form the major problems and the major op-
portunities in this field, and to discuss the role of both the Govern-
ment and the scientific community ia responding to future needs.

The general questions we have ate simple: What do we most
need to learn about the oceans during the*Years ahead?

How will the equipment and the funding be obtained to carry out
the needed research?

How' can we guarantee that the data obtained will be used in a
coordinated and efficient way?

I am certain that no one in this room doubts the value of marini
scientific research; nor, I am sure, do they doubt the potential a .
the Government to diminish that value through bureaucratic dupli-
cation, budgetary confusion, and a lack of coordination among the
agencies and departments sharing responsibility in this field. Both
scientists and the Government wiU bewell represented during this
hearing today, and I' trust that the guidance we obtaii from each
of our two panels will erase any lingering doubts about' whether or
not we are placing the proper emphasis on scientific research in
the oceans. and about whether or not our resources are being prop-.
erly used.

(II
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We have a lot of it-nesees\ today., a lot of ground to cover,. and
not a great deal of time. I hope that all the-participants will be as
specific Yas they can be in their recommeditations and that we will
make the best possible use of the time we have available this after..
noon.

Our first panel, if it can proceed in its entirety up here is: Dr.
James Baker, president of the Joint Oceanographic Institutions,
Inc.; Dr. Donald Boesch, director of Louisiana Universities Marine
Consortium; Dr. Robert Corell, director, University of New -Hamp-
shire/University of Maine Joint Sea Grant Program.; Dr. RCM
Heath, dean of the College of Ocean `and Fisheries Science, .Univer-
sity Washirigton; Dr. David Ross, directOr of the marine policy
and ocean rnivnagetnent program, Woods- Hole; and Dr. J.R. Schu-
bel, directoroba marine sciences research center of the State Univer.
sity of New York. There should be six of you, according to this.

Gentleman, I understand that you have been advised,fore-
Warned, and importuned, among other things, by the staff to re-
strict your oral testimony to no more than 5 minutes, and I have
been instructed by Chairman l?'Amours, who is as good a person as
any to blame for this, to cut you off promptly at the end of 5 min-
utes, with the e exception, of course, of Woods Hole, which is
accorded 51/4 .minutes.

Your written statements will a in their .entirety in the
record. We willgo in the order in wVitcTiri read the nametrof the six
of you. At the conclusion of each of your six no longer than 5
minute oral presentations, we will go to questions from the sub-

. committee. .

We thank you for being here, we welcome you, and, first, Dr.
Baker.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES BAKER, PRESIDENT, JOINT
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTIONS, INC.. WASHINGTON. DC

Dr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am James Baker, president of Joint Oceanographic Institutions,

a nonprofit corporation that coordinates and manages large re-
search programs for the 10 largest academic oceanographic institu-
tions that operate seagoing research Vessels. At present, I am also
Acting Chairman of the National Academy of Sciesces' Board on
Ocean Science and Policy and Chairmaiy'of theBoard's Committee
on Ocean Climate Research.

Joint Oceanographic Institutions currently manages the. ocean
drilling program, a $30 million per year program of scientific ocean
drilling that involves 10 U.S. institutions and an equal nulnber of
non-U.S. institutions, all of whom contribute to the funding. The
central purpose of ocean drilling is to provide core samples and in-
formation from the world's oceans needed to improve our under-
standing of the origin and development of the ocean basins. Be-
cause the ocean is the last frontier for mineral and petroleum re-
sources, the importance of a thorough understanding of its geologic
history and framework cannot be overstated.

In recognition of the fact that oceanography is.ready to launch a
bold new program to understand the ocean using data collected
from satellites, our Board of Governors has also appointed a sate-
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lite planning committee. The committee has noted. that a century
of measurements from ships and buoys has not only expanded our
knowledge of the oceans, butsalso revealed the limits of these tradi-
tional techniques. A decade of measurements .from satellite,
launched largely for other purposes, has now shown that a new
and more sweepingyiew of ocean phenomena can be obtained from.
space.

From deep .sea drilling to ocean satellites, oceanographers are
looking forwarcj tp major new advances in understanding and-pre-
diction of ocean processes. But in order to address the new Choi-.
lenges, the-batfie infrastructure of oceanography must be strength.'
ened in the immediate future.

Today in the United States, the ocean sciences share two charac-
teristics with ,other field and laboratory sciences: preeminence in
world science and a deteriorating infrastructure. But the former,

- the preeminence, is beiiig challenged lay the latter. On the whole,
our labortitory, equipment is old, we are not up to date with com-
puters, our research fleet will' need replacement in a few years, and
shipboard equipment and handling gear are not adequate for, the
major new programs that are. planned. Our suite of available equip-
ment suffers in comparison with that used by industry, for exam-
ple, in mineral exploration, and by other 'countries, in particular,
Great Britain, France,, West Germilny, and Japan.

Of all the field sciences; oceanography faossoerhaps the most
severe environmental and economic constraints3 Relative to most
other environments, the salty and turbulent ocean is harsh and
corrosive. As a consequence, instruments hi*ve shcirt lifetimes. On
the economic side, one cause of our deteriorating infraStrildture can
be traced to the rapid escalation of fuel costs for research vessels in
the late 1970's. At that time, funding was dilierted to day-to-darop-
crating costs.

In considering the support of ocean sciences, our Board of Gover-
tiors ha; looked broadly at the needs of the field. We have identi-
fied, immediate needs in equipment siipportcfor laboratories, ships,
other platforms, support personnel,datumanagement systems, and
educational facilities.

Much of the future work of oceanography will be done from un-
manned platforms, ranging from drifting buoys to satellites. 'Ejvie
platforms support a suite of instrumentation that must be contin-
ually upgraded to become more efficient and more precise. New
high technology sensors and low power electronics will have an im-
portant impact here.

Important to infrastructure also is the concept of regional and
national facilities.'In general, our oceangoing research vessels oper-
ate as regional facilities, scheduled and used by a broad community
of marine scientists. At sea, we find ourwlves in the midst of a
data explosion as we usq more high data r&te instrumentation. We
find that our infrastructure is poorly designed to handle both the
quantities of data and the maintenance 4nd operation of the new
instrumentation. In order to make .proper use of these new capa-
bilities, we need both highly qualified technical support 'and com-
prehensive data management systems at the major research' lab-

- oratories. 0

I.
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Also, we find that exciting research opportunities require such
an investment in specialized equipment and support that the field
can only provide one, or, at most, very few of these research' facili-
ties. Hence. we believe that oceanographers are coming to accept 6
the concept of national facilities. .

In summary, we see a tremendous potential for addressipg pri-
'mary scientific questions' with new technology. The challenge of
the oceans has become an opportunity, for breakthroughs in under-

. -standing and prediction of.our environment. It is thus crucial that
the basic infrastructure of the field be strengthened and supported,
The Board of Governors of Joint Oceanographic Institutions has
long been aware of this need, and ,would be happy to work with the
subcommittee on waysIto-address the issues.

[Statement of 11%.. Baker follows:I

4
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STATEMENT OF DR. D. JAMES DARER, PRIESIDENT, Jowl. OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTIONS
INC

,r
Mr. Chairman. I am D. James Baker, President of Joint Oceanographic Institu-

tions, a non-profit corporation that coordinates and manages large research pro-
grams for the ten largest. academic oceanographic institutiond that operate sea-going
research vessels. At present, I am also Acting Chairman o(the National Academy of
Sciences' Board on Ocean Science and Policy and Chairman of the Committee on
Ocean Climate Research. I am also a member of the NASA Space and Earth Sci-
ences Advisory Committee and the Panel on Environmental Support of the Naval
Research Advisory Committee. My Scientific expertise is in physical oceanography
and dirsea interaction.

Joint Oceanographic Institutions current) y manages the Ocean Drilling Program,
a PO million per y!ar program. of scientific ocean drilling that involves ten U.S.
institutions and an equal number of non-U.S. institutions, all of whom contribute to
the funding. The central purpose of ocean drillinit.is to provide core samples and
information from the world's oceans needed to improve our understanding of the
origin and development of the ocean basins. Because the ocean is the' last frontier
for neml and petroleum resources, the importanee of a thorofigh understanding
of its eologic history and framework cannot be overstated. ,

nition of the fact that oceanography is ready to launch a bold new per
grarfi to understand the ocean using data collected from satellites, our Board of Gay-
ernors has also appointee a Satellite Planning Committee. The Committee has noted
.that a century of meas*eirnts from ships and buoft has not only expended our
knowledge of the oceans. bu,t also revealed the limits of these traditional techniques.
A decade of measurements from satellites, launched largely for other purposes, has
nqw shown that a pew and more sweeping view of ocean phenomena can be ob-
tained from space.

From deep-sea drilling to ocean satellites, oceanographers are looking forward to-
major new advances in understanding and prediction of ocean processes. But in
order to address the new. challenges, the basic infrastructure of oceanography must
he strengthened in the immediate future.

Today in, the United States, the ocean sciences share two characteristics with the
other field and laboratory sciences: pre-eminence in world science, and a deteriorat-
ing in,imstructure. But the former is being challenged by the latter. On the whole,
our IdIstratory equipment is old, we are not up-to-date with computers, our research
fleet will need replecement in a few years, and shipboard equipment and handling
gear are not adequate for the major new program that are planned. Out suite of
available equipment suffers in comparison with.that used by industry for example.
in mineral exploration, and by other countries in particular, Otleat Britain. France.
West Germany, and Japan).

Of all the field sciences, oceanography faces perhaps the most severe environmen-
tal and economic constraints. Relative. to most other environments, the salty and
turbulent ocean is harsh and corrosive. As a conseqiience. instruments Rave short
lifetimes. On the economic side, one cause of our deteriorating infrastructure can be
traced to the rapid escalation of fuel emits fOr research vessels in the lute 1910's. At
that time, funding was diverted- to day - today operating costs. If this continues, se
will concommitant infrastructure degradetion.
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In considering the support of ocean sciences. bur Hoard of Governors has 'bolted
broadly at the needle of the field. We have identified immediate needs in equipment
support for laboratories, ships, and other platforms. support personnel and data
management systems, and educational facilities. -

Much of the future work of oceanography will be done from uninarined platforms,
ranging from drifting buoys to satellites. These platforms support a suite of instru-
mentation that must be continually upgraded to become more efficient and more
precise. New high technology sensors and low power electronies will have an impor-
flint impact

important to inrastructure is the concept of regional and national facilities. In
general, our ocean-going research vessels operate as regional facilitiesscheduled
and used by a broad community of marine scientists. At sea we find ourselveg in the
midst of a data explosion as we usemore 'high data rate instrumentation. Wi find
that our infrastructure is poorly designed ter handle both the quantities of data and
the maintenance and operation of the new instrumentation. In order to Inake
proper use of these new cupabilities,"we need.both highly qualified technical support
and comprehensive data management systems at the major research laboratories.

Also. we find that exciting research opportunities require such an investment in
specialized equipment and technical support that the field can only provide one or
at most very .few of these research facilities. Hence. we believe that oceanographers
are coming to accept the concept of national facilities.

In suwmary. we see a tremendous potential for addressing primary scientific
questions with the new technology. The challenge of the oceans has become an op-
portunity for breakthroughs in understanding and prediction of our environment-. it
is thus crucial that the basic infrastructure of the field be litrengthened and sup-
ported. The Board of Governors of Joint Oceanographic Institutions has long been
aware of this need, and would be happy to work with the subcommittee on says to
address the issues.

.4

1Enrron's NOTEThe following document was submitted along
with Dr. Baker's testimony and has been retained in subcommittee

-"Oceanography from Space: A Research Strategy for the'
Decade 1985-1995An Executive Summary," by the Satellite-Plan-
ning Committee of Joint Oceanographit Institutions, Inc., .19841
. Mr. Swops. Thank you, Dr. Baker. With scientific precision, you
were 5 minutes.

The Pavlovian bells you just heard indicate that, like the rest, of
the subcommittee, I must disappear across the street .for just a
moment. There is a vote on the House floor, and we will suspend
kw roughly 10 minutes.. We will resOme, at that point with Dr.
Boesch.

40
-

(Short recess taken.'
Mr. PRMI1A RP facting chairmailj. We are going to get started.

Our chairmark.i&wity the Speaker for a moment. He will be here,
hopefully, in a few-minutes, but we may have other interruptions.
So, let's get started.

We will now ask Dr. Donild ,Boesch, director of. Louisiana Uni-
versities Marine (7onsortiunf for his statement. Dr. Boesch?

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD gbF:SCH. DIRECTOR. LOUISIANA
UNIVERSITIES MARINE CONSORTIUM. CHAUVIN, LA

Dr. BoEscft. Thank you.
I am Donald Boesch. I am director of Louisiana Universitig

Marine Consortium, an orgimization of the State's 13 public univer-
. sales for marine research and education.

I would like 'to speak, today specifictilly on my experience in re-
search on marine environmental qualify. That experience is based
upon working with a variety of Federal agenciesNOAA,-EPA, In-

. terior, the Corps of Fz'ngineers, and the National Science Founda-
tion. Pkr-ticularly, I would likelo.address, the prospects and limita-

t

10
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,tions of applied marine research and availability and coorckination
of the Federal oceanographic assets in research on marine environ-
mental.quality. * .1.

Although some of my comments will be critical; I want to, at the
start, express my enthusiasm and optiMism fin-the next few dec-
ades. As Dr. Baker indicated, we 'have a lot of bright, promising'
things on the horizote in oceanography, and we would like to see

A some of those developments, of course, applied to our practical
problems as well.

There are, of course, numerous Federal, State, and local agencieti
which have interests and responsibilities concerning marine envi-
ronmental quality and; thus, sponsor research on the subject..
Within the Federal Government, there are .at least seven. depart-
ments and three independent agencies which do so, at least partial-

% ly. _
./ In addition to this, bureaucratic complexity that the research sci,

entist faces, there is, of course, the notorious environmental com-
plexity which must be unraveled. Environmental scientists are
asked tn, sort out impacts within environments which are poorly
understood and highly dynamic. More than any other field in
marine research that I know, research on marine environmental
quality is subject to frequent Changing, blusteiy winds of public
concerns, political pressures, and legal mandates_ which ofteh direct
or limit research to proximate rather than ultunitite issues.

There are several aspects that I would like to kddress in looking
toward the future. The first is the need for innovation in improving
the quality of marine environmental quality research. e-There is a general vie int held in the'oceanographic communi-
ty that, much of this is regarded as of inferior quality and, A
also, is not very well coupled with our advances in basic research../....*
So, in &neje', applied environmental research is not effectively as-
similating th roducts of basic oceanographic research nor effee-
tively utilizing te- of -te-art approaches developed in basic re--starch. This tra ation bf basic science findings to our practical

.. understanding of how we influence the ocean is obviously an area
that needs to be `enhanced and improved.

. .
Another stultifying aspect of this results from the policies which

govern the selection of perferfners of research which sometimes
have aw effect-of limiting innovation in applied environmental re-
search. The procurement process can limit the input of nongovern-
mental scientists in the Ivry design of the research and also dis-
courage academic scientists from involvement because of narrqwly
defined scopes of work, rapid resiionses required, and onero re
quirements for proposal boilerplate.

Them are avenues, obviously, for academic scientists to have an
input. I have been involved in several of those through the Nation-.
al Research Council and as chairman of the Department of the In-
terior's Scientific Committee Of the OCS Science Policy Board.

,
. These are, I think, exercises which have a tot of promise, but some-

times the actual effectiveness seems to lack in terms of actually ex-
periencing implementation of recommendations.

There are some important challenges in research and monitoring
that we face in the future over the next 10 to 20 years. How can
these needed advances be achieved? How can we efficiently and
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meaningfully 4utsure that the marine environment is sufficiently

h ? Indeed, what constitutes environmental health? These at
substan motions which must guide our approaches.

In particu tar, think we need to look carefully at witrihenviron-
ments ive should be conceEned about. Historically, most of the
early pollution research was based on estuarine and coastal waters.
We had a shift in the period of the late 1970's. and early part of
this decade to research on cont.' ental shelves with respect to .
ocean dumping, oil and. gas develo ent, and the like. Now, we see
a return of agency interest to coal 1 environments. '

We need improved- understanding of biological systems, coupling
what we are ablei to determine experimentally with what we olr

" serve in the field. We need to improve our ability to tie together
biological understanding. with understanding of the physical and
chbmical attributes of the system to allow better predictive capabil-
ity of the effects of our activities. Research needs to contribute to
defining what is, indeed, unreasonable degradation as it is so stated
in statute. Finally, ther4 are a number of monitoring- programs
which are i-equifed, either statutorily or by regulation, with which
we need to couple .research approaches.

.The probleths of interagency coordination, of course, are one of
the ,issues that this panel is addressing. Indeed, in the area, of
marine environmental quality, since so many agencies are in-
volved, this is a subject of concern. Congress has indicated its in-
tention. to have coordinated planning: within marine pollution re-
search by passage of the National Ocean Pollution Research and
Developmeht and Monitoring Planning Act of 1978.

Although planning efforts have been going on, and some very in-
teresting, insightful reports have been produced, at this state it is
yet. too early to say whether many of the resulting recommenda-
tions will be implemented. Indeed, Congrest has a role in thilf as
well. The Federal ocean pollution research plans that, are devel-
oped must be ;carefully considered by Congress in its decisions re-
garding appropriations and agency responsibilities.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my remarks. There are
much more-extensive comments that are in the written testimony,
but in the interest of time, I will stop here.

Thank you.
[Statement of Dr. Boesch foitoivs:i ,

J.
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Siargsteart of DR. DONALD F. 'BObscii, Extdcurtvit DIRECTOR, LOUISIANA
UNIVEROMMI MAIMS Cormownum

-
I am an academic research scientist and administrator with the Louisiana

.

Unhereitiel Mjrine Consortium, mi erganisatket of the states Itpublic univertities for

marine nsseerete and efkatIstan. an; a biological oceanographec and have conducted
gee:-

bask and sfelled research an .h,wide range :of sAtirtsincludirig the organisation arid

tunctioning4et, Ogpmarelties of marine organises, the interactir of aienist= and

itt.11rentitente! le *et neseeement, and modifications of coastal
. ,
.and estuarine habitsits. 'My research has eggompassol armada* and continental shelf and

slope environment, on gamest and Gulf coasts, Australia and Apia,

bide conduct of the research, t have iceised With several Federal geodes,

notably lie National 04;eartic and Administration. '(NOAA), the

Environmental Froeection'Agency (F.PA), the of the Interior, the Department.

of Defense (Army Corps 'et gnairiterWirid the National Science Foundation (NSF). In

addition, I ban Became brow* familiar with the Feder& marine science programs as a

member of the Marine Board of the National Research Council, chairmen Of the

Scientific Committee of Interiors Outg Continental Shoff (OCS) Advisory Boardand an

ad hoc advriebr to NOAA, EPA, and NSF. Because 44 the diversity of this exPerince, iq

ith agencies with as mission, my lest/Many will foa* Mainly tina..the

limitations of applied marine research and the Availability and cooreination

of Federal Oceanographic assets, especially in research an Marine anviromnental quality,

an,areon in which most of the Federal age ncies with marine programs are Involved.

Although. some of nircomments will be arities0waittio estates' In the bee/WM

my aeson and optimlim concerning the development of marine researdi in the next

I

h
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few detach*. The accomplishments acanography.today were unpredictable twenty

years ago. Silk tarty, it Is afficult to predict our Ohre successes.. Hogever, there is a

broad community feeling that we are on the threshold of substantial advances in our

.understanding
and use e of the amens, largely as a result of tremendous tel;hnological

ke--
developments and the fusion of disciplinee of ocean science. This enthiMietni h cardured

In the NSF planning dockmaent, of a Unified ,Ocean Science" and In the

ongoing "Omens 2b0O" study of the Netional Reseanth C.gincIPs Board on Ocean Science

se

'Neglects for Mirka barireasteatal Reemwds
1. .

Research on marine envingnmental quhlity is distingdished b lief societal

ernPalance. relevance to multiple functions of pvernment, complexity, m, its

responsiveness to public, political .end legal farces. Pelhaps the principal use o7the

ocean, both now and In the future, is as the ultimate repository- of waste inducts of

human society. 'Yet. We IVIA to protect our long-term use of the other resources of
P

theoerart at the same time. "Expksitation of these other reiources, whether fish, energy

or minerals, may also affect environmental qkidity. Numerous federal, state and local

agencies have Interests andllesponsibilities concerning marine environmental quality (end

thus sponsor researdt on the 'object); be they objfctirs waste disposal, energy and

minerals deVbiopment, fisheries, transportation, deteMer or environmental protection.

lust at the Federal level 'the bewildering array of agencies with a stake in marine
,

environmental resetwch is as acronym souM DOD (COE; 014R), DOE, DHHS, DOI (istMS,
.

USGS), DOT, EPA, NOAA, NRC, and NSF come to

In addition to the hureaucratic complexity, there is the notorious environmental

compleeity which the research scientist .must unravel. Our use of the ocean's resour.dts

interact and sernetimes, conflict.
.
Envirenmental scientists are asked to sort these

impacts out within environments whirls 's* poorly understood and highly dynamic. More

than any other field of marine research that I know, research on marine environmental
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scientist. Asa reedit they sometimes lose Contest with active researchers, particuisrly

those in basic research, and become preoccupied by the processes of ado Inistrative

pinning, bIgirting and plummeted.

Federal end agency.policietgovenlki the selection of performersof research also

, limit 'fronton In aPplied ewironetertal research. Proarernent processes can lintie

input of norHpwernmentail scientists hi the des* of mown* and dkcourige academic

"scientists from invohnsent biome a nernwil defined =Pee of reit. rapid Trams
required and. fritraw reqidrenwpte far propssal In;lierplate Contracting *liken

frequent& adopt the attitude tint cancan .be present much -Mee spare parts or

printing services; rather, hr' most It is scientific istderstandeqp rather than data

product, hitch Is sought orehould bin fought. The result in many figencies has been that

acacipmic researdwrs are. inaeasif4 Asedventaged compared to nbinte sector service

comparties.irientistsemployed by !arcs service cairapenies adieu hate few incentives to,

go beyond the stated soaks or to puilish restdis-ifithe.open literature, i.e. to contribute

to advances in the broader COMM of science. To be sure, I do not suggest that

acaidernic scientists be given preference, butt mere,* with to indicate that the wealth of

lane/et/in resident in academia hi being inereasiniOy disenfranchised from applied

marine euvironmental research by government trades. This is crettr *Ming to widening

the bask-applied research gap discussed. above.

The problems I. have deSCrIbed are not peculiar to applied marine science, but I.

suspect probably occur in othilr environmental sciences. There ire, however, some steps.

which agencies can take to enhance Innovation In applied marine environmental

research. Broader thinking and planning whidt cross the lines of activity-related

interests (e.g. sludge durnpine, oil and gas development, etc.) should be encouraged. The

interagency planning efforts required by the National Ocean Pollution PlannimAct of

1978 (12.1... 93-272) enhance broad assessments of marine environmental quality issues

(Interagency Committee on Ocean Pollution Research, Development and Monitoring,

S
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quality is abject to the frequently changing and NusterY !Ands of awhile VOI1Cenlip

political pressures and legal mandates which often direct or limit research to proximine

rather than ultimate issues. The creeping sludge monster issue in the New 'York Bust

(Squires, 19/3) and the effects of discharges from exploratory oil and gas wells (National

Research Council, 1913) are examples from my experience in which keenest effort was

focused too narrowly as a reeds of such pressures.

Research itUnlitr the need for innovation

Applied marine 'environmental research is generally regarded as of inferior quality

by the marine science conarnuniti and, in my judgment, is not well coupled with basic
4'

research. hi general, applied marine environniental researds is not effectively

assimilating the produtts of basic oceanographic research nor effectively 'utilizing state-.

of-the art .approaches developed in basic research. A fundamental cause of this

..disjunction between bask and applied. retakes is that there is relatively little

ComMUnity overlap smong scientists who do basic and applied research. As a results

there are relatively few researchers le a position to transfer insights between these

Communities; the bulk of our intellectual talent is generally &Mined to the bask science

corm unity and is not being brought to bear on practical problemss and the lade of

scientific rigor and innovatir in applied research limits success in reaching goals,

decreasing coat effectiveness ks the long run.

The reasons disjunction between basic and applied research Igo cultural

and institutional. Basic lentists believe that applied silence* will pose limits on their

academic freedom to research objectives; they are concerned whether the

research can be tely performed under pressures for quick answers and reporting

deadiasesz the scope of tasks defined by program managers as too narrow and

constraining. program managers find themselves in a bureaUcretic Climate with

very different rew systeml, flexibility and time constraints then the research

1; P
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19E14.. A recent evakiation within NOM cOnsidered the Magnitude of marine

environmental quality ,probleims and the level of resew& effort devoted to them and

-concluded that four areas are being uncieremphasizeds eutrophication Ind oxygen

depletion hi coastal waters, toxic organic chemicab4 coastal habitat degradation, and

contamination of seafood products with human pathogens. The Administrates.' has

directed that resources should be reprogrammed to more adequately address these

lesues.. Such concerted attempts to step back, evaluate and redirect we commendable.

The next step 'would be to view the issues from the enironenental side of the matrix to

identify processes important in iiirsystera rt sponse to these human "ate." This

perspective could be facilitated by gniater irrnobernent of basic scientists in the planning

process. Through this mechanbm and others (meetings and colloquia), scientists and .

retried' program managers in applied Federal agencies shoad be encouraged to increase

their exposure to the bask science comrnunfty. .

Researd/ 'planning should be opened to greater extramural InpUt ,order to

enhance innovation. Science advisory and review committees composed of non- ,

girrnmental scientists can be helpful in this regard. These may tabs the form of a

standing advisory committee or an ad hoc panel convened by an agency interagency group

or by an independent body such as the National Rewards Council.

An interesting model with which I am familiar Is the so-called Petrol/men Re,ieb

conducted under the auspices of the Interagency Committee on Ocean Pollution

Research, Development and tionitorbeg (COPRDM). hi this review a panel of IS

scientists and environmental managers from outside of the Federal sector was briefed`en

the research programs of Federal agencies related to the environmental impacts of

petroleum and OCS development during three regional meetings. The vast amount of

material which had to be assimilated and the short time available Waited the panel to

rather general conclusions and recommendations (Interagency Committee on Ocean

Pollution Research, Deveksprnent I mid Monitoring, 1911b). Although the panel's
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assessments were, in some cartes, Vogue end presumptious, the agency respolises so

criticisms (published with the panel report) were ailing. One could easily see where

nerves were' struckagencies often responded that the panel did understand their

mandates and regulatory responsibilitiks.

Allf;ough the Petroleum Review wail deemed wextrantely valuable' by COPROM,

few of the panel% recommendations ham been -specifically rote. I have also been

involved in kettler planning in relation to the. principal recommendation extracted from

the panel report by COPROlik auints4gency researibit program' to Investigate the long-

term, low-level adverse effects of OCS and other mien me activities. MI**, a,
workshop ores held to design the study plan, but the workshop was too brief for and

adequate job. Subsequently, t have led a more considered *noting effort sihich his

involved preps ration of extensive background materials and developostest of a Coherent

relit:arch strategy. Ibis elf an has Just been completed, so it is too early yet to cdmnient

on its reception end. isivpiementrion by the relevant egendes.
h

I also 'serve on a stanchng advisory committee 0:mi:outing research . on

environmental issues of OCS 'development, the Scientific C.onimittee of the Department

61 the Intecior's 00- Advisory Board. This committee was initially appointed In WM and

had pet become familiar enotigh with the Department's programs to offer specific advice

when, in 1912, it became essentially defunct as a result of .contrrersies over political

reviews of oppointrnent of members. Relatively few of the recommendations of the

committee were ever Impieme;vted and the committee has fusf. teen reactivated during

the last few months.. My opihion about the effecthieness of this. standing (sometimes)

committee, consequently, is not yet formed, although I note that other agencies, e.g.

EPA, have scientific advisory committees which have functioned with some effectiveness

for a low, time.

More open and flexible research solicitation procedures would also enhance

innovation. Request-for-proposals which state 'general information needs and rely on the

4
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scientist to propose' innovetim.lapproaches to meet thaw needs should be eincouraged.

There should be increased peer review at all levelsscopes of work;,proposais rd
reposts. Among the applied merino agencies, only EPA has a rigorous peer review
systerd.

in resea} 'ch and monitor

What should be our general rads for the next 10 to 20 years in marine

environmental quality research? How can the needed airframes be achieved? How cen
we efficiently and meaningfully assure that the marine avironment is SUMCiently

healthy? indeekl, wbat constitutes its health?,
,

Erivinealrirtersts e sewn to shift eriqdvsals periodically between coastal
and oceanic environments. Hblerically, most iliAline pobstion has been conducted in )

.

coastal find (estuarine waters. 10 and 13 yew* age, a new emphas."7 onBetween

continental shelf envhenments began to emerge with concerns over ocean 4rnping and

OCS develonment. kw orsoci,ri soca to Nom and EPA seem again to be emphasise*

estuarine and coastal reieerai sand ntenitoriats. In addition, there aii enlarging tont:erns

*bout man's influenCe on the global "eon, fee eliamPle sul a facet el the C92 Wild up.
Where should our concerns. be placed and do we ran the !Ask of neglecting sone ..-

envirerements by heevy emphasis on ethers? In my view, shifting emphases to coastal and

estuarine environments is wile, simply because this is where the most pressing problems

are. However, it is the per vasive deg of estuarine and coastal environments as a

result of eutrophication, habitat modification, and contamination frith synthetic organks

which'. should command attention rather than isolated "pmt source" Impacts. Abo,

because of the extreme diversity a coastal environments, special consideration must be

given to generalizing ovtransferring research findings; we cannot afford to ediettstively
" .lstudy all of the Nation's estuaries. At the same time, it now also appears that human

society, has the capaoity to alter continental shelf ecosystems on a rather ieree- scale

(witness the oxygen depletion observed in the New York and German nights and in the

1t1
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northern Gulf of Mexico). Continued shelf research is certainly required. In many

respects our understanding of the ecology of the open ocean is better known than that of

. the continental thrives. important. advances in basic research have, been made or we

Imminent in welt areas as mean basin-wide circulation and the vertical flux of materials

which provide precisely the information relic bud to understand anthropagenic influences

on the open ocean.

BioloLical systerns--Biology la.usually the wenk:link In understanding the effects

of .humen ectivities on marine ecosystems. I dm 't think this is because biologists are

particularly dimwitted, but It is a msnifestition of the complexity of .biologlat
systems. There are different levels of organizetion,(celis, tissues, organs, organisms,

populations, communities) and different components of etasystems (plankton, benthos,

nekton). 3ust as these living systems we subdivided, so we ISiok4si The cotopommts1

in biological systems must be much better integrated than the disciplines of biology or

they would be in danger of extinction. In the context of marine enirironmet;tal research,

the need to better understand biological systems is apparent in the the difficulties in

relating sublethal responses to stress observed experimentally to survival of the

orpneinis, and organism survival to population success. This must be a pal of future

research. Even eithin these limitations, concensus can exit among biologists about What

we likely the most susceptible components to certain ki9ds of impacts.. Frequently, it is

wise to focus on the benthos because pollutants may be concentrated. in bottom

sediments and many benthIc animals are sedentary. However, it is often also necessary

'to unravel the coupling between the benthos and the plankton to understand effects (e.g.

eutrophication phenomena).
41,

Prediction - Predictions in any cprantitarve sense we presently hindered bjr the

weakness in ?relevance of laboratory-based experimental results (e.g. bioassays) to

conditions existing in the natural environment, on one hand, and the inherently

retrospective 'nature .of field assessments, on the other. These witroaches must be linked

BEST
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more effectively through a groans sometimes called hazard assessaent. Tile common

denominator in fhb translation is a solid understanding of environmental processes which

effect the actual exposure condlipons. These processes have been poorly address; to

date. Another approach khids has yielded insights which enhance prediction J5 the

espvbnental contabwnent of natural at near-natural ecosystems in ralcrocesr. or

mesocosma. The Marine Ecosyste ms Research Laboratory (MERL) mesoscosnis at the

University of Rhode Island have shown that sudf experimental recosystems" can b

maintained such that they behave like nature and respond in ways similar to nature when

stressed. The MERL mesocosms have Allowed the study of processes which underlie

ecosystem response abd are boo suited to asking "what if' questions relevant to assessing

new impacts and recovery of ecosystem following pollution abatement. There is a need

for more such facilities strategically pl aced to represent major estuarine and neershore

ecosystems. Even OCS MERL% are within the, realm of feasibility, based either on

mobile or fixed structures. We will have no shortage of fixed structures in the Cull of

Mexico which are no longer producing oil and gas and must otherwise fag removed.

r

I

A

The MERL exper
at the University of ti de Island.

mes000sms
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-a
Defining unacceptable damage-ViAually anythink man does 10 the ocean or

coastal tone has er impact, albeit Wangle:Sinai or immeasurable. Beyond that we must.

define what constitutes "Unreasonable degradation" of marine ecosystems and their

resources. This definition is ultimately set by society, but research must cement. to
. .

quantification of environmentel degradation in two important ways determination of

the significance, of alterations of marine populations and their milieu to Aimee's of

value to society and continued functkring of the ecosystem, apd 2) development of a

better understanding of the recoveirability of 'and their resources.

Monitteirat"Monitoringa seems to be beck vogue again. Mn the late 1960% and

early 1970's great optimism existed that env monitoring programs would be
. .

effective in providing an early warning system. Later, in the 1970%, the bloom was off

the rose as experience suggested that monitoring may be Msensifive bekause of the great

variation in space and time of natural ecosystems. Mow one hear; talk of national

estuarine monitoring programs and of costly new compliance monitoring progranis for

sewage discharges exempted from secondary treatment standards under Section 301(h) of

the Clean Water Act (P.1.. 95-217Y. Monitoring means different *My to different

people. The Second National Marine Pollution Program Plan stated that the role of

monitoring ^in the national- program is twofolde an one hand it serves to wam against

unacceptable impacts of human activities on the mexine environment and, on the other,

it provides a long-term data base that can be used for evaluating and forecasting natural

changes in marine ecosystems and the superimposed impacts of }human activities' in my

opinion, these objectiveslives are valid, but 1 know of no cases where we can confidently

pursue monitoring in a strictly observational mode, i.e. as observing canaries in a mine,

"Rather monitoring programs should have research components (even though they may be

small parts) in which cause-effect relationships can be experinventally investigated...
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The Ocean Pont:don Resenrch, t, and Vonitalng Act of MS (P.L. 93.
273) was based an the fhtclirg that nufnerous Federal agencies sponsor, stupor; or fund
activities, relating to ocean pollutien research and development and Monitoring but that
such activities are often uncoardinatee and am reedt in unnecessary duplication. The
Act direct. NOAA, as the lead agenat, and other appropriate Federal agencies to prepare
a eve 5.year pkin for the overall Federal apart la amen poflutM researdt,
development and manitarkeg. The first such plan publlshed In the fall al 1979 ens
prepared in very short time, the Second Flan was dated September 1141 (but released in
1932). ft was a positive effort to. define relative priorities for Fdlisral
d

rases:di and
evelopment. The Third Plan is edieduled for tpublicaion in 1983.

Altilatieh the Mteragencv pluming mechesient (00FROliftitself is seignificent

advance in terms of encouraging interagincy awareness, dialog and assessment of
priorities, little evadeace exists.* data t of inrianlantittion of the recommendations of
the Second Plan. in addition to the Fetal:dem Review and subsequent planning efforta on
the OCS longterm effects piogram discussed above, other interagency reseen:h penning

eflocts concern WiNlitT assurance of chemical -analyses, ocean dumping. of *wage sludge

and kidustr Lai writes, and ollsposal of radioactive materiab. Under the Act, intersioncY
coorcenation relies an good faith efforts and NOM ism no authority, budgetary or

otherwise, over the programs of other agencies..

There remain problems caused by poor interagency coordination in marine

environmental quality r'esear'ch. which result 'M inefficienciai, possible duplication or.even
conflicts. For example, at 1.44r:twee indepapdent Federal programs involve the physical

oceanography off Southern and Cana4d California (11114S, DOE and NSF). Differences in
perspective, and approach lead a few years alp to essentially an achersarial Situation

between 1141413 and EPA on assessment of the effects of drilling thscherges. Worse thin

23
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this, important problems may fall in the seams of agency jurisdictions and interests. Two

example} from the northern Gulf of Mexico will illustrate my point.

DOE operate regional oceanography program; off Atlantic southeast, Atlantic

northeast, Pacific northwest and Pacific southwest comes. The programs focus on

aceanographiC processes relevant to trakrstanchng the transport '< man-produced

Compounds (energy related) Mucus,' the coastal ocean. The DOE programs have

centributed significantly to understand the continental environments and

ecosystems and the research was highly regarded its the at a recant Netional

Research Council (198) panel. Titers is no-resioneroceanographic program in the Gulf

of Mexico in*part because when one was proposed about 10 years ago, it was decided that

the Bureau of Land Management (BU) of the Department of the Interior, with its

iprimary responidbility for oil and gas development anclimaring programs, would take that

responsibility. However, [WM% programs have bewail predominantly Ifni undeveloped
.

frontier areas rather than the heavily developing areas off Louisiana and Texas.

Furthermore, BLM's (now MIASS programs have generally been descriptive and pot process

oriented. The net result is that oceanographic processes in this region, whidt is most

influenced by energy - related activities and receives men-produced compounds from two-

thirds of the aihtinented U.S., have gene essentially unstudied.

The second example the rapid deterioration of coastal wetlands and salt

water intrusion in estuaries in Louisiana. M estimated 100 km2 /year (30 miles2/year) of

wetlands are being lost, amounting to 11511 of the 'Nation's wetland loss rate., Federal

research programs on the issue are notaflie by their absenceonly the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and NOAA Sea Grant have been very involved. The MMS has eisimed

research on the subject outside of its responsibility, despite the fact that modifications

to wetlands made to accommodate offshore oil and gas development have contributed to

wetland loss.
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'Despite the limitedaccomplithnuants of the COPRDM planning process to date,

continuation of interagency planning at the level is essential. The recommendations of

the forthcoming Third Plan should be carefully cansistered in budget dedsiOns by the

President and Congfess by implementing high priority programs and curtailing low

priority programs. Be iodation, COPRDM witiwthe assistance of non -government

scientists should undertake, bolder and longer range research planning. The coherence

and aggressivenesslof the NW 'Emergence of a Unifiell Ocrn Sciente document can

serve as an example.

Interagency agreements or memorandums sat underrate. of lubstantird

'11 coincidence offinterest and responsibilities also enhance e of resources.

\\,...s Agreements between EPA and COE concerning 'development %irked* for evaluating

dredgetIonateriels for disposel and MMS and SPA concerning reinarde on and regulation

of drilling disdiarges are essesialee. On the other hand, interagency agreements which

are little more than provision of a iimaildrop" for pass through of funds, rattier than a

legitimate partnership based on common interest', do little to erbium: coordination and

efficiency. Many agency research and monitoring programs are operated regionally (e4.

SAMS, DOE, and to a certain extent EPA, cot, NoAA). Consequently, the effectiveness

of interagency coordination would be improved if there were regional interagency

rountables to discuss common interests, air plans, pool research resources and maintain

lines of cornmunk:ation with the research community in the region.
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Mr. PRITCHARD. Thank you, Dr. Boesch. -

Next, we will have. -Dr. Robert Corell. We will go all the may.
through the panel, and then we will gO back for questions.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT W. CORELL. DIRECTOR OF MARINE
Al)N gEA GRANT PROGRAMS. UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

-A Dr. CORE LL. Thank ,you, me. Chairman. .

Mr. Chairman, membe tbe Subcommittee on Oceanography,
and friends of marine scien
important' issues that I would ke to talk about today, but I will

i
*

research, there are many critically

plan in this testimony to just address two ideas. First of all, some
comments on deep sea research that has been facilitated by the re-
search submersible Alvin, and some comments on high technology.
in the marine scientific world, particularly the role of robotics and
intelligent systems.in underwater application.. .

.
The deep submergence research vessel, Alvin, is a unique nation-

al asset which has facilitated profoundly important deep sea scien-
tific research. Alvin is a Navy-owned, national oceanographic re-
search facility, jointly sponsored by the National Science Founda-
tion, the Oilier of Naval Research, and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric. Administratipn. It is ,operated by the Woods Hole . .:'."
Oceanographic Institution and guided by a national review panel of
which I am chairman. This committee is a component of the Uni-
versity-National Oceanographic Lehoratory System,/ better known
as UNOLS.

While seemingly complex in the interagency and interinstitu-
tional arrangements, the overall. guidance and management of this
unique platform work well and, more importantly, in my opinion,
the science produced is outstanding.

Alvin-supported scientific research programs have significantly
altered our views of he Earth sciences,. biology and life proeiises,
and. the chemistry:ef the physical and biological sphere. The past
two decades have seen an explosion in the Earth and planetary sci-
ences. The theory of plate tectonics has been unified from preVious-
ly fragmented understandings. 'Hydrothermal activity has revolu-
tionized our views of Earth crustal processes, the chemistry of the
ocean, and of life processes themselves.

These are the kinds of scientific efforts that Alvin has been a
major component within.

The management of Alvin is a well-struCtured intet'action be-
tween a three-agency agreement that provides the basic support to
the vessel, that is, the National Science Foundation, Office of
Naval Research, and NOAA. ,

There is an incredibly well-honed team at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution that operates the vegsel. The scientists
in this community have learned how touse Alvin and use it well,
and the UNOLS structure teems to be working well, in-our opin-
ion.

Alvin is a unique tool of science. I strongly recommend to this
committee that a continued review of financial support to both op-
erations and science are crucial to the health and vitality of deep
ocean science. In my opinion, there should be more adequate finan-
cial support to all the cooperating agencies to fund research pro-
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grams of excellence that require the Alvin and, further, to support
more fully the tit search programs that can be conducted in the
deep submersibles of the U.S. Navy, particularly, the recent addi-
tion 'of 6,000' meter capability in the Seachif These are important
components, and the prospects fbr continued scierytifi achievement
in Alvin. in our opinion, is strong. .het me :fay a word or two about robotics and inttgligent under-
water systems, a big jump from Alvin, although 44Ivin is a 44-h
twhnology tool. The explosive development of complex and (Oen
sophisticated microcomputer and microelectric systetns is just be:-
ginning to impact the ocean sciences and deep sea research. Micro-
computer systems, with their,attendant microelectrOnic an,d power-
ful software, provide means to conduct-ocean research heretofore
either difficult or impossible. Acoustic tomography,' a sophisticated
navigation systemsolaW acquisition, an signal promising systems,
vision systems. remotely operated vehicles, and autonomdwvehi-
cles and platforms are all examples of demonstrated iMpacts from
this technology.

,These new technologies provide fascinating OpPortu not
wily for scientipc research, but economic. anti industria elop-
ment in the oceanic sphere, and clearly impact on underw.ater ef-
forts in t he. defense establishment. The research and 4 ev#44pment
of smart and intelligent u_ nderwater. systems- is now underway but
clearly in its early,stages of evolution;

To give you some idea of the potential, let me describe one R&D
.program in one of our laboratories. We have been conducting basic
scientific research in advanced technology' development to create
totally free-swimming, unmanned submersibles w4ich can do
useful work underwater. For example, we could show you a vehicle,
totally free of any connection to the surface or to man, which can
he dropped in fhe water, freely swim down tat the sea floor, locate
an underwater ()Wand gas pipeline, swim along the pipeline .con-
ducting an inspection mission such as a photo survey. This is all
controlled by the intelligent computer system carried on board, and
there is no physical or otherwise connection to the surfase.

Similar vehicles of this nature have been developed to swim
inside offshore' driling platforms and to visit preassigned locations
and do photo surveys. There' are accomplishments whiCh have al-
ready been demonstrated in t he...laboratory. We are increasingly re-
terring to these' smart vehicle's as underwater robots, workhorses of
the underwater world.

The. fa:4(111ot «in in the marine science and academic world comes
from placing this intelligence In freely mobile and totally autono-
mous 111th m:der vehicle's. Research is developing in this new field
which we now call knowledge' engineering. The problem for this
committee is that the artificial intelligence world has developed to
the point where we are entrapped with the idea that it will have
real world applications, and we in the university laboratories have
'demonstrated its exciting -potential, but there is a severe gap be-
tweet, what we l'atpdo in the laboratory and what is useful in the
eyes of industry and the financial community.

That gap needs to be filled with development and research so
that we van close the gap between the' ideas of artificial intelli-
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gnce and the application of knowledge engineering to underwater
applications.

I urge this committee to foster such ideas by expanding the sup-
port to ocean science and technology and to obtain that measure of
excellence in technology that has historically been characteristic of
this Nation. In my view, it could give' the United States an edge in
science, an edge in economic and industrial develop ent, and
clearly impact our defense posture.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity t share a few
ideas. I would be pleased later to answer any' questions which you
or your colleagues might have.

(Statement of Dr. Cord! follows:(

I
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STATEMONT OF PROF. ROMER? W. CORMLL. DIRECTOR Or MARI= AND SA GRANT
. PROOXASIS, thassasrm air NNW NAUMAN=

Thank yon', and good afternoon. Mr. Chairman, Members of the
Subcommittee on Oceanography, and friends of marine research
gathered here today to examine the status of marine research in
the United States. It is a privilege and honor for me to be here.
I am Hobert W. Corell, a Professor of Engineering at the
University of New Hampshire, where I also serve as Director of a
research laboratory devoted to high technology in marine and .

oceanic systems. V also direct the Marine and Sea Grant College
Programs at"the University of New Hampshire. It is from these
perspectives within the marine sciences and engineering community
that I testify this afternoon.

Mr. Chairman, this hearing provides a unique opportunity, as
you and bhe committee have provided the setting within which we
can discuss broad perspectives on vitally important topics
concerning the health apd vitality of marine scientific and
'engineering research. in the United States.

I want to begin my testimony .by thanking you and the other
members of this Subcommittee for the leadership you havei
demonstrated by establishing the legislative frame work Ior
critically 'important national marine - related programs, such as,
NOAA's marine and-'oceanic-researah efforts,,progfams for marine
pollution, and the outer continental shelf i0CS) revenue sharing
actto mention only a 'few. This leadership is deeply
appreciated.

There are many critically impOrtint topics I would like to
discuss. However, I plan to restrict my testimony to three
topics, though, of course, I will be pleased to respond to any
questions you may wish to ask; The topics are:

Comments on deep sea research friecActitate# by the research
submersible ALVIN.

Comments on high technology ln marine research,
particularly the role of robotics and intelligence s
systems in underwater applications.

Comm "nts on international cooperation, particulbrly these -

that substantially influence the excellence of our own
research programs and importantly impact our_foreign
policy.

e

Deep pea Research and the Research SubmersibleALVIN

The_deep submersible research vessel, DSkV ALVIN is a
unique national asset, which has facilitated profoundly important
deep sea research. ALVIN is a navy-owned national oceanographic
research facility jointly supported by the National Science
Foundation, the Otfice.of Naval Research, and the 'National
Oceanic. and Atmospheric Administration. It is operated by the
W6ods Hole Oceanographic ,Institutiohend guided by a National
Review Panel,,of which I am Chairaan. This committee is'a

2
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component of the University National Oceanographic Laboratory
Systems (UNOLS). While seemingly complex in the interagency and
inter-institutional arrangements, the overall guidance and

.management arrangements work well, and more importantly, the
science produced is, in my opinion, outstanding. I want to talk
'a 1 ittle about the ALVIN program, and touch upen some of the
science, (a one page summary describing the ALVINrand its
support vessel ATLANTIS II is attached as an appendix to this
testimony).

tf

ALVIN was an idea born in the early 1960s, in many ways an
idea that substantially preceded its time. The SPUTNIK era of
the late 1950s, the tragic disaster of the Thresher, the
acknowledged lack of substantive scientific understandings. of the
world's oceans, all conspired to nurture the idea of a deep
submergehce research submarine. The. Navy, through a broad range
of interests in research and technology development, gave the
?necessary support to bring the idea into reality. The history of
ALVIN's evolution is a fascinating story in the history of
science and technology. Complex and, often frustrating steps were
required in evolving ALVIN as a tool for science, to the stage
where we are today. In the early 1970s, deep ocean submersible
science spawned new ideas in the scientific world, best dated to
the FAMOUS project. FAMOUS set the real context for the science
we can discuss today, and provided the nftcessary'ingredientsfor
the three agency (NSF, ONR and NOAA) agreement that underpins the
financial support for ALVIN operations today. The support for
deep ocean, submersible supported science is now highly
integrated into the ongoing programs of NSF, ONR, and NOAA, with
several other federal agencies and programs also involved.

ALVINs management is a well structured interaction between:

Federal 'agency support of the National Science Foundation
(NSF'), the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

The ALVIN Project Team at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI).

The scientists who need and use ALVIN, and,

e The ALVIN Review Committee of UNOLS.

sever.il years ago, a substantial effort was made by all
concerned to enhance ALVIN's total effort by 4/xpanding our Long
Range Planning activities. A key component was the so-called
Submersible Science Study, which, along with agency planning,
UNOLS, science community, and WHOI efforts, we now have world-
wide capability available. We also have a carefullOthought out
process for establishing priorities and plans.

ALVIN-suppAed scientific research programs haver
miluliteinily Alrf.r4.,1 lie views in the arrh sciences, biology
and life processes, and in'tt chemistry of physical and
biological sphere. ALVIN has worked prOarily in the northern
hemisphere, with work focused in the Western Atlantic and Rantern
Pacific. outing its almost 20 yeats of existence, it has
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evolved and changed extensively. (There is appended to this
testimony a brief history of ALVIN, prepared by the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution.)

ALVIN's operating depth (4000 meters) enables it to reach'
about 50% of the seafloor. The science down to 4000 meters still
en4llenties and fascinates the U. S. Ocean Science Community.
However, the ALVIN Review Committee is working with the U. S.
Navy to expand our capabilities through the use of Navy
submersibles, such as SEACLIFF (which operates to depths of 6000
meters), TURTLE and theNR-1. The advent of a 6000 meter
SEACLIFF provides the potential for extending deep ocean.science
to regions that cover abOut 971 of the world's ocepns. allowing,.
us to look at vitally important subduction processes and otherphysical and geological processes in the deep sea.

The past two decades have seen an explosion in the earth and
planetary sciences. The theory of plate tectonics has unified
previously fragmented. understandings, the hydrothermal activity
has revolutionized our views of earth crustal processes, the
chemistry of the oceans, and of life processes themselves.

Mr. Chairman, this is obviously a bright view of sea ocean
scientific research supported by a unique tool - ALVIN. Thereare several summary comments I would like to make.

The interagency cooperation between NSF, ONR and NOAA
has been outstanding. There are efforts:to expandthat
cooperation to other agencies, such as the USGS.

The broad support ALVIN provides to the entire U. S.
ocean science community is excellent. However, in my
opinion, the ALVIN is operating pt full capacity and a
number of outstanding scientific programs cannot be
conducted because the U. S.. only operated one such
vessel. The prospect of having access to the U. e_.
Navy's SEACLIFF, capable of 6000 meter operations is
critical.-

ALVIN has been a keystone in many international
cooperative programs, beginning with the FAMOUS program
(the joint effort with the French). Oceanography lends
Itself to international cooperation, and ALVIN is no
exception. If there is any difficulty, it is the fact
that only two scientists can dive on this one-of-a-kind
scientific tool.

ALVIN is truly a unique tool of'science, adequate
financial support to both the operations and the science
is crucial to the health of deep 'ocean science. In my
opinion, there should be more adequate financial support
to all the cooperating agencies to fund research programs
of excellence that require the ALVIN, and to support more
fully the research programs that can beiconducted in the
deep submersibles of the U. S. Navy particularly the
6000 meter vessel .SEACLIFF.
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Robotics and Intelligent Underwater systems

The explosive development of complex and often sophisticated
microcomputer and microelectronic systems is just begininq to
impact the ocean sciences and deep sea research. Microcomputer
syStems with their attendant microelectronics and. powerful
software provide the means to conduct oceanic research heretofore
either difficult or impossible. Acoustic tomography,
sophisticated navigation systemic, data acquisition and signal
processing systems, vision systems, remotely operated systems

ROVs) and autonomous vehicles and instrument platforms are
all examples of the impact Cf this technology. The impact of
this technology in the future will most likely -be in the use of
intelligent systems, robotics and related information sciences.
These new technologies provide fascinating opportunitieit
not only for scientific research, but economic and industrial
development, and defense. The resehreb and devalopment of
"smart" or "intelligent" underwater systems is Aow underway,
thougO.clearly in the early stages of evolution. To give you an
idea of the potential, let me describe a research and development
effort underway in our laboratories at the University of New
Hampshire. We have been conducting basic engineering research
and advanced technology development to create totapy free-

r sivimming,.unmanned, submersibles which can do useful underwater
work. For example, we could show you a vehicle, totally free of
any connection to man or the surface, which can be drbpped into
the water, freely swimming down to the seafloor an3I Iodating an
underwater oil/gas pipeline, and then swimming along the pipeline
conducting an inspection mission, such as a photosurvey. All
this is controlled by an intelligent.computp. system carried on-
board.the free-swimming, unmanned submersigle. A similar-
vehicle, can be placed in the water, several hundred yards away
from'an offshore drilling platform, and using the "intelligence"
on-board the vehicle, it can "swim" inside the complex structure
and visit pre-assigned areas lor photo-survey or other inspection
purposes. These developments have been accomplished and we could
show you f i 1m of the vehicl e doing these things. We are
increasingly referring to these "smart" underwater aystems as
robots, workhorses of the underwater. world much like the
industrial robots'ofthe manufacturing industries.

Robotic systems for underwater applications are a.new and
emerging field of technical activity. There are many exciting
developments in this underwater robotics field, where totally
autonomous vehfcleA are being designed and developed to:

survey underwater pipelines
inspeot offshore drilling rigs
measure the topography of the underside of the polar ice
cap
photograph the deep ocean seafloor
conduct bathymetric surveys in the deep ocean or in ice,
covered watars
Scrve as an auton0Mous instrUMOnt platform tor acoustic
Of other oceanic research
q,,ve as test-beds for hydrodynamic research, such as
laminar flow vehicle systems
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-, military systems, including surveillance, weapon systems,and early warning detection.
A-
..,This list fs not inclusive, but;prOVides some insight intothe scope of applications

already encompassed by th4 underwaterrobotic. vehicle.
.

The areas for new research and technological advances forunderwater_ robotic vehicles will. most likely be:
- Applied artificial intelligence and knowledgeengineering

Microelectronics/computer hard and software systems- Navigat4on, guidance and,positfbning- Reliability
Eruirgy sources to power systems

- Communications
- Vision systems for free swimming autonomous vehicles orplatforms

There are other technologies where the field is alreadymature and rich with applications. These includes

Vehicle dynamics and control
- Data acquisition, processing and data base systemsr Materials
- Manipulator systems, and other work systems

These two major classes or areas of technologies are rapidlyconverging to form the basis for underwater robotic systemsdevelopment, both vehicles and non-mobile platforms.

The fascination in the marine science aqd academic world .comes from placing "intelligence° in a freely mobile and totallyautonomous underwater vehicle of platform. This researchdevelpping a new field of study called "knowledge engineering".which /is simply the engineering application of the much talkedabout field of artificial intelligence. The impact on oceanscientific research is'already being felt. This field is onethat does lend itself to industrial and internationalcooperation. CoOperative research and development programs havebeen established between universities, such as ours, and majorU. S. corporations.
'Further, international cooperative effortsare also underway, with the British, the French, and the Italians'being foremost in this regard.

The major purpose for sharing these perspectives are two-fold:

es.

To outline the fact that laboratory-developed prototypeunderwater robots, which can do useful work, are a demonstratedreality.

To indicate that basic engineering and advanced
technology research in underwater robotics, based. in aUniversity environment, is only in the early stages ofdevelopment. Most importantly,

increased support is
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required beforewe can close the *gap''between the
theoretical concepts of artificial intelligence and the
practical application of knowledge engineering to
operational systems in ind5stry,government and defense.

The second issue, is critical, and deserves a little more
discussion. Artificidi intelligence has developed to the point
where industry and government can see the incredible impact of
its appliCation to *real* 'world problems. Me, in the university
laboratories, have demonstrated that exciting potentials do exist.
The, gap is financially induced.. The body of knowledge is
immature, undeVeloped in the eyes of industry and'the financial
investment community. Industry is excited by these potentials,
but the needed research from their point of viewis too basic*.
Hence, the "ncience* behind knowledge engineering* cannot yet
serve the practical needs of industry or the Navy.' Research,
often cooperativbetmeen university laboratories and industry,
is required. It is my view that the federal research support is
the key to brileing this gap. The potential to industfy and the
defense establoWshment is incredible. I urge this committee to
foster such ideas by expanelling the support to `ocean science' and
technology and for obtaining that measure of excellence in
technology that has historically been the characteristic of this
Nation, In my view, it could give the U. S. an edg,e in science,
in economic and industrial development, and in our defense
posture.

International Cooperation in the Marine Sciences

Thi4 subject has been discussed, competently by others on
this panel. Therefore, I will speak only briefly on the topic.

I have been privileged to 'serve on several harine science
Panels, which visited countries like the People's Republic of
China, the Republic of Indonesia, and others. These Pallels were
'components of official bi-lateral agreements between the U. S.
and these other countries. It is my view that these efforts are
critically important to the quality of our scientific research
programs world-wide, and to our foreign policy.

First, the almost universal application'of the 200 mile offshore
jurisdictional arrangements, demands that we establish effective
working arrangements with virtually all coastal nations. The
science of the oceans knows no such 200 mile limitations.
However, to work in those waters requires effective relationshipsr,
between those countries and Burs. In my view, there is no better'
way than to work first scientist -to- scientist, with.government-
Xo-government fol lowing, because this fosters mutually shared
goals and objectives.

Secondly, from my visits and observations, modest
-investments in the marine science programs of our sister coastal
nations can be effeetive tools of foreign.policy. For example.
the Science and.Technology AgreeMent with the. People's Republic
of china has enabled us to have Chinese scientists in this
country for extended periods of time. First hand observations
suggest that the interactions are mutually beneficial. For
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example,' one exchange scientist/engineer from the People's
Republic of China has enabled-the'Mational Bureau of Oceanography
in the People's Republic of China to expand their technological
base for a developing oil and.gas industry, which they believe iscritical to the future. The participants in'the development ofthose new activities are predominately .U. S. corporations.
Hencelwe too, benefit. In my view, such partnerships growingout of science, is an excellent component of our foreign policy.
Maintaining.the posture in our foreign policy, through scientific
exchange, appears to me to be profoundly effective for both
parties.

My purpose in mentioning these ideas is simply to urge yourSubcommittee to integrate international marine scientific
research programs into foreign policy legislation, using
bi-lateral agreements, and the basic research support programs knthe marine sciences available from MSF,,MOAX, ONR and other
agencies.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to share ideaswith you. I would be pleased to answer any questions which youor your colleagues might have.
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'Appendix I.

A Description of the

DSRV ALVIN

and its support Vessel

R/V ATLANTIS II
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:Appendix II

A-Brief History of We

ALVIR Program

BRIEFS OF ALVIN HISTORY FROM JUNE 1964 TO THE PRESENT
, -

1. ALVIN cominissioned at. Woods Hole on 5 June 1964.
2. June 1964 thru October 1964 - 77 dives in Woods Hole 'Harbor,

Buzzards Bay and Vineyard Sound for shakedown. testing of
submersible and equipment and training of operators. Dives
progressively deeper from 12 feet to-65.feet. Three pilots
were trained to operate ALVIN during this period.

-1;,, Extensive overhaul followed test and training pariOd.
Tender, R/V LULU (original name DBRVT -1), was built and sea
trials conducted during the ALVIN overhaul period.

4. LULU, with ALVIN aboarn, towed to Port Canaveral Florida far
Deep trials and testing May 1965.

5. Deep, trials in and around Port CanaveralFlarsda. New
Providence Island Bahamas and Bermuda during period May. 1965

6 thru September 1963. 29 dimes were conducted including the
unmanned, tethered drop to 7500 feet. Manned dives were con-
ducted to 6000 feet. Many annoy. (and several major) problems
.were corrected during this period. .

6. September 1965 .- return to Woods Hole inboard LULU kinder: tow)
for overhaul.

7. .Early 1966 Air Force B-524 caklided over Spain losing a
' H-bomb in'the Mediterranean off Cartagena Spain. ALVIN was

called. Late January 1966 ALVIN with her support vans were
loaded into Air Varce cargo aircraft and flown to Rota Spain.

8- -During. next three months ALVIN searched the ocean floor off
of Cartagena for the lost H-bomb operating from a Navy LSO.
Bomb was located for the first time an March 15 1966 but sub-
sequently lost when attempting to attach lift lines. Bomb
slid down-slope to deeper water - search continued.

9. Bomb was relocated on April 2 1966 by ALVIN and finally re-'
' covered on April 7 1966. ALVIN returned to Woods Hale. in

the LSD. for overhaul..
1A. August 1966transit to Bermuda I. Argus Island for inspection

work on the Artemis Range for the U.S. Navy 9 divata
,11. Transit to Bahamas. Tongue of the Ocean, late August to war'

for the Navy on the AUTEC range and for NAVOCEANO - 29 dives.
12. Return to Woods Hole October 1966 for overhaul of ALVIN and

l(CU.
J. Return to the Bahamas in May 1967 for additionallworl in

TOTO for NAVOCEAIO and subsequent transit north with geology
sad biology dives on the Blake Plateau and off of Cape

/ r.harles. Dur,irig oive 112n2 on July 6 1467. ALVIN was attacked
by a swordfish on the bottom at about 2000 feet. The fish
become trapped in ALVIN's Win and was brought back to the (

surface intact. Arrived Woods Hole late Avgust 1967.
14. After brief upleev period. ALVIN/LULU returned to sea far a

lung series of dives south of New England in the Canyonsand
olonq the continental slope for geolog biology. thermal
studies and %bound measurements. On di 209, in the
Hydrograpber's Canyon area. a Navy F6F. rcraft was found.

14

photoaraphen and surveyed. It was later identified as being
lost, overboard from a carrier In 1944 (pilot was saved). On
(five 8224 'ieptember 24 1967. the mechanical arm wawInst
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dOring a rough recovery. The arm was subsequenty found -

. and recovered on dive 0236, October 15th, reconditioned and
reinstalled. Damage was mznidal.

15. Last dive 1967'on 24 October for USN/USL for ALVIN sound
measurements. Commenced overhaul.

16. April 1968 to Provincetown MA for post-overhaul check-outs
and VIP indoctrination and orientation. Fouradditional
dives were made in and around Provincetown harbor to observe
'submerged whales.

17. Recertification of submersible and pilots in June 1968
followed by short series of biolegy and geology dives south
of,Martha:* Vineyard an the continental slope.

18. August 1968 transit to the Azores ineftle'USS SPIEGAL GROVE
- Navy LSD.

19. August 9 thru September 3 1968 12 dives for 6Sa1 /USL survey-
ing toes of sea mounts for pew Navy range.

20. Return to *pods Molm'and-September for short eerie, to
evaluate navigation system for NAVOCEANO followed by another
short biology series south of'flerthes Vineyard.

21. Wiring launch for dive *308 on 16 October 1968 ALVIN's cradle
support cables failed and ALVIN slid into the water and sank
to the bottom in 1535 meters of waiter. Only casualties were
bruises and a sprained anile on the pilot. ALVIN stayed on
the bottom almost a full year until she was successfully
recovired by the DSV.ALUMINAUT and RA, MIZAR on labor day
1969.

22. After a year-and-a-half overhaul ALVIN made her first post-
loss dive 3044 on May 1971,'followed by a series of 14
dives in ltbods Hole Marborand off of Proyincetown to check
and test thterebuslt submersible.- Some VIP dives were also
made during this series for NOAA, ONR, NAVS$IPS and BUDDEV-
GRU ONE.

23. Mid June 1971 a biology series was commenced diking which a
permanent bottom station was established on the continental
slope south of Martha's Vineyard. The station has been
regularity re:visited at least ante each year since.

24. .July 971 long series of dives in the Gulf of Maine for
geology and physical oceanography followed by' return to the
Woods Hole area for biology an the newly established bettomc
station. .Dr. Ruth Turner was ALViN's first female scientist
on.dive *345 on August 13 1971.

-....-
....4. Second series in the Gulf of Maine frailly September for ARPA

and ONR geology navigation.
26. Late September 1 transit to Florida for a series of

geology dives n the Straits of Florida for NOAA and ONR.ertld
On dive 0364 ALVIN was attached and hit by a large blue
marlin while on the bottom off of Grand Bahama Island.
The fish did some damage to the underwater lights and sail
and am01 dam.itie to hamr1f.

)
' 41

21. Return to the Tongue 44 the Ocean in early November 1971 to
wort for ARPA and the AUTEC range. This series continued
until 9 December when transit Niel to Woods Hole was made.

20. Overhaul until early .May 1972 followed by two dives for trim
and test and 10 dives testing new rock drill in deep water.

29. Niciptly n' the bottom station early June 1972. ,-1,
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7.0. Hudson Canyon geology & biology series late June 1972 for
NOAA followed by return to the Gulf of Maine in July. This
series was for geology and to.test the new ALVIN navigation
system recently perfected. 4ALVIN'e northern-most dive was
0470 on 23 July at 43-42N..
Return to Woods Hole late July for a Short upkeep period:-

_32. Bottom station far biology Aid-August to deploy new--
experiment* and recover some placed previously follbwed by
ah additional dive series in the Gulf of Maine for further
testing of the new navigation system.

33. September & October 1972 - geology in the Raison Canyon and
biology at the permanent bottom' station, continental 004
and slope.

34. October 1972 - navigation experiments with the new AL14446u
system,and tests with the rock drill.

45, Spring 1973. A new titanium pressure hull and,varlabla
ballast system were iniitalled.in ALVIN. HW11 was furnished
by the Navy and the ballast system built by N$RDC
Annapolis.

36. ALVIN made 5 simulated dives to 12,000 feet in the NSW
test tank - three. unmanned and two with three persons
aboard. The final 12,000 foot dive in the tank officially
certified.ALVfN as a 12,000 foot.subeersible.

37. Balance of 1973 -test* with new pressure hull'and systems,
rock drill.& rock hammer testa, training and orientation
di veal.

38. Early 1974 work for AUTEC in the TOTO ranges. Biology and
and.the establishment of new deep gehavian bottom stations.

39. February 'thru May 1974 training-cWis for FAMOUS scientists
including 5000 and 10,000 foot fAit dives.

40. Summer 1974 -FAMOUS dives on the MicrAtJantic Ridge IMO
NUSC wort on the Azores Range.

41. August 1974 - dives an seven north Atlantic **Amounts en-'
route back to Woods Hole.

42. Fall 1974 - NOAA dives on bottom station I. conti tal
slope south of Cape Cod.
October 1971 thru March 1975 - extensive overhau ,

44. April & May 1975 many biology dive, throughout the Bahamas-A
geology around Brand Bohai*. Island and work for NUSC AUTEC.

45. Blake plateau biology dives enroute back to Woods Hole.
46. June thru September V975 - slope and shelf biology and

elsoloNY. NOAA radioactive waste dump survey and consider-
able biology at the permanent bottom station. Establish-
ment of a new deep 12.000 foot station southiof Cape Cad;

47. October thru birceober 1976 upkeep for the submersible.
48. January & February 1976 - check-out. training and certifica-

tion dives out of SuantenamO Ray Cuba and NSF gelglogy in
the Cayman Trough south of the Caylian Islands: ALVIN cert-
ification for 4000 mete f max dive depthi

49. March & April 1976 - inspection. search and survey work for
NAVFAC. NADC and TRACOR in Ole St. Croix-area. Geology
along the continental eargih and outer' Bahamas. inspection
and sal age wort for NUSC. %ADC & NAVELEX in the TOTO area.

*11. Return o Woods Hole, for shortupkeep period.
51. Dial an the continental shelf. slope and the canyons

,3 9
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south of Cape Cod during June and July 1976.,
52. During August 1976. the.radio active waste (RADWASTE) site

off of New Jersey was again surveyed and inspected and
several waste drums recovered.

51. heturn to Woods Hole for short overhaUl.
54. Transit south December 1976 for inspection and survey wort

for NU9C.AUTEC and biology throughout the Bahamas.
55. Transit to Panama and Canal passage. (for the flretj.time) and

geology work in the Galapagos Rift February & Mardi 1977.
During the Galapagos dives Cand the East Picific Rise dives
which will follos0 one of the major discoveries wasan
abundance of warm water animal life an And in the immediate
proximity of the ware water vents. Since no light can pen-
etrate through the deep waters, the scientists concluded
the animal chemistry is based on "chemosyntheiis".

56. Return thru the Canal for second series in the Cayman Trough
(continuation of geology investigation4). During this series
the Nicaraguan earthquake occured and was plainly felt byALVINWhile submerged. April 1977. . .

57. Return to the Bahamas and TOTO lite April 1977 for geology &
biology. Return to Woods Hole late May.

58. June througp September 1977 - extensive biology at the bottom
stations, slope. shelf ind canyons ,south of New England.

59. October 1971 through April 1978 - major overhaul for ALVIN
and LULU. New tstanitim'frame was installed in ALVIN. 4 '

60. May I. early J 1978 recertification and geological work
along the U. . eait st. Balance of June continuation of
of the rad: ct ye wet investigations at the dump site off
of New Jersey including waste drum recovery.

61. July-t.Augdst 1978 - second trip to the mid-Atlantic ridge
for a continuation of "Plate Tectonic geology an the plate
spreading centers.

62. September 1978 biolgoy off the MOW England coa st.
61. lh early October ALVIN & LULU returned to the Bahemas and

conducted many biology & geology dives throughout',the area.
64. Early.January 1979 transit to Panama followed by three

biology and geology cruises to the Galapagos.
65. Apra t May,1979.- first geoLogy trip to the East Pacific

Rise 21 degrees north off of(the Mexican west coast
during ich many hot water vents (150-deg. C) were
(1: savored.

*66. June through September 1979 - many biology, geology. Physical
oceanography and chemistry cruises around the San Diego --
San Clemente area. .

67. Remainder of 1979 transit south along the centaal American
cdest with geology, 110ology and chemistry dive series at
the Tamayn Fracture zone and return to the Eest Pacific Rise
at 21 degrees Northfafollowed by the fifth cruise tthe
Galapagoc..

68. In early January 198. ALVIN and LULU-returned to the Gala-.

pagos rift for the sixth time primarily for geology inyes-
' tigation%. ALVIN's 1000th dive tool place during this

crux SP.
69. February 1990- Canal transit 'And return to Woods Hole for

overhaul.
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70. May 1981 rocertification for ALVIN and pilots.
71. June & part of July 1980 - 'return to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

and the Kane and Oceanographer's Frictui-e Zones for ex-
tensive geology. Return to Wood* Mole. I

72: July through mid- October geology and biology on the bottom
stations, continental slope and shelf for NdP and U880.

73. Mid-October through the'belmnce of 1980 transit south diving .

along'the East Coast, Behaemi, TOTO andlilt. Croix areas.
Geology and biology for NSF and filming for%the BBC.

74. January & February '1991 extensive work in the St. Croix area,.
trainina JPM-Jaoaneii. search &recovery for NADC and
NNTF, metingng dives for *Ca and biologyigeology for NSF
and t Joint Aoreement'll48F, ONR &- NOAA).

75. Return to Moods -Hole mid-February for overhaul until June
1981. . .

. 76. joly. 1981 - after overhaul and recertification, biology and
,geology'dives far SLM in the canyons south and east of Cape
Cod. .

..: 77. Late July transit to Panama, Conallransit end geological'
trip to the Galapagos area. .

'78. September through December 1991 biology series in the Panama

e Basin, geochemical'investigitionsat the EPR 21 degrees
. north and a biology cruise to the hot vent area. .

79. Early January 1982 cruise eta thelluayoal Basin and another
geology' trip to the hot vent area at 21 degrees north.

80. Mid-February 1982 transit north to the San Mega area.
.81. M4ny, short cruises out of San Diego during the resminder

of February and until early April far biology and chemistry
followed by transit back oouth to the EPR 21 north area.

82. Balance of April through flay, cruiser. Out of Mmican ports
to the EPR hot vents for biology and chemistry. -Natter .

Cronkite made dive 01211 CO the hot vents during this period. . .

81, Return to the Panama Basin for biology in June 1902.
84. Late June through July 1982,. Canal passage and long trait-Mit-

to the Mid Atlantic Ridge TAG area for biology.
85. August & September 1982 transit back to *sods Nolo followed

by .cruises to the continental slope and shelf south of Cape
Cad for biology, geology and corrosion studies.

96. Remainder of 1982 - transit south to the Florida Straits
for geology followed by biology in the Northwest and North -
dste Providence Channels and transit.to St. Croix. A series

of engineering dives for WHO1 and finally' geological survey
of the slope south of Puerto Rico for the University of
Puerto Rico.

87. Mid.December 1982 - transit back to Woods Hole far overhaul
W. From the December arrival until June 1983 a aajorrALVIN over-

haul took place at Woods Hale. During the same timo.work .
on the Research Vessel ATLANTIS II continued, preparing her
far her new role as mother ship and tender for ALVIN: These
extensive modifications wore conducted during ATLANTIS II's
regular "mid-life refit". ALVIN'o mitjor'modifications were
structural provisions to provide a single-point lift. The
A-II newly installed A-Frame will be used to lift ALVIN
into and out of the water from the single attachment point.

89., During late.June 1983 ALVIN conducted trim and test dives

r
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out of Woods Hole and was recertifed an June 20 to 4000
meters by the Navy. LULU was used as tinder for these
dives.

90. July and August 1983, ALVIN & LULU cond ucted several short p

crises out of floods Hole far corrosion experiments, filming
for Japanese TV, and biolbgy. Sponsors were. NSF, KAPL, WHOI
and the Joint Agreement.

, 91. Balance of 1983 final preparationswfpr the ALVIN/ATLANTIS 11
iterger. lintg and all of heir support eguipMent and supplies
wars soloed aboard AII, Modifications to the titbit, were

and other support gear completed.
92. JInuery & wart February 1984 final testing A-II's new

support gear i i uding a number of,simallatted ALVIN launches
and recovirles In° a test. tank. Final lea preparations.

93. Trwnsit to Char ton 81,O. early February. Following harbor
tests with the A-Frame fr2fluding first actual ALVI
launch.& reco geology cruise to the Bloke Plateau
commenced.' = ah6r water rdeoyeries were made at'
proving the A-F tar ...... work under other than ideal.
conditions.

94. Balance of Febr y &figwort cruise for 'geology in the Florida
Straits off of c andBahama Island and some work for NUSC

...AUTEC in the T of the Oceao. Transit to Tampa Florida.
95. Geology/biology cuts, out of Tampa on the West Florida

. Escarpment in t Gulf of hexico during of
bottqm cold sat vonts worm found. This mother
discovery no is were inEpected in this area.
Transit t and Canal passage mid March. 1984.

96. Biology ise o the Panama BassrOate March & early April
for ptolugssts. This was a continsmition of Resin
studies coabenced earlier.

97. Transit north to AcaQulco Mexico to cHa noe.scientists and
load gsir'for the next geology cruise to the EPR hot vents
mid April. During this cruise ANGUS discovered p new vent
fieldto the south of the dive area., ALVIN & Al! visited
the new vents.

98. Second EPR vent trip commencedimi d May 1904 with WHOI
biologists aboard. Return to Manzanillo Mexico for the next
group of Washington University and 1101 scientists and prep-
arations for the next cruise to a group of-sea-mounts in
the same EPR area. This cruise commenced on 29 May 1984.
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Mr. Srtions. Thiink you; Dr. Core'.
Let me apologize to the panel. Precision, I guess, is more a char-

acteristic of your profession than of ours.. I was summoned by
but we will make up for it in the questibning.

man Pritchard, would you like to greet the gentleman
from ashington?

-Mr: PRITCHARD. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, it is nice to know that somebody from our com-

mittee gets to the Speaker's office, I congratulate you for at least
being called. I haven't been called to the r's office for a long
time.

Mr. STUDDS. How much is it worth to you? [Laughter.)
Mr. PRITCHARD. I would like to welcome Dr. Heath, who has re-cently joined the faculty of the University of Washington. He is

dean of the college of ocean and fisheries sciences and, coming
from my district, it is a particular pleasure for me to welcome you,
Dr.11eath.

Dr. HEATH. Thank you, Mr. Pritchard.
Mr. Smite. Dr. Heath.

STATEMENT OF DR. G. ROSS HEATH. DEAN, COLLEGE OF OCEAN
AND FISHERY SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEAT-
TLE, WA

Dr. HEATH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

In addition to being dean of .the college of ocean and fishery sci-
ences at the University of Washington which is one of the two
oldest and 'currently is the largest U.S. 'educatiOnal program of itskind, I aol also the chairman of the board of governors of Joint
Oceanographic Institutions', Inc. which Dr. Baker has 'just de-
scribed. Finally, I will shortly take over the chairmanship of the
National Academy of Sciences' Board of Ocean Science and Policy.
This Board provides, and is able to provide, scientific advice to a
number of Federal agencies.

My personal scientific expertise is in the marine geochemistry of
deep seq, sediments. Some of my recent research has been con-
cerned with deep sea manganese nodules and with the assessment
of the environmental and scientific feasibility of subseabed disposal
of high-level radioactive wastes.

I appreciate the opportunity to address the qdestions you haveraised. It is clear that we are entering a new era of marine re-
search. The availability of oceanographic satellites, which have
been supported by NASA, NOAA, and the Navy, will lead to our
first global, view oe-the ocean. Such a view is indispensable if we
are to understand, for example, the physics of the ocean and pre -
diet its influence on climate an$ffon man's carbon dioxide experi-
ment.

A global view also will give us a picture of the yield of the ocean-
ic crop of phytoplankton,, the microscopic plants that support most
higher forms of life in the ocean. Such a fricture is one of the cru-
cial inputs to scientifically sound fisheries management.

In my own area of research, we are beginning taidecipher the
way in which both the natural and artificial chemicals that enter
the ocean interact, with plants, animals, suspended particles, and
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the oceanic circulation. before they are buried beneath, the sea
floor. Such knowledge holds clues to the fate of pollutants, to the
reconstruction of past climates, and to the ultimate carrying capac-
ity of the oceans.

Our ability to meet the challenge of the next decade and beyond
is open to question at the moment, however. Dr. Baker has pointed
to our inadequate and decaying infrastructure. I support his con;
clusions. We halve been living off the capital investments of the
1960's for too long. .

Both mission and research oriented 'agencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment draw on the intellectual pool that is found in our great
universities. These agencies must provide the infrastifucture to
keep the pool from drying up.

In the past,: there has been a tendency to avoid such commit-
ments because, for example, a single piece of equipment or a specif-
ic student fellowship is not uniquely:associated with some short-
term mission need. Such a perspective can only" lead to disaster in
the long term. The antiquity Of our buildings and our research
equipment, both at sea and ashore, bear witness to the sacrifice of
long-term vision for short-term. expediency.

What is the cure? The simOlest would be the provision of block
funding to oceanographic institutions to rebuild.the infrastructures
described by Dr. Baker and to prepare for the future. Because aca-
demic institutions have corporate memories and visions that are
long, in a political context, such institutions can allocate resources
to ensure the future health of oceanography in a rational way. The
two decades after the war, when block funding provided a founda-
tion for the oceanographic reseErrch establishment that still leads
the world, provide evidence of the soundness of such a mode of
funding.

Unhappily,,virtually every component of the Federal establish-
ment noW, acts, or is compelled to act, as though it were able to
manage long-term scientific planning better than the institutions
whoseTuture depends on such planning. This situation will be diffi-
cult to correct, but support for the infrastructure as described by
Dr. Baker and for broad, long-term research programs, such as
studies of ocean climate, of chemical and biochemical reactio
the oceans, of the coastal regions where land and sea intern. of
the factors that control the survival of juvenile fish and their rey,
of the mid-ocean hot springs that are forming mineral :its
today, and of the geologic processes that form the t! f the
ocean basins which contain so much of our petroleum deposits will
do much to ensure that the potential advances of the rest of the
century do, in fact, become reality.

Finally, we must appreciate and take advantage of the differ-
ences between Federal and university oceanographic laboratories.
The Federal laboratories have the ability to mount and sustain
very extensive and long-term observational programs. Such pro-
grains are difficult to sustain in the university setting, yet are cru-'
cial to. studies of climate and fisheries, for example. The proper
preservation of good data in a readily' accessible form. also is a task
that only an organilation like NOAA can undertake.

Academic institutions, on the other ,hand, have a continuous
supply of bright, young intellects in the form of graduate students
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and postdoctoral 'researchers who interact withexperienced faculty
to produce most. of the new ideas abaut the ocean. The experiments
that test these ideas rarely last more than a deade, yet form the
basis for our long-term understanding, 'care, and exploitation of the
oceans.

- The complementary roles of Federal and ,university laboratories
- must be recognized and maintained. If either falls into disarray, we

cannot have a healthy program of marine tesearch in this country.
Thank you.
[Statement of Dr. Heath follows:]

STATHAM/WI or De. G. Ross HEATH. DEAN, COLLEGE or Ocessi arm Feeney Scuarces,- UNWEHEMSOF WASHINGTON

Mr...Chairman, I am G. ,Ross Heath, Professor of and Dean of the
College of Owen and 'm.y Sciences at the University in Seattle.
At present, I am also the Mailman of the Board of Governors Jointgraphic Institutions, ted, an association of U.S. "blue vrgter"
oteanographic institutions. , I will ihmtb take over this chairmanship of
National Academy of Sciences' Board of Ocean Sc.. and Policy hl y scientific ex-Pettier is in the mariqe geochemistry of deepees sediments. Someef my recent re-
search has been concerned with deep.sea nodules, and with an r

of the envininmental and scientific y of subseabed disposal of high-
level nuclear wastei.

I appreciate the opportunity to addreis the questions you have relied; questions
that have concerned are for the past two decades. It is clear that we are entering a
new era of marine research. The availability of oceanographic satellites will lead to
our first global ,view of the ocean. Such a view is indispensable itwe are to under-
stand. for example, the physics or the ocean end predict its influence on climate and
on man's carbon dioxide "experiment." A global view also will'ffiTni as a picture of
the yield of the oceanic crop of phytoplanktontheinicroscapie plants that support
most higher forms of life ip the ocean. Such a picture is one of the crucial uiputs to
scientfficallY sound rraherMs management.

In my own area of research, we are beginning to decipher the way in which both
the natural and artificial chemicals that enter the ocean interact with plants, ani-
mals, suspended particles, and the ocean circulation before they are buried beneath
the sea floor. Such knowledge holds clues to the fate ofpollutant% to the reconstruc-
tion of past climates, and to the bearing capacity of the oceans.

Our ability to meet the challenge o(the next decade and is open to ques-
tion at the moment, however. Dr. Baker has pointed to our i and defaying
infrastructure. I support his concluaions. We have been living of the capital invest-
ments of the 1960's for too long. Both mission and research-oriented agencies of the
f ederal government draw on the intellectual pool that is found in our great universi-
ties. These agencies must provide the:infraetructure that keeps the pool from drying
up. In the past, there has been a tendency to avoid such commitments bemuse, for.
example, a single piece. of equipment or a specify student fellowship is not uniquely
associated with some short-term mission need. Such a perspective can only lead to
disaster in the long term. The antiquity of our buildings and our research equip-
ment. !Loth at sea and ashore, bear witness to the Sacrifice of long-term vision toshort-term expediency.

What is the cure? The simplest would be the provision of block fun ding to oceano-
graphic institutions to rebuild the infrastructures described by Dr. Baker and to
prepare for the hihrre. Because academic institutions have corporate memories and
visions that are long, in a political context, such institutions are able to allocate re-
sources to ensure the future health of.ocea phy in a rational way. The two dec-
ades, after the war, when block funding a foundation for the oceanographic
research establishment that now leads world, provide evidence of the soundness
of such a mode pf funding. Unhappily, virtually every component of the federal es-
tablishment now acts as though it were able to manage long-term scientific plan-
nit* better than the institutions whose future depernis on such planning. This situa-
tion will be difficult to correct, but support for the infrastructure as described by
Dr. Baker, and for broad, long-term research programs. such as studies of ocean cli-
mate; of chemical and biochemical reactions in the oceans, of the coastal regions
where kind and sea interact, of the factors that control the survival of juvenile fish
and their prey, of the mid-ocean hot springs. and of the geologic processes that form
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the edges of the ocean basins would do much to ensure that the potential advances
of the rest of the centuzy do. in fact, become reality.

Finally, we must appreciate and take 'advantage of the diffeiences betWeen feder-
al and university oceanographic laboratories. The federal laboratories have the abil-
ity to mount and sustain very extensive and long-term observational programs..
Such programs are difficult to sustain in a university setting, yet are crucial to stud-
lea of climate and fisheries, for example. The proper preservation of good data in a
readily accessible form also is a task thaii only an organization like NOAA can un-
dertake. Academic institutions, on the other hand, have a continuous supply of

ers, who interact with experienced faculty to produce most the new ideas about
bright young intellects, in the form of graduate students and research-

.
the oceans. The experiments that testthese ideas &rely last more than a decade,
yet form the basis kr our long-term understanding, care, and exploitation of the
oceans.

.
The complementary -roles of federal and university laboratories moat be recog-

nized and maintained. If either rani into disarray, we cannot have a healthy pro-
gram of marine research. in this country.

. Mr. STUDDS. Thank you very much,. Dr. Heath.
Dr. 'Ross.

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID A. ROSS, DIREC1'OR, MARINE POLICY
AND OCEAN MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. WOODS HOLE OCEANO-
GRAPHIC INS'ITTUTION .

br. Rims. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity
to participate in this discussion. The other speakers have focused
on the many exciting marine scientific programs being proposed
for the coming years. However, there will .be problems in achieving
these programs, including funding, facilities, the training of young
Scientists, et cetera, but especially important, in my opinion, will
be the new law of the Sea regime for m?rine scientific research:

Problems, howeirer, sometimes cairbe opportunities. This, I be-
lieve, can be the case with ale Law of the Sea.problems for marine
scientific research.

I would like to concentrate my comments on this point. My writ-
ten testimony details more specific aspects.

The application of the Law of the Sea Treaty would result in ap-
proximately 42 percent of the ocean coming under coastal State ju-
risdiction. This has led many of the world's coastal countries, and
there are over 1.00 of them, to focus increased and new attention on
their marine and coastal environment, in particular, on their ex-
clusive economic zones [FEZ].

However; most developing countries have little or no marine sci-
ence and technology capabilities with which to undertake the nec-
essary studies tolcapitalize on, even to explore, the potential of
their new territories, whereas the United States has perhaps a sur-
plus of such skills. This enclosure of the coastal ocean comes at a
tint when major studies such as climate, global ocean circulation,
and new technological applications such as satellites, that we have
heard about today, can lead to innovative ocean use. These studies
and others will require access to all EEZ's, an area that, among'
other things, includes essentially all upwelling' zones, most subduc-
tion regions, and most real or potential marine resources.

If should be stressed that EEZ's encompass that part of the ocean
-which often has the most variability, receives most of the erosion
and waste products from land, as well as being the most used and
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abused part of the ocean. To exclude this region from active re-
search would narrow our effectiveness in ocean science.

Said another way,' the. success of .US. and international marine
research will depend on continued access to foreign waters. This
will require developing cooperative programs with scientists or in-
stitutions in these foreign countries. .

.

A simple or single prwmm may not' be sufficient to ensure con-
tinuing access for all U.S.. research vessels. Longer, more continu-
ing relationtihips may oven be necessary:

.

The Law of the Sea scenario has clearty creited a challenge to
.oceanographers. Controls and regulations for marine science in for-
eign EEZ's are many and complex. -Access will require detailed,

. sometimes written negotiations, permission, data exchange, possi-
ble training and assistance efforts. But especially reqUired will be
close cooperation with the foreign country in all phases of the re-
search activity. .

The challenge is in developing and maintaining successful and
viable foreign programs without sacrificing or Wasting excessive
amounts of time and resources of the.U.S. marine scientific com-
munity. Meeting this challenge will often require skills and infra-
structure not presently available to most. marine scientists.

Despite the obvious need -for increased cooperative efforts in
Marine science withOoreign countries, there exists no central point
in the. United States that can represent the spedmm of U.S.
marine activities and interest& I feel that the United States and its
marine scientists, and I include those from government, industry,
and from academia, can benefit from the establishment of foreign
EEZ's as well as offer assistance to these countries: The U.S.

.'marine community has developed extensive expertise in coastal
managementNOAA's Coastal Zone :Management Programin
marine resource developmentNational Marine Fisheries, Sea ,
Grant, industryand in basic marine science and marine policy
stud ies-L-academ ia.

The question, then, is are we efficiently and successfully making'
our skills and resources available for foreign cooperative opportuni-
ties?

The .premise of my proposal is that we could and should be doing
better, and to do so would lead to increeeed scientific research op-

.portunitieS and. other benefits to the U.S. marine community and,
indirectly, to our Nation. This, is not to Criticize the several excel-
lent cooperative programs in oxistence, but, rather, to suggest that
there are many moire opportunities and they are being missed. .

The basic thrust, then, of my presentation, is to suggest the es-
tablis ent of an Office for International Marine Science Coopera-
tion

r
at would be a focal point for foreign contacts seeking to de-

velo p with the U.S. marine scientific commu-
nity and vice versa. enoffice would assist, where appropriate, in
the developmeht of such programs by involving appropriate U.S.

,

individuals and organizations. , .

Some specific tasks of such an office could include, first, to serve
as the contact point in the United States for foreign scientists or
organizations interested in developing such Programs; second, to
search for opportunities within the United States and in foreign
countries and to *distribute this information to U.S. participants
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this aspect in itself would perhaps. pay for the office. Third, to del .

termine interest of specific U.S. marine scientists, engineers, ad-
ministrators, both in government, academia, and industry, in work-
ing .with foreign countries and to help match such with fdreign in
terests; fourth, to maintain an up-to-date collection of rules and =-

regulations Of foreign countries for ,,marine scientific research in
their waters.

This latter item could be a very important task, especially if as
anticipated, countries vary in their interpretation of thel.aw of the
SeaTreaty. I anticipate that a collection of rating rules may be
critical in dealing' with certain countries riots, of course,
would be made available. to other institutions.

Fifth,. to follow up on success of failure of foreign programs and
develop a data base of key contacts, style, et cetera, of marine sci-
ence 'activity in specific foreign countries.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and committee members, it' is my
opinion that the establishment of an Office of International Marine
Science Cooperation will make U.S. marine scientists better aware
of the opportunities and benefits of working in foreign waters as
well as improving such opportunities. It would also alto* the sue-

r cessful implementation of malty of the programs that we have
heard about today and would 'help gain access to foreign waters. In
addition, such an office could lead to increased funding opportuni-
ties for U.S. marine scientists as well as commercial oppqrtunities
for U.S. industries.

Finally, such an action by the United States will emphasize. the
willingness of this country td continue as a leader in international
marine activities.

Thank you for the opportunity to present 'this idea to you.
[Statement of Dr. Ross follows:]

T.)231:1
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OF DR. DAVID A. ROM, WOOD* AIDLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSFITDVION

Mk. challuals. Vivien; of the ComIttee. $y ems is Dr. David A. Ross.

on a Senior Scientist. to the Geology i Geophysics Department of the Woods Sole

Oceanographic Institution. At this Inatitutioe I also hold the positions of

Director, Varied Policy 4 Ocean Namegmment Oates ad CoprAnstor, Sea Grant

Waive*. t stprociata the opportunity to participate iorthis panel

discussion. The other sieeker% will Uwe focussed oO many of the exciting

marine scientific programs being proposed for comb* years. t will

,concentwste on a specific recomemedetioa that can sigaificastiy improve U.S.

oceanographic Capabilities. In doing &WI will also cowman; on some tonal's^

research programa I have bees levelled with acrd how Federal fending could be

better coordinated to Improve U.S. swims research possibilities.

Ms weenie reaoiesendatlea Is that the U.S. establish an office to

promote and develop internatismat ISAIrindiaciestific cooperation. The 'melt

premise,of my comsat' is that the Law of the See Treaty, regardless of

whether it is ultimately ratified or met,will bring appraximately 42 per coat

4

of the ocean under merine.scientific control by varia0a nations. U.S. eariee
scieutiots will (and already are) esperiencing difficulties to vorkies in such

foreign rotors. if such difficulties continue and are not ameliorated, there

will be Limbless inimplemeetiog easy of the program yen will hear about

today.

49
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I suhsit that the Lew of the Sea ?testy and the declaration of a U.S.

4

.Exclusive Economic Zoos offer the beginning of an exciting new ere in

oceenosraphy. To capitalise fully on this opportunity will require the

collective efforts of governmeot,1 industry and academia. The hematite for

eack a colLaberatioa would far sassed the modest funds ***did to initiate as

Office for Internstionel Marine Science Cooperation.

The past few years have seteteasiderbale change* in how the ocean to

viewed by tot:u4s.couatries and this, is turs,'may wall infIesets math of the

'future style and direction of U.S. marine scientific researab iv feribign tL

waters. The two principal factors behind these cheeses have Wei the Law of

* the Sea (LOS) Treaty and advances in series science 'and technology, mainly by

scientistd and enlargers. In the case of the latter, the increased

knowledge and potential for ocean use, exploitation and modification could

result in tiany economic boestits for a coastal country. This ocean "promise"

has been especially attractive to developing a/motel countries who see pajor.

economic potential in their new 'striae territories. Application of the LOS

Treaty can result in approximately 42 pergola of the ocean cosies under

coastal state Jurisdiction. The combination of these two factors has led teeny

ofthe notld's coastal countries to focus increased or new attention on their

marine and coastal environment. Sasever, it is alsoapperislet that most

developing countries have little or no warts. sciancn and technology'

capdbilities with which to usdertaka the, necessary studies to capitalise QM or

even, to explore the potential of their new territories, whereas the U.S. has

.perhaps a surplus of such skills. To address this, lade*, the Sea Grant

50
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International Trevose wee propOsed severel years age. It sea designed to

'develop Joint projects with foreign countries to assist them in their ,resource .

developeast. Subsequent budget cuts have elimiested Undies for this

innovative mud moth weeded Wort.

-The didemal4n of the problems andopportunitiosior some coastal foreign

countries can be benesse. Consider, for sample. PortugalwOdch with its now

UZ 'including noses for its offshore islands) is now about one pert land and

feu"

nineteen parts water; other rise have sycamore impressive ratios.

Costiof by coastal *tat our. this ESL (includimg Jurisdiction over
. .

merino etiolate) is a reality reaardlose of Whether the LOS Treaty is

eventually adopted or sot. since most tOentrise haVe already established EMU

r .

and have or are comelier/mg lesislaties thpt covers and/or controls moot ocean

was in this sees. "This encleeuxe of the comets' steam cameo at a time when

the U.S. merles sCisece community faces a decrease in thd mumbler of

oceestgoleg ships aloes with ether...budget cometralits. Sowever, it is also a

time when seism studies, each as in airsea interactioes (i.e., climmte and

global steam circulation) sad new technological applications wads -as

satellites, could Lead to inmovatift ocean use. Times studies and others will

require access to all EFas, an area that, among other things, includes

essentially all upwelling souse. most subduction regions, most real or

potential marine otroureas awl, of course, all continental merging. It should

be stressed. that SIZe encompass that part of the ocean wttich often has the

' most variability. receives most of the erosion and waste products from land,

as well as being the meet used and abused part of the ocean. To exclude this

region free active research would narrow our offectivensiO in ocean science

studies.-

41
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It should be emphasised that many oceanic phenoasna ace global or asolomei

in nature and casein be fully understood by .research is Just one part of the

ocean. for aMy.U.S. scientist to Propose and conduct efficient and effective

studies in a foreign SEZ viii require cooperation with scientists and'

scientific institutions from the foreign nation. tie* will have
.4111.

to be structured so as toady to defied the probleal, deVelop and implement

the methods of observation, exchange !aromatic's, ond publish the results.

Simply said tiro success' If U.S. international merles research Will depend on

continued ecvnile to foreisia **tore. add this nip, require developing .

cooperative programs Withiscientistelor institutions in these foreign

'countries., A simple or eagle program may sot. be sufficient to ensure

ceetinuing access for all O.S. research inesule. Longer, sore continuing'

relationships say often be secessary.

This scenario has created a challenge for oceanographers. Conscols and

regulations for marina @clefts in foreign SETA are many and complbx (see

attached paper by Ross and Knauss, 152 for details). They require detailed

negotiations, picsissien, data exchmege, passible Liaising Ind assistance

efforts,'but eepecially requited is Close cooperation with the foreign country

is all phases of the monarch activity. liseohellemmis in'developing sad

maintaining successful and viable foreign programs without escrifiel%

excessive amounts of time and reewarces of the V.S. marine scientific

community. hafting this challenge will often require skills and

infrastructure not presently available to most marine scientists.

Despite the obvious need Tor increased cooperative efforts in marine

science with foreign countries', there exists no central point.in the U.S. that

can represent the spacers.= of S.S. marine activities and interests. Several

governmental agencies have international marine affairs offices (MIA, NSF,

f
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and the State Oppartmeet. for example) end several institutions osintain.

Xctive,ieternatioval operstices. Voreige visibility is hoeever,4searalLy

limited, and these offices primarily nerve (and correctly so) the -

ollgettisatioes they represent. At the ease ties. there'penerally is a limited

swerenees between agencies, otgaelsetiods and imatitetions of the fermis.'

programa engaged in by others. A coastal country looking for.a cooperative

U.S. proeren within this array of organisations may find a bewildering

Labyrinth. From the viewpoint of the U.S. marine eciantific commeity. a

torige pewee by see U.S. eZmnisatiee soy not alas,' lead to Masan

elsewhere (such as continued access or ksowledee of hew to mark with that

country).

At Woods Sole we hassled inquiries from many countries seeking assistance

is 'what is immorally called marine policy. They have immediate questions

concerning coastal seam use, i.o., developmast and conservation of marine

resources (flab, minerals. tourism. etc.). We have alreedpdoveloped specific

proforma with Colombia and Sculdor and have agforts pendlecuith'Jorden and

Brasil. Thees four projects era quite modest and are priocipally funded by

private foundations. With Jordan re are exploring ceopeqotive research

progr e coacerning the Calf of Aqaba mad its iscressep use. With Brasil's

Intent nisterial Commission for Warns Resources wears developing a aortae

resources traiding program. With Colombia we analysed several of that

country's noes of its merino asvireamat and eerie segoestioes for future,

activities. With Broader we are assisting in dovelopinga managementplan for

the Calepagos'Islands. including coesidaratioo of a marine park. Although

these programs have been succeseful in their objectives, considerably more

could result, not lest for Wood! Bole but for the entice U.S. oceanographic

community. More on this point will follow.

$
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I feel that the U.S. sad its aeries scientists (from goverameet, industry

and ikadeala) can benefit from the establishment of foreign S i'ss well es

offer aseLance to these coastal countries. The U.S. marine community hes

developed ochemnive expertise in coastal meseposset 1110ha's Costal Zone

Management Program, for eitemple), in series resource development (Netionel

Marimm_Visher(es Service, Ses'Oreet and industry) and in beetc.mallse scions

and merits policy steal*. (academia, is gemers1). The question then is, are

we efficiently end successfilly asking our skills and resources available for

foreign cooperative opportunities? The premise of ny proposal is 'that we

tepid and should be doing better, and to do so would lead to incresaed

scientific research opportunities and other benefice to the U.S. marine

.community and indirectly,,Se our motion. This is met to criticise the s

several excellent.cooperative foreign programs, in esistesce. but rather to

suggest that there are easy more opportunities and Soy aro being missed.

PROPOSAL.

/-
The basic threat of my preeeetatios is to Suggest the establishment/of an

Office for International Marine Sciescmjhoperation thaterill.be a fatal. nt

for foreign contacts seeking to develop cooperative progrims with the U.S.

merino scientific commemity (and vice versa). The Office would assist (where

appropriate) in the development of such programs by involving appropriate U.S.

individuals and organisations. wee usierbjectives of such an Office would be

as follows:

- To improve opportunities and efficiencies for those in the U.S. marine

community wishing to work with foreign countrias (and in foreign

waters).

i3EST CoPY MILANI 511.o"
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- To improve =cae for foreign countries and iastitstioes to marine

meteoritic caseate& aMd te81.11114 opiortunitise with O.S. orgenisatioen.

- To collect and circulate infonntioe to the O.S. marine scientific

community concerning Opportumitiss,Wetheelena and feeding sources for

foreign 'terms.

- To identify countries or stems formthe O.S. wales tenamity with

particular problems or requiremente, mod advise en meehanippe for

dialling with everprobLems (im particular, frem saltation' who have had

experience is such countries).

- To identify U.S. ecieselers iscarestid is warbles in specific fields is

specific forelawcantriee.

- To assist in the developnent.of multidisciplisery (and perhaps

seleimatioal) teems.

Jethro discussing those objectives are folly, two palms should

-addressed.' (1) Is such a mechanism needed? .(2) If Si, uherecaboald it be

located?

.Is Such a Siam needed!

Tbe interact of other cancria in studyies,. *velocities and exploiting:

their coastal and offshore potentials la obvious-Is thesendivideals tivelved

with international activities. Two recast Steam Policy Committee (1Pstionel

Academy of Science) Imports orc, 1981; OPC, OSP have deecribed this

interest. U.S. wine scientists Wive sheartanimmid interest in making in

foreign waters regardless of LOS problems (leas it al, 1981). Is addition,

there seems to be a clear, yet undocemented, lacrosse in visits of foreign

sciestists,and officials to U.S. merles institutions, is many lastemces, to

explore mschanisme'for cooperation.

55
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The 1981 OPC study (cooducted by its 'brine Technical Ameistance Group)

lookarlet several specificiroists including an aelleelleffi'llt of U.S. abilities to

sett its marine assistance soalsors,well as that of the developing reuatrp.

The study also provided recommendations se policies and merimaisme for future

.0
U.S. programs of series technical assistance, and cooperatios. A workshop held

A.

in La 4olla, California cis athKed by abort 60 imlivideals imcluding 20
.

ropresentifts From developing countries, international institutions, or donor

a

codatria other than the U.S. A key cocoons of the nestles se* that an

enoffice be established as a central point'of tact for U.S. or foreign

investigators seeking leferMatien on U.S. support for mariserrelated

projects. It was also recommended that tcomemists and social scientists be

involved in planning, memagement and evaluation of merine-related projects to

*smarm adequate comeideratioa of the sociopolitical and *commit frenewark of

the boot. country.

-Dee mechanism that has been partially successful for U.S. scientific

involvement with foreign countries has been the Intergemermeental

Oceanographic Commidston (IOC) and the Marine Division of UNSSCO(Ose attached

paper by loss and Mealiric 1983 on international marine science organization

and their role in foreign programs). However, some future-41.S. opportunities

may be reduced or eliminated due to U.S."withdrawal frost Qom. Another
.

technique for development of foreign marine scientific projects leur beim the

previously mentioned Sen'Grant International Program. This program currently

has no specific budget, alter a fee small Sofsign efforts continue with

private funds. Private foundations such as the Utilise H. Donner Foloodetion,

the Tinker Foundation end others, have funded cooperative foreign programs (at

the University of Miami, SCripps Institution 9, Ocamegriphy, University of

i it ti 4,1

. t t
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Delaware and the Woods Mole OcsamOgraphle Iastitation, for exempla), but

foundation resource" are limited end often directed toward specific geogrephie

regioas and certain U.S. Institutions. it "Meld be appreciated that foreign

prograes.caa create opportunities for new resserehthat might not be possible

otherwise.

I have discussed the Idea of Office for letermitioes1 Marine Seisms

Coopsratide at several forme incledieg CARS 83, the Letereatioeml Ocean

Science Policy Croop.of the National Academw )?eared on Ocean Science and Policy

(AOSP), the UniversitrNational Oceanographic Laboratory System (OWLS). end

the National Advisory Committee for Oceans and Atmoophere (NACOA). The

g:neral responee to the concept is favorable and UNOLS is caeoldering it

farther. Sipectedly, however. there is a concern about fondles (a projected

budget of less Shea half a .1111.4 dollars Atr year). Since this 'Office would

benefit all component' of U.S. marine *ciliate activities,. perhaps the

initietve should come tree this Committee.

Where Should the laterectional *mine Science Cooperation, Office tor! Located?

There are several obvious locations for such an Office, Melodies within

the federal goverment (State Department, National Science Fomadatioe, or

intional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), within the academie

community (a spCcific institution, the Ualversity National Oceanographic

Laboratory System pmfoul or the Joint Oceanographic Institutions POW,. or

somewhere separate from any of these entities, much as trials the National

Academy of Science. I %Homilies the first few years of this program a* an

experimental period and see pros and come for any of the shove locations. At

any location, a key challenge will be to assure that the Office is perceived

as (and indeed is) an 'honest broker" willies to consider all interests of the

eliettoo coimunity (academia, government and industry). (n order to maintain
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the broadest possible spectrum oftwetacta, tbeilifice probably ehould be

located outside the.U.S. governosetal structure where it would be neither as

official agency of the U.S. gevernmest7nr responsible for coordinating

governmental programs (nor would it be a fundims agency). Coordiesties,

policy directisetamd new initiatives for cooperation within tle U.S.

goveremen weld maim, as before: the tale of appropriate governmental

bodies The Office for International Marine Seisms Cooperation might become

s. rice for series, technical cooperation but should not lobby for

specific programa or rogueing. The Officelmet carefully distissuish U.S.

foreign policy.coosideretteme frog acianctfic coesidergtibms. If silence is

4 used to develop foreign policy objectives, the policy most be kept separate

from the research protocol.

!MUM TASKS .

first, it should be emphasiped that the fetus of the Office is to help

de countries.

4d

lop egg cooperative programs with foreign count 'The Office is cot

3ended to interfere with er nippiest individual programs or activities
within any pert of the series community." SSecific teaks of the Office could

include (a complete4list would be setablished by an Advisory Cometttee):.

(1) Serve as the contact elan in the 04. for tomtits scientists or .

organieellose interested
...

to develeping coe'eretive settee 'marine with

U.S. organisations. This will require tolerates earwigs &averments and

agencies as to the existence of the Office. O.S. softies, institutions

and universities must also be informed, mot jest of the existence of.. such

an Office but also of its benefits bed objectives.; A good coommoications

network must be established.
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(2) Search for eavortawaittee both within the P.O. mot in forptga

countries. sad disitributwAthis
iwforestion to U.S. particiPeeti. Ulu

will require a good U.S. and foreign contact network that would be

developed as part of Irma (1).

(3) Suter ins tetereete of specific U.S. merles acilinljate, minas%
Administrators (is ennorseestt acatenia sad fahattlY) is la;r11441LIR

foreign coniCrise. including their fields of ofteloissaiios as *Oil as

seeerephical iatereste, This will larelve centactisceariedlisSattatiema

and organisetioes, develepies a limit of interested individuals and

obtaining other appropriate laminates. pate will be computerised and be

quickly available to others
via conputer aftworke already in esintence.

( ) Solo witch 91,8, Peleetiete 010 their litelO44Weith fosedmc000sots.

. .

(5) Maintain as dh-to44ate ColAettien 01 rate sal mulatto* of foreleg(

Countries for *Woo 'steatitic ss000rth to fir matare., This will
involve obtaining data free the U.S. Department of Suits, other agencies

4

end O.S. scientists. Thin can income an important teak, especially if; as

cam be anticipated, countries
wary in their interpretation of the LOS

Treaty. 'I anticipate that a collection of "operating rules" may be

critical in dealing with certain countries. Material will be node

available on request to U.S. *cleating sad institutions. This

Information and other item could also be made availahlsovia a mdmilletter

(electrosIc and /or printed).

(6) Follow up on success or failure of foreigavpiogreas and (level

data base of key coutacta. style, etc, °Canaria. science activity in

specific foreigaitountries.
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ODSCLUSION

In my opinion the establishmeet of an Office for international Marine

Scituate Cooperation will sake U.S. marine scientists better aware of the

opportunities and benefits of working is foreign-I:osiers as well as improving

such opportunities. it will oleo allow the successful implemeatation of missy

of the programs that we hove heard about today. is oddities. oval as Made

will load to increased funding possibilities for Utfl. marine scientists and

commercial opportunities for U.S. ludustries, such action by the

U.S. wilrosphailso the willingness of the U.S, to continue as 'a leader in

intonational marine activities.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this idea to you.
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International Marine Science:
An OpplyWnity for the Future

by David A. Ross and Michael C Healey

The shle rave week, mete Klee* to
conduct researdi re weeps ant dearly
entering opened during seihidInehu dense's* be
necessary it meow resew* actlielles are to. centime.
In the Unwed Stases ate other dentsped countries.
siailist Meese are elperiencing decreeied
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Mr. Snow. Thank you very much. Dr. Ross.
Finally. Dr. Schubel.

STATEMENT OF DR. J.R. SCHUBEL. DEAN 'AND DIRECTOR,
MARINE SCIENCES RESEARCH ('ENTER. STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK AT S NY BROOK. NY

Dr. Scutum.. Tha k you. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee.

I am going to con ntrate my comments on estuarine research.
Because of the enormous importance of estuaries to society and

because of the stress0 nature of many of them, it is not surprising
that society has demanded that Government direct its attention to
protecting and, when necessary, to rehabilitating these valuable
hatural resources. The responses of our elected officials at all levels
to citizens' demands for action and the programs which have been
generated by our Federal and State agencieS responsible for pro-
tecting and managing our estuaries are laudable.

One cannot argue with their intent, but there is a problem. The
programs have not worked. They have been neither effective nor
efficient eithei in improving our scientific understanding of estu-
aries or in improving our ability to manage them. These two activi-
ties, the generation of new knowledge and our ability to apply it,
are closely coupled.

When one examines estuarine research within the broader con-
text of marine research, several striking differ6nces emerge. In
open ocean research, there is a healthy competition for funds
among individual scientists and marine institutions throughchit the
country. This competition ensures a sustained high level of scientif-
ic creativity and productivity. By contrast, coastal areas, particu-
larly estuaries, are considered to be the turf of the scientists and
the institutions which reside in the States bordering each particu-
lar water body. This parochial approach to estuarine science has
had very unfartunate consequences.

While the open ocean model is not entirely applicable to estua-
rine and near-share studies, there are some valuable lemons to be
learned. In open ocean research, fnost of the research that is con-
ducted is .determined in large measure by the scientists. They de-
termine what scientific questions shall be pursued and how they
will he attaked.-The priorities emerge out of a well developed peer
review process.

As one approaches the coastline. sociopolitical factors play an in-
creasingly larger role in determinin tat science will be' done.
Within estuaries, these factors dominate. e pressure' has been to
develop applied prorams. relevant progro responsive programs.
and the pressure' has been intense.

It is appropriate that citizens, through the political process.
should determine our objectives iii usitil; our environment. includ-
ing our estuaries. These objectives dictate the kinds of manage-
ment strategies needed to ensure the coexistence of multiple and
conflicting uses_ it follows that it is appropriate for citizens to play
a leadership role in defining management objectives and goals.

What I 'find distressing and inappropriate is to transfertthe re-
sponsibility for sophisticated scientific and technical decisions on
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how to obtain these objectives into tOe hands of concerned, well in-
tentioaed people who lack scientific 'end technical training needed
to make sound scientific judgments.

Decisions about how we are going to use our environment are
quite different from decisions about the science that we need to do
to ensure these uses. Because of the lack of an appropriate founda-
tion for our understanding of estuaries and estuarine processes. the
typical management solution to a. practical problem is an ad hoc
attack on an unexpected.problem, which sometimes results in an
'even larger surprise.

Because of the nature of estuarine systems, because their imp94-
tance extends well beyond the States that border them, it is appro-
priate that the Federal Government should enter into partnerships
with the States. The trouble has' been, I think, to date, that the
partnerships have been largely between the Federal agencies and
State environmental agencies and that, for the most part. the aca-
demic research community has been excluded from these partner-
ships.

Academic scientists often play only minor roles in these partner-
ships. If they are involved at all, it is largely through responseto
Mrs which often are written by program managers who are not
estuarine scientists, and which typically are so over-specified as to
stifle creativity and innovation. Academic scientists working in es-
tuares find themselves competing to do science that has been de-
velo .c1 by others. This has rather serious implications.

Of the existing mechanisms for F....ral-State partnerships, and
would underline existing, to fund arch in estuaries, the one
which I believe has been most effects e in stimulating high quality
estuarine research is Sea Grant.

?f Sea Grant were to be used on larger scale for multiyear,
multi- institutional, interdisciplina studies: certainly some
changes in program design and adm st ration would be desirable.
And if that were to be the case e annual Sea Grant funeral
dance would have t elimi

More money for estua research is not the answer, not alone,
at least. While more research support may well be needed and be
justifiable. if it is not preceded or accompanied by fundamental
structural changes in the ways' in which estuarine programs are
designed and conducted, I think we should expect to see only mar-
ginal improvement in our understanding of estuaries and in our'
ability ti) manage them effectively.

While more money alcine is not th% answer, neither are more of
the same kinds of sigelieS that we have conducted in the past. Good
estuarine research, it is going to help us manage these environ-
ments, must he programmati. Not only must the individual pieces,
the projects. be good, but they must fit into a larger, carefully con-
eived, scientifically sound, interdisciplinary program.

The most important estuarine studies, then, an. comprehensive,
multiyear, interdisciplinary studies of 'entire estuarine' systems.
Such studies fare poorly in competition for funds at the National
Science Foundation. Interdisciplinary studies often fall through the'
cracks since there no longer is any interdisciplinary program, at
least, no formal one, end regional studies are generally not looked
upon with great favor.
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It is interesting that while most of the academic scientists are in-
creasingly being excluded from the estuarine realnuI think. if you
examine the record. most of the publications on research from estu-
aries has come out of the academic community. Over a 5-year
period from I97:i to l97S, 77 percent of the referred publications
came out of universities who receive less than 40 percent of the
support.

In conclusion, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
members of the subcommittee for this opportunity. I think there
are enormously exciting rekfarch questions to be addressed in estu-
aries. Some of them are going to require the development of new
techniques and instruments to look at estuaries in new and differ-
ent ways than we have ever done before. We do have the technical
and scientific competency within the scientific community to im-
prove dramatically our understanding of estuarine systems. With
better understanding, better management can follow through the
application of this new knowledge. I think if-we are going to make
significant progress in estuarine research, we are going to have to
put the scientific community back into the loop.

Thank you.
[Statement of Or. Schubel follows: {

I
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STATEMENT of J.R *MUM, DEAN AND DUUKTOR, MARINE SCIENCES RESFARCr
CENTER. STATIC UNIVIER8M OF NEW YORK AT SThNY BROOK

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate this opportunity to present teivou my observations on

research - -baste and appied. disciplinary and interdisciplinary- -in

coastal and particularly in estuarine areas. In preparing these

comments I spoke with a number of individual scientists from different

parts of the United States whose scientific judgements I respect. I

also discussed this testimony with the leadership of the Estuarine

Research Federation, a coofederatton of estuarine research scientists

on the marine coasts of the Nation. The Estuarine Research Federation

includes-the Atlantic Estuarine Research Society, the Gulf Estuarine

Research Society, the New England Estuarine Research Society, the

PacifiC Estuarine Research Society and the Satoh Eastern Estuarine

Research Society..' The Estuarine Research Society was organized in 1971

to promote research, to facilitate communication among members of the

constituent societies, to arrange biennial conferences, and most

importantly, to be a source of advice and counsel in matters concerning

estuaries and the coastal zone. The Governing Board of the Estuarine

Research Federation is examining ways to restructure the Estuarine

Research Federation to make it even more responsive to national needs

and opportunities. Because of the lack of time, I was unable to share

this written 41tatement with the officers of the Estuarine Research

Federation.

As an individual. almost my entire professional life has been

devoted to coastal oceanography, particularly to estuarine

oceanography. and to the use of science to solve societal problems 113

these water bodies. I have been the Director of the State University

of New York's Marine Sciences Research Center at Stony Brook since
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1474. The Marine Sciences Research Center is a costprehensive coastal

oceanographic center with programs in research, education and public

service. We concentrate our efforts on estuaries and conduct programa

throughout the World.

Before becoming the Dean and Director of the State University of

New York's Marine Sciences Research Center, I spent 14 years at the

Johns Hopkins Vhiversity's Chgeapeake lay'Institute. I have published

more than 100 papers and reports on a range of subjects all of which

,
are related to estuarine oceanography and to interdisciplinary studies.

oil

..

I have beehrthe Vice President of the Estuarine Research Federatioe,

and have served on a number of national and international advisory

committees related to coastal and estuarine matters.

I shalhnot dwell on documenting the importance of estuarines to

the Nation or on the severity of the problems they face. I believe yom

are well acquainted with both. Let me state only that the Nation's 850

estuaries are, in proportion to their size, the most valuable portion

of our marine environment. They also are the most stressed. They

serve a variety of diverse And conflicting uses which range from

recreational activities and fishing at one end of the spectrum to

shippink and transportation and waste disposal at the other extreme.

All of these Imes of the estuarine zone probably are legitimate. Pew,

if any, are inherently prohibitive, and swat, perhaps all, need not be

seriously restrictive. nut the demands that the various activities

make on the estuarine zone often are in conflict. The conflict arises
a

mainly between those activitiesprimarily recreation and fisheries

which require the maintenance of certain levels of environmental

quality and those activities for which environmental quality is
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relatively unimportantactivities which above some threshold do, in

fact, lead to a degradation of environmental quality. I believe we

will become even more dependent on our estuaries in the future. If we

as a Nation are to increase substantially the amount and value of our

harvests of finfish and shellfish, it will be through maricultute

activities in our estuaries and coastal waters.

I shall concentrate my comments on the levels of our understanding

of how estuaries operate, on what level of understanding is required

for effective management, an the efficiency and effectiveness of

present modes of research program development air funding (sanagement)1,

and on the adequacy of the support provided by the Federal government.)

I shall make some recommendations which I believe you'd lead to better

science and which wnuld permit more effective management without a
1

.

oubstantial change in the total level of support.

I shall outline some generic; research priorities, but T shall not i
1

. attempt to make specific recommendations for research. That is best
\

left to the larger research community of estuarine scientists. I have

\included with my.testimony three recent reports which have been

Otoduced by Rome of the Nation's most highly regarded estuarine

scientists which summarize their recommendations for estuarine

'Wsearch. The first, "Fundamental Research on Estuaries: The
/

Importance of an Interdisciplinary Approach." was prepared at the

request of the National Academy of Sciences. It was issued in 1983.

The second, "Summary of Future ResearchStrategies Needed to Manage the

Nation's Fstuartes," was prepared with support from Sea Grant and the

National Marine Fisheries Service and has just been released. I

re!-. o4 these to the SOCVMMitree for their careful review. The

. :. . .,
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third ilocument which I have appended is regional in scope and pertains,

to the Chesapeake Bay. It is entitled "Ten Critical Questions for

Chesapeake Bay in Research and Related Matters" and was prepared by the

Chesapeake Research Consortium in 1983.

Because of the enormoue importance of estuaries to society and

because of the beleaguered and stressed nature of many of them, it is

not surprising that society has demanded that goverrusanikdirect its'

attention to protecting and, when necessary. to rehabilitating these

valuable natural resources. It also is not surprising that our

attention has been directed at developing strategies to stop pollutants

andlrollution and to enhance aesthetic values and living resources.

The responses of our elected officials at all levels to citizens'

demands for action and the programs which have been generated by our

Bederal and State agencies responsible for protecting and managing our

estuaries are laudable. One can not argue with their intent. But

there is a problem. The programs have not Worked. They have been

neither effective nor efficient either in improving our scientific

understanding of estuaries or in improving our ability to manage thew.

These two activities--the generations of new knowledge and our ability

to apply it--are closely coupled. HA. Mencken once observed that

every question has a simple answer and it usually is wrong. Re was

right; at leant as far as estuaries are concerned.

Estuaries probably are the most complex segments of the entire

-world ocean. They certainly are the most variable. Chariscteristic

properties which change on time scales of hours in estuaries change by

comparable amounts in the ripen ocean only over periods of years. or

even decades and in some ranee centuries. and spatially these same
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properties can change in estuaries over distances of a few meters in

the vertical and a few kilometers in the horizontal where in the open

ocean changes of the same magnitude occur only over distances of tens

to hundreds of meters in the vertical and thousands to tens of

thousands in the horizontal. There is a further complication in

estuaries. In many estuaries man has compounded to * significant

degree the already 'complex interactions of the natural processes.

Rumen activities have modified the natural processes in estuaries in

ways end deArees that are wrought in the open ocean only over geologic

timespan.

When one examinee estuarine research within the broader context of

marine research. several striking differences emerge. In open ocean

research there is a healthy competition for funds among individual

scientists and marine institutions from throughout the country and

indeed the worlds This competition ensures a auseeined high level of

scientific creativity and productivity. By contrast, coastal areas,

particularly estuaries, are considered to be the turf of the scientists

and the institutions which retitle in the States bordering each

particular water bode. This parochial approach to estuarine science

has had unfortunate consequences.'

The open organ model is not entirely applicable to estuarine and

nearahore studies. but there are some valuable lessons to be leatved

in the open ocean the research that is conducted is determined in large

measure by the scientific community--by the quality of 'their i4as and

the scientific persuasion of their arguments. The scientists determine

what scientific questions should be pursued and how they should be

atfeclied. The priorities emerge out of the well-developed peer

a
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4 leocess. As one approaches the coastline, eocfo-paritical factors play

an increasingly larger role in determining what scientific questions

should be pursued, how they should be addressed, and whether or not

specific research will be funded. Within estuaries the socio-political

factors dominate. This is not surpriiing in view of ..the .enorsous

importance of estuaries to society, the multiple and conflicting uses

we make of them, thy variety of political jurisdictions, and the

degradation of many of our estuaries that has resulted from these

conflictieg demands. The pressure has been to develop applied

programs, relevekt programs, responsive --and the pressure has

been intense.

It is appropriate that citizens through the politiesl process

should .deteriitineotrt objectives in using our environment--including

estuaries. These objectives dictate the kinds of management strategies

needed to ensure the coexistence of multiple and conflicting uses. It

follows that it is appropriate for citizens, through citizens advisory

groups and other public participation mechanisms, to play a leadership

role in defining management objectives and goals. What I find

distressing and inappropr ate is to transfer the responsibility for

sophisticated scientific and technical decisions on how to attain the

41jectives into the hands of concerned, well-intentioned people who

lack the scientific and technical training need to make sound
sr

scientific judgements. We have confounded social probleir14

scientific problems.

Public decisions about how to use our environments are quite

different from decisions about what science should be conducted.

Science if done properly 'will allow us to understand our environments

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and will enable us to predict how propotted uses will affect the

environment. The results of these scientific investigations will,allow

the hr..ider ommonttv to make choices which will have predictable and

acceptable consequences. When these two roles are intertwined neither

science nor society is well served. This is precisely what has

happened to our dealings with estuaries. As Lewis Thomas has observed

3There are some things about which It is not true to say that every man

has a right to his own opinion." Too often opinions by people who lack

scientific or technical expertise have determined'scientific programs

and technical policiesrtor estuaries. This trend is increasing.
a

gecause ot the lark ot an appropriate foundation tOr our

understanding of estuaries and estuarine processes. the typical

414,11mjemnagement solution to a practical estuarine problem is an ad hoc

rick on an unexOcted problem -- sometimes resulting in an even larger

(me.

. Because of the nature of estuarine systems, because their

importance extends well beyond the boundaries of the states which

border them, often to rte entire Nation. and because many of their most

cleriouu problems result true activities throughout their drain

basins. it lo appropriate that the Federal governeent.should enter into

partnershiri with the "tastes to fund research and monitoring activities

to improve our understanding (1 estuaries. and to fund development and

Implementation management .:trateaten to conserve and. when

necet:5;arv. to rehabilitate tbese important natural resources.

The partnet0iips which have been formed between the Federal

,.!errrPnt net rho ...Ate*, have been primarily with mate environmental

management agencies. These agenctes.often have used the funds provided

8 3
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to build-up ,large in-house staffs. On the surface.. this strategy might

seeaidesirable. It provides the states with staff committed tji the

problems of concern; people who do not have the distractions of

graOuste students and other commitments that normally go along with the

responsibilities of academic scientists. But several serious problems

i arise in the short-term and in the longer-term from this strategy.

First, state agencies and, as a result, statestaff are under

enormous pressure to produce quick.payoffs, to do "relevant" research

on environmental problems currently in the'news. and to afiply the

results of that research quickly- -often before there to an adequate

basis for its application. Governmental agencies are subiect to

shifting socio-political winds and environmental priorities follow.

Uften ft is impossible for governmentalasele,ntists to stay
1,)k

th a

problem 1nng enough to resolve it.44

Academic scientists often play only minor rbles in titlee partner-

ships. if they are involved at all it often is through response to

RFP's which are written by program directors who are not estuarine

scientists, and which typically are an oveiAltpecified as to stifle

creativity and inno ation and to discourage the best scientists from

'applying. Academi ectentiste find themselves in the position of

competing for fu s to do estuarine research which has been developed

by others, often much less qualified. The net result of the process is

that academic scientists, parttcularlv.the better ones, have been

alienated and many have shifted their professional allegiances awn,

Mb.

from the estuary to logs political realms of the environment--

either :at d(qtrIgtrvam or tarther upstream.
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There in a further. longer-term problem. The abort -term gains in

responsiveness of I large in-house staff over the longer-term is

transformed into a astantial loss to the states' ability to respond

effectively to a changing mix of scientific and technical problems.

The mix of problems changes, but the technlicl competencies of the

civil service staffs are unable tobdapt to these chahes. The states

develop large payrolls which must be met and they become increasingly

more reluctant te divert funds to scientists outside,the organizatfons

who are equipped to attack these new problems effectively. State

scientists find themselves doing research for which they are

111-equipped and the states lose the flexibility to match problems with

the hest problem solvers regardless of their affiliations. Both

estuarine science and society are losers.

Of the existing mechanisms for Federal-state partnerships to fund

research to estuaries, the one which I believe has been most effective

in stimulating high quality estuarine reatarch is Sea Grant. Sea Grant

has been responsive to managemen4, has been nuccessful in attracting

good researchers, and has been successful in translating the results of

that research into forms usable by environmental managers. if the Sea

grant mechanism were to he ilk on a larger scale, for multi-year,

multi tnstitutional.'interdisciplinnry studii-s some changel in program

design and administration would be desirable. It would require

extension of Intro-state Sea Grant review panels to Include specialists

from outside the state, and for many estuaries.otote active and

.
coordinated cooperation between tai or more different Sea Grant

Pr"vranei would he reqltitvd. And, the annual Sea Grant funeral dance

would have to he eliminated. Annual threats to the continuation of

this important program have been debilitating.

85
r
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IfecAtuse estuaries and estuarine ecosystems are particularly
`F. . 17:;

.
lqdrable to eventsboth.aatural, such as floods and, hurricanes; and

tad 4't'Iruch'en-laree icidental spills -- special contingency funds

Id be established to provide rapid funding to take full advantage

it
the unusual scientific opportunities thane yexperieents" offer

, ..... " .

ecientists. Documentetion of the effects of events can offer valuable

,Insights eb scientists and managers into hoe estuaries respond to

'#tural and anthropogentc stresses. Conventional funding mechanism can
A,.

.

',. riot respond on appropriate time scales for studies of events. The
'f
t

extensive studies of the effects of Tropical Storm Agnes (June 1972) on
I1

the Chesapeake Pay were possible because of the foresight and the

courage The Directors of thd Chesapeake Bay'Institute, the

chenapealfe Biological Laboratory and the Virginia institute of Marine

Sciences. Studies were started within two days of peak flooding and

continued for weeks before even unofficial commitments of,eppport were

secured.

More money for estuarine research is not answer; not alone.

ails more research support may well be needed and justifiable.

if it 1,1 not preceded or accompanied by fundamental structural

(organizational) changes in the ways in which estuarine programs are

designed and corubicted. we 'Should erpert to see only margeal

improvement in our uneerstanding of estuaries and in our ability to

manage them effectively. 0

While more money Mane is not the anktetr, neither are more of

the same kinds of studies which we have conchkted in the past. "Good"

v,.tugyine rv.leNrrh !mint he programmatic. Not only must the tneividual

piecea the colects--be good. but they must fit into larger carefully
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concel4d. scieneibilcally-sound,illipid4grAplinsry%programs. Each

. , ,

estuaili is unique itlitts totality, b tAherlt apii.primary character-
.

, . -..
P

11414 shared by all *lief oueitiansfer of at least some

...

of wfuit is learned in one estuary to some or all of the others. The
. ,.

t

processes acting in all estuaries sTt 0611ametbut the relative

importance, of those processes. their.ficteractions and the menifes-

tatinns of those intpractions,

a 4,. -, 2 .
estuary to the next. but 40edif

Indestantially not only from one

gments of any given estuary at

any given time. In addition, thereLSlarge temporal variations in

\
.

estuarine processes and In the characteristic properties produced by
e

.re' those processes. The programa must he designed to permit us to

understand how individual estuaries stitema operate. It is this level

of understanding - -of specific estuarine systemsthat is required for

the development of effective management strategies.

Many of the most impottant first-order disciplinary scientific

questions in estuaries have been addressed; few of the second-order

g

disciplinary questions have been considered; add almost none of the

most important; complex interchaciplinary questions that relate to the'

forpr.actions of the physical, chemicel:Tiological and geological

processes have heen studied. It is.this level of understanding which
Nit

is required tot effective management. The son important estuarine

questionsat least for management- -ore fundamentally int0rdisciplinary

t character. e

This level of nnd4rStanding which effective management requires

also the level which discourages support from orynnlzations such as
4

NSF width support foodremenral research. The rest generation of
4

scientific gnestinns will he enormously more difficult than the firs!, t

r

o.

rot
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but it is on the first where moat scientists make their reputations.

a
The second order questions are complex and are not amenable to

!acile solutions or to attack by large. short-term (1-S year) efforts.

%ante research on complex estuarine interactions is still inadequate to

provide an Adequate scientific basis for effective management of

estuarine systeres Including those that relate to pollution management

and estuarine rehabilitation.

To manage estuaries effectively we need predictive models -- models

which are both process - oriented (calla') and empirically based. (Tot

haladce,. our modelling efforts to date hpve been useful, but they rise

well have outrun our understanding of the processes upon Witch they are

based.. Many unwary citizens and environmental managers are prone to
0.

place blind faith in the output of computers and models. I would

remind you of T.H. Nuxley's admonition in 1869 to the Geological

Society of Lendon regarding premature extrapolations from mathematical

treatment to biological problemi. "This seems to be one of,the mane

cases in which the admitted accuracy of matbematical processes is

allowed to throw a wholly Inadmissible appearance of authority over the

results obtained by them...As the mandest In the world will not

extract wheat flour from peascods. 'so pages of formulas will not get a

_definite result out of loo.:e data."

The most important estuarine sudies. then. are comprehensive.

mitt-year Intetillciplinary studies of entire estuarine systems. Such

studies tare poorly in competition for funds at the National Sciente

Foundation. Citterdinciplinary studies often "fall through the cracks"

it r.4 sforp rh.ro Is no Iongor any NerdtqrfplInory program. And

regional studies ate frowned upon.-
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Continental shelf studies are in an explosive stage of development.

uhile present funding is` insufficient to support all of the excellent

.ttudtes belts proposed, the science is sufficiently exciting that it is

attractive increasingly the attention of many excellent marine

scientists as well as drawing people from other disciplines, such as

applied mathematics. The situation in estuaries is the reverse. Some

of the best scientists who worked formerly in estuaries arts directing

their atcehtion farther seaward where projects are judged on their

scientific merits And not on their political desirability.

Most of the contributions to the refereed literattire on estuaries

have been produced by academic scientists. While this is only one

rettaure of c..ien417fc productivity, and an imperfect one at that, it

does provide some useful information. 4)fficer et al. (1981) analyzed

the institutional affilketrbna of senior authors of refereed papers-end

the identifiable Federal funding of estuarine research ey reported

that over a 5-year period, 1975-1980 the academic c icy produced 77

percent of the...I:Need publications, followed by Federal boratorfes

(15 percent) and state, municipal, industrial and other ces

percent). An analyst.: of Federal funding related to ocean pollution

development, and monitoring showed that the projects in

fiscal v !)'IM were funded at a total $164 rafIlInn, of which Slit

million w scribed to research, including S40.6 million related to

estuarteg :(Interagency committee on Ocean Pollution Research:

Development, and Monitoring 1981). Of that total of $40.6 million for

estuarine research, the academic commnntty tens granted 914 million or

It per.vw the total Federal, estuarine research funds. I snspert

At

thin percentage has declined sink...What time. Fven if it shot,

411F
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there has been a definite shift away from basic to what is,

euphemistically called "applied" or "goal-oriented" research. I would

remind the Subcommittee of something Louis Pasteur pointed out

"To him who devotes his.life to science', nothing can give

more happiness than increasing the number of discoveries.

But his cup of joy is full when the results of his'

studies find practical application. There are not two

sciences. There is only one science and the application

4
of science. and these two activities are linked as the

a

fruit to'the twee."

f would like to make a few comments about monitoring programs in

estuatles and a protect we are doing at the Marine Sciences Research

Center which l /Valle:ye could contribute to improved estuarine

management.

As a Nation, we invest tens of millions of dollars a year,

menitoring the marine environment. EtNaries are among our favorite
O

target areas. Relatively few of the. data collected are ever analyzed

, or

and rarely Are these data used in decision'making. The establishment

of diaenostic monitoring programs to establish the status and trends in

estuarine reedit+, must emerge from research whith provides the basis

- .

.
!or station selection, samplinfrirequency and the propettles to be

neaqored. 5r deem does this occur. Monitoring programs which are

Aptfyopriatelv designed and executed can provide valuable inforaation

al.eut the estuarine envirenment. Many existing programs do not meet

rtewr crttetia And are .t little value. Monitoring programs should be

nrientffIcAlly and technically mound. They also should he modest in

extent so that the 111(8.1111mA of coutinfting the program% over extended
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periods (decades) is high. At least as much support should be provided

to analyze the data as was provided to collect them.

The management of our estuarine resources is adversely affected by

the difficulty of using available scientific data and Information in

the decision making process. The decision maker who has to make a

1,

choice tomorrow is not aided by a roomful of reports. computer

printouts and journal articles that contain data and information

relevant to the decision. To provide a better interface between

scientific knowledge and environmental management, the Marine Sciences

Research Center under the leadership of Professor Petiir K. Weyl has

developed personal computer-based information systems for the Port of

New York and New Jersey and for the Port of New Orleans and its

connections with the Gulf of Mexico.

By milking use of the latest developments in microcomputer hardware

and software, we have developed flexible,. decentralized and inexpensive

information systems that can be used independently b variety of

Federal. state and local public. agencies, as well asbi the private

sector. The systems permit ready, interactive access- to a wide variety

04 space-specific and genetic information about the local estuarine

environment.

A modification of the Port of Nev York and New Jersey system is

currently finder development. to improve the processing of permits by

public agencies. A'clBrk enters the location of the proposed project.

The system then searches a variety of In tion files to produce a

printout that identifies and describes all potential local conflicts

and environmental conditions that should be considered by the officer

responsible for evaluating the permit. In addition, the printout
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identifier relevant maps, political jurisdictions for the site and

other infOrmation. The system does not make decisions, rather it

enables the officer responsible to make effective decisions more

,efficiently.

I wonld he remiss if I did not take this opportunity to make a few

observa6nis about some of the special problems and needs of our region

and my ogn institution. We have, living within a radius of 50 miles of

the center of New York City, nearly 104 of the entire population of the.

United Stittes. Everyone of these individUals lives within the drainage

basin of lne of the estuaries In this region. On Long Island alone We

have a po4ulation'of more than 7 million people; everyone of whom lives

within 10Imiles of a coastal marine environment. If Long Island were a
.

I

state. itIwnuld he the 10th most populous state in the country. T4 it

were a na fon, it would he more populous than 504 of the nations in the

t
world tad

It

y.

Long Island is coastal--in its entirety. Since'we have 102 of the

country's reputation living within the drainage basins of the estuaries

of this r,jgion, one might expect that they have been the focus of

Intensive research. They have not. I would venture a guess that less

Federal moliney has been spent on research in tong Island Sound, Great

SeuthHay and the Hedson-Raritan estuarine system combined in the last

century :Whits been spent on research in Chesapeake Bay in the last

decade.*. The amount of state support for basic research in the

*A large a aunt of Federal money has.been spent on research in the
New York Ight. A planned NOAA follow-up study of the Hudson-Raritan
Estuarine !;yhtem was sierificantly underfended and was terminated
hetore ac omplishing any significant results.
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'N estuaries of this region also has been meager. Because so little

research has been done in our loedl estuaries, often we are unable to

make sound scientific judgements and to estimate with acceptable levels

of confidence the consequences of proposed alterations to the natural

systems.

The most recent in a string of such Incidents relates to the

proposed Weetway project. it comes down to a question of just how

important the inter-pier areas that would be filled in are as habitat

for young-of-the-year striped bass, and as a result to thp striped bass

population of the Hudson-Raritan estuarine systlpi. Opinions differ

widely. There are in New York a total of two academic marine and

0
estuarine finfish biologists--two in whose recreational

fisheries rank second only to Florida. The Aituatiom in shellfish

biology is little better. To correct this deficiency we have requested

funds from the New York State Legislature to initiate within the Marine

Sciences Research Center a new Living Marine Resources Instftute.

New York's, gee Jersey's and Connecticut's estuaries and nearshore

environments offer unusual opportunities for research. On. Long Island

there is a greater diversity of coastal environments in a limited

geographical area than anywhere'in the country. And, the gradient in

environmental quality is extreme. At tong Islandle western end--New

York Harbor and the New York Bight--we have two of the most 'highly

stressed environments in the nation. At its eastern endthe

Pecnnics-Flanders Bay systeM--we have one of the most pristine estuaries

in the nation. These are separated by a distance of less than 75 miles

and share most of the same distinguishing natural characteristics. Only

the effects of man d
1

fer markedly. This is an enormous opportunity for
o

93 .
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comparative studies. It isOnot a substitute for the kinds of system

studies I described eariTer. but rather an important opportunity to

augment those studies and to produce generic knowledge which has high

transfer value. ,

tong Island sound is an important estuary.. It is stressed aelts

western end by inputs of municipal wastes from New York City and because

the estuarine circulation concentrates particles, and particle-

associated contaminants in that part of the Sound. Most of the Central

and Fastern Sound appear to be healthy and productive. Why doesn't Long

Island Sound exhibit the same signs of stress as Chesapeake Ray. We do

not know. It might he a good idea to spend a modest amount of money now

on fundamental research to learn how Long Island Sound operates. It

could save an erormous amount of money later in trying to correct

problems we don't understand and did not anticipate.

There is a pressing need in the Nation for one, or more, coastal

And estuarine oceanographic institutions which enjoy the.same stature as
14

out most dirtinguished deep sea institutions and which, like them, are

viewed as national resources.

41.

Our goal is to establish the Marine Sciences Research Cen r as

such an International resource for studies of estuarine problems; an

institution-that will provide a forum which will attract scholars from

around the world to focus their attention on estuaries. This is an

ambitious goal, but an appropriate one considering our location and the

16 fact that wr are the oceanographic center for the largest university

systes in the world. It also is an attainable one. Tn a recent (1983)

review, two .4 tier NatiOn's asol distinguished oceanographers pointed

out."The Marine 5clences Research Center is rapidly acquiring
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international stature as one of the very best coastal cieettnopr;phy

centers in the world. Its location is excellent. The variety of

Adjacent coastal domains, proximity to a major urban influence, d

economicimportance of marine resources of the waters in the vicinity of

Long Island are uniquely extrems for any comparable stretch of coastline

in this countrv."*

%, '

Mr. Cheirman and Members of the Subcommittee, I want to thank you

for this opportunity, to present some of my thoughts about estuarine

research and management in the United States. Th4e are enormously

exciting research questions to he addressed in estuaries. Some will

require the development of new techniques and instruments tolook at

estuaries in new and different wayipthan we have ever done before. We

have the.tedrical and scientific competency within the scientifiC
.

community to Improve dramatically our understanding of estuarine

systems. With better understanding, better management can folios/

through the application of this new knowledge. If we are to make

significant progress, we must put the science and scientists back in

their proper places in estuarine science. This is particularly true of

academic scientists.

*Dr. .tames J. McCarthy. Aeasslit Professor and Director of Harvard's
Museum of Comparative Zoology and Dr. Robert 0. Reid. Professor and
Chairmen of the Department of Oceanography of Texas A&M University.
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SUMMARY or FrTURE RE.sEARukf STRAIN:GM NP:EDED TI) MANAGE. THE NATIONS
ESTUARM;

RIesEARCH STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE.

Tht illitVt M. tie 01{4 ,,ViniX)Sitilli VW US to develop research strategies for many
the nation's estuaries 'I* he objective was approached by assembling a cadre of dee
natian's best estuarine rest-archers and challenging them to think about tutu e-
search elmslams Outstanding responses to these challenges where provided y re-
searchers representing various sections of the United States Zoastal area an active
participation by an audience representing a broad spectrum of intertset. T is mix-
ture provided an excellent forum for sorting out the future directionVof a tuarine
research.

The purpose of this final chapter is to summarize the essential poiq made
during the symposium Although it is understood that multi-diaciplinary an inter-
related approaches are ry for progeess, we organized the symposium in five
critical areas so that coed us on the issues. Those five areas are:

1 Water Management and it lationship to Estuarine Productivity;
121 Sediment Management and Estuarine Productivity;
LiSt Nut rienteinints and Control of Primary Productivity:
(-it Coupling of Primary and Secondary Production; and
nni flabaat Requirements for Fisheries Production.
It is understood that the resource called estuary includes those dowtuiteram.ilood-

d valleys along the oceans and Great Lakes shores of the -United States_
It is important to emphasize that we mustdevelop a means of objective evaluation

of ecological risks in .order to improve mandgement.perception of rentific findings.
After all. the scheme of management is to be able to redqce the number of risks
that Something bad will happen' as a result of management. imprecision. Therefore.
one priority research' area-invblves the interactions of mathematicians and other
scientific disciplines in Multi-disciplinary efforts t.o improve our analysis Of risk.
based on the best scientific information'aut how an ecosystem works. As our key-
note address cahcluded, we must translate our doubts and uncertainties into the
language of risk and to educate -the public and policy makers-about the way it
should ht used in making decisions.
Water management and estuarine productivity

One Of the important pmblems facing our nation today is the allocation of fri.sh-
water rPsourres. As the demands for water increase for municipal. commercial. in-
dustrial. agricultural and recreational needs the downstream availability of that
water decrt-ass Estuaries he at the downstream end of freShwater resources. AN
Land use activities change both around the estuary and near the upstream tributar-
ies the quantity. quality and timing of freshwiiter inflows to the estuaries will also
change Since, by definition. estuTirres are intimately related to the inflow and mix-
ture of fresh water with salt water these ctuinges have the potential of inning
significant changes upon estuarine proOuctivity.

The primary questions for research In this area is the coupling between freshwa-
ter inflows and primary and/or secondary production in estuaries. liVe need to know.
the dm:talkative relationship between freShwaterinflows and the fisheries landings
from individual estuaries and regional groups of estuaries. The entire spectrum.
from when is there too much to too little on a seasonal and annual basis, needs to
Ix dettrmined

Our problems rouge irOrn not enough freshwater Ni some parts ofthe country to
tetee much in.othdrs and our crude estimates based on current . ientific knowledge
are opt good imegh to equate the denumds of estuaries to th demands of other
water risers We Nave Mural that inrly providing an allocati a of water to estu-
:fris based upon niean. historical schedule has not provided the maintenance of
hktornAl IRodUctnoty The COMMOn denominator regarding wa er management fisr
mim:mor; estuarine productivity lies in the management of atersIed activities
Nishoierit motiagrnAnt and estuarine productivity

Sedimentary eharimerisdes are haste to the fundamental c racier of estuaries
$6111114411, deposited within the rapidly changing ewe of coastal en

ironnnhi during the recent geologic periods are varied and c pies and are fun
danintal to the basic characteristics of present day estuaries. The two basic aspects
relating to estuarine productivity are the amount of sesta/lents that enters the (*stn.
ary and the quality of the** seliments These prtreerkses are immensely affected by
the activities of matt on the watershed of the estuaries Another aspect of this prob
lem is th long time periods olvads to nturiesi involved in the movement of '4111-

'1
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ments from their sources well up in the drainage basins of major rivers down into
the estuaries.' While the sources of sediments are external. internal and marginal.

/ the 'sources most influenced by man ate external sediments along the Jivers that
carry them to the estuaries.

A great difficulty in research in this area seems from- the fact that critical experl-
mehts necessary to elucidate relationships ven sous and major changes
in their environment simply can -not,be performed. ft is 'ble to .niempubate
tidal flushing, flooding, large scale additions (*.retie:reale of substrate* and also
maintain a control system for comparison. Therefore, midi' of*ir researth in this
area havebeen before-and after-studieb of niajor events. A Major need in sediment
management is the development and dredge materiel, mgnegement
place and characterization of the of sediments from eatetnel "Drawees. One .of the prima iy research needs a tion of the prObealiss'Ililiit control the
movement, absorption and contluninants, rates Of actiumnietion and

'TI
II

transformations of sediment composition between points of entry and dates of accu-
mulation. We need to develop an

need to develop aof estuarine, ecosystems. n capabi lit to py! redict,'
procedure to relate theme parameters

to the response
for a range of environment& conditions. aggloinenation4 tine .gain les
within the water column lend on the estuary floor and boy, changes in the of
the agglomeration affects settling velociV,eritical erosion velbeity and the availabil-
ity of particlennociated containments. This research in combination with good eco-.
logical studies to determine the relationship between. sediments and habitat type
will enable us to provide the scientific basis Ibr cotrolling or mitigating sedithenta-
tion and management of the qualitianiquantityf stream flows.
Nutrients and other contaminants and estuarine productivity

For a long time it has been a common belief that the hightttprodu tivity of coast-
al waters was supported by nutrient inputs from the land. Recent r rch has ern-
phasized the importance of nutrient cycliqg rather than input& There is, at present,
a general excitement over the rapid rates of regeneration that are being found. It is
andoubtedly true,that large nutrient inputs from the land are rearand rapid inter-
nar recycling occurs, there are still yet undefined many relationships between nutri-
ent inputs. relirw; and production. While analytical techniques necessary to mess-
urenutrients have been available for several decades it has only been recently that
spatial and temporal "rilkiations and seasonal cycles of nutrients have been mean
ured in a significant sample Of estuaries. It should. therefore. 'be emphasizedco:.shtit
the fundamental proceines underlying the relationship of nutrient flows and

i
productivity arenot yet understood.

Several fundamental observations indicate that nutrienries ateincreasing. Most of the human population of the States is concentrated
around the estuaries and Great Lakes (e.g.. by 1990. 75% a the popuration of this
couhtry is expected to live within 50 miles of the Ocean or Greet Lakes). The expo-
nential increase in the use of inorganic fertilizers of the. Unitid States has been oc-
curring fbr almost a century now: Large scale -conversion of wetlands to urban and
agricultural developments eliminates them froth their serviqes of nutrient and sedi-
ment sinks. As a result of all these, we might expect that the amounts of nutrientg'
have increased markedly in our estuaries. The Jack of adequate long tern data
makes it difficult to determine if this is true.

Ovr knowledge of the effects of nutrient enrichment of estuarine ecosystem hi' pri-
manly based on short term laboratory studies of algal cultures and short term syn-
thesis experiments involving nutrient additions to plankton communities. These ex-
periments have led to the conclusion that recycling is a dominant factor in the con-
trol of primary production of coastal ecosystem. However. the advent of massive
debilitating algal. blooms in many of the upper regions of our nation's estuaries indi-
vite that increasing nutrient inputs from stream sources are major contributing fac-'tors. A major research need, therefore, are fundamental ecosystem level experi-
meats to test how the estuarine ecosystem remands to a combination of nutrient
inputs aetl recycling. Experithents involving large mesocoam tanks and field manip-
ulations such as have been used in limology and terrestrial ecology have the poten-
tial of yielding integrated results useful for management. This will require large
long term multi-disciplinary studies of ecosystem response to nutrient additions and

cli
nutrient loading certainly is an important ect of the impact on estu-

aries, the host of synthetic organic chemicals and riwOlb found,in estuaries pose a
serious scientific question. With the plethora 'of synthetic chemicals currently in
commerical use in this country and* the rapid rate at which new ones 'are being syn-
thesized raises considerable question about their impact on downetreem estrm.
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These facts raise a tremendous challenge to the scientific community ta develop a
research inotol to understand long terminttsvated responses of estuarine ecosys
rims ttLexotic materials

",( 'owl/mg fel primary ond A:mm*1r): productivity
It has been recognizisi that estuarine ecosystems are hairaCterized by intrinsical

ly high levels of primary production. Acoinipanying these well documented esti-
mates oi estuttrine primary productivity are apparently .high levela.Of secondary
production. Although estimates of secondary production are generally qualitative,
the high yields of fishes andther organisms from estuarine ecosystems offers com-
pelling evidence The fundamental question, therefore. is what is the connection. be-
tween high primary production on the one hand and high secondary production on
the other

While there is dearly la tgeoretical relatiwiship between iirimary and secondary
prdudivity. documentation.of the actual pathways and satisTactdry clarification of
the relative importance and ecological efficiencies of individual pathways remains
unresolved.

A fundamental managementquestion revobos around the issue of rhethere;ne
can protect or enhance secondary productimeby managing for a certain level of pri-
mary production. For example. what is an acre of salt marsh primary productivity
worth, in fisheries product ion,in the receiving estuary?

The most Important research treed in this area involve s the development of a
'ilutintitative relationship between primary production and secondary production in
estuaries. This will require multi-disciplinary approaches at ecosystem level studies
to ueravel the myriad of food chains and relationships that exists in these coastal
ecosystems We need to know the corephrative tnophiciim of vasculap plants
vs. plankton organic matter. Related to this question is traidjee to which coastal
fisheries organisms utilize detritUs Ds an energy source and the of removing
large tracts of detritus-produc salt marshes and Seagram
' Food chains in estuarine ms.iike in other ecosystemi. are interconnected
both moat itatively and q itatively. While it is obvious that quantity of bkplass at'
one produeer level helps determine the quantity of biomass tit the next level. thes
quality may be the most eienifleant limiting factor. Fos, example. the' production of
large biomasses of bluegreen algae in someof our nation's estuaries might gestalt in
very short f chain circuits. because dune of the secondary outlier are able to
utilize the c sr quality blue-green algae.,Establishment of the qualitative relation-
ships. as well as the quantitative dependency. is necesoiry before estuarine manage-
ment can improve and this will require a rather sophisticated research effort. Midi-

-tional-feeding experiments need to be improied to the extent that chemical utiliza-
tion is also measured.

filth ttei.requ tremors Is /is: fisheries produrfloa
One of the traditional" values of eetuaries.ihroughout the world is their role as a

nursery area for many of the commercially and recreationally important species of
fish. It has been well documented, however. that more .fish are produced in seine
estuaries than in others. Well over 100% of the fish tonnage taken along the coastal
fringe of the Wilted States are dependent upon estuaries diiring some portiog of
their life cycle. This seemingly obligatory dependence has long been held to be the
most important fundamental societal .value plaCed on estuaries. Perhaps the key to
more effective fisheries management is the understanding of the role that estuarine
habitat plays in the production of the fisheries in question.

There are three major reasons that have traditionally been held to be the reasons
why fish use eetuaries. The tremendous primary production attributed to estuaries
leads to an increased food availability. The bften shallow and brackish to sometimes
fresh water available in the estuaries offers protection from predjtors on the ybung
of many species. Certain. fundamentally important: chemicals rich *vitamins and
growth stimulators seem to be available in the estuaries as well as the availability
of suitable physical nubstratee.

In recent years it has become increasingly appseent that the distinctive attributes
of nursery areas are difficult to define. An important research question, therefrire, is
how specific is the 4election for a nursery habitat and what basic criteria are needed
to protect those characteristics to provide suitable fisheries production? The distri-

e s motion of fisheries species .in estuaries life -stage dependent and many species use
erent hahitats in a prsidictable sequence. Flocept for a very few species IsnItnon.

for example'. we di, not know the cueing mechanisms used to initiate and guide
these movements: nor do we know the relative importance of each segment in the
sequence We still need answers to basic questions of sizes and reasons for .species

40-1.!5 - 7
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mignition, required times-Of residence in each segment of the estuary, and the ef-
fects ofserivi tal variations on survival, growth and movement.

The most ini t fundamental question, in terms of effective mangement
grams, revolter around the central question of the relationship between fish
Lion id the and the quality aria quantity of nursery areas in terns of the
availability of and subsequent growth and mortality. In other we if we im-
prove and nursery habitat in the nation's estuaries will we also improve an
enlarge the f prod _action along our coastal fringe?

While there is r evidente that configuration is important to
fisheries production, we are far from the complex milt of physiogra-
phic features which make these estuarial so productive for fink An important int&
grater of estuarine habitat and coastal fM production are the hydrographic
gunes characteristic at estuaries. In'order to understand estuarine nursery utiliza-
tion, it is critical that we also understand the Orical characteristics of the estu-
aries and how dime relate to, the use of the nurseries by fittheriss species..

me solution to all these important questions will require large, multi-disciplinary
studies based on good, teatahl. kvpothesen

[EDITOR'S Ncrrx.The following documents were submitted along
. with Dr. Schubel's Iten testimony and were retained in su m-
*mittee files: "Ten C Questions for Cherriapeake Bay in rch
and Related Matters,' Chesapeake Researcli Consortium, Otto-
ber 1983; "An mate Research Stra ". by Ferris Webster;
National Academy 1984; and "Fundamental Research on
Estuaries: The Importance. of an Interdisciplinary Approach," Na-
tional Academy Press, 1983.] ..

Mr. Srumis. Timnk you very much, Dr. Schubel:
I am going to begin the questioning. I have questions here that I.,

am confident will gobeyaA 5 minutes. I am gnu* to ask the staff to
gently inform me when it is 5 minutes so that we can keep a fair
apportionment of time for the members who are here.

Dr. Baker, you say on the second'page of your statement that our
research fleet will need replaCement in a"fevt years. Are you refer-
ring there to NOAA's research fleet; to the UNOLS fleet, to nei-
ther or to both? .

Dr. MUIR. I am referring there to the academic research fleet.
Mr. STUDDS. Qin you be more precise about the need for and the

scope of the replacethent required, and would you eipect fqnding
for these replacements to come from the. Federal Cr*Iiment?

Dr. BARER. Yes, I think in general we would be expecting fund-
Mg to come from the Federal (government. A detailed study on the
need for replbcement of the academic fleet is being put together by
UNOIS now, and that can be made available to the subcommittee.

It is important to note that the University of California has pro-
vided the . Scripps Institution of Oceanography with a research

. vessel built with State funds, and that the University of Texas is
planning to build a research vessel with State funds. are ex-
amples of academic research vesbels that will not come from Feder-
aFfunding. .

Mr. STUDDS. I am not sure there is a great danger of a great
many additional .States doing That.

Dr. BAKER. I think that is probably right.
Mr. Swims. Dr. Heath, you propose what you call block f ing

for oceanographic institutions to rebuild their infrastructu for
marina scientific research. Do you *have any idea of the rit of
money That would, be needed to do tile A, and does matter
which Federal agency provides the funding?

Dr. Haan'. Accurate estimates don't reallnexist, I believe. The
problem has barely begun to be defined, but numbers will
be in the $30 million per year range--

4
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r. STUDDS. $30 million?/
. HEATH. Yes. This w ld be a good opening number.

s far as theapprop Federal agency to be involved, provid-
ing that the guidelines ere appropriate, I don't think-it necessari-
ly akes. a lot of di rence. The major .block funding in the past
w through the. Oft" of Naval Researcfi. Subseqiientli, of course,
the National &len Foundation has played the dominant role in
funding for ocean plry, but Idon't think there is any particular
magic in either or at other organizations that make them, uniquely
qualified to do t

Mr. Swims. at criteria should be applied to determine tht
gibility of an i titutibir for this kind of funding?

Dr. HEATH. finitely peer review. Assessment of ensible long-
range plans by peer review would Maintain the kind of quality that
we are used to seeing and would make sure that the funds are well-
Spent on high priority items.

Mr. STUDDS. What arguments would you use to convince OMB
thasuch finding would be in the national interest?

Dr. HEATH. Well, I hope that they would, look at the historical
record and observe what happened to the nature and the .411ality
and the number of scientific results which emerged during the days
of block funding, versus the same level of output now when the
funds are cut into minute blocks. I think that they would find that
in terms of efficiency, that ,is, the amount of product p*r dollar,
oceanographic research was much better off with the block fund-
ing. .

Mr. STUDDS. Also for yogi,/ sir, or I guess for anyone else who
would like to comment, you say; Dr. Heath, on page 3 of your state-
ment, "virtually every component of the Federal establishment
now acts as though it were able to manage Igng-term scientific
planning better,than the institutions whose futures depend on such
planning."

Could you elaborate a bit on that?
Dr. HEATH. I. think this has largely from some very

truvin
up

valid concerns over accountability, but think it has reached the
point now where, in many cases, program manageis are forced by
legislation to make decisions on the allocation of funds and the
way that they are accounted for which Tally have nothing to do
with the nature of the scientific problems that are being addressed.
I think that the kinds of regulations that are applied have very
little to do with whether or not those funds are achieving the scien-
trifle. purposes for which they. were allocated.

Mr. STUDDS. Again; bear in mind that anyone is free to answer.
Which agencies are doing what kind of plannidg that could better
be done by the oceanographiC institutions?

Dr. HEATH. I think virtually all of them. I think that Dr. Schu-
bel's comments a monient ago provided an excellent, examples We
are faced with a number of severe difficulties. in .tuarine settings.
It is quite clear that' if one were to back off, make some rational
long-term scientific plans, and allocate the resources for relatively
extended eriods of time, we would make much greater progress in
so hose problems then we are 'able to do under the present

MT. STUDDS. One more on that subject, and, again, for anyone,
are you confident that the institutions are . better able than the
Gover9ment to agree upon a coherent research plan, or is there
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pot an analogous risk that they would be hindered by disagree-
' menu Amon the institutions theinselvegi?

Dr. HEATH. Oh, I am sure there would be disagreements among
the institutions, but I think that the application for peer review
plug the fact that the 'survival of the institutions, in the long Null,
depends .on.. their effective administration of this kind of support.
would ensure quality. The management of these funds by
at the Federal level carries much less penalty to the people do'
the management than would' management. at the
level.

Mr. Swims. Would anyone else care to respond to that?
[No response.]
Mr. StUDDS. If not, I will turn. to Mr. Pritchard.
Mr. 'PRITCHARD. jrank you, Wir. Chairman.
I would ask ge rally. of all the .panel, are we .talking about a

massive influx of Federal money? Do we have to double our effort
or quadruple our efforts? What are we talking about here?

Do you want to start, Dr: Baker?
pr. BAUM. I think it depends upon what we are talking about.

The National Science Foundation has put tofetber a longLrange
plan for ocean sciences,' base() on 'the best scientific estimates of
what they think they can do and what the community is prepared
to handle.They see a logical argument for a budget, not necessari-
ly one that would be 'accepted, but a logical argument for a bildget
that would triple the ammint of funds which they currently have
for ocqunographyresearch. .

The NSF Division of Ocean Sciences has about $130 million and
they are talking about going up above $300 million. .

If we look toward satellite programs that 'are aimed to#ard
oceanography, the kind of satellite program that the oceanogra-
phers would like to see operating during the next decade; that is,
the decade of the 1990's, is a four-ission program that would be
on the order of th'reequarters of a billion dollars over a 10-year
period. That is to be compared with the kind of operation we have
now. The ocean drilling program, fo example, is a program that
costs, over a 10-year period,ahout $300 milfibn. That is' also a typi-
cal cost of 13 Single satellite mission for oceanography.

. So, we are not talking about a major change m order of magni-
tude, but 'we are talking about double or triple the amount of
money that we currently have.

Mr. PRITcHARD. Do any of you other gentlemen want to corn-
? ment? Dr. Ross?

Dr. Ross. Not talking specifically abosit money; but one of the
problems the scientific community faces is the general predictabil-
ity of funding. do the last few years,>*re have been many fluctua-
tions in the budget process and' this causes an inability to make ..
long-terM -plans. We have heard about Sea Grant, for one example,
but there are other agencies or programs that have started up and
quickly-disappeared. It is difficult to -mink from year to year with-
out knowing whether the program will survive; that type of behav-
ior, regardless of the funds involved, makes it very hard to develop

- t long-term scientific programs and to focus on the right questions
-0 and to attract bright young, scientists to participate in

deavors. II V".
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Mr. Parrenotan. So, besides the level, the assuranc e that fundi
will be there for a certain Period of time so that people ctin plan
their, careers is vital. . .

Dr. !loss, Yes, sir.
Dr. FIrrAs. I would" that comment, and I think one can

get some insight Oy looking at the way that other countries deal
with their scientific support for oceanography. A very typical level
of commitment is 5.years although appropriations may well be on a
year -td -year basis, Such a long commitment is quite unusual in ace-

. deniid oceanography this country.
Dr. &Hum. I nm, ly. would add that that kind of predictabil-

ity in funding is necessary in estuaries and .coadtal "raters. We
have not had.that.

-I Dr. Tionsen. With regnrd to environmental quality research .since
most of the emphasis is placed on coastal anckestuarinHa waters, as.
Dr. Schubel mentioned, very little of it is going to tbe, long-term
research of trying to understand the systems. operate. Now, we
have a great diversity °fix:nista' viiannmnts around our country,
and not all of Ahem need to bet ustively studied. One can ex--
trapolate from tine to the other a certain extent, but this is an
area that is essentially. -grossly underfunded St present aml it is
going to be expensive simply because.of\the wide- range of environ-
ments we have to consider.

Mr. Parrensini. Thank you, Mr. alairman.
Mr. STUDDS. Mrs. Schnekler.
Mrs. 6CHNICIDER. Thank you.
I.have been listening to Dr. Boesch, and also-Dir. Sch 's 'testi-

, many. To summarise what the two d you have been is that
the priorities are not being appropriately set, and we ve to Ind
the scientific community back into the loop._

It seems to me thattwe have so many different adivissilY commit-
tees already in existence and, yfit, you feel that our Government is
not appropriately prioritorising how funds should be expended. I
have heard the mention of Sea Grant and the Alvin, estuarine pro-
grams edvirolunental quality, and I am not away with
this collection of testimony with what you gentle , q can collet:
lively define as being the top five Wiles that ought to receive top
priority funding in this country.

Is there' a consensus among yourselves?
Dr. SCHUBEL. Let me respond for the estuarine community. I

tank, certainly, the top priority that I would have is that we go
B *r.flack to trying to understand how estuaries operate. We did in the
early 19.W's solve many of the first order problems in estuaries.
Much of the foundation of our understanding of the physics and bi-
ol s of estuaries was laid during that period.

e have never gotten on to the next generation of questions, the
. much more difficult second order and those thstt, deal

with the interaction of the biology, chemistry, the geology, and
the physics. That is the level of understanding that you have to

haif you want to manage an estuarine system and make reliable
"ctions about what a proposed activity by society will have on
system.

We have been in such a hurry to do the xpplied research in re-
sponse to a series of crises or perceived crises, that we have not
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even begun to attach that Vbcond generation of questions. I think
that is a terrible mistake. '

The Federal Government and the States have been extraordinar-
ily generous in, support of estuarine research, but I don't think we
have been given the freedom to pursue the proper kinds of studies.

As to the nature of advisory committees, there are, all kinds.
There are citizens' advisory committees, there are citizens on the
scientific advisory committees, et cetera. I think what we really
need to do is to-go back to multiyear funding of important estua-
rine systems through partnerships between the Federal Govern-
ment and the appropriate States kuul that for early system can ap-
propriate, research _plan iwdeveloped by the scientific community
and is bubject to scienti peer review.. That can be done with .11
modeit level of support and should be done well in" advance of large
expenditures of money for. research.

If you carve to me today and said You had $1 million tombriow to
do a study of Long Island Sound, we could not put together ft good,
scientifically sound study of Long Island Sound, in a short time-
frame to use that $1. milliovizropriately. If-you said you have
$100,000 for the next 12 mo to design an appropriate stud",
and that.if it stands the scrutiny of peer review by the best estua-
rine scieltists in the country, then we wits come up *Mt funds for.
the research, we could do it. I would like to have that challenge.

Dr. BORSCH. I certainly echo Dr. Scimbel's comments, but . to
broaden the perspective here, and I haye no vested interest in the
subject since I am essentially a coastal oceanographer, I think
there is a growing consensus in the oceanographic community that
the time is now to really approach some global ocean issues. These.
are not only of vast scientific interest but also of substantial practi-

- cal importance with respect to climate, fisheries, and "the like.
So, the National Science Foundation in its plknning and the

Board of Ocean Science and Policy is attempting to develop these.
consenses of ideas that you ask for.

Mrs. SCHWEIDER. I an curious as to why Dr. Schubel doesn't feet
that you have adequate opportunity to do the appropriate kinds of
studies. Is it that the Federal agencies have not provided access?

Dr. SCHUBSI... Well, when. you think of the possible sources of
funding, you immediately would think of going to the ',National Sci-
ence Fpundation for basic studies of Long Island d. And we
have done that and have had some success, What I em saying in
addition, however, that the next generation of 'questions requires
interdisciplinary studies,*mimber one, and regional studies',
number two. You can't get around the need for these if the science
is to be responsive to management needs. And -these dire going to
have to go on-for a number of years.

, Those kinds of projects don't fare very well at NSF, and perhaps
with some justification. So, I think that the appropriate. funding ve-
hicle has not been available. Now, it may be that with the new'
amendment to the Clean Water Act, if there are funds available .

for Long Island Sound, Narragansett Bay, Buzzards Bay, and Puget
Sound and if the expenditure of those funds follow those criteria
that I outlined, I think we could make significant contributions to
-science and to society. I am concerned that that won't happen. "r
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'Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Well, I think that 4Ve also share that concern in
that the nature of the beast here in Congress and the way we do do
business is, unfortunately, on a year-by-year, basis. We hear .the
same kind of testimony before my Selene? and Technology Commit-
tee where the energy industry is saying "we don't know if we
should pursue photovoltaics, or if we should go with congeneration
because there is going to be Federal funding there;. and is energy
independence a national priority' or not?"

We are in a situation here where we don't know to what `extent
oceanographic research' and pursuit of the solutions to some of
these

Dr.
problems is or is not a nittional priority.

Dr. Rops. I think one of periblems of the pastIts been the
nature ./oceanography. One of the best definitions I ever. heard,
by Hen Bigelow, was that oceanography is the applicatidn.of all
science to the phenomena of the ocean. For many years, we had bi-
ological oceanographers, physical oceanographer, chemical ocean-
ographersI think you know this very well--apd each group would
tend to push for its own priority. Rarely would they get together
for a consensus.

I think we haye,,,see. n a growth in the field, if I' may, a- maturity
that now realizes that there are certain world-wide types of prob-
lems, techniques and technologies that are important to basic un-
derstanding of the ocean. I think you have heiird some of these
things mentioned today. ' .

We didn't come up with five basic problems. We weren't cha
with doing that, but I suspect if we were, we would have agreed to
the satellite one, -and I suspect we would have concluded that the
world climate one was ceitainly very important. We may have dif-
fered after that, but we probably wouldn't have been.too far away
in our thoughts. s

iThe point I am making s that it is a varied 'rfrofessidn, and be-
cause of the different backgrounds of people, it is difficult to .1-each
a consensus, but that is happening now. I think that is a very posi-
tive sign.

' Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Vely good.
I think that Dr. Schubel's reference to the annual Sea Grant fu-

neral dance was certainly well characterized, but I must admit that
. for members of the scientific community to feel that you are on the

outside is most unfortunate when you have the opportunity to corn-
. mubicate with you respective Members of Congress and also with

the F.e&ral agencies. It makes our job particularly' difficult, not
being selentists, to be able to determine where we want the funding
to go.

That leads to my next question to Pr. Baker about the process
that OMB uses in setting budget priorities. I would like to hear
some of your comments on their process and how it impacts some
of the 'thinks you were mentioning, such as infrastructure and
other items.

Dr. DARER. I cart' really comment on that, because I don't know
how OMB sets the' iorities.

Mrs. SCHNEID . II you were in a situation to make recommenda-
'tions of Federal dollars in this area, what kind of ablutions might
you recommend?

.
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Dr. BAKER. I Call answer that fromthe of view -bf looking at
the science that can be done th#tWould be of benefit to the
try, and I think we need to idaitify both economic and 'social bene-
fits. Then, OMB Would have tolake 'Bush information and then
weigh it against all other econoinic and social benefits toNnake its
budgetary decisions.

When we look at oceanography; one of the very exciting things
that we see now is 'the Possibilitrfor understanding rwhethe I the
.climate is predictable. Up to now, we have not even been able to
seethe way to do this. Now, with our understanding of processes
that occur like this past year`a El Nino, for example,, or
that occur when we 1pok gthe in crubok dioxide in ,the

. atm ,phegek, we believk tit tee ha tliperetodoicthaabolescielid

de d hether these systems!
p 0'50 le, to built that system that -actually -does:the p *ction.

This has enormous implications for economics, for ture,
and .commerce. This is 0bn:tithing that we could do. It is not an ex-
pensive proposition in terms of very lirge-budgeti, bit rather an
increment on the kind oFactivity that we have now ."That is the
kind of progirani that I think could be very well.supPorted in terms
of its benefits to the country.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Regarding the Joint Oceanographic litstitutions
that recently. completed the research strategy for the study bf'the
oceans by satellites for the,riext 10 year& to what degree has that
studybeen shared with the other Yederal agencies that are spend-
ing dollars for research in this area, and' what has, their response
been?.

Dr. BAKER. We worked very closely with the Federal agencies in
putting together report. The report was supported by NASA.
We have worked losely with representatives from the Navy, with
NOAA, and f the National Science Foundation. These are all
agencies that have different pieces of the action in oceanographic
satellites. The Navy Iforthe N- satellite. NASA is planning
for the TOPEX satellite that res ocean circulation. NOAA
will probably be responsible for a, satellite that measures. ocean
color, and the National Science Foundation will be responsible for
the basic research that takes place.

II So, we have tried, and I think successfully,qo work closely with
the Federal agencies in putting togethef that report which, by the
way, is one of the first and, I think, dramatic examples of all the
disciplihes of oceanography, working -together to put together a
phased plan that rill bring marvelous new results to oceanogra-
phy. -

Mrs oSearouosx. We. have the plan, and everybody worked to-
gether to develop it as a unit. However, the key question to the
whole proposal is to what degree have the various Federal agen-
cies, like NSF and the Navy, agreed to pick up on.those'recommen--
dations and to include them in their rematch and operational pro-
gram4?

Dr. BAKER. I think you can see in the fiscal year 1985 budget, the
Navy satellite, N -BOSS, has been very strongly supported by the
Navy and NOAA. As I understand it, that is in the budget. I be-
lieve that the TOPEX satellite is being considered as a very high
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priority for NASA in the fiscal, year 1986 budget. We are working
with the agencies fora new color imager for the 1987 budget.

One of the points of the strategy was to try to put together an
oceanographic program, not one that would happen, all at 'once, but
to be a phased p m that could be worked out *th the agen-
Cies. The National fence Foundation has worked in their long-
range plan the need for the research to go along wi these satel-
lites.

you very much, all the pan lists, for their mo
Now we will have the oppo unity to ask those F. ral age les
about their commitment.

Thank you, Mr. Chaff
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you rs. Schneid
Did Schubel, you give high linarks f iatentions and low marks

for performance fo existing Federal d State programs to -p
and. manage estuaries-To follow u more precisely a quibstion that
Mrs. Schoeider was discussing just a moment ago with y
ing the Gently enacted plan to fund cooperative pol on
twat and monitoring programs in Long Island Sound, Narragan-
sett Bay and Buzzards Bay, how do we make sure t4is program
works where others have not?

Dr. &imam- I think you should involve, at an early stage, the
scientific community that surrounds those various estuaries and
the scientific community also in other parts of the country. To
date, I know that no one in my institution has beep' contacted
about the Long Island Sound studies, and I know that nb one at the
University of Rhode Island has ben contacted about the Narragan-..
sett Bay study.

So, I think, for starters, we need to involve the scientists in this.
I think what we don't need, at this stage, is a detailed monitoring
study of Long IslandSottnd, Narragansett Bay, or Block Island
Sound, because, quite frankly, we wouldn't really know what to .

monitor, where to monitor, or at what frequencies in time and
space to provide any useful data to managers who would be making
decisions about these water bodies.

Mr. STUDDS. I think that answers the question.
Dr. Ross, has anyone at Woods Hole been approached with re-

spect to a Buzzards Bay study?
Dr. Ross. Yes, we have. This is maybe a little different case, but I

think we were the ones that found some of the major problems
there and called attention to them.

Mr. STUDDS. Right. This is very recently enacted funding, as You
,know. It may not be underway..

Maybe it is premature, but are you optimistic about the ability of
this program to produce information that will be releirant to all of
our estuarine areas, or do we have to have individual programs for
every estuary?

Dr. Ross. I am not an estuarine expert, but I will say one thing.
One of the weaknesses in past estuarine research has been a tend-
ency to focus on one estuary at a time. I think as we learn more
about the general processes, we will then make great progress.
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Dr. Scuu-szt. I think, certainly, there are a lot of things that we
can learn that are transferable from one estuary to another. There
is no question. about that,

That' level of understanding may be adequate for most of us as
scientists. It really is not adequate though, if you are an environ-
mental manager who has to make a decision that is going to in-
volve.hundreds of millions of dogs or maybe billions of dollars on
waste treatment, or other decisions that could affect the living re-
sources and aesthetic qualities of ,an estuary for decides to centur-
ies.

There you ha ve to look at all of the processes individually and
collectively and see how they are manifested in that particular es-
tuary. The same processes operate in Long Island Sound as in Albe-
marle Sound. No question about that,' but the relative importance
of those processes may differ by orders of magnitude and the mini?
festations, may be entirely different. .

Mr., ,Sruons. Dr. Schubel, you bemoan in your statement the
dominance of sociopolitical factors in estuarine research. I can't
resist asking you whether, for example, you would chiracteirize this
subcommittee as a sociopolitical factor? Laughter.]

Dr. SCHUBEL. I would never do that.
Mr. &rum*. Please feel free to do so,

1 You criticize the transfer of responsibility for sophisticated, scien-
tific and technical decisions on how to attain research objectives.
into the hands of concerned, well intentioned people who_ lack the
scientific and technical training needed to make sound scientific

ents.
at advice would you give to a humble and well intentioned

policymaker who goes to the -trouble of soliciting sophisticated sci-
entitle and technical ,advice from highly qualified individuals onlx
to receive advice.that is not only highly sophisticated and technh
cally impressive, but also contradictory?

Dr. SCHUSS& That is a tough question. I at least succeeded in
writing something that got people s attention, I guess.

Most of these problems are very complex, as you have pointed
out. I think what we need to do, though, is when we have a par-
ticular environmental problem, whether that is ocean dumping in
the New York' Bight, dumping of dredged material in the Chesa-
peake Bay or in Long Island Sound, or any of a range of other
ptobtems the first thing you have to do is to look at the full range
Qf alternative strategies that you have at your disposal to deal with
the particular problem. Then, you need the best, the most rigorous
scientific and technical assessment of each oS those alternatives
fhe environmental effects, the public health effects and tie eco-
nomic impacts;

It is only after the scientific and technical analysis is complete
that the social and political factors should be evaluated by decision
make!! in arriving at a choicein making a decision.

We don't .do that. Usually, we Cake positions at the outset. We
line up on one side or the other early on in the process, and from
there on we expend. most of our effort in defending our turf, and
we never really get around to analyzing the alternatives.

We have to use science to look at the alternatives apd then to
put it into the other political realm.
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. Mr. ST UDDS. Dr. Ross, are you satisfied that the State Depart-
ment is presently-doing everything, it reasonably can to facilitate
the access of U.S. scientists to opportunities for marine research in
other countries?

Dr. Ross. I would generally answ er yes. +his is nottan easy issue.,
The State Depaitment received considerable help recently when
the President acknowledged the right of other states to control
entitle research within their EEZ, and this committee helped to
move' him in that direction.

There was a little enthusiasm recently tA, develop bilaterial
agreements, particularly between the United States and Canada. In
my opinion, that may have been a little premature. Bilaterals can
have a number of implications that fully understood.

We have had problems with some specific countries like Trinidad
and Tobago, itild the State Department recently sent people down
there to meet and talk about the problems, and that has helped the .)

situation.
So, I'don't think the problem rests right at this moment with the

State Department. What I am concerned about, if I may,-is a slight-
ly different aspect. of the,prp.Itlem, which may mkt with the scientif-
ic community. I think their fears and concern/ about working in
this new regime may make those individuals who want to work in
foreign waters Ock the simplest and easiest places, to work. Scien-
tists have careers to rapidly develop. By doing so, we may make
our worst fears come true. That ie one of the reasons that I sug-
gested a more aggressive approach to make it easier for scientists

-4,o try this process.
I an concerned that a young scientist would be hesitint to try to

plan marine scientific reinrch with a foreign, country, to go
through all the aggravation, and it is considerable, . to develop a
program, to implement the program,' to succeed in the program,
and be willing to try again. I think' if we eould find ways 40 make it
easier, especially so that individuals don't have to learn all the in-'
formation anew each time and can know what is available about s
th6 research style and behavior of other countries: this could be
very, helpful. At this moment I couldn't fault the State Depart-
ment. They have been very helpful to me, and at this 'moment, I.
think they are doing a good job. . .

Mr. STUDDS. Do any members of the panel wing to comment on
Dr. Ross proposal to establish an office of international marine sci-
ence cooperation or to suggest a possible location in or outside of
the Government for such an office?

Dr. HEATH. I think this is something thlit has been discussed and
there are pros and cons for'the location. I think at least everybody
that I have had any contact with agrees that it is a good idea. It is
a way of accumulating knowledge and Wisdom that otherwise tends
to get dissipated after each individual experience, as Dr. Ross
points out.

I think one could argue that such an office would make more
sense 'in the State Department than in an academic setting for
some of the reasons that I pointed out earlier. Federal-agenciqs and
Government organizations tend to be longer lived than individual
faculty who may be interested in a problem now but may have dis-
appeared 5 years from now. Thus, from the point of view of lonkev-

.
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ity and avtailiabili ty into the future, there braome benefit in awn
. .'ating proposed office'with the State Department.

to. Dr. Corell, emphasise in your statement the im-
,portance of the work, that been performed by .the submersible
Alvin. YOu also say the Alvin is Wbrking at lull capacity`and

o. that a namber Wm; Bticle programs cannot be con-
ducted because only one suqhmesael sa 'n operation.

you talk abotit:fhe. iinitOrtgnce of having 4e:ootest too the
Navy's Swicliff: . '

Miat exactly is the ;Wed whafire its capabilities?
Dr". Codicil.. The a-144M similar to Alvin, bunt about

the same time, looks il `much the same. ft recently was convert-
ed to operate to 6,900 meter The AiviA.submarffie is a 4,000-meter
boat. At 4,000 meters,*e can reach about half of the botton of the
dceans of the world, and at 6,000 mete* it is in the high 90-per-
cer# region where we.cipi pet to the-bottom of the ocean.

Alvin review committee,' UNOLS, the Na , there hay(' been
many discussions over the past 2 or .3 years access
to the academic Community to Work aboard the liff.and her
sister vessel, Turtle,. which' goei imeirlist bee in dap in fact,
less than Alvin itself Theee discussione appear to be moving inn i
very productive and positive directice. In. fact, during the past
couple years, there have been trading of ots betweethe Woods
Hole group, and. the Navy group, and Group I in San Diego.

However, having access to that vessel think; iirofoundly im-
portant for tlw aqademic colnniunity, beckbe we can address ques-
tions like uction and other questions in' the debp sea,
the * ons, things we cannot now do with the

_74-4
Mr. &ruins. access to the vessel at the present time,

and is it adequate?
Coma.. It is operated Op 23 and Subdep Group I of the

Navy.. It is primarily as I understand it, to serve Navvy
mission needs, but there been. more openness recently to
dress the polisibility of hiving more scientists from the academic
community aboard.

I should note that there have been a number of academic scien-
tists operating their programs from those vessels, but it is our opin-
ion, particularly in the Alvin, group, and the need for 6,000-foot ca-..
}?ability; that access to that vessel needs to be extended.

As indicated, discussions are underway,and the Navy appears to
be much more receptive to that question. Secretary Lehman has
put forth some new initiatives; as you probably know, in the Navy,
for ,scientific research, and one of them is to explore more open
access to these vessels for the academic scientific community.

Mr. STUDDS- I gather controversy has begun .to develop over
access by the scientific community generally to '1 data

It "' concerning the EEZ, information to be collected, as I 1,11 = ; I it,
through the use of multichannel sonar devices, Sea-Beam.or Sea-
Mark. Would you or anyone else want to comment Ob the impor-
tance of this information to,scientific research generally, and On
the implications of any decision to classify this data rather than to
make it available to the scientific community?

N,
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Dr. HEATH. The Board on Ocean and Science Policy has gotten
involved with this to a minor extent. I thinIcithat the loss of that

t data set for scientific research would be unfortunate on Several,
grounds.

We are fortunate that the U.S. margin, the exclusive economit
zone, includes examples of a large number of major oceanic proc-
eases and particularly of geophysical frit twesemand.bottom types. Ip
fact, .most of jhe, see-floor types that are found in the oceans as a
whole occur oft the margins of the United$tates. So, we have the
poesibility of addressing an enormous ringu of taroblems, from mid-
ocean *ri., to subductiog zones, to +/arms kinds of geoc hemieal
processes related to oil andgas formatiop are -mineral formation
within our ewn mineral formation within our own lam.
, To force the scientific community to either repeat the kinds of
abeervations that will be made and'then clasiified or be .friioed to
go elsewhere into sane of the en . . ,,: .. its that Dr. Ross luis.de-
scribed which can be difficult and i, , = , . : 4 :. II uch more expen-
sive to get accesa to them our own rit *.w seems to me to make no
sense n terms of national priorities and the use of limited re-

-,
sources. , .,

,.

Mr. Swims. Mrs. Schneider, I have two mo sete4lif. questions. I
wguld be happy to WILL), you if you-wish.

Mrs. Scurniuma. you- .
I would just like to make one brief request which will require a

not sobrief response. I would very much Appreciate it if each'of the
members of the panel could prepare for me in writing, and perhaps
for the other me tt 'ef this committee for some point in the
future, list of the E, if cant scientific,prohlems and the new ini-
tiatives that we are going to have to face Within the wit 10 Co. 15

. Second, I would like to ask for your recommendations as to
. ?Itrathotte initiatives might be funded, whether it be by the Federal

Government, by private industry; or4,0, cost-sharing arrangements.
. Who will pay?

. ..,The third thing I was thinking -about is what benefit to society
are-we talking about?. -

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
...-. Mr. &woos. Beware of giving assignments to academics.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I have taken them for so long, it is about time I
give them.

Dr. Ross. You inake the assumption that our society is going to
be there in 10 to 15 years.

. Mrs. SCHWEIDEE. Well, I know I acid my chairman are certainly
working Loward that eel, and we have great, confidence in the
future. So, once again, let me *request that these responses be only
one or two pages. We are talking about preparation for Members of
Con ress, and please eliminate any voluminous proposals that you
might have, just outlines of priorities. .

nk you.
[The scientists' statements may be found oh pp. 193-2021
Mr. STUDDS. Dr. Heath.
Dr. HEATH. I, might just inject a comment here. The National

Academy of Sciences Board on Ocean Science and Policy is now in
the process of a study that is called "Oceans 2000." One of its objec-
tives is to cover many of the questions you have asked. This study
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is not going to come' out with a 'final report in less than a couple of
years, I would guess, both because of the depth' in which hope to
'add'ress these questions and the glacial pace with which the Acade-
my normally moves. Thus, we can give you a quick,response right
now, but I think the deeper response is a couple yea* away.

Mr. S'ru .1:. Just be grateful that wasn't :4. television repotter
asking the ion gi you 12 seconds toOspond.

I am a little leery. Dr. ; I don't Imo if it was you or °neer
the others, but on a recent visit to Wcxids'friole, I was given an as-
signrnen That is why I am particularly sensitive to this. Was it
you whofhandleci. me the elementary teaok on oieanography?

Dr. Ross. A few years ago,air.
Mr. STUDDS. Yes; it.waS quite a few' ago, and I haven't read

it. Sorry about that. Mayb y is due mine is.
D4, Baker, you and sewer r panelists have. commented both

about the dramat, technological advantes that have acurred in
se recent years and'abOut the possibility that we will not., due to lack

of resources, be able, tb take full advantage of the. new technology.
For example, satellites and other new kisids of instruments areca-
pable of generatirig what you call a datiVexplosion. The probleni is,
of course, that the generation of data helpe, little if we do not have
the ability to process afill make use of the information derived.

I have two questions. First,' s this problem caused by a lack Of
trained people to design and operate data processing systems keyed
to the needs of marine research, or is it a lack of the equipment
itself, or is it both? e .

Dr. BAKER. I would say that we are looking at a problem which is
as much the lack of trained people as it is the lack of equipment,
but it is not just a question of the people and equipment. It is'also
a question of trying' to undenijand holly/ to solve this problem..
ar. This is a major new problem that we are facing in science, and
that is how to deal with large amounts of data and how to turn
that data into useful models that we can use eventually for predic-.
tion. It is a problem of understanding and learning how to do some-
thing new. So, it is a combination of being able tb draw on new
technology with a sufficient body pf trained people so that one can .do this.

I think the scientific community in the United States recognize;
this. I think the scientific communities in other countries recognize
this.. It is important for us to try to be on top of this, problem if we
are going to solve it.

Mr. Scrum". Where do you see the solution coming from; Govern-
ment, industry?

Dr. BAKER. I thing it will be a combination of the academic com-
munity, industry, and Federal Government laboratories. For exain-
ple, the problem has been addressed, t a large extent, by industry
in their work with seismic data that they take for mineral explora-
tion, petroleum. There are a lot of the ideas which are developed
there which can be taken over to be used for the Other problems:.
So, I think we will see an important role from private industry as
well as the academic community:

Mr. STUDDS.-OK.
Let me .end with a general question that each of you can take a

shot at i1 you like. Maybe it is sort of an oral preparation for more
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serious, penetrating thought about your assignment from the gen-
tleivoinan from Rhode Island.

Dr. Boesch said in his statement that: "We the on the threshold
of substantial advances in our understanding and use of the oceans
as a result of- tremendous technological developments and the.
fusion of disciplines of ocean science.'

hr question to any or each or all of you is what the Government
ought to be doing, if anything, to make sure that we move from
-standing at that threshold to crossing it and making full use 6f the
benefits the new technology can bring. Is it a 'question, from the
Government's perspective, of money, coordination, staying of of
the-way, or what?

Dr. HEATH. For lack of any other volunteers, I will step Rirth.
There are really two Mimes. One is the commitment of resources.

We have already heard, some of the costs'associated with the
long -range plan which 1 think addresses in a vent reglistic way
whit is possible, what is imporant, what we are ready fWdo..

The other need from the Government, though, is a 'long -term
commitment. In other words, as one gets into more (global studies,
mare interdisciplinary studies, the possibility orsolvmig something
in 1 year or 2 years becomes vanishingly small. So, if a Govern-
ment commitment only extends for 2 years, and then, something
else is in vogue and the attention is switched away, we are not
going to see very much in the way of progress..

I believe you need both the resources and the lontrange commit-
ment.

Mr. Swims. Last call for, anyone else.
Dr. SCHUREL. Certainly, within estuaries, we have not seen that

same explosion in technology that 'has allowed us to look at estu-
aries in new and different wa ; use the time scales are so dif-
ferent in estuaries.

We need to develop new , .logies. What we have seen is an
. explosion of data that has ulted from federally funded and

State-funded monitoring 4
I think What we need to to develop programs to trane

the data into usable inf. den and put this -.information into
forms that managers . when they. are making environmental
decisions:

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
Dr.. BOESCH. I think, in ti your question, we need all of

thrhbove, basically. We n 41 hanced support. There is obviously
need to use our resources be r through more effective interagen-
cy coordination. In a certain sense, we also need Government to
stand aside at the 'appropriate time, because there is a tendency,
once a progicam develops in governmental agencies at all lents, for
it to take a life of its own. A good idea is generated and fihen it
becomes very formalized and stifles imagination doming from both
within Government and outside of Government.

Mr. STUDDS. Dr. Corell.
Dr. CORELL. I think with the study that the National Science

Foundation has done for its long-range plan, the Academy, NASA,
is also doing studies of this nature, there is a confluence of events
that is going to allow us to look ahead very, very carefully at the
scientific ocean research program of the next decade.

e
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There is a certain psycho priority that. I:tames-from identi-
fying that as something-. We tlw, DOE program of some years
ago, and it brought mindktegether. The Foundation was committed
to it for a while. I personally think, and I hear many people talk-

. ing about the Tact that the 1990's might be a decade of ocean scien-
tific research, and the mere statement of that will bring minds to-
gether, bring commitment in our acadeinic institutions,- will bring
programs out of the Government find industry that woulti allow us
to accomplish many of the objectives that you have hmrefrom Dr.
Baker anti others of this panel today. . ,

Thank you.
Mr. STUDDS. Dr. ROSS.
Dr. flow Well, I think eierbody has said what I would have said,

si) let me add &nnething different.. -
The United States has recently acquired q territory dulls great-

er than that any country has ever acquiredits own exclusive ea)-
mimic done. I am startled that this has not captured the ima,gina-
tipn of the Government: to look at our oceans and see how .we can
use them better,' and to capitalize on this expansive resource and

. the scientific opportunities it preeefits.
Mr. Swims. Did you. just use-the phrase, the imaginatidn of our

Government?
Dr..Ross... I should have known better. eMr. STUDDS. No, I just wanted to be'clear.
Dr. R. Well, it is a wonderful opportunitity, combined with

the new technqlogies that 'you.have been hearing about today and
4 some of these programs that we may enable us to enter a new and

- exciting area of marine science:
Mr. Baum. Dr. Baker,
Dr. BAKER. .Let me just emphasize the need 'for coordination.. I

think we have seen very important things happen in the past few
years, both on the side of what has been suPported by the Govern-
ment and, also what hak been happening in pri'vate industry. I
think that as, we look tow..the next few decades; we are looking
toward an effective program that will only be effective if we do
have the proper coordination within the Government, that is, be-
tween NOAA, NASA, the National !Science Foundation, and the
Navy, and also the right kind of partnership between the Govern-
ment and private industry.

I. think, without that, we wasn't be able to make our moves; but
with that, we have a change of having some dramatic new under-
standing awhat the oceans are all about.

Mr. STUDft Thank you, sir.
I am going to take the liberty of asking one personal question to

set the stage for the academic response that is due.
Dr. Schubel, I can't resist -this. One of 'the things your tistimony

did was make me rethink a word that I had .taken for granted and
assumed I knew the meaning of,' namely, estuary and estuarine,
which we certainly in our more lighthearted manner around here
use regularly. This is-a test of my staff. You can be cold; kind cruel,
and academic in responding to it. I am going to read you a defini-
tion and I want you to tell me if it can be improved upon.

Dr. &Hum.. Is this from Dave Ross' book? [Laughter.]
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Mr. STUDDS. You do notYnow from whence it comes. It consists

of three sentences, the last of which is clearly my favorite:
Estai fry is the usually muddy area found along the ocean coast at the mouth of

rivers. kreeks, Or other fresh water streams flowing into the ocean. These areas are
subject to extreme fluctuations in temperature, salinity, and pollutant loading. Gen-
erally. they awe a salty mediuin but can become film:* fresh_515in-wria tide and
stormy conditions.

Dr. So Fitton,. I think it cotied he improved, upoic. [Laughter.]
Thank you. "
[More laughter.]
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
.Thank you very much, members of the panel.' You have been

'very patient. We appreciate your contribution, and we look forward .

to a more leisurely opportUnity to read your st4itements, in their
entirety. .

We go now to our second panel comprising what I guess has to be
called the Government.

If the five representatives of the. Federal Governmefit who are on
panel two would take their places, I will describe the rather unusu-
al procedure we are-going. to follow.

As all of the witnesses have been forewarhed, in tIc interests of .
time, we have chosen to move 'directly to questionk and to forgo
the normal procedure of prepared oral testimony from the iulminis-,
tration panel. We do, however, have your written statements. They
are being ardently sought after, ,as you can see behind you, and
they. will be included in the formal hearing record.

[The statements follow:]

4«- 4", n - H -
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STAmatitiet or PAUL M. MIGLI*AJENTAINT AILDMINENRATME FOR MILAN Smivic ANSI
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CommEncE

fir. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you oceanographic

kesearch in the National Ocean4c and Atmospheric Administration.
ti

MUM.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration seeks
e

improyed delivery of products and services to the -ma user

community. To accomplish this we must build upon ocea °graphic
4

and meteorological data and understanAting of the ocean Aviyon-

went. These are he result of. the basic and applied resebech

efforts cf the oceanographic community and NOAA itself.

Oceanographic (esearch should support the NOAH mission. As

one .indication' of tits ,commitment, NOAA maintaj,ns science and

Oceanographic expertise within our Environmental Research Lahore-

tortes, Fisheries Laboratories and aboard NORA Ships. lb

additil, many of NCIFLA4 pkograms-thevelves have staff engaged/

in specific, applied research_projects.

(
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Netter cvordination of marine research and its results are

continuing efforts. One of my six major program objectives as

Assistant Administrator'of Vie National Ocean Servige (NOS) is

to increase cooperation within government and withthe private

sector.

My testimony today describes briefly a numb r ofNOAA's

current efforts involving other Fetral agencies in cooperative

research programs. it alto addresse, the future afrection fn

oceanography at NOAA including efforts underway to map the newly

proclaimelkexclusive economic zone (EE2).; increasing the use 6f

remote sensing capability; and the aeration of NOAA's fleet.
v*.

. ICoordination of Federal Ma eltesearch Capability
4

11.

4NOW.participates in ,a number of multi-agency coordination

efforts. Significant-examples include:

o NOAA Administrator, Dr.t.lohaSyrne, last spring reactivated

_the Subccamittee'on Marine' Research (SMR) of the Committee

on Atmosphexe and Oceans Pstablishee ander-the -Federal Coordi-.

rling Council for Science, Engineering, end Tecnnoloigy.

NCAA chairs the SMR, which has met three times so far this
9

year, Senior represmptatives from eleven agencies or depart-

nents have addressed the overall Federal marine science

:Aldvet, remote sensing of the dceani from-satellites, EEZ

.surveys and near -shore remote sensing from aircraft.
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Federal efforts in thwEEZ,and the needs and capabilities

of the marina community in the area of,ocean (near- shore)

remote sensing from- aircraft.,

4
%,

o. IAA had' speCific statutory responsibilities to coordinate
.4"

'Federal marine'pollution research, development and monitoring

activities. NOAA's National Marine Pollution;Program Office

AP (NaPPO) prepares, on a triennial basis/ o five-year Federal'.

Plan which describes the status at related Federal agency

.
oce4bh pollution programs andsincludes recommendations on.

priority research needs. Appendices' to the Plan provide

detailed inforoation off agencieff marine pollution activities,

including an inventory of facilities and equipment used to-
.

conduct these activities. Action Plans are being developed

by NMPPlIk to specify detailed research needs and agency plans

, for ocean disposal of radioactive yaste and ocean dumping
- -

municipal and indt;strial wastes.

'o NOAA'also participates in the Federal OceanOgrapbicijeet

Coordination Council (rpm), along with other agencies with
i

fleets th6 National, Science Foundation (NSF),Navy, U.S.

, Coast Guard, Eniiironmental Protection Agency, and U.S. Geolo-

gical Survey (USGS). The Council reviews operations and

managemene.methods, recommending common standards and

-approaches; seeks to improve planning, coordination, and

commultacation of oplrators of the U.S. research fleet; and

disseminates operating schedples.
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NOAA has signed in a number of specific interagenCy agree -

tents to improve out coordination in the oceanography area.

Examples are'

o' Recently initiated efforts to map the., Exclusive Economic Zone

CEEZI are. the subject of an agredment between NOAA and USG'S,

signed in April 1984.
dp

o Sexgrel.hundred memoranda and litters of understanding cover

a range of ActivIties with the Navy, from routine training and
j.

exchangelbf personnel and facilitOs, to major data exchange
,

and cooperative ocearlognaaic research efforts. We are

del/eloping a ivadifgreemot with the Navy under. ',Web these

and other individuals actotvities can be carried Out ih i.simpli-
.

fled manner.

o The Outer Continentfl'Shelf Environmental Assessment Program

(OCSEWI'is a NOAA program supported by-the Minerals Management

Service (NMS). DLit. tSecauee of our technical and logistical '

expertise, in the Alaska region NOAA conducts the assessment

work on the effects of oil and gas development under a.dpecial

agreement which tax() renewed in 1985. The purpose of the

OCSEAP effort isio provide information about the OCS environ-

'intent and possible effects and impacts. Until now,NMS has

operates its own environmental assessment programs in other

regions.

r
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Various research projects are carried out under a joint

Agreement between NOAA/Environmental Research Laboratoriei

(ERL), the Naval Research Laboratory, and NASA/Goddard.

The purpose of this agreement is to assure more effective

- utilization of space technOlogy and
/
to improve the knowledge

.

and understanding of ocean and atm9spheric remote sensing.
.

o NOAA.has a general memorandum of understanding With the

Environmental Protection Agency for program coordination

and' information exchange. Under the broad terms of this

agreement, we provide scientific support in response to

spills and, toxic hazardous waste clear-upd

lb

NOAH is involved in several'oceanographic programs Of multi-

agency scope, for examples

O The Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) project is

an international resat/arch project set up as part of the

World Cliimate Research Program under the auspices of the

WorldrNeteorological Organization, the Intergovernmental

Oceanographic Commission, and the International Council of

Scientific Unions. TOGA seeks to establish an understanding.

(/ of the. complex relationship bet4een large periodic variations

in the tropical Pacific and Indi&n Oceans (the so-Called El

Nino-Southern Oscillation) and climatic anomalies in many

parts of the world.

!
; )
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NOAA coordinates the TOGA efforts ollkthe NSF, the Department
.01

of Defense (DOD), National Aeronautics, and Space Administration

(NASA), domestic meteorological and oceanographic research insti-

tutions, and universities. Methods are being worked out for the

coordinated review of research proposals.

o NOAA has drawn,together its,fisheries-and oceanographic

research capabilities in a program currently rtjerebd to as

the Fisheries-Oceanography Coordinated Invesfigstions (FOCI).

NOAA seeks to` include other Federal agenoles and state and

university particfpiticpito coordinate research on the effects.

of environmvital changes on fisheries. ;The goal of this

research is to quantitatively measure the effects of. ocean

processes and h ydrodynamic features on the survival of eggs

and larvae, and on later juvenile life stales. The results

cguld be used in developing predictive numerical equations to

assist in providing much-needed lead-time for planning and

implementing improved management, harvesting; and processing

of these resources.

o NOAA lilt spearheading an international research effort similar

to FOCI under the sponsorship of the Idtergovernmentai

Oceanographic Commission (IOC), with the cooperation of the

U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Both developed

and developing nations collaborate in research on fisheries

recruitment.problems in similar, analogous, marine ecosystems

throughout the world.
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o The Wbrld's Ocean Current Experiment (WOCE) is being

planned to determine the general circulation of the ocean

and its relation to glObal climate. This major project' is

expetted.to begin in 1990 or 1991.

Mapping, of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)

. . 110 .

In response to President Reagan's March 10,.1,983 proclamation

declaring the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone, NOAA and USGS have

initiated a multi-year korratiVis program for bathymetric as

ing of the 200-mile ,contiguous zone.
a

High resolution bathymetric data istbeing gathered with stdte-

of -the -art swath mapping systems to facilitate understRnding,'

development, and caservation of this vast national resource. ,

Initial surveys are being conducted off. the west coast, and will

cover the outer continental shelf,'slope and upper rise off Cali-

fornia, Oregon, And Washingtbn. Bottom sampling for radionuclide

background studies by the Environmental Protection'Agency also is
(

included, in the present work. Proposals are being considered'to

...----

f, orporate a complete suite.of geophysical Measurements as well

as measurements of meteorological parameters and physical, biolo-

gical, and chemical oceanographic parameters. An announcement .

haR been mode in professional journals of the opportunity for

II.

researchers to utilize the ship t me to conduct compatible investi-

gations in conjunction with these urveys. A workshop (December

1984) and conference (Spring 1985) are being planned to ensure

121
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that the design of these surveys is responsive to tharneeds of

other Federal agencies, universiti4S, and the private sector.

An NOS plan outlining the scope of this initiative. currently is

in draft form.

Some issues of coordination'and exchange of the data generated
.

from the surveys of the EEZ-remain to be Sesolved. A working

.
group with representatives from NOAH and tilb Defense Mapping

s*

Agency currently is negotiating on the queWon.of whether EE8

'bathymetric data will be classified.

,

Remote-Sensing Capability in Oceanographic Research

Significant advances in our understanding bf the ocean and

its role in global climate will requiye the synOftic,global
p

Perspective whiCh can be provided. by satellites. Major prOjects

Such as TOGA, WOCE, and 'studies' of tne.ocean*
,

s role An carbon' --

dioxide wajling are dependent. to some degree upon satellite
. .

observations. Parameters such sts sea surface temperature and'

ocean surface winds provided by satellites open vast opportunities

to understand'ihe ocean processes Wilch influence fisheries

recruitment. Examples of recent successful applications of remote

sensing data are: ..
The NsF-spOnsored Warm Core Rings project, which-used sea.

surface temperature data and coastal zone color scanner

iCZCSi information to study the physical dynamics, bidlogy

and chemistry of warm currents from the Gulf Stream.
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Work by NOAA's National Geodetic Survey application or
"

SEASAT altimeter data
5

to the Nation'sgeodetic reference

System. The data also bps.been used to inter the presence

ofliferge scale features in unampped ocean arias.

..

.

A coordinated research strategy for ihe,decide 195S to 1995,:.-';',,-

was prepared by a cono;Srtia of oceans aphis pe4parch AA#titilti011i.
r' 1

. .- .,sUmmerixing therequirements for oceanography f
.

space. These'
.. '

. . .-;:- ^ .,.-.
.

.

requireSents are focused more on relatively shert'dOthflon expot.i.
,

ments, instruments of-new design,:non-real-timi use of datatiane'i.-....7:
Ai L7.:::-.undefined ground systems to receive rasmitsions.

4'
,.,

ra '5, 4 .,-
By contrast in6AA ! eik- . *4.31 1 i to . obefersoat iora: tifiliiviiiitpoi - f o ..r.. ,

.... ,,. .
S . . . 'l'

' . .1t: *14,our,opesational needs are .for long term, continyoasi routine
.

,

..'.: v

:4

.. .

monitoring. in'order to produce real+-time'prodactoe:s00 services,4,4
, 1 ,, '.

--and diseiminate them to the.userC.
'1

.._

*

CGAA.Fleet
.. . -

, ..-: ... ; ,....

.. The-NOAAOltet provides a vital oceanic data, collection and

reSearti capability in support' of many varied marine science

.projects. The vessels are in excellent condition ; The hulls

will be sound through the year 2000. We do nor meedto replace

the existing fleet until the late 1990's. We are monitoring

ship planning by'the National Science foundation and Office of

Naval Research, and others to be alert to dexialopeents which

could improve the:efficiency of our mission. Meanwhile our

efforts are on new ship equipment and data collection systems to

A.23
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Our current efforts intludes

o SEABEAM - This acoustic mapping system produces high-

resolution contour charts of the seafloor, in real time,

and is usefil in producing detailed bathymetric surveys

of the EEZ. The . system ks currently deployed aboard NOAA

Ship SURVEYOR'.

o board'Environmental Data Acs isition. stem (SEAS) -

SEAS providescquisition, formatting, and transmission of

-shipboard marine weather observations and Expendable Bathy-
.

thermograph (XBT) 'ocean temperature profiles . SEAS semi-

automata instrument/00n will be aboard ships of the NOAA

Fleet to increase data sampling coverage.and'toensUre

timely data return via satellite of meteorological. and oceSno-

graphic iriformitionv.

o Global Positioning System! (CPS) - The NAVS?R G PS is a.D0DP

funded, satellite-based navigation and time alstribUtion .

.system which will provide precise, continuous, all-TreaOtar,

common grid, worldwide navigation, and timing information

to aid Iona and sea users. New program requitements such

as bathymetric surveys in the EEE and global climate-related
.

oceanographic programs, can be met wit() GPS by providing

/highly accurate navigation and positioning information world-

wide.

.;BFAS arf
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o INHARSAT (International pritime Satellite organization)

INHARSAT terminals will provide highly reliable voice

communication system for NOAA shipA operating in remote

areas. These systems utilize satellite technology to ,

provide a direct comembicatiOns link to meet operational

requirements and to fabilitate real-time monitoring of

direct transbission of marine data. Two units will be

installed aboard the-NOAA Shipi RESEARCHER and DISCOVERER

bp February liSS:

These improvements are being installed beginning in FY 1984,

funded by inter-agency transfers, savings from per;onnel reduc-
c.

tions, and generally without new budget initiative.

HOAA is actively promoting the efficient cooperative use of

its vessels. We will actively solicit academic institutions..
ti

and federal.and state agencies to proiote use of the Fledt on *

piggyback, ancillary, or shared projects. In addition, NOAA

will contact local officials and news media representatives in

areas of planned and current iwssel operations. id are already:.

improving vessel productivity through taking additional data and

utilizing sea days gained through improved vessel performance

for additional project - related, activities.
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Future Direction

NOAH is charged with analyzing and predicting oceanic and

atmospheric components of'the Earth's environment. The impor-

tance of this globel,"integrated air-sea approach is reflected

in NOAA's five lini offices - the National Weather Service; the

National MarinlibFisheries Service; the National Ocean Service;

the Environmental Satellite, Data and Informallion Service; and

the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research.

et

Our emphasis is on improved services; research must support

this service mission.

Mr. Chairman; this concludes my prepared. statement. I will

be happy to answer anygdestiona you may have.

r-
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STAMMER OF

OR. N. WANT GROSS

DIRECTOR, OCEAN SCIENCES DIVISION'

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION -

OCEAN SCIENCE RESEANDASUPPORTED SY TiE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Ny name is, N. Grant Dross, I am Director, divisioi of Ocemt Sciences,

Na tonal Science Foundation.

Oceanography in the National Science Foundation is primarily supported

through the Division of Ocean .Sciences (OCE). Other support is

provided by the Divisions, of Polar Programs, Earth Sciences,

Atmospheric Sciences and Biotic Systems 'and Resources, among ethers.

.

OCE in FY 1965 has a budget of aPpioximatily $204. This amounts to

about half of all ocean research conduCted-at .U.S. univelpities and,/

about 70% of the nation's basic academic ocean research in the U.S. In

198S, jocE expects to Fund about 730 research projects, about 40% of the

proposals received... These funds will support about BOB of senior

scientists? about 100 man-years of post- doctoral research and about 350

man-years of student support. Nearly $10N is expected to be spent in

FY 1985 on instruments and equipment by the projects supported.

Ocean research requires expensive shared-use facilities: ships,

submersibles, and a deep-ocean drill ship. Along with ONR and other

Federal Agencies, NSF supports operations of the nation's academic
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research fleet. In 1985, operationseof 24 research 4::els Will be

supported. These vessels are operated by 19 institutions on all US

coasts, including Alaska, Hawaii, and the Great Lakes.

Research ships are the backbone of ocean research. The supporting

Federal Agencies seek to insure that each vessel Is energy-efficiemt

and equipped With latest mavigition equipment, modern instrument-

handling systems, and satellite transmission facilities to handle

communications and data transmission. Working with HARM and 011k NSF

regularly inspec%s academic vesseisOtti insure their safe and fficient

operatiop.

The function of 4hips is changing in a fundamental way.. Ships are'now

.

floating laboratories, providing ,groups of investgatflts with

facilities needed to, study ocean phenomena. 'While the present fleet

consists primarily of conventional ships, their replacements may Well

be based on different types of ,hulls. Some replacement 'ships will

likely be dedicated to functions 'such as seismic invdstigations of deep

ocean basins.

The deep-div4ng submersible ALVIN and its fiec/ntly converted tender,

ATLANTIS-II, can now be used in remote areas of the ocean, previously

beyond the working range of its former tender. With its new tender,

ALVIN has made as'eany divelin five months as it previously made lea

year. U.S. oceanographers are now actively seeking to obtain .access to

a submersible, such as the Navy's Sea `Miff, which can dive to WOON.

This will permit them to research half of the ocean beyond AWN'S

depth limits.

MIME
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Ocean sciences are changing rapidly, priMarily as a result of advances

in computers and in satellite-remote-sensing. Over the.next few Oars.

NSF will support acquisition of a Class VII supercomputer for the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). One fifth of thetim4::..

available on this computer will be devoted to ocean modeling. At the

same time, NSF and other funding -agencies, will be funding

investigators to equip themselves to communicate from remote locations

with this and other such computers wittch may be located on the other:

side of the country.

Satellite - remote- sensing is now providing observations necessary 'tot

study ocean processes-on appropriate time and, space scales. Oceano-

graphers can now study ocean processes on regional and even global

,scales. Satellites far ocean sensing are in orbit. NOAA, Navy and

NASA, and Japan, France and the European Space Agency plan to launch

satellites that will provide data_useful for ocean studlks. NSF and

NASA plan to insur, that U.S. acadihic oceanographers, are able, to use

this data stream in their research projects.

Oceanographers in ihe U.S. and around the wortb are now planning the

next generation of studies to take advantage of these new

opportunities. In prOjecting future trends in U.S. ocean science, NSF

staff has identified two'important areas of future scientific emphasis.

The firtt, Global Ocean Studies,' deal with flows and M41$ water,

balances, energy, ad various biological/chemical substances and their

effects on productivity of the oceans and cltmate changes.
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Thq Global OcesAttidies will mike use of satellite observing capabili-

ties, coupled -With. in situ Observational programs and guided by

'.numerical modeling, using the new supercomputers, to investigate:
r

, 41,
:

Cloballiqn circulations - What are the main flow "pttlens,

their :iiriabilitx? How are they related to climate and

produtiiyity?
''.

w. .

,
.

I,

Openipcebn fluxes - What are the mechanisms and rates at which
v

cheeical..and biological agents are transported thrpugh the

oceo?

aistai ocean dynamics and floes - How does the cotstal ocean

. °petite and how do materials move throagh it?

67 tor recruitment mechenisis - What controls the survival,

.011rration .and reprqductive, capacity of larger organisms in

16 ocean?
P r , a

The OcoOd major area is the stud' of earth's ceist under* the 'ocean

usibg ocean drilling combined with the latest' seismic techniques

adopted from industrial practice. The tWonjor components of this

study are:

a. .

Submergfid continental margin.

Oceanic lithosphere and mid-ocean ridge processes.

40-125 0 - 85.- 9
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Such activities require equippinivacadveic ilsti ions with the latest

geophysical instrumentation, as well as one or more 'fully-equipped

,ships to conduct state-of-dm-art seismic studies of ocean basins and

continental' margins. One of the Most intriguing aspects of this study

is the idea of building instrument systems to permit long-terA

observations (years to tens -of oars) on *citye segments of mil-ocean

ridges. .in this way, growth of oceanic plates could be observed

.directly. Scientists can than answer queitiont aboot.cianges oir'er time

in the vIrious {Acmes active on mid-ocean ridges.

These two areas of emerging emphasis --. integrated, large scale studies

of-the global .oceans and basins -- arc deVelopinga broad'beSe Of
. .

support within the ocean science community.

A

. They are building an a firm foundation Ot recently

acquired knowledge.

. They reflect a growing soil it! within the community to

deal.effectively-with scientific problems of.this sort

which are large in scat/ and interdisciplinary in

4

. They provide a solid and challenging intellectu41 5osis

for the scientific use of eitremely,powerful new

technologies of remote tiding, supercomputing, and

seismic imaging in otearpresearcb.

.. Coupled with these technologies they provide the
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exciting'ogportunity for a truly unique period-of '

scientific progress in understanding the circulation

and mixing of the oceans; the large-tcale'in erection

alt;of the oceans and atmosphere. the flux of, trials

through the oceans, and the structure and formative

swncesses of thelcsan basins.

And, I beliefs it is.fair to say that this scientific progress will in

the long run prove to be an essential underpinning for dealing .01

feet ly with the important societal concerns reliting to weather snd..

climate prediction, living and mineral resources, .end environmental

pollutinn.

4
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$ am Ferris enbeter, Profeisor of oceanography at the

University of Delswere, and this year' elected chairmen of the

Uolvirmity-Rational Oaiitingiraptio Labiaratary Nyatem (better known

as UMOLS).
ti

kathamatatasIgsnalooffewsha halnagtasilluto
umoMs it a privat, arOknisation of *endemic oceanographie

iastitutibms which operate ooseengraphic facilites. To
e '

paraphrase the thdectives as set forth in the UMOLS charter:

taw is a national system that works with the funding agencies

to assist in the effective coordinated ese,easseeemea, and

plann$ng of oceanographic facilities for gradeate-level research.

and educational programs.` By optima:sift Federal And other

support for academic oceanography,. MOW will thereby continue

and enhance the excellence of this nation's oceanographic

program.

Support for the operation of gams is provided by the

Federal agencies, that support or use the academic oceanographic

fleet. These are the National Science Foundation (157), the

,Office of Naval Research (oma), the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOM), the United States Geological

Survey (USGS), the Marine Mineral Service (MNS)., and the

137
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Department of allergy (DOW. The funding for DOOMS operations

that is provided by this group' of agencies is coordinated through

the NSF.

Eighteen universities and feeearch institutions are members

of COOLS, smOnothar thirty-ensrarn associate members. Meeting,

are held price a yogi: Between meetings, business is

through an Seecutive Cloemittes, an Advise:1mi Councils lad'sgruiL
oi specialised coneitteeme Sneoutiveelftwelbary'isP

lc;Cated with the. School eirOonenography of the Seiversity of

Washington in S4ttle:

1

rte, S*VeLEPSAM . .

whloships and other facilities operated by SSOLS,,

Institutions have mainly been acgaired though WSW and amp. of 26

relearch vessels in thele= fleet, NSF holds title to 12, OKR

to 7, and 7 have bees ac4ibired by othermeams, generallfthiough

state or inatititiomel sources.

..ummil members have been working with the fandAng agencies to

improve and maintain effective use of the acapmmli research

fleet. NSF is the largest user of the Academic fleet, with the

support by agency breaking down ea:

NSF 60 -70%
ORS 10-150

NOW USW, MSS, DOS 10 -20%.

Other 10%

The challenge in mamegAng the fleet is to match the

facilities And ',import 'available to the needs of the science

program. The actual scheduling of the fleet is carried out by

40:
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. the individual operating institutions. This procedure maintains

close ties between the shlioperators.pnd the scientific

investigators. In genetral, the science is acocmodatid, with some

competition by funded research programs to get the. available ship

time. If there is a prdblee., it's- that the field may be

,nederfunded, so that too high a percentsgeof. good solcnne',

iliroposals are rejected. ..,

Iam pleased. to repdrt that the cooperative sobadhling of

the UMW fleet has' been worlds, well. 'I want partiCelarly to

acknowledge theoonqtructive help of the National Science

Foundation in achieving this.

22a EAR egAte BPJA.

At the current time, the UMW Fleet is in relatively goo4

shape. There is a good balance between ociand. program needs and

'fleet capacity. The fleet le.alaestftaltutilisad.

Fleet usage has been inereasing"a6destly over the last five

years, though it is significantly below the leveli of the
,

previous five years. Fleet usage was 4,494 days in 1983 and is

estimated to be 5,210 days in 1984. The projection for 1985 is

5,999 days. Fete however, that the average ship usage over the

five-year period from 1971 to 1979 was 6,056 days.

To put the present fleet- funding situation in perspective,

it may be worth recalling the history of the academic fleet.

Over the last fifteen years, the national-capability to work at

sea from academic research vessels his dramatically decreased.

An analysis prepared by-the OWLS Advisory Council two years

%-'
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ago. indicated that the academic research fleet shrank from 35

vesselp in 1971 to.25 in 1982. The sise of the research fleet

was, however, merely a symptom of the general decline of the

overall support of oceanogrephic research by all tbg Federal .

agencies. There has been a partisalarly strong decrease in

funding of oceanographic regards by am, ehich has talled.to

him* up with inflation to the atm* that today'Eprogram is

significantly smaller tham'itvema in the late sixties:

Some increases in Federal funding for the'fleet haws

occuired in the peat two years, and there mow this year be

adequate resources to support the existing fleet.

Mgt liflate4sal
Within the next-decade, 01100GS members and the federal

agencies will face 'a melee challee0e in coping with the aging of

the academic fleet.. The rorcc Oceanographic kleet Study Report

notes that, using a 10-yeer.1ifeepan for a. research wisely half

of the MIA fleet should be retired by the end of the centre.

The'problem is most meter, with the larger vesseld in the allow

fleet.

UMW bas placed a high priority on dedling with the issue

of aging of its research vessels, and has established sr rust

Replacement Committee to develop a plan for orderly replacement

of the UWOL8 fleet. We expect that the 'results will lead to

recommendations to the funding agencies. The committee's work is

. coordinated with the Federal Oceanographic Fleet Coordinating

Council (POPCC) oceanographic fleet study, with VNOLS

(61 k
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participation and staffing. In addition, the Fleet Replacement

COmmittee is representing the OWLS community in the neve,

program to develop characteristiciffor a new ship.or the

academic fleet:.

A related Issas is the composition, distribution, and

mmeavennot of the UMW fleet'. A report to OMOItS on this subject

wee prepared by the OWLS Advisory mail in 198. In the two

years since then, thesitsaticemsgarding Oast usage andnends.

has changed. Some of the comae/ions of the 1982 report relating

to fleetcompqpition are no 1=ker applicable. The Advisory

.Council is preparing an update; which it pines to complete by

May, 1985.

Migt Issaes

OWOLS is Addressing issues .of future importance to the

academic research fleet. j

The OPOLS Advisory Council is "looking at new platform'

designs as part of its interest in orderly fleet.replamment.

Might new types of ?latexes (multi-hulls, semi-submerstles) be

More effective than simple replacement of one conventions/ ship

with another?

' Oceanographic satellites, despite their promise, have Mot

yet appeared on the scene. When they do, possibly towards the

end of this decade, they may stimulate new means for worldwide

oceanographic research. new programs being developed to

understandObal climate variability are examples_of how these

new tools might be exploited. There will surely be an impact on

1):1 104AtLABIL...
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ship usage, though Y an uncertain.that the new global research

perspective will mean that will will need fewer ships.
4 .

.8140 LS is developing new procedure to improve the bational

planning for distant, expeditional research activities. The idea

is to improve the use of ships in.distant waters through early

discussion of plans by scientists; from all interested .

lnstitutides. The first results aFs promising, an preliminary

plans for ccoainated distant -water research operations is 1986

and 1987 as taking shape.

Tip oonclude, I am proud of 0801.8's solid accomplishments in

what maybe less glamorous areas than those discussed so far:

establishing' and maintaining standards fersafety on all MOW

ships; promoting the more effective use of shipboard actientific

gear; ensuring that funded oceanographers from all 1.8.

institutions have &cease to the fleet; promoting comdunications

between the ship-operating institutions and oceanographic

research scientists; arranging for at -sea world- -wide medical.

assistance to all 8NOL8 vessels. These effective steps in

improving the use of the academic research fleet .have justified

the effort 'put in by many individuals to 7Feate DODLS and to sake

it work.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

Marine research within SPA in conducted to provide infor-

motion anda scientific basis forour regu atOry activities

governing ocean disPosal. The Agency has ften testified[

before this Subcommittee on our implementation of the. Ravine

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, that is, the retiula..

',tion of ocean dumping at writes. We also have responsibility

under tfite Clown Mater het for regulating ill point source

discharges to waters of tpe U.S., including estuaries and

the territorial seas. These discharges must 'be permittedsin

accordance with National PollutiX Discharge Bliatination

System reguiressents under sebtions 301 and 402 of that Act.

In addition, all discharges to the territorial seas, cant iguous

sons and open oceans must meet the criteria end guidelines

under Section 403(c)- of the Clean Water Act. 'Under- the auspices

of ,these two Acts, the SPA his the major responsibility for

regulating the disposal of industrial and municipal wastes in

143
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the oceans. EPA is also responsible for de- gnating dump-

sites and providing criteria for evaluating pe = it applica-

tions to the Corps of ingineere, for ocean dympi f dredged
ar

,mhterials.

In structuring a research program to support regu tory

activities for waste disposal in the oceans. we sed

the need 'to develop quantitative and wedictive iethods for

-
determining impacts on ocean ecosystems. The fromeworlf for

this approach IS the hasard .assvpeaent procedures. These

procedures. are. based on informs

disposal permit program for site

requiredby the ocean

recterisationt waste

characterisation and 'quantification; pre-disposal assessment:

and monitoring. ?hi, concept is generic in nature and may

be molted to any type of waste and any paiticulor dispoSII

`site.

The initial step in an ocean disposal decision is

characterisation and designation of a disposal sits. It

charaterising sites, SPA compares the characteristics of's

proposed site with environs/Intel criteria specified fn APA4's

regulations, including the types and quantities of wastes

proposed for disposal at,the site. Site characterstice

-which are identified include depth, type of bottom, currents,'

and fisheries. Waste characterisation only involves

differentiation of wastes on the basis of their sources

(e.g., dredged materials, sewage sludge, and industrial

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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wastes), since site Charaiterisition is a pre-permit activity.

A workshop was held in February 1983 for the development of

a scientific protocol for ocean deMpsite designation. This

protocol is now under consideration by EPA and the Corps of

Engineers "for use in 'their permitting programs.

After a site has been designated for disposal; a waste

characterisation process is conducted~for the specific waste

in each permit application. Nests materials are characterised

by those physical properties which determine its,date and

transport in the environment, and by those chemical

properties related to toxicity, residue formation, and Ma-

stimulation. The results of waste characterization provide

the basis for an initial evaluation OC!.the suitability of a

pandidate waste for disposal it a designated site. Research

is Currently underway tiS develop or revise procedures to

better enable wastes to be evaluated. This effort will

result in a user" manual for evaluating wastes proposed for

ocean disposal.

A key step in'permitting waste disposal is "determination

of hazards to the environment. A process we call hazard

assessment provides the necessary data and interpretive

procedures for estimating the probaoility of harm to the

,aquatic environment. The principal components in this process

are exposure assessment and effects assessment-. Exposure

assessment consists of estimating.the duration and .intensity

a
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of contaminant exposure forpotentiallrimpaoted bioldgical

communities. Exaqillea of exposure assessment researck

include studies on the effect of Current directions on

ocean outfall mixing rates and the development of a three-
,

dimensional analytical model for predicting transport and

fate of ocean dumped contamiqamts at the 1.0*-1011, dunpeite.

8ffects assessment consists of estimating the responsei of

impacted biological communities in term* of. toxicity and

tissue residues. Research isrheing conducted oft the effects

og pollutant interactions on sediment toxicity and on multi-
.

species flow - through bioassay to OrediCt ecological impacts

. of-dredged material disposalc Research on tn! use of a

tipirModynamic mole for predicting the maximum contaminant

bioaccumulation from sediments and sewage slddge is, very

promising. Hazard assessments are intended to be sequentially

tiered, that 1s, information from each level of testing is ..

eValuated to determine if additional information is necessary'

to arriimata disposal decision with a prescribed level of.
-

confidence. Generally, simple tests are followed by more

complex tests. Tiered hazard assessment procedures dre

currently under development.

If, a decision is made to issue an ocean dumping permit,

or a 301(h) waiver is granted, monitoring activities are,

initiated, pre- and post-disposal, for.the purpose of verifying

that the predicted effect hasin fact occurred. The emit,

of these_ ctivities is defined by the condition* of the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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particular permit. Currently, emhasis is being given to

the use. of caged Aellfish for monitoring biological effects

in'4castal environments and shallow dumpsites.

EPA ocean disposal research is closely coordinated with

other agencies to eliminate duplication of effort and assure

the best use of avail/Ole resources. For example, EPA is

participating in the aquatic portion of the 0.S. Army Corps

of Engineere Field Verification Program,(FNP). The dredge

site for the FVP is Black Bock Sarbor in Bridgeport, 0

Connecticut. The overall optive of the aquatic portion

of the rvp is to use thellredged material disposal as a case

study for implementing the hazard assessaient strategy. The

major components of the study include waste characterisation,1

exposure assessment, effects assessment,' and monitoring.

Site characterisation, Per se, is not being conducted because

the disposal site has already been designated. The disposal

of dredged - material started in the spring 1983. The study

will continue for a period of three years after disposal.

EPA has also worked closely with the National. Oceanic and

Atmospheric AdeinistrationANOAA) in the preparation of site

Characterisation reports, related to designation of the 106-

mile ocean dumping site: EPA and the National Marine Fisheries

Service (NNFS) collaborated on the update of the 106 -mile

site characterisation report and.11PA contributed to the

NOAA/NNFS.physical oceanography report on the area.

147
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We hope this synopsis of the Agency's marine research-
!"

conveys to. the Subcommittee our approach to supporting our

ocean dleposAl statutory requirements and our commitment

interagency coordination.
I

Por your further information, EPA is in the process of

consolidating its national program res ponsibilitiis for

oceans and coastal waters into the Office of Marine and

Estuarine protection (0REP) to be located in theOfficeof

later. The purpose of this organisational campoIidation is

to ensure the provision of timely andcOnsiStentnational

direction, support, and overview for EPA's marine and eituarine

regulatory activities under the Clean Water Act (CIA), Marine

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) and.related

environmental statutes.

Specifically, ONEP will be reepoitsible for providing policies,.

national program direction, support, and overview for: '

the municipal marine discharge 'mimeo program under

Section 301(h) of the CIA,

regulation of.ocean discharges... including discharges

related to ocean minerals and energy development and '

production activitiea,..under Section 403(c) of the

FWA, and

site, designation and permit issuance for ocean disposal

under the *RSA, as well as EPA's commitments to the

Lond9n Dumping Convention ((OC).
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OMEP will also be responsible for pr iding natiosura

direction, support, and overview for EPA's tuarine

Initiative... a *systematic, cooperative, Fede al, State, and

local approach fordimproving,msiintaining, or enhancing the

nation's' estuaries and coastal embayswints. Fi ly, OMEP

will be closely coordinating the wine and Set arise regula-

tory activities under the CM and MPUSA with rel tad activities

under She Comprehensive EnviEXessaentet\Response, tion,.

and tiabiliV Act tauttLA), the Resource Conti on and

Recovery Act (RCNA) and the Safe Drinking Water Act (SOMA).

OMEP will be administering its responsibilities in close

°ordination with EPA's Office 'of Research end pevelo. nt

because of the substantial need for additional rdsear

many of the marine and estuarine environmental protect

technical and scientific issues facing us today. OMEP

will be coordinating and cooperating with other Federal

agencies such as then

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

on environmental monitoring and natural resource

(primarily fishery) issues and programs,

Corps if Engineers on ocean disposal of dredged

materials,

- U.S. Coast Guard on ocean disposal compliance moni-

Mk taring and surveillance activities, and

Minerals Management Service of the Departient of the

Inter4or on offshore ocean mining and oil and gas .

lease, sale issues.

And, OMEP will be reporting to Congress regularly on the

status of our marine and estuarine programs... annually, for

example, on administration of the MPRSA and LOC.

we welcome the subcommittee's'interest in our marine

activities and took forward to working with the Membert on

. ways of enhanci

ocean-related a

cooperation and collaboration with other

ncies.
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Mr: STUDDS. F would like to begin by asking each of yeti ,to identi-
fy yourself and the office for-which you work and to state, very
bnefly, the nature and scope of the responsibility, which your
agency has for marine scientific research.

Mr. Wolff, do you want to go first?

STATEMENTS OF PAUL M. WOLFF, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR.
,NOAA, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; ROBERT S. willowy., AS.
SOCIATE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR FOB' OCEAN SCIENCE AND
INTERNATIONAL' PROGRAMS, OFFICE OF' NAVAL RESEARCH,
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY; DR. M. GRANT. GROSS, DIRECTOR ,

OCEAN SCIENCES DIVISION, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION;
DR. FERRIS WEBSTER, PROFESSOR OF OCEANOGRAPHY, UNIV.
RESITY OF DELAWARE; AND DR. TUDOR DAVIES, SPECIAL AS-
SISTANT TO THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR WATER, U.S.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Mr. Wourr. Cam Assistant' Administrator of NOAA for Ocean

Services and Coastal Zone Management. My office is not directly
connected with research. We are a service organization.

Mr. Slums. Mr. Winokur.
Mr. WINOKUR. I am the Associate Director for Ocean

Science and International Programs at the Office of val Re-
search. In addition, I also serve as -the Executive = = for the
Federal Oceanographic Fleet Coordination Council, which is an
interagency ship coordinating council.

The Office of Naval Research, under.the Director of the Chief of
Naval Research, is responsible for all basic research within the
Navy. As a component of that, we have a significant program in
what we refer to as ocean science in the Navy.

Mr. STUDDS. Dr. Gross.
Dr. Gross. I am the Director of the Division of Ocean Sciences

for the National Science Foundation.
We support research and facilities for the research at

the academic institutions. We provide on e order of 70 pircent of
the moneys going to the U.S. academic science community for work'
in the oceans.

Mr. &rum*. Dr. Wthster.
Dr. WznsTint. Thank you, Mr. 'rman.
I am not a Federal employee,. or am I representing a Federal

organization, contrary to your in roduction. I am a professor of
oceanography at the University of Delaware, and I am thlis
elected chairman of the University-National Oceanographic
ratory System, which is a private organization of academic oceano-
graphic institutions that operate facilities.

Mr. STUDDS. It is not necessarily bad not to be a Federal

, Dr. Wourru. I understand that., I have tried it both ways, M4

employ-
ee. [Laughter.]

Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. Dr. Davies.
Dr. DAVID. I am currently a special assistant to the Amistan

Administrator for Water. Beginning very shortly, I will be the Di-,
rector of the Office of Marine and Estuarine Protection in the
Office of Water. e
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Mr. Swims. In EPA.
Dr. DAVIES. In EPA.

. We are collecting the various marine program; that
' have existed in the of Water but have been m separate of--

faces. Our responsibilities are for implementing the EPA's role in
the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act the socalled
Ocean Dumping Act, and parts of the Clean Water Act whcih
relate to ocean outfalls, and various ocean-water-citiality Wales.

I have sitting behind me Dr. Doug Lipka from the Office of Re-
search and Development within EPA.- The Research and. Develop-
ment Office has responeibility for ocean-disposal reseerdh, toxics re-
search, pesticides research, et cetera, within EPA.

.Having heard Jerry Schubel this morning, I can understand why
you staff asked me to sit here this afternoon.

Mr. STUDDS. I want to thank you all for your willingness to forgo.
'the opportunity for an oral presentation of your statements. Maybe
it strikes you as a pleasant change. in the normal procedure, but in
any event, it is abiolutely necessary, as you can clearly see, .given
the timing, and we very much -appreciatb it.

We will go directly to-questions.
.Mr. .Winokur, you are the Chairman of the Federal Oceanograph-

ic Fleet Coordination Council, an utterly unpronduncibleicronym.
The 1982 report of the Federal oceanographic fleet found that:

The long-term trend in the stake of the Federal fleet shows continuing overall de-
dine forced by high costs of operations, Government budget economies, and a lack
of action to replace aging vessels. The Federil fleet's capability to conduct blue
water oceanography has been significantly n3dticed. This unfortunately is happening
at time when the nation is ahead on economic, energy, and national secu-
rity policies which require in ocean exploration and study.

Has a plan been developed by your office or by any other agency
that would match future oceanographic research needs to planned
new proturements and renovations of research vessels?

Mr. WINOKUR. Yes.
If I may start off by just one minor correction, Rear Admiral

MOoney, Chief of Naval Resea , is the Chairman of the.Council. I
might point out that the chairmanship is rotated among NOAH,
Navy, and NSF.

Mr. STUDDS. Fine. I 'appreciate the correction.
Mr. WINOKUR. I am serving as then executive. secretary. I have

also served as the chairman of the coordination board of the Coun-
cil. We agree, by the way, that the Couriail name is difficult to deal
with, so we refer to it as FOFCC.

In that capacity as chairman of a working group; I directed a
study to look at, if you will, the health of the Federal research
fleet.

I would like to very briefly point out that the Council was, in
eh fact, formed in 1980 in recognition of the need to coordinate the
Itor management of the research vessels operated by the Federal agen

cies. I believe, since that time, the Council has been a very effective
coordinating mechanism.

We have recently completed a study by the Councirto look at the
health and welfare, 1 guess is the simplest way to look at it, of the
Federal ship assets that we hake. One of the findings of the Council
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study and one of the major concerns that has been brought out in
the previous panel is the age of the Federal fleet.

The Federal fleet currently has a median age of about 17 years,
which means that in the 1990's, given. the current composition of
the fleet, over 50 percent of the fleet will age more or less concur-
rently. In recognition of that fact, the Council has recently estab-
lished a working group on ship, replaarnent. I also serve as the
chairman of that working group.

The agencies have alry met together4o discuss a strategy and
to develop a plan for future replacement of-this national asset. Cur-
rently, the Federal fleet comprises a little over 60 ships.

The study that you referred to and that I have mentioned was..
condpcted is recognition of the fact that there were problems with
the Federal fleet. Funding was on a decline, and agencies were
forced to lay up ships.

One of our findings of "the study is that we think things have sta-
bilized. Funding has increased over the last year or so. There has
been-no further decline "ig the fleet. We see and we project' future
requirements that justify the current composition of the fleet

, I believe that the Council, acting as an interagency coordinat-
ing body, is dealing. with the problems facing the fleet. Thi main
problem, at this point, that we are concerned with is ship replace-
ment. We are working and developing a plan to address that collec-
tively.

When I refer to the Federal fleet, I mean not only the ships oper-
ated by the Federal agencies, but those ships that are operated by
academic institutions but which are funded or owned by Federal
agencies.

Mr. STUDDS. OK.
I would like Mr. Wolff and Dr. Gross each to comment on the

status of plans for replacing and/or upgrading the research vessels
operated by your agency or under your control. First, Mr. Wolff.

Mr. Woi. NOAA operates 21 ships at the present time, and we
have one ship which is in laid up condition, although semiready to
be put back into operation.

These vessels are in extraordinarily good condition so far as hull
and operating machinery are concerned. When we consider our re-
quirements for vessels, our class I and class, II vessels are still
state-of-the-art. There has been.no new development in ship design
which has reached the point where NOAA is ready to recommend
the acquisition of further ships.

The equipment on the vessels for taking scientific measurements
and the computers to process that information are sorely outdated.
We have identified that it will cost between $2.5 and $3 million per
ship to bring our fleet into full capability condition, and that is our
first priority. Since the cost of a new vessel to replace one of our
class I ships is something on the order of $30 million, I think the
use of the $30 million to upgrade 10 vessels is a much more cost-
effective use of the money for the near term. Considering the state
of the vessels and the effort that has been put into their upkeep
and. the price that the NOAA Corps officers have in keeping them
in first class condition, they will run until the year 2000 without
difficulty.
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Mr. &mom. I assume your reference was to one of the largest of
them, the Oceanographer presently in mothballs in Seattle?

Mr. Wouv. Yes, sir. It is a matter of highest priority to NOAA
to get that vessel back underway because, we have more reqiiire-
ments for class I vessels than we have shiptime at the moment.

Mr: Simms. Is it as high a priority for OMB as it is for NOAA?
Mr. Worn. I have met with OMB on this subject, and I continue

my best efforts to convince them of this.
'Mr. Swims. Let me put it this way, could it be used efficiently if

it were reactivated?
Mr. WOLFF. Yes, sir. ,

Mr. Savona. OK. Thank you. I appreciate the situation you are
in.

What is the sta$us of the vessels under the control of the NSF?
Dr. those. Let me respond on two different points. first, the

Foundation is directly involved in the operation of two sessels. One
of them, the ocean drilling vessel, the SIMCOBP-471, recently
chartered, has just entered the shipyard for conversion as a
modern ocean drilling vessel. It will be available for shakedown
cruises in December and for scientific drilling in January. So, we
believe that this is a state-of-the-art capacity. . .

In the Antarctic region, the Foundation has a lease-purchase ar-
rangement through its contractor for the Polar Duke, a new vessel
about 2 years old, 219 feet long, which greatly improves our Na-
tion's research capabilities in high latitude.

Second, we share with the' other agencies the support of the
UNOLS fleet. Dr: Webster may wish to comment on the ..UNOLS
activities to assist us in defining the scientific characteristics. Since
these determine what should be the appropriate mix of the fleet, to
take care of the univereity-community's scientific requirements
over the next 10 to 20 years. Basically, we Akre now awaiting the -
report from UNOLS. Once we have that, we will be working with
the other agencies, probably in conjunction with FOFCC, and will
then prepare our agency response. At the moment, we do not have
the reports available.

Mr. Srueos. Dr. Webster, would you like to add anything Teeth
respect to the likelihood or the unlikelihood of having an adequine
oceanographic research fleet over the next 5 to 15 years?

Dr. Wessrea. I would like to second what Dr. Winokur said. The
comments he made about the aging of the fleet between now and
the end of the century apply, equally be the research veisseb3 that
are operated by the Nation's universities and oceanwmptic insti-
tutions. They, too, are suffering from the same age problem.

As Dr. Gross has said, we are developing a plan. We have set a
highest priority for a fleet replacement committee to work with the
Federal agencies and with the academic institutions to develop the
characteristics of ship replacement and/or refurbishing between
now and the end of the century. That is going to be an ongoing ac-
tivity.

In response to your question to me, I iun optimistic that we will
have the adequate fleet to meet the oceanographic research needs
in the oceanographic institutions, at least to meet thi WWI which
is provided by the funding available.
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Mr. Simms. Gross, earlier we heard Dr. Heath of the Univer-
sity of Washington testify in support of block funding to ocean
graphic institutions to rebuild the research infrastructure which
both he and Dr. Baker described as inadequate and decaying.

Do you share the view that oceanographic institutions require
this kind of help? Do you think it would be in the national interest
to provide it, and .do you think you can persuade OMB to endorse
it?

Dr. Geom. I am not sure where to start, First, we share Dr. ass'
concern that the infrastructure, which includes not only the ships
but the equipmen aboard the ships and the laboratories, has not
received the sup and the attention that I would personally like
to have seen. We 1 that on the ships we have done a reasonably
successful job in artesting a deteriorating situation and that we
can now look forward to a fleet which is caiable of efficient, effec-
tive operation over the next 5 to 10 yearn. We have also' made
progress op the equipment aboard the ship. .

Laboratory equipment is a large-scale problem. I am not sure
that any of us have a full grasp of exactly how large it is. We
heard an estimate on the order, I think, of $30 million a year to
handle that. To be quite candid, we in the Foundation right now do
not have that i our budget. And it seems unlikely that .we can
divert that am unt of money out of our present research support
without causi other great priSblems in the university community.

The pros or an additional $30 million in our budget is some-
thing, which we would have a great deal of discussion about, both
within the agency and with OMB. I wouldn't want to predict our
success on that.

Mr. Swims. Dr. Davkes, you make reference in your written
statement to EPA's istuatine initiative, a "systematic; cooperative
Federal, State, and local approach for im 'roving, maintaining, or
enhancing the nation's estuaries and em' : to." That sounds
wonderful. Could you. please describe it, an. feel perfectly free to
use Buzzards Bay as an example of how it might work. [Laughter.]

Dr. Davies. As you know, and you were probably very involved
with the appropriation that was given to EPA for fiscal year 1985,
we are concerned within EPA that we are seeing a decline in the
number of estuaries around the country' in terms of biological re-.
sources. We are seeing expanded development on these estuaries,
and we have seen our regional offices, State offices, public and sci-
entific communities comment on this decline and the need to take
perhaps an alternative approach to the one we are taking at the
present time.

As you know, we have the Clean Water, Act, which largely con-
trols our ability to regulate sources coming into these estuaries.
Our major focus is to develop some basic science on the estuaries
themselves, the status of the resource, an understanding of the
scources of pollution, nutrients, toxics, et cetera, coming into the
estuaries. We want to get a better definition of how we can control
those sources as well as alternatives available to Control.

Dr. Schubel, in Ws discussion earlier, I think, was referring to
some previous Federal studies in which perhaps the scientific com-
munity was involved as a contractor rather than as a designer. I
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think I would just like to reflect on that for a moment, with your
permission.

Mr. Swims. Please do.
Dr. DAVIES. Speaking as somebody who made his living as a re-

search scientist for a while, and I am now in the regulatory busi-
ness with EPA, the role of scientists with regard to scientific info
mation; particularly in something like regulating sources acid
ing with public policy on priorities for source regulation, is a diffi-
cult one. The scientific need. both in myself and in the scientific
community, is that we need' to know a great deal about cause and
effect.

However, in the world of regulation you are looking' at dealing
with the existing science or perhaps a little more than the existing
science, looking at your alternatives and iiiaking a best judgment
at that point, and perhaps then creating " like a political
will to ; . action.

We have n, in Chesapeake Bay, and we saw some extent in
the Great ;- es, that there ves a public perception, . a political'
perception, that something wit wrong and somethi ceded to be
done. We made the best judgment in terms of a Jory strate-
gy. Perhaps the total science was not fully n4tod, but we
moved forward and I think we have accomp ;-. something.

That did not mean that the regulatory agencies went to the sci-
entific community and asked them what science I needed 'to do.
The scientific part is, I *mild say, only a portion of the process
that we go through. Part df the procesins developing the coordinat-
ing mechanisms to use the available legislative and regulatory
tools that we have and the science is only a part of that.

So, when we come to look at Long Island Sound, Narragansett
Bay, Buzzards Bay, and Puget Sound, which was inserted into the
appropriation, we think it is very important that the State regula-
tory agencies, the public, and the scientists be involved in develop-
ing a concept of the problem as it exists in those areas and an ap-
proach to the solution. Otherwise, we wilLhave, perhaps, a scientif-
ic document that will be poorly communicated, and hard to. under-
stand. Perhaps we will have much better science, but we will have
little ability to have built an institution to do something about
those problems.

Mr. &mods. Thank you
Mr. Wolff, what role, if any, will NOAA play in this program?
Mr. WoLer. We are engaged in a program we call Status and

Trends, which is monitoring the state of the pollution around the
shores of. the United States. This involves several sections of
NOAA. Dr. Ehier is in charge and works very closely with Dr.
Davies in EPA. They are makiitig considerable progress and have a
draft, of a plan to monitor the pollution levels on a 6-month or a 1-
year basis all around the coast of the United States so we can tell
if the level of pollution from any particular pollutant is increasing
or decreasing.

I think that establishing.this long-term baseline from which we
will be able to detect changes is wry important. In addition, they
are producing atlases of different kinds of effects which get into
combinations of variables involving fisheries; in particular, both
shellfish and finfish. These are proving to be of value not only to
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EPA and to the agencies within NOAA, but to the fishermen them-
elves and.to the public. So, I think we have a cooperative program
in being with VA which has increased markedly m the short time
I have been with NOS.

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
Mrs. Schneider, my apologies. I went Over time.

Mrs. Sciiinvmsit. Mr. Winokur, would be interested in knowing
about the Navy-owned multichannel sonar devices which I am
aware having been doing some very vial. uable and extremely cost ef-
fective work, particularly in the Flu. I was wondering what plans
the Navy might have to share that data that is being collected with
some of the acadanfic and Federal phic lnstitu

Mr. WINOKUR. The Navy has co data in portions off .

U.S. EEZ. These data are generally classified and are not relesed .

as unclaeosified. The data can be made available to properly cleared
personnel who have a demonstrated need to know and who can

protect the classified data.
. Mrs.- Scuratings. Who determines that this research data ought
to be classified? Is it the Secretary of the Navy himbelf or whom?

Mr. %Nowa. These are not research data These data are col-
lected as part of the Navy's charting program.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. But who determmes that it should be classified?
Mr. WINOKUR. Within the Office of the Chief of Naval Oper-

ations.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. So, all of the data that is being collected now is

all clasSified?
Mr. WINOKUR. Well; not all data that the Navy, collects is classi-

fied.
Mrs. ScHililliDILE. No, I am referring specifically to this EEZ data

that is being collected.
Mr. %mays. Yes, the data that licollected as part ci our

charting program that lie within the EEZ are clamified.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Why?
Mr. WINOKUR. We can provide an answer for that for the record.

I do have with me Captain Larry Wortzel from the Department of
pefense who can also contribute to the answer.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. IEM curious, because if I understand correctly,
NOAA is also doing some charting of the VIM area, and, if I under-
stand correctly, .the data that they are collecting- is not classified.
Am I correct?

Mr. WINOKUR. I can't comment on the NOAA data, per se, since
we are not involved witI that. There are interagency discussions
relative to that.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Wolff, the data that you are collecting at
NOAA on the EEZ, that is not classified, is it?

Mr. Wouri. That is right; it is not classified. As a result of the
declaration of the EEZ, Dr. Byrne and Dr. Schneider ituNOAA as-
signed me the responsibility to begin to use our sea-beam sounding
system to develop a plan for a systematic mapping of the EEZ. So, I
produced some NASAtype gee -whiz charts. I am holding one up
here, which has the contours of ttie bottom on it. It is altogether
spectacular geology.

As soon as I saw these, I became enthusiastic about the
preven without Dr. Schneider and Dr. Byrne's efficient urging.°Cav%
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have already processed a few i:eets like this. We intend to map
the entire FEZ from the 150 meter depth out to the edge of the
shelf of-200 miles, whichever occurs first. This will have enormous
impact on a number of U.S. economic activities, including minerals
and oil and fisheries.

The fish are particularly sensitive out to the 2,000 foot depth to
these kinds of contours. We were quite surprised, sirs* this instru-
mentation is 10 years old and number of foreign ships are known
to have it, that there was any question about the classification, but
we are.considering this in a working gkoup. With the Department of.
Defense now to see if there is a conpromme position which meets
our requirements and the DOD requirements-

However, the NOAA ..i*tiou is that the basic suite of
cal observations in the ',2,4 Dv are unclassified and should
gassed about, and we see no arguments that convince 'Us that this
is not a valid position.

Mrs. SCHNIMMIO. Does NOAA have mechanism whereby
proVide this information to the . community upon.

Mr. WOLF. This is a joint ,p.a.4 m with the
rior, and both of our files wffi be available to any U.9. source.

Mrs. Mr. Winokur, I have a conflict in my own -mind.
Am I to understand that we hike two Federal agencies that are du-
plicating efforts, Navy and NOAA? And, the second question is; are
they both doing the sanu, thing and one is deciding to classify the
data that is collected and the other agency deciding not to classify
it, and is that not a' form of inconsistency in our .Government
policy?

Mr.. WINOKUR. The Navy charting program has been a longstand-
ing one, wing on for mans, may years before NOAA got a respon-
sibility for charting in the EEZ. I don't think there is duplication of
effort, as far as I can see.

On,the other hand, there are concerns that have been raised, and
there is an interagency group that is discussing these concerns.

Mrs. SCHNKIDKR. as the classification is con-
cerned, one agency classi the other one not? .
. Mr. WINOKUR. can proVi an answer for that for the tecord,
but there are legitimate concerns.

Mrs. SCHNIciDKR. I would very much appreciate that, especially if
you are both referring to the identical data that is being collected,
but we will leave that for another time.

Mr. WiNoaus. I don't think we are ref to precisely the
identical data. It is similar data. I am unable :nt on the
areas of overlap, but we will provide an answer for the record. If
you would like further discussion, as I say, I have someone here
from the Department of Defense who can comment on that.

Mrs. Scnsmor.a. 'Well, if'you could provide that to us at a later
time, that would

[Material to be supplied may be found on p. 162.1
him SONNKIDKR, r.- WoUf, in_the mapping and tli charting in

the EEZ, how does NOAA share their.inmation? You mentioned
that you distribute the inforthation, and / am wondering if you
could elaborate a little bit on the mechanism of both coordination
and information generation with the Navy and NASA in both gath-
ering and processing all of that data.
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Mr. WoLnr. We have the legislat*e responsibility for charting
for navigation in U.S. waters. The Defense Mapping Agenty has it
for the "rest of the world. We routinely. do work for them and pro- r
vide them with data in the standard, single-beam bathymetry style
which is usually reduced to chart work sheets.

e state-of-the art for bathymetry, however, is a digital data
which is stored' in a computer and then can be accessed by

ny qualified user. So, the date which we are taking with Sea-
Beam is being put into a digital dais base, and' this will be shared
immediately with the Department of the Interior and then will be
shared with the Defense Mapping Agency, of course. Our old data
bases are being converted to digitial data bases as fast as possible..
So our (iteration essentially is unclassified and everyone has free
access to it. Then, we publish the charts which are used by mari-
ners and are sold th h our distribution system.

Mrs. &mime. OK Thank you
One final question to you, Mr. Wolff, having to do with the Na-

tional Ocean Pollution Planning Act, are you satisfied with the
level of interagency. planning or coordination 'that is taking-place .
now?

Mr. WOLFF. I am rarely satisfied with anything in my responsi-
bility. We are working hard to improve it. There me considerable
coordinating mechanisms in place, and our relations With EPA are
improving daily, so that I thinirthat is one of our better areas.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. OK.
Dr. Webster, seeing as how the University of Delaware has a par-

ticular place in my heart, I can.:t sign without asking you at
least one question.

So, I am curiousto know, from your perspective as the National
Oceanographk Laboratory System representative here, do you find
that oceanographic research, data collection, and communications,
both within the agencies, in other ,words, interagency,' and commu-
nications between the agencies and the academic community are
improving or degenerating?

Dr. Winona. Ttat is a difficult question. I think it is improving,
mainly because our means of communication are improving.

Beneath it all, though, I think the issue you raised with the first
panel about prioritizing and-consensus, mffers.because our commu-
nity feeling of shared objectives is deteriorating somewhat. I think
part of it is mechanical rather than real.. Listening to the first
ganel, I got the clear feeling that many of them were saying the
same thing in different ways. You were g to get them to say
what is more important, blue-water or estuarine research.
Both the blue-water people and the estuarine people were saying
the same thing, namely that there needed to be an improvement in
our national quality of freedom of research, and that there needed
to be far more emphasis on the basic processes, even in Federal

which are applied.
1"4:8;11rIve heard that addressee in different words from different
people -What rns me is that the community of ageneitv and
the scientists and users and so forth are having trouble under-
standing that we do have certain common objectives, in spite of the
improvement in electronic communication.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Thank you.
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It is no accident that we have seen the budgets for the various
marine p : .... and oceeutographic programs, unfortunately, be-
coming ,,,, , r ,. smaller. I think that, unfortunately, that does

'have something do with the lack of advocates and the lack of
communications ;t.h the Congress and the decisionmakers who
have their hands . the purse strings.

Certainitp-as a special interest, I would say that the academic
community haa not been terribly vocal or communicative in assert-
ing the priorities, the national interest, and the specific R&D needs
of the oceanographic community. It seems to me that if we 'could
have more of a unified voice in your cosamunic tion with us, your
interest might be more sufficiently

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 06
Mr. Swung. Thank you. ,
Gentlemen, I would like to pursue a little bit a line of question-

ing that Mrs. Schneider was pursuing in her Fantle Wh, per-
haps even too gently or perhaps my mind at this time of day is not
grasping the subtleties of your response, and that is on the subject
of the possibility of certain data being classified. ,

If you will forgive the elementary nature of my questions, I
thought I understood who had responsibility for doing what kind of
charting, but I want to make sure I have this correctly in the sim-
plest way. My understandinig to was that the charting of U.S.

- territorial waters was triKlitilly the responsibility of'the Geodet-
ic Survey or the USGS now. Is that correct?

Concurrently, my understanding was that the Of non-
U.S. waters win the responsibility traditionally . i , . y of the
Defense Mann Agency. Am I right_opirrong or "1?

Mr. Wow. The latter true, bdt NOAA has responsibility for
the charting of U.S. . Waters for purposes of navigation.

Mr. STUDDS. NOAA ds -.-

Mr. WOLFF. Yes, air; .r. .: responsibilityility. stems from the old Coast
and Geodetic Survey = t was brought into NOAA. The National
Ocean Service, which ncludes the former NOAA National Ocean
Survey, now has this , ...nsibilit .

Mr. Bruns. .1 see Does U have any responsibility in that
regard?

Mr. WOLFF. The /map the land, essentially.

but it is based data we furnished them. We have had this re-

Mr. STUDDS. land.
Mr. WOLFF. y also produce charts which go out to the ocean,

...eiponsibility since 1806.
Mr. STUDDS. I understand; we have been through that one. That

is for U.S. territorial waters, right?
Mr. Wourr. Yes, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. OK.
Now, am I also correct, Mr. Winokur, that ;traditionally, at least

until recently,, the chirtmaking responsibilities for other than U.S.
waters have been in the hands of the Defense Mapping Agency?

Mr. WINOKUK. I believe..that is collect. It is nit an area of my
expertise, and I have someone here Who could comment on that
more directly if you like.

Mr. STUDDS. OK, but let me ask the rest of the question. Mrs.
Schneider was getting at what I understand is going to happen now
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with regard to cooperative for surveying the bottom con-
tours, bathymetric surveying the E or the 200-mile contiguous
zone. Who will be-responsible for that?

Mr. Wif4oxtnt. It is my understanding that within the context of
the EEZ charting, that responsibility belongs to NOAA aiid, I
guess, in some cooperative way, with the Department of the Interior.

Mr. SruDDS. Is that NOAA's understanding?
Mr. WOLFF. Yes, sir. The USGS is responsible for the eral

4., s i 11 :te.mapping,. and we are mapping for navigation, but we
We have a memorandum of anderstaon the Babied'

Mr. STUDS. Now, in your statement, Mr. Wolff,
say that NOAA and the Defense Ma are
gotiatang over .thy question of w r ba
he died. What, does the Defense Mapping Agency
with that if you are.gatherin' the dote?

Mr. WOLFF. They brought it forward as a national security inter-
est.

Mr. Sru DM. But it is your data; you are doing the gathering,
right? ,

Mr. WOLFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. Now, lets me go at this anther way. Dr. Wolff, you

say that NOAA and the USGS have initiated a multiyezr coopera-
tive program for bathymetricl surveying of the 200-mile wain-
guous zone, the EEL Is there anything part4cularly startling or dis-
tinctive about the nature of the data you will be developing or is
this the type of information that NOAA has routinely developed
for coastal areas through the Coastal and Geodetic Survey?

Mr. Wain... We have done little snippets before, tar, but this time
we are going to do it. systematically to produce the first maps of the
whole area In addition, the Department of Interior has employed a
system called Gloria- which is a side-looking sonar. That type of
mapping produces some additional geological information. Our plan
is to overlay the two.

It is' also our plan, as was recommended by our peer advisbry
group from industry and academia which reviewed this 3
months ago, to include magnetics and a full suite of geop ...cal ob-
servations, Including the first two subbottom horizons. en we
put all this together, we will have a map for the first time for this
new U.S. territory which will have a multitude' of uses. It did not
occur to us, when we were planning, that there could be anything
classified about it, because it is fundamental mapmaking. When
you acquire a new territory, you map it, and it has such enormous
applications mineral exploration and particularly in fisheriea,
since the location, habitats, and where you can catch the fish is
definitely located in the first 2,000 feet of this topography which is
available for the first time. So, we had no idea there was any na-
tional-security issue involved, and we were quite surprised when -it
was raised.

Mr. &tams. What kind of national-security issue mi*bt be in-
volved? I could see how one fisherman might like to get it and not
let ethers see it, but you saykwhen you first looked at it, it didn't
occur to you there could be a national-security question. What na-
tional-security questions have occurred to you recently?
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Mr. Wour. Oh, they haven't occurred to me; thalar the DOD's
position. [Laughter.]

Mr. Swims. I see.
Mr. Winokur, perhaps you .could elaborate on that, given as how

you work over there.
Mr. WlRokua. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I ivrould turn the floor

over to Captain Wortzel who represents. the Department of Defense
on this issue.

Mr. STUDDS. Certainly.
Captain, would yoft please identify yourself for)hc, reporter?

STATEMENT OF CAPT. LARRY WORTZEIL, OFFICE OF THE
DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY

AeCaptain Woirrzsz. Mr. Chairman I am Capt. Larry Wortzel, an
A/Army officer who is detailed to the Office of the Deputy Under Sec-

retary of Defense for Policy. At the same time, I act as a represent-
ative of the National Operations Security Advisory Committee,
called NOAC, which is ,a Committee of the Interagency Group,
Countermeasures, an interagency group that is part of the Senior
Interagency Group, Intelligence.

Mr. Srunap. You ought to have a ribbon for remembering your
assignmentP

Captain Wowrzsa.. I do have a hard time remembering.
In any case, NOAC provides advice and tions to the

senior interagency group intelligence on national - 'ty concerns
andu. es Vrith national security implications an intergovern-
medial forum. As, I think you and Mrs. Schneider have correctly
observed, there may in fact be not sol much an osterlap in Govern-
ment operations, but the operations of one department of the Fed-
eral Government may have an impact and have 'an effect on the
operations of another department of the Federal Government.

Mr. STUDDS. My question ,wasyou have just heard Dr. Wolff
sking for NOAA say that it was somewhat of a surprise to him
tt someone raised questions of possible national security implies-
dons with respect to this very traditional kind of fundamental sci-
entific data. .What was it that you surprised him with by way of
national security considerations?

Captain Wowrzgt. The Chief of Naval Operations, in fact, raised
the issue. As the mapping, charting, and geodesy manager for the
Department of Defense, the Defense Mapping Agency has been
able to make a contribution in a technical sense. We can supply for
the record detailed accounts of the positions of---

Mr. STUDUOIV about a simple, English, general summary of
some of the kinds of considerations?

Captain Woarrici.. Because of the data's high resolution and com-
prehensive nature, it could put the operating forces of the U.S.
Navy at hazard and aid a potential enemy. Detailed data like that
could provide assistance to, a potential enemy in the conduct of
naval warfare.

Mr. Smuns. /The bathynwtric data in question seems to me, tell
me if I am of base, tobe ,very fundamental scientific data about
the character of the Earth's surface. I can't imagine that it is con-
sidered for classification.

/* 16.1
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Isn't there a long tradition of making basic geophysical data
available to the public?

Captain Woirrzza, Sir, I am neither an oceanographer nor a car-
tographer.

Mr. STUDDS. That must be why you are in charge.
Captain Wosrzr.L. That involvement is as a fbcal point. This coin-

mittee, the National- Operations .tirity Advisory Committee, has
no authority to make a deer. mfttion. It is simply a forum to
ensure that the Goirernment,' including Congress, which -Rands

'these surveys and the Navy's operating forces, as well
in

as the, Men-
cies engaged n the charting are aware of the national security im-
plications of the data.

Mr. STUDDS. Am I go* to walk downtown and find the doors to
the National GeographicSociety locked?

Captain Wowrzzi.. In no sense.
Mr. Swum On the grounds that their continued publication of

those maps threatens the national security?
Captain Worrzzi... In no sense.
Mr. Sruons. Well
Mr. WINOKUR. If I may just contribute one comment eifthat. I

think at issue he is the quality and the quantity of the data, so in
so sense are" charts such as the National Geographic's charts at
issue.

Mr. STUDDS. Well, I wouldn't want to be impugning the quality
or the quantity of their chart*, but certainly, if you are correct in
asserting some kind of overriding national- security significance to
the kinds of data that have traditionallY been wide open to the
public and for which this Nation, through the lead of its charting
agencies such as NOAA which has acquired, as I understand it, a
worldwide,retiutation for making available to the world fundamen-
tal scienpific 'data ----I wish I had thought of this one to ask some of
the tests earlier.

To your knowledge, are other nations pondering withholding this
kind of data from the world at large?

Captain Woarmr.L. Other nations elimaify.their cha
Mr. STUDDS. They do.
Captain Worms'. Yes, they do. The United States d not, and

althOugh charts of this type have not been available in past, we
do not contemplate the classification, of any chart. Ou concerns
deal primarily with the digitized data base, the corriputerized data
base, and the production of unclassified charts.

Mr. STUDDS. All right. Obviously, this should be pursued at an-
other time in another forum, but I just can't help, thinking what a
position the U.S. Navy would be in today if Queen Isabella had told
Columbus to shut up about what he found out.

I appreciate your comments. You are an Army captain; is that
right?

Captain WI:411%EL. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. Srunns::0K. Thank you very much.
Let me try one other topic here. Dr. Ross of Woods Hole proposed

the creation of an Office of International Marine Science Coopera-
tion to be the focal point for foreign contacts seeking to develop co-
operative programs with the U.S. marine scientific cominunity.
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Dr. Gross, do you sh ire Ross' belief that
would be useful in facilitate international coope
of marine scientific and do you bel
could accomplish something we are not at prese
plish with all 'of the ;Office; and agenci
mvolvement in international research?

Dr. GROSS. Sipes the Law of the Sea Treaty
sion, we have followed with great interest the p
ous research projects which we support to see

My assessment of our roent experience is we have had rela-
tively few problem& We have not experienced great difficulties in
getting access to other countries' waters.

Perhaps we have not yet had enough experi ce. So, at this time
we are essentially taking a wait-and-see attitu . If, indeed, a prob-
lem arises as a significant one, we would fee that ouch an office
might well have a role to play.

We just simply feel that we .do not yet ha = sufficient experience
to cast a vote one way or another.

Mr. &mons. Mr. Wolff, do you have any
plan, for example, whether it should be 1

Mr. Woisr. No, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. Mr. WinOkur, do you have y comment either on

Dr. Ross' proposal or on Dr. Corell's s ion that we integrate,
international marine scientific research rograms and foreign
policy legislation using AID, bilateral w nts, and existing re-
search support programs?

Mr. WINOKUR. The Navy does conduct a umber of bilateral pro-
grams under the auspices of various exc agreements with

-various countries. Within the context of na 1 operations and Navy
research, we have access to a considerable ount of data with our

1 i
On the other hand, we are sympathetic

Dr. Ross haapised. We are currently eVal
increased ty, other than what we
fact, have spoken to Dr. Ross and we are
initiative ourselves for the future to seek
make better use of other foreign data tha
making use of.

With respect to AID anti the Department
them in those instances that are of comm
mally don't have thaf much in our research

Mr.STUDDS. am going to ask one last qu
I would like to close by asking each of y

the one specific thing the Government m
facilitate marine research that we are not
to do. I don't care whether it is related
meat concepts, or research priorities, if th
could change about our present approach
it be? .

Mr. WINOKUR. guess from my perspective, having been the
chairman of an interagency study on a unique national asset, that
is, the research -fleet, one of the issues that confronted us in that
study which I would bring to your 'attention is et lack.of a current'

type of office
tion in the area
such an office

t able to scam-
that have some

hed its conclu-
of the vari-

t problems they

mment on Dr. Ross'
in NOAAZ,

a l e s .
with the problem that .

ting the need for such
already doing. We, in
rrently looking at an

if in someway we can
we are not currently

of State, we work with
interest, but we nor- f. k

r9gram.
on.

u if you could identify'
ought to be doing to

ing and are not about
resources, or mantige-
re were one thing you
this issue, what would
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stated national policy on ocean research. That seemed to be one
key issue that was facing us in the context of the study that we
were doing, representing the vdrious agencies operating research

gu in that context, I would say a clear statement of what
the nation policy is in oceanography and ocean research in par-
ticular.

Mr. Srunos. Dr. Davies.
Dr DAVIES. I would like to return to the issue that we talked

abo t a moment ago and pick up on a comment that Jerry Schubel
e which was that we have 1-year appropriations from the Con- .

grew. Occasionally, things pop. in there, like this qgtuaries study
that was appropriated. Jerry's comment that it would'Ire nice if we
had 1 year's planning ahead of time rather than a slug of money
with a-brick wall at one end whiSre you have no resources to begin
with, and a brick wall at the end where the resources dry up.
Within that short window of time, you have to gear up to do the
work, produce your reports, and you have very little time to get or-
gaiiized and think about it.

. It might be a good idea if we had a little more stability in the
system. I know. that is a difficult thing to ask for, but a little plan-
rung money ahead of some-of these projkts would be an enormous
benefit to any research or monitoring or regulatory program.

Mr. STUDDS. Anyone else? This is not compulsory; it is an option-
al exercise.
_Mr. WOLFF. The exciting thingto me about the prospects of find-

ing out more about the oceans is its impact on weather forecastinf;
since. I think that that is where it is most essential and that is
where it has the biggest financial impact on human life.

In the, possibility of increasing the of 3- to 6-day fore-
casts, we need a number of things. The sing e thing Which looks
mdst unattainable to me now is the. operational system of ocean
satellite observation that is necessary. When the program, was
transferred from NASA to NOAA, the budget didn't come with it.
NASA is now interested in further experimentingipith new sensors
of limited duration for experiments, where NOAA 's problem Is that
we need operational satellites using existing sensors which have
been proven 'in sufficient number so that we can have the data to
make the more accurate weather forecasts,

To me, the budget and the Means to put this together is the big-
gest. important problem that I don't see any solution to or any way
to get one.

Mr. STUDDS. I would b4 happy to see more facilities go into your
3- to 6-hour forecasts. [Laughter.]

Very vivid in my mind is standing at Midtide one day this
summer watching my little sailboat founder and sink in a 50-knot
wind, and listening to NOAA on the radio simultaneously tell me it
-was -10- to l5 knots; It -is- that-ilmnediate-impaet ---
pressing consequence to some of us.

I understand what you are saying though, and we agree on that,
.. I think.

Do either of the other of you wish to comment?
Dr. Mumma. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I would like to speak from the point of view of research pcien ce. I
have watched over 25 years in research institutions a continual
erosion of our ability to do research because of an accumulating bu-
reaucratic and micromanagernent philosophy. It is primarily hap-
pening here in Washington, and the trouble is we all tend to share
in it because, the motives that have created this seem to have been,
each individually, worthwhile. Cumulatively, I think they are caus-
ing a burden on our ability to do creative research in this country.

It may not be just confined to raply, but if I had my
magic .wish that you mentioned, I would like. to see us go back to a
system where we were able to make decisionti. about funding re-
search to provide more creativity: I think almost everybody, in the
first panel said something similar when they were talking siboikt
block grants and the sociopolitical factors and so forth.

As seen from the oceanographic research laboratories, this has
been accumulating and accumulating and accumulating, 'ailed it is
not making us more creative or productive..- .

Mr. &twos. Dr..Gross. - -

Dr GROSS. Mr: Chairman, as my wish, I would focus on manpow-
er. We have had a number of discussions over the years that I have
been in the field about the resources and about the facilities. Yet,
we- seem, I think, we neglect what I believe is the country's most
precious resourceour scientific manpower.

My feelihg is that we, the Federal Government and the .States,
are not providing the proper institutional framework to train and
to retain the best scientific minds to work on the oceans. Quite
frankly, I share some of the concerns that Dr. Webster just articu-
lated.

Ocean science is not a particularly attractive area for abe t
perSon ta,come into today. I thin e are losing through our inabil-
ity to recruit and to retain the minds, In summary, I think the
primary limiting resource, eve more than money, ships, satellites;
or anything else, is our ability retain the best minds to work on
the problems and the utilization of>iiir ocean resources. ,

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
I think -Mrs: Schneider will agree with me that people who work

where we do understand the concept of an area of work where- it is
hard to attract particularly bright people.

Mrs. SCHNRIDER. I won't take that personally, Mr. Chairman.
, Mr. STUDDS. No; it was a generalized conception of the profession.

. Mrs. SCHNR1DK1L Might I be able to ask Dr. Gross to expand, upon--
how we might cure this dilemma? You surely mustihave some rec-
ommendations. I also serve on the Science and Technology Commit-
tee that deals with NSF's budget. 'We have discussed education ex-
tensively and taken action on legislative proposals to increase the
number of scientists, engineers,..and mathematicians entering the
field, but the problem is that we may have these people educated
and then there may not be the appealing jobs for them. So, how do
we create that employment environment?

0 are
Dr. GROSS. I wish I had an answer for you. I cairorrly say, first,

that in the Foundation, we too a sharing this concern: about the
' edeicational side and are, indeed, as you are well aware, attempting

to increase and improve our support at that level.

Vet
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I am concerned, at the institutional level, once they enter the in-
stitutions, I think with the demise of ONR's institutional support
role in the 1960's that no other agency and no State has been able
to step in and fill that gap. I* think that the field' as a whole has
been remarkably successful in taking very meager resources, often
with- uncomfortable constraints: I think some of the' frustration
that you he'ard from the first panel is that they have been literally
scrounging to stay alive. .

-
I don't see too much relief. 'I think more research money would

be of some help. jks,you probably know, within the Foundation, we
have, a small experimental program to stimulate competitive re-
search [Epscorl in which we attempt to work with States which are
less successful in attracting Federal funding to help them to im-'.
prove the competitiveness of theit university-based scientific, man-
power. In ocean science, it has been a real success in Maine. .

I don't think we know, really, how to achieve our desired results.
Rather than have a large program, I believe it would be better to
try a few small ones and see if we can' devise better. institutional
support mechanisms. . .

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Thank you . . ..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you: ,
At this point in in the record, without objection, the statement of

Congressman Pritchard will appear. ,. .

[Statement of Pritchard follows:"

. STATRIWRNT OF HON. JOKI. PRrrOmut, A U.S. REPREBRNTATIVE FROM MR STATE OF
WAMUNOTON

Mr. Chairman. I am most pleased with the scheduling of this afternoon's
on the status of marine research in the U.S. and would ice to commend you
the Subcommittee Chairman. Mr. D'Atwurs..fer ensuring the time to examine this
important subject. Marine scientific research within this country is an area well
worthy of this Subcommittee's scrutiny, and I am looking forward to hearing from
the panel members who are here today to discuss our current capability and where
we go from here.

Today's hearing will focus on the capacity within the U.S: to conduct marine sci-
entific researchboth within the Federal Government and the academic communi-
ty. The time is ripe to start building an oversight record on that capacity for several
reasons. Major innovations in technology are making it possible to greatly improve
our understanding of the oceans. For example, the use of satellite remote sensing
allows us to study ocean-wide synoptically, and in real time, which is in-
valuable in the development, environmental prediction models. Also, very sophis-
ticated microprocessors have been developed which can be used to manage vast
amounts of data. And in these times.of fiscal austerity, it is crucial that our re-
search dollars are spent in the most cost-effective manner possible, without duplica-
tion of .effort.

For this to occur. we must understand that oceanographic research should be a
cooperative vent rare in this country. As Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on
Oceanography fur almost eight years. I am not terribly encouraged-by the way pri-
orities in this area are established and followed t h on by the Federal agency
responsible for funding our marine research inf ructure in this country. As part
of this process, we need better identification of rch needs, and coordination be-
tween the scientific community and Federal cies in developing priorities. I
yeestion *Nether the necessary mechanism for this-coordination exists. If it does.
has it been effective? How can it be improved? Apd if an effective forum for coordi-
nation does not exist. how should one be deve4eW

I would like to again thank the Subcommittee Chairman and the Acting Chair-
man for their interest in this matter. I am glad for the opportunity to get these
issues out on the table nod look forward to receiving the testimony today. Thank
you.

BEST copif. AVAILABLE- k
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If

Mr. 911.100[11. Gentlemen, we thank you for your patience and
your contributions. I found this most informative,' and I think that
the hearings, when printed, will be a source for a good many
people to reflect on, hopefully constructively, for some time , to
come.

Thank you very much, indeed.
The subcommittee is a4journed.
[Where n, at 4:27 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene, subject call of the Chair.]
[The following.was submitted for the record:]

Quemoy's roe MCCORD Fines RKPIUNIZINTAilVN CLAUDINN SaININDIN AND Revues
FROM TIM NAVY' DIPAWIIIINT

(elegiON 1. What is startling about the NOAA data?
Response. The NOAA data are of unprecedented ancwacy and completeness.

Moreover, because the results of the NOAA surveys are digitized, they are readily
transferable. and, therefore, controls on their release. The current plan to
insert the data into a bank w is automatically provided to the USSR would pro-

. vide them with a bonanza of militarily important information, without the huge ex-
pense involved in collection, without the political uproar that would our should
they undertake such a survey in our EEZ and without Isitaro'n'yto subject their ERZ
to a correspondinf survey by the US (an act they would

Question Ian t there a conflict when Navy classifies data which NOAA collects
as unclassified?

. Yes, there is a conflict. The data NOAA colleen; the proteotion
clirsZligitone affords. Under the-terms of Executive Order I 2 April 1982, Sub-
ject: "National Security Informatiai," Section 1.1(aX2), the unauthorised disclosure
of information which Amenably could be expected to cause serious damage to the
national security should ha* "SECRET' OLW to the information. Section
1.11(a)(6) s t a t e s , " I n f o r m a t i o n s h a l l b e e d f o r . c l a m i f i c a t i o n i f i t . . .concerns

.scientific, technological, or economic matters relating to the national security." On
the other hand, Section .1.6(b) states, "Basic scientific research infbrmation not
clearly related ,0 the national security may not be classified." The NOAA bathymet-
ric surveys are' bebw conducted in an estidilished technical mode, using technology
which is about 10 years old, the results of which are directly related to the national
security. which is aimed at aiding commercial enterprises-to
locate and ex Zouanirces, if also highly ueeibl to adversaries of the United
States inciudi terrorists (og., mute tions) This conflict is currently being
discussed in nteragency forum the aegis of the National Operations Secu-
rity Advisory Committee, a committee chartered by the Interagency Group/Counter-
measures of the Oenior Interggency Group-Intelligence. The National Operations Se-
curity Advisory Committee (NOAC) staves to provide an interagency forum within
the executive branch for dlicuesion, consultation, and coordination of Operations Se-
curity issues. Its purpose is to resolve interagency problems. and, although it has no
authority. it provides recommendations tfor the resolution of such to the

ti Interagency Group/Countermeasuras. The NOAC Chairman would be happy to pre
vide a classified briefing for the committee which outlines the many national securi-
ty issues which include several areas of concern.

Question Why is the Navy's data on the contour on the ocean bottom classified?
Response. Detailed and highly accurate bottom contour data are collected and

used extenaively to support strategic and tactical naval operations. Accurate envi-
ronmental data are essential to military operations and well worth the expense in-
volved in producing it. Such data are equally valuable to an adseinsuy and therefore
must be kept from him to the maximum extent possible.

Question 4. Are Navy and NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion) unnecessarily duplicating efforts in charting the E?

Response. Some of the area scheduled 'in the REZ survey program is currently
covered by US Navy data. Classified Navy bathymetric data can be made available..
on a case -by -case basis, to appropriately cleared non-Doi) users to avoid unnecessary
expenditure of tax dollars. Navy data differ' from NOAA data in scale,
unit of measurement, and control.
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Emma's' Nara. The fbllowing letter was sent to each of the wit-
nesses. In addition, specific que t*stions were. also se Responses
were received from NSF, NOAA, ONR, EPA, UNOIA% Dr. Raker;
Dr. Ross, Dr. Heath and Dr. Boesch.

Hues OF kEraINDENTATIFIN.
Qnsierrnating MICRCHANT KAROO/ AND FUNOLIUDS,

Washington, DC October It, 1.984.
Dr. GRANT Gems,
National Scligice Foundation,
Washington, DC.

Dart Da. Gloss: First, I would like to 'thank you far your participation in the
recent y Subcommittee hearing on marine research. I believe that this

'hearing an important beginning in the development of an oversight record
on the status of marine research in the U.S., both within the Federal government
and the academic community. I also believe that your direct involvement in the

understanding of some of the issue* which need Co be
hearing assisted the Subcommittee in making significant toward a better

Seconds I would like to make the observation that as a result of recent technical
advances and increased capabilities in such areas as satellite remote sensing, sophis-
ticated microprocessors, and other instrumentation, there is the potential for signifi-
cant new initiatives in both basic and applied marine research which could lead to
substantial benefits to our nation and the world. 'As the Ranking Minority Member
of the Subcommittee on Oceanography for almost eight years now, I would also like
to point out that I have not always been terribly encouraged by the rather ad -hoc

by which prioritise are established, coordinated, and followed through by theprose
agencies responsible for funding marine research and the infra-

structure to carry it out. In order for the U.& to continue to play a ip role
in Oceanography aed in order to conduct the type of "big science" projects which
will be required, we need a dearer identification of research needs and initiatives,
and improved coordination between the scientific community and the Federal agen-
cies involved in the development of marine research priorities and In&dgets. In this
vein, I would appreciate any further ceminents or sumitstions you might have for
improving the process by which we establish ties and initiatives for the en-
hancement of our overall-manila. research lite.

Finally, I am attachtng allot of specific questions which we did not get an oppor-
tunity to discuss during the hearing. I would greatly appreciate . ;answers to
these questions. as well as any additional comments you wish to in order to
provide as complete a record as possible. In order to complete our reeve on this
subject as soon as possible. I *mid appreciate receiving your revenge no Tater than
October 31,-1984.

Once again, I would like to Wank you for your contribution to our oversight hear-
ing and your continuing contribution to marine research generally.

Sincerely. .
i

tom. POUTMAND,
Ranking Minority Menthes.. Cbmmittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.

Attachment. ,
.1

Queorvons von NSF

I. Through the Board on Ocean Science Policy of the National Acaderhy of Sci-
ences, it is our understanding that the Advisory Committee for Ocean Sciences of
NSF has undertaken a study on trends in ocean science and the role of NSF during
the next decadta Please describe how these new initiatives are to be 'implemented.
r. rag mechanisms, research prioritization, and instrumentation support.

hat are the budgetary implications for the other ocean research funding agencies,
specifically NOAA. ONR and EPA?

2. As technology drives oceanographic reearch into a new era of data collection,
the ensuing problems for data management are enormous. Not only are new kinds
of data being generated, both nationally and internationally, but it is being pro-
duced in vast quantities. What is NSF doing to ensure data quality and format
standardization? Will it *adequate in the future?

:t. You stated in your testimony that the function of ships is changing in a funda-
mental way. Please explain. Is our present planning effort adequate to incorporate
these changes? How rinidi is NSF planning to commit for this new fleet?
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4. You stated in your testimony that NSF 'and NASA plan to ensure' that U.S.
academic oceanographers are able to use the data stream from satellites in their
research projects Please tell us exactly what is being done. .

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
Dretwor4 or OCEAN amerces,

Washington, 1X'. November 15, 1984.
.

Hon. Join. Parrciman,
Committee on Miirrhant Marine and Fisheries.
Noose of Representatives.
Washington. DC .

Xican lin.. MITCHAM Thank you for your, letter of 12 October commenting on the
recent Oceanography Subcommittee hearings on m9rine research and on the proc-
ess through which priorities are established and initiatives proposed for oceeeio-
graphic research in the. United States. You suggest in your letter that "clearer iden-
tification" may be needed "of research needs 'and-initiatives, and improved COOrdille-
tion between the scientifie community and the Federal agencies involved in the dir'
velopment of marine research priorities and budgets." I would like to comtnent on
them issues, addresting first the issue of most importance to ue--cootilination be-
tween the scientific community and the National Science Foundation.

": We are very proud of what we consider to be an excellent reeord of close and ef-
fective. communication, cooperatidn and coordination with the academic basic ocean-
ographic research community. This interaction is a keystone of our ocean sciences
program and we intend to continue to look to this community to provide us with
more new and exciting scientific ideas and challenges.

The primary inputs we rely on in our establishment of priorities and adoption of
new irsitiatives come from K tiate in the Community. These scientists are consist-
ently encouraged to submit new ideas to use th 4 research and
tphro*ugh other informal and kennel channels such as tific and am-

le, he National Academ of Sciences' Boa of Ocean Science and
ROM,

t
and the NSF Ocean Advisory

rd
Committee. Most recently the

icy
A
tNAS/
dviso-

ry Committee completed a long-rangeBai for the NSF ocean sciences program
which was then 'endorsed by the NAB/

New ideas submitted to rw in research proposals are carefully and thoughtfully
reviewed before we make-final decisions. as to the priority and financial suwwt
merited. A major (actor in this review is the advice we receive through peer evalua-
tion of the research. These proposals are mail-reviewed by individual scien-
tists know - in the proposed (Armes) of researdiand many proposals are also
then reviewed by panels of experts. Final recommendations on these proposals are
made by the program mansgenis) in the appropriate area(s) and then approved by a
section head and the ,division director, A description and analysis of this review
process prepared is attached for your information.

We involve the scientific community directly in acquisition, scheduling and sched-
ule coordination of academic research vessels through the. University National
Oceanographic Laboratory System (LINO'S). Representatives of ship operating and
ship-using institutions nteet'under UNOLS to assess and advise on a broad nge of
issues related to needs and operations of the U.S. academic research fleet and other
facilities. NSF and other concerned Federal Agencies provide financial support for
UNOLS and participate in UNOLS meetings, interacting regularly with the various
UNOLS cdmmitteeis, officials and staff.

As 1 reported in my testimony to the Oceanography Submwittee, NSF is work-
ing closely with scientists in the academic research communitith respect to eval
uation and planning of a number of future major ocean science projects which
intend to make substantial use of recent technological advances, primarily with re-
spect to satellites, supercomputers and marine seismic systems. projects in-
clude the Study of the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere ITOGAl; the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WO CE); and Ocean Flux Experiment; and a study of
t he. Ocean ic lithosphere. ,

The NSF ocean sciences program is Centered in our Division of Ocean Sciences.
Our Divisions of Atmospheric Sciences, Polar Programs. and Earth Sciences also
sponsor some ocean science research and related research. All of these Divisions
interact continually regarding programs of mutual interest.

"o-, Your letter suggeste that you are also concerned with the manner in which the
Poderal Agencies jointly address issues relined to oceanographic research. The Na-
tio* Science Foundation works closely with other individual Federal Agencies, es-
pecially The Office of Naval Research tONTh and NASA. in stem of mutual interest.
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NSF and ONH co-sponsor programs in all subdisciplines of oceanographic research.
We are now working very closely with NASA with respect to development of new
remote sensing programs related to ocean sciences. The latter efforts are discussed

4
in more detail in our answers to the questions presented to us in the attachment to
your letter.

With respect to multi-agency coordina . the recent record is not as good as we
would like but is now improving. Over past twenty-five years there has been a
series of Federal interagency coordinati mechanisms for ocean sciences. The
Interagency Committee on Ocearraphy CO t was the first of these during the'

--early 19(10s. It was very effective. but, of rse, the individual Agency .1-sans
were much smaller and much More sharply focused then. The la) was succeeded by
the National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Developmentche so-
celled Maelne Sciences Council which was successful at focusing attention on
newly-growing concerns of marine resource exploitation and wider use of our coastal
areas. Then the Interagency Committee on Marine Sciences and Engineering
(ICMSEi and the Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans (CAO) followed. The latter
two Committees have not been very effective.

In 110(2 the Administrator of 'NOAA. with encouragement from the National Sci-
ence Foundation and the Department of the Navy, reactivated' the then-dormant
CA(..) in order to improve interagency coordination in ocean sciences. As a result,
the CAO and its subcommittees on atmospheric and marine research have become
increasingly active. It is too early tolell whether thig mechanism will fully meet
needs for multi-agency coordination in ocean science% but the National Science
Foundation is actively pursuing this objective.

have also prepared for your use comments with 'expert to the specific questions!,
rai addressed to me in your letter. These are provided in the attachment to this
letter. Please do not hesitate t\ call on us if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,
M. GRANT Ducts, Director.

Attachments.

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS or MR. PRITCHARD 1T NSF

1. Significant new ocean Science initiatives mill require additional hinds. To the
extent poseible. needs willbe met by continuing redirection of related activities in
our core m. The latter, however, will be both limited and difficult because of
our broad iosponsibilities, diversity in the field, the Soft-money dependency of the
community, and the lack of major real growth in Federal aupport for basic oceano-
graphic research since the early 1970's.

Actual projects will be selected and funded by the traditional peer review process.
Some planning and operational activities needed to support planned projects (e.g.,
hydrographic and geochemical observations, deployment of current meter moorings
and floats, and development of improved seismic capabilities and biological instru-
mentation may be funded through cooperative agreements with consortia or indi-
vidual oceanographic institution s.

At present the mjor budgetary implications, for other Agencies in moving ahead
with these scientiff initiatives are for the satellite programs sponsored by NASA
and by operational units of the Navy (not ONR). These programs will cost NASA
roughly $7 =d) 000,(5X) over the period 1914.4-1995.' Interagency (and international) co-
ordinating committees have been established for some research programs for which
planning is already underway. e.g.. the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
MOCK; and fhe Study of Interannual Variability of the T Ocean and the
Global Atmosphere (T(X1At. NOAA has budgeted roughly $7,1, 17 , -r year for
long-term observational programs related to Ta1A. NOAA activiti associated
with WO('E may include sea-level, ship-of-opportunity, and similar tional
programs. Such programs could require augmentation of the NOAA at ap-
proximately $5.000.04W) per year. ONR and EPA ore not likely to be impacted signifi-
cantly by these new programs, although they may derive some benefits from the
results of these programs

2. Computing capabilities to date have kept up with data acquisition capabilities
in ocean sciences. The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCARI plans to
acquire an advanced vector computer. If 24)% of this computer's capability is dedi-
cated to ocean copra-ea if marine geological and geophysical computing needs are
met elsewhere. and if neadeMic oceanographers obtain the manpower and communi-

"toceposstrspby from Space A Itesetirch Strategy for the Decade HOC, 19104.- Joint ()ream
graphic iteititutions. Inc 21151 Pennsylvania Ave . NW.. Washingtmi. IX' 2fXIX7
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cations capabilities necessary to use supercomputer systems effervely, oceanagra-.
phers will be able to meet future needs.

The kinds of future research programs that I described in my testimony to the
Subconimittee will generate .substantail new data rietsand the data will be in new
formats as well. However, development of such new formats is not a problem. NASA
is presently supporting a pilot project for handbag ocean,related satellite data.

Mewing these new data sets and assuring data quality are likely to pose Tr-
cant challenges. Our experience indicates that it is best to deal with these
by assuring that they are addressed within the scientific plan that will be
for each funded research program. Again as an example, Professor Ferris Webster
of the University of Delaware has studied. data t associated
with ocean-related satellite data and has presented to Federal a series of
recommendations which we will be addressing over the react several years.'

3. Changing research requirements are increasing demand for research vessels
with specialized .capabilities. For ple, modern geophysical seismic reflection
studies require new and .more cos and associated equi t
which may ciccupy more space on a new vessel than engines. New rs-
ible tenders; smnoor mapping vessels and acoustically quiet ships are also requirpd
to meet specific present need.

Vessels must be carefully scheduled in order to assure that specific capabilities
are available for research projects in different regions at particular times. Such
scheduling ha become increasingly comillez. demanding lead tuneirvind close
and continuer cooperation among all captained research tittiona.

At the same time, global and in diary field studies coupled to remotely-
sensed data will required. increased Well-equipped general-purpose ships, not
only to provide so,called "round " t also (and more importantly) extend
these observations down tghrough colubm and to study important prob-
lems identified in real tapie by satellites. /These new general-purpose vessels will
need to carry latwe scientific parties, have korage and handling capabilities for eit-
tensive sampling systems, and be equipped with state-of-the-art instrumentation,
communications links to high-speed computers, and eophistka navigatioh sr-
terns.

in oceanographic research. Our present king-range plan identifies
Overall, must continue to fulfill an essential.and contin

new ships. They include: 1 ship with a state-of-the-art multi -than
tion capability (estimated to require a Federal contribution of $
year 1987) and two large general- purpose ships (estimated to
construction and outfitting over three- period focal
these resource*, we should be able to meet needs of our
an adequate research fleet to support our h it
ther examination of alternatives and conside
cede any formal budget request.

4. An extensive communications network will link NASA
dernic supercomputer centers. Smaller distributed computing

1.1

ly evolving role
need for three

I seismic reflec-
000,000 in fiscal
$50,000,000 for
19t18-901. With
and maintain
program. Fur -

ties use, pre-

de centers.witb aca-
networks will link

oceanographic laboratories with regional and national supe brig centers. In
this way satellite data sets can be assimilated with in -situ field observations and so-
phisticated ocean models and results can be analyid locelly. luch networking is
being planned and tested by NASA through pilot ocean data study referenced
earlier.

RFSFONME TO QUICHTIONS OF MrifFarcasansv NOAA

;Question I. A recent report by the Jointdoita;lographic Institutions, Incorporated,
details a ten-yeui research m .using oceanographic satellites and related
tnetinurrawnts. flow does NOAH plan to incorporate any of this program into their
future planning in the airlsea, and what similar. research and operational programs
in oceanography does NOAA plan?

Answer. NOAA plans a number of programs that will take advantage of major
investments in oceanographic satellites by other agencies, and other Gouty
Many of the data sets that will be available from the ocean eatellites planned for
the 19$ time period will be i ted into NOAA's marine operational and
research programs. For example, PO A wiH use scatterometer wind, sea surface
temperature, and altimeter data f n the NRO&S mission, and altimeter data from

2 "An Ocean (*innate Research Strategy." Ferris Webster, National Aca4emy Press. Washirat
ton. IX' 19144
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the TOPEX mission. in the following programs: TOGA (Tropical Ocean & Global At-
mosphere). EPOCS (Equatorial Pacific Ocean Climate Studies), STACS (Sub-
Atlantic Climate Studies), modeling at the Geophysical Fluid 'Dynamics Labors
forecasts at the Ocean Products and National Meteorological Centers, and the
esy programs of the National Ocean Service. NOAA examines uses of the data
the Ocean Color 1moer and Geopotential .r.,,rch Missions (G1 liM) for ongoing pro-
grams.

The inetrumentition aboard these satet will help provide observations from
ocean areas which now have little data These satellite sensors will provide wind,
wave, and ice information to help preparation of timely weather and phic

.warnings and forecasts. These types of ocean satellite measurements also I be of
significant importance to NOAA for betterrstanding of ocean .circulation
needed for urstanding the ocean's role in c

A combination of satellite and sea - bused" measurements over time helps to moni-
tor the ocean, predict weather and climate, and participate in international studies
to understand the global environment.

Qi4estion 2 Charges have been leveled against the National Oceanographic Data
Center that it is inefficient, ineffective and outdated. What steps is NOAA taking to
update this facility, to standardize the formatting of incoming information, to
vide quality control to guarantee accurate information is included, and how
NOAA plan to handle the exponential growth of data gathered by satellites and
other sources in the 'next few years?

Answer. The National Oceanographic Data Center is efficient, effective, and up-to-
date. NOAA has taken steps to update thie facility; to standardize the formatting
incoming information, and to guarantee accurate information is included in its datii
files. NOAA plans for handling the exponential growth of data gathered by satel-
lites and from other sources in the rout few years are part of our current National
Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service (NESDIS) Long-Range Plan.

The National Oceartograpjlic Data Center (NODC), like other technical organiza-
tions, has had to change and evolve in order to keep pace with accelerating ad-
vances in science and, technology. fn the past three years NODC operation, and pro-
cedar** have been greatly improved and updated by strong, effective management
actions. These actions have resulted in both organizational and technical improve-

...mental in effectively** and efficiency.

OfICIANIZATIONAL 1121FROYMENTS

In 1981 thi Director of NOAA's Environmental Data and Information Service
completed an NODC Progrant Evalua

Implementing the recopmendations from itil evaluation, NODC reorga-
nised in March 1982. The new NODC organize structure: (1) established clear
er lines of management restIonsilaility, (2) facilitated adoption of improved data base
management methods and techniques, and (3) wn-ected specific areas of weakness
identified by the program evaluation team. The NODC reorganization:

Consolidated ADP operations within a single organizational component (ADP Sup-
port Division).

Established the Office of SysteM Planning a1nd Integration' is thesingle focus for
NODC systems planning and development. /

Delegated responsibility for the physical security and maintenance of the NODC
data files to the Chief of the Inventory and Archives Branch with the title and au-
thority of Data Base Administrator. ,

Created the position of Data ministrator on the staff of the NODC Director
with principal responsibility for quality and scientific integrity of the NODC
data files.

NOD(' developed a anual of dard Operating Procedures which improved its
day-to-day operations.

NODC participates in velopt products for NOAA Regional Ocean Service Cen-
ters in Seattle and Anc rage. A NMDIS/NODC Liaison Officer is the principal
NESDIS representative 'each of these sites. To provide users watt easier access to
its data, NODC Is esp ring the development of regional subsets ou is data invento-
ries and-data fie support the areas of responsibiltty of the ocean service cen-
ters.

TECHNICAL IMPROVICUSNTS

In November I982 NODC conducted an Internal Program Review to develop and
implement an action plan for technical improvements.
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In consonance with NFSDIS long-range plans, NODC has upgraded its computer
Ifacilities. In late 1981 the archive data files of NODC and the other ,NESDIS data
centers were consolidated on a single computer that is the central, node of p
NESDIS computer and telecommunications network called the Data ve Man-
agement and User Services (DAMUS) system. In nod -1884 the DAMUS trod cm-
puter was upgraded (to a Sperry 1100/62) to provide greater data capacity
and faster response time. A mass storage device thatdecreases cos& m is tape
mounts will be a future part of this system: December 1984 NO %to replace its
irt,houst minicomputer with a much more nine (DEC V 11/760). A
new seftware system consolidating i data entry and quality trol proce-
dures will be operational on this machine in July 1985.

NODC continues improving data.acquistion, data processing, anddats; quality cOn-
trot

In 1983. at NODC request, the National Science Foundation sent a statement to
all their grantees requesting timely submission to NODC of appropriate data from
their projects.

In both 1983 and 1984, NODC set new all - time high data promoting records. From
FY 1983 to FY 1984 oceanographic station data processing increased 26 percent
from 36,073 to 45.642 stational bathrhermograPh data Processing increased 88 per-

cent (from 73.822 to 128,587 observations).
To meet the projected influx of ocean temperature profile data from new climate-

related studies such as the Tropical Ocein-a.1 Atmosphere (TOGA) Experiment.
NODC is replacing outdated equipment currently used to digitise expendable bath -
ythermograph (XBT) data. A new mocroptocessoe.based system is being' procured in
cooperation with the NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Navy
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center so data can be freely exchanged in a compat-
ible format among these Organizations.

Two quality control War for physical data (March 14. /9841, and one
for chemical/biological data (April 30, 19841helped in the design of NODC's new
data entry and quality control system. '.!'he workshops were coordinated by the

- NODC Data Mee Administrator and attended by selected NODC personnel and in-
vited outside experts. The new system will incorporate enhanced oersions of NODC's
environmental quality ooptrol (wa'ter mass) models. that have been a primary QC
tool for many years.

coastal environmental studies. NODC has standard data formats and
From its experience as data manager for both deep ocean research projects and

ro
codes. Forakample. NODC has developed ancillary code files to support processing
of chemist biology data. The chemistry codes (adapted frown the r num-
.bers of the Chemical Abstracts Service) incligie the pollutants designated by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency for priori, Stud . The NODC Taxonomic Code fa-
cilitates automated storagsfd and retrieval of biological data. The fourth edition of
the code (containing 46,000 entries, nearly twice as many as the third edition)
became available in October 1984. Both the chemistry and taxonomic' codes and
NODC formats have been widely adopted by research in other Federaf agencies, uni-
versities, and private research institutions. Region 10 of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency recently adopted NODC data forMats for storage and dissemination of .
marine data resulting from activities of Section 301(h) of the Clean %Or Act. Over
the post two years NODC has also devet software to convert suNo &tank
standard NODC formats. This makes av le data that could not previously be in-
tegrated into the archive data files.

NOW's new Visiting Scientist Program will improve NC*X.re technical capabili-
ties through increased contact with the oceanographic research community. By
means of this program funds will be provided to support scientists interested in con-
ducting research that will support NODC's mission. The primary criterion for selec-
tion of winning proposals under this program will be clear demonstration of tangi-
ble benefits to NOM from the project results.

the growth of data from satellit' and other remote sensing platforms.
NODC is preparing to meet fit4ure repponsibility, especially those resulting from

NESDIS has developed a long -range plan for the integration and use of satellite
data. This plan involves all of the NESDIS data centers so that there will be a sys-
tematic approach to acquiri processing, storing, and disseminating original data
and derived values. The NO will participate ie this activity by storing and dis-
tributing oceanographic data toes and products. NESDIS will establish Working
Groups to explore appropriate ys to improve and increase the integration and use
of satellite data in Centeno. Working Group for Satellite Data and Oceanogra-
phy..will have representatives f NODC, the National Climatic Data Center's Sat-
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dike Data Services Division, and the Office of Satellite Research and Applications,

NODC is also preparing for the future by integrating the NODC/NESDIS plans
for remotely sensed data with national plans being developed for an ocean-related
climate study that is expected to dominate ocean data collection efforts during the
next decadethe Tropical OceanGlobal Atmosphere (TOGA) Experiment..NODC
representative are currently members of data management planning groups for this
project and the NODC Northeast Liaison Officer has been designated as the Data
Manager for one component of TOGA.

Question J. What is NOAA's current' role and what future role is planned for the
. Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans (CAOLand the Subcommittevon Marine Re-
. search? . .

Answer. The Administrator of NOAA has traditionally been appointed Chairman
of the Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans (CAO) by the Chairman of the parent
organization, the federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Tech- 1

nologY. The Office of the NOAA Administrator provides executive secretariat sun-
port for the CAO. The Department of Commerce (including NOAA) is represented
separately on CA(iby the Deptity Administrator of NOAA. Through the chairMan-
ship and participation as an active Committee member agency, NOAA ie a very im-
portant contributor to the work of the Committee on Atmosphere and Oceans.

The CAO itself serves astis"broad of directors" for various subcommittees which
perform many of the actual-coordinating -responsibilities of CAO. One major ele-
mgpt, the Subcommittee on Marine Research (SMR), has become a fifirtun for senior
agVncy managers to consider Federal marine science topics of common interest. Ac-:
tivities of the SIKR have included analysis of trends in the total Federal marine sci-
ence budget. a review of the sittellite oceanography am of NASA, and an eval-
uation of the implications of U.& withdrawal from 61 for marine science.
During FY 1985. SMR plena to examine such topics as increased use of aircraft
remote sensing for coastal studies, phic data management (particularly
the implications of oceanographic satellite rvationsif, the deterioration of. the fa-
cilities "infrastructure' . for marine science, and trends in manpower. availabilitt for
marine science and technology applications.

Questionl. Would you plasm submit for the record a copy of the MOU between
NOAA and USGS and NOAA and EPA. as well as a brief description of
that now exist or that you are presently working towards with the NSF
U.S. Navy?

Answer. NOAA has a number of MOUs with the U.S. Geological Survey. Given
the context of the Subcommittee's September 26. 19144, hearing, and NOAA's testi-
mony, we have assumed the MOUs of interest are the overall agreement for coop-
eration between the agencies and the recent one for a cooperative bathymetric sur-
veying program of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone. Copies are att-iched for the
record. Similarly, NOAA has several MOUs with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). A copy is attached of the overall umbrella agreement establishing_
the basic policy of cooperation and the relative roles of the two agencies, which
became elective October V. IW34.

NOAA has four agreements with the National Science Foundation (NSFt ( I I for
shared funding of research grants to universities for global atmospheric reeesich; 02)
with the PIS. Geplogical Survey as a third party, for earthquake research; (3) to fa-
cilitate transfer of NOAA funds for use of University-National Oceanographic Labo-
ratory System tUNOIS) vessels; and (4) for shared funding of the submersible
ALVIN.

NOAA and the U.S. Navy have several hundred agreements. They range fmm let-
ters of understanding dealing with operational details, some in the form Of specific
work tasks or exchanges, to MOUs covering major date 4k-change and cooperative
oceanographic research Sforts. In order to consolidate these agreements, a broad
agreement is being drafted under which these and other individual activities can be
carried out in a more simplified manner.

Question 5. You state in your testimony that the NOAA fleet will not need re-
. placement until the year 20(K), yet the 1983 report of the Federal Oceanography

Fleet Coordination Council. which functions with a representative from NOAA. ree-
orn that a coordinated vessel replacement plan be initiated by NOAA in
I. Will you please explain the change in direction for NOAA's fleet and the
reason for the change?

Answer. The ships te the NOAA fleet have been maintained in excellent condi-
tion due to the management procedures of the NUBS and the NOAA Corps. Funds
have been provided by Congress for routine maintenance and for mid-life rehabilita-

Oceanic Sciences Branch.
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tion in U.S. shipyards. The basic hull and machinery. in these vessels will operate
through the year 20130 if these conditions are maintained.

T1* scientific equipment for observation, data collection, and data pr ceasing is
relptively obsolete. A program hes been initiated in FY 1984 to replace these sys-
tems.

No prOven new design for research and survey ships is-currently available which
would be economically justified for NOAA requirements. NOS will cOntinue to mon-
itor developments in this field.

The requirements for the NOAA fleet are continually changing. Currently we see
Chemed for large ship time, multi-beam survey ,capability, and an upgrade of com-
puters and positioning and observing equipment. Alternatively, demand for smaller
shizilaleveling off and single bean hydrographie survey needs are declining, except
in

MEMORANDGlif of UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECIION
'AGENCY...1ND THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHREIC ADIGNISTRATEW4

1. IPURPOSE

It is it the interest that related responsibilities of the National
Ocean and A Administration (N 1 and the-RfIvironmental Protection
Agency (EPA 1* closely coordinated, mutually su 've, and clearly understood
by both agegcies..Accordiney, there is hereby established a EPA/NOAA Interagen-
cy Committee for Program Coordination to coordinate program responsibilities for
mutual benefit and support, facilitate exchange.and revolve conflicts be-
tween the agencies.

It is also agreed .that the agencies maY develoP additional agreements to
guide activities of individual work groups created by the agencies. -groups may
be for any appropriate purpose, but would be subject to all laws and- reigulations
binding the respective agencies.

These activities respond to the mutual interest of NOM and the EPA in encour-
-aging respoinive and epithet* management of the Nation's resources in a manner
which would have environmentally sound consequences for the oceans and atmos-
phere.

IL 'PROVISIONS

The functions of the Interagency Committee for Progratii Coordination shall in-
clude but not be limited to:

Identifying specific issues and program areas to be coordinated or addressed by
bath agencies, through work groups or some other mechanism.

Arranging for transfer of technology data, information, and research findings of
mutual interest betven the agencies.

Arranging tircooperate, support and where appropriate, integrate pm-rams of ,
mutual responsibilities and interest. Such cooperation shall be encouraged at Itoth
the National and Regional level.

The Committee shall be jointly chil by the ty Administrators of NOAA
Exchanging appropriate budgeting and information.

and EPA. There will be no more than 6 members ran each agency, to lie deter-
mined by the respective chairpersons and consisting of officials representing affect-
ed program areas.

The Committee will meet at lost twice a year, with additional meetings as mutu-
ally agreed upon. All current coordination activities will continue under the review
of the Committee. All future coordinating mechanisms Will be developed with the
full knowledge of the Committee. issues upon which there is no consensus will be
referred to. he Administrators of EPA and NOAA.

The Committee will identify action items and schedules. The Committee may
civte work groups to address and coordinate specific issues and areas.
Support for the Committee and coordination of the activities of work groups
shall be provided by the Director of the Office of Federal A EPA) and the
Director of the Office of Policy and Planning NOAA.

Ill. AUTHORITIES .

The Environmental Protection Agency has statutory authority to regulate the pol-
lution of the nation's air, water, solid waste, pesticides, noise and radiation. This
includes setting and enforcing environmental standards; conducting researchon the
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causes, effects, and cqntrof of environmental problems; and assisting State and localcooperators.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration hats authority toobserve, report the state of the atmosphere, rivers, apd oceans, prepare and

issue warnings and forecasts of atmospheric, flood and, ocean conditions to ensure
the protection of life an8 property and to further governmental and commercial as

to operate environmental satellites and archives for the United States; tomanage and promote mariee and anadromous fish aqd other living resources; tomanage, with the Mites, the coastal sone; to provide research in support of all these
activities; and to provide research and servings to users and managers of the oceans,;
atmosphere and coastal zone.

Arias of mutual authority include but. are not limited to Polluticr Monitorinie
Ocean WasteDisposal; Marine Research and Monitorze=teric Research and
Monitoring; Estuarine Reeearch%Coastal Resources and Envirlsnmen-tal Data.

Nothing in this agreement alters the statutory authorities of the Environniental
Protection Agency or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdMinistration. Thisagreement is intended to facilitate than natatory requirements through coopera-
tive efforM such as consultation on policy matters and tnutual research and techni-
cal assistance promoting oceanic and atmospheric quality.

IV. DURATION OF TM AGNOMEN?

This agreement becomes effective on the date of signature by both parties and
continues for 5 years or until modified by mutual consent or terminated by either
Party., .

RESPONSR TO QUESTIONS or MR. PIUTCHARD BY °Frei Or NAVAL NESRAECII

Question /. The Joint Oceanographic Inetitutions;tii., harejust completed a study
of the oceans from satellites during the ng decade. Which, other agen-
cies have been involved in the planning of the Navy Remote Ocean Sensing System
(N-ROSS mission, and to what extent? How about whenthe satellite is operational?
Will the data be available to the academic community?

Aniwer. The N-ROSS concept, including sensors to be carried and the concept of
operations, was developed b4( Davy; however, the Navy views N-ROSS to be of im-
portance to both the operational Navy and the research coromum17. N-ROSS is a
collaborative program that Mis designed to make maximum use of existing hard-
ware and grouad tiupport Sy stem. hT-ROSS is scheduled for 'launch in June 1989.N-ROSS will prey a source of integrated data vital to prediction of is condi-
tions for ASW operations, placement of forces and .em wea_p-
ons systems. N-ROSS will measure surface winds wi a scatterometer (NSCAT);
sea surface temperature with a microwave radiometer, ocean waves, eddies andfronts with an altimeter and atmospheric water vapor, preetpitable water and soil
moisture with a microwave imager (SiSM1).

From the beginning it was Ayavyie plan to use the haunt**, command and control
facilities of the Defense hipteorological Satellite System. Thus, Air Force will
manage that aspect of the project. Approximately one year after Navy first proposed
N-ROSS, NASA offered to provide the scatterorneter sensor for sea surface winds

'for N-ROSS, contingent upon Navy .allowing NASA to upgrade the scatterometer to
gain better wind direction. NASA will provide the scatterometer. At apps mately
the same time of the NASA offer, NOAA offered to 'Provide the NO -D spacebus-
and V20 million for sensor integration; however, in December 1983, OMB ordered
NOAA not to provide NOAA-D or the $20 million. As it stands today, because of
congressional action the Nr-ROSS project may still receiveklOAA-D (the availability
cannot be determined before December 1984), but the up million will not be prwW-ed.

Although the satellite is designed to improve. operational forecasts of ocesoo-graphic and atmospheric conditions for Navy purposes, the' data will be available to
the civilian oceanographic community, which should lead to further advances in sat-
ellite oceanography. When N -ROSS is operational, the data will be transmitted
from the spacecraft through the Defense Meteorological Satellite system
data relay system to Fleet Numerical Ocean phy Center (FNOC) whenagsraitetli
will be processed. At that point the data will be made available to NOAA
for further distribution to other f rat agencies!, private industry and acteternisi.
The ocatterometer raw data will be processed at FNOC along,pith the other sensor
databut the raw data from this sensor will also be simultaneously transmitted to
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NASA /JPL Pasadena for research use by ttie NASA /JPL icatterometer science
team.

;Question 2. How is the ineseasing U.S. remote sensing capability being factored
into the overall U.S. oceanographic research effort? What are the Implications on
the composition, distribution and management of research platforms?

Answer. Recent progr,ess in physical oceanography has provided new insights
which suggest that an ocean predictive capability may be achievable for synoptic
scale events occurring over days to weeks and for spatial scales from 10 to 200 kilo-
meters. Advances in observational capability and planned remote lensing satellite
systems, such as the Navy's OEOSAT and N-ROSS satellites, coupled with in-
creased modeling sophistication and computational. power combine to suggest that
the time is ripe to improve our understandipg of global and mesoscale 'circulation
and to develop a predictive capability. Central to future advances in this area is the
availability of the Navy satellites and planned NASA satellites, such 'as TOPEX.

In recognition of the fact that we have for the first time the necessary corn
nents to address synoptic scale oceanographic problems, the Navy _has a
major five year program in real-time synoptic Wean prediction takes advan-
tage of planned advances in redo(/' capability. In additim, NSF: in their
[04 range Pisani* has also proposed a global circulation Pro:grams which combines
satellite-derived intormation with shipborne field efforts to provide requisite ground
truth and input data. The availability of aie remotely sensed, data- is vital' to these
efforts and future advances in circulatlon'and ocean modeling

At the present time, advances in remote sensing will serve to increase
the requirements for ship time in support of the above mentioned programs. A criti-
cal component of planned future Navy and NSF studied* in ocean circulation is the
conduct of at.sea measurement programs to provide ground truth' and data required
to develop and evaluate prediction models, and to -understand fully the properties
and dynamics of the water column. Therefore, the advent of oceanographic satellites
Will not diminish the need for oceanographic research ships and, as such, will nit
impact the composition. distribution and management of research platforins.
the increasing capability will probably, at leaet 'for the near term, serve as the impel
tus for vital at-sea experimental programs riquiring the servicek of research ships:

Question j. Secretary Lehman recently wrote a memoranduni for the 10, of
...Naval Operations, saying "Because of the explosive .growth in research and explora-
tion in the world'eroceans, and the rapidli.mcreasing dependence of .U.S. national
security on the it is now time for a miler reinvigoration of Navy effortk in
oempography. ' Please comment on the effect ,of the new initiatives on the ilirrying
out of marine research in this country. How will the' other Federal funding agenda
such aNOAA, NSF and EPA be affected? What will be the effect on data claesitica-
tioa? How about ship reconstruction?

Answer. In July 1984. the Secretary of the Navy issued a alley statement to en-
hance and revitalize the Navy's efforts in oceanography. In addition, in April 1984,
the Chief of Naval Operations issued a policy statement reaffirming the Navy's com-
mitment to a strong and effective Naval oceanography pwram. Together, these
policy statements are indicative of the Navy's current aa future commitment to a
strong and vigorous oceanographic program. While the Navy. has traditionally main-
tained its commitment to a strong oceanography program. including oceanographic
research. these policy statements have reemphasized the commitment and serve to
strengthen the total oceanography program 9f the Navy. The Secretary of the
Navy 'ti policy, identified 15 initiatives which are current! being implemented. These
initiatives include a reorganization for the Office of the r of the Navy,
strengthening the career path and training for oceanographer naval- offi-
cers, establishment of Secretary of the Navy research chairs in oceanography, estab-
lishment of Secretary of the Navy graduate fellowships in oceanography within the
ONR graduate fellowship program, support for remote sensing, construction of a
major new oceanographic research ship, development of a long-range Navy oceano-
graphic ship construction plan, establishment of an Institute for Naval Oceimogra-
phy with a focus-on ocean modeling, and optimized management and use of Navy
deep submergence assets.

The Secretary of the Navy's policy statement as a considered, balanced approach
to strengthening the,Nsvy's overall oceanography program. The initiatives are de-
signed to provide emphasis in selected areas that will upgr the Navy's effort to
improve weapons system effectiveness by ensuring that to organizationa
and resources are available in the near term. It is eni that these initiatives
are designed to support Navy requirements, while at the same time providing lead-
ership at the national level. Specific initiatives which will have an unpact on and
interact with national efforts involve ocean modeling, supped for remote sensing,
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'research ship construction, graduate felloWships,, and optimized use of Navy deep
submersible assets. Taken together these initiatives will broaden the scientific pool,
'upgrade the NaVy's oceanographic 'research ship fleet, provide acceas to the Navy's
20,000-ft deep research vehicle Sea Cliff for research, and provide a focus. for inter-
agency efforts in remote sensing and ocean modeling.

While the Navy's ocean science program focuses on the unique needs of the Navy.
it nonetheless contributes to national efforts in oceanographic research. Clearly,
some of

will
new initiatives resulting from the Secretary of the Navy policy state-

ment will contribute to and be coordinated with efforts of other federal agencies.
For example, the Institute of Naval Oceanography emphasizes the development and
transition of oceanographic models to support the operational Navy, such as for

. ASW operations, but will be clveely coupled to Other agency and will in-
elude participation by academic scientists and institutions. In addition, tentative
plans. also include the purchase of a super computer which will be accessible by
communications link. Planning for this center is just underway and will not be com-
pleted for a numberof months.

This ocean modeling effort will concentrate on, time and scales of impor-
tance to naval operations, such as meeoscale features and predictions, and
will be an important complement to NSF's planned global circulation program. This
initiative represents a balanced andiintegrated in ocean 'fig, minute
sensing and experimental measurements. It I provide long-terra benefits to the
Navy and serve as a mechanism to integrate.the various interests of NSF, NOAA,
NASA and Navy. The potential.provision of a super computer will also provide a
necessary facility for ocean circulation anchnodeling research.

In the area of remote sensing, it is clear that MOSS will have a major impact on
future research efforts; however, the Navy is also actively involved in demonstrat-
ing the utility of manned space flight for advancinirour knowledge of the ocean. In-
June, NASA granted approval for the Nervy to fly the first oceanographer on board
the Space Shuttle. Mr. Paul Scully-Power,' a civilian oceanographer 'with- the Naval
Underwater Systems Center, recently flew an shuttle mission 41-G. launched on 5
October 1984. The Navy viewed this as a major opportunity to be shared by both the'
Navy and civilian phic research communities. Admiral Mooney, as Chair-
man of the Navy Space phy Committee, invited le adi is scien-
tists to provide an input to the developtnedt of our observation plan for this flight
and in formulating a long-range plan of ocean 'observation and ineastiretrient from
seace,shuttle. We are interested in working with NASA, Other federal agencies and
academic institutions in our efforts to develop a cohesive long-range oceanographic
research plan for manned space flight.

Two of the Secretary ofthe Navy's initiatives involve oceanographic shiTi con-
struction. Fimt. the Secretary Ms directed that Navy budget for the procurement of
an oceanographic research ship to be utilized by the civilian academic research com-
munity with a target completion date of 1991. Asa result, we have initiated action
to design a major oceanographic.research vessel Which will have the speed, endur-
ance and seakindiMess to meet worldwide ocean research and data Collection re-
quirements year-round. We anticipate it will be a state-of-the-art research ward ca-
pable of berthing about :10 scientists, operating in up to sea state 7. Wave dynamic
station ket-pin g. and have combined deck and laboratory space of over 7500 sq. ft.
While both SWATH and nienohull designs will be considered, serious consideration
is being given to building the first large SWATH vessel in the U.S.

The other initiative involving ship construction requires the development of a
long-range plan. for replacement of the Navy operated survey and research ships,
and the Navy owned research ships in the academic fleet. Theobctive of this:pro-
gram, is to ensure' that appropriate deep ocean fihips are available to meet Navy
operational and research needs.

These efforts affirm the Navy' commitment to the provision of adequate facilities
within Navy and in the academic community for deep water oceanography. The
Navy has always viewed its oceanographic ships to be national assets. As such, the
new research vessel and future ships will upgrade the national capability and
ensure a modern oceanographic fleet capable pf global operations. The Navy efforts
in ship construction and replaceme4are being coordinated completely with NSF.
UNOIS and the Federal 'Oceanogra Fleet Coordination Cothicil.

Many of the Secretary of the Navy a policy initiatives involve organizational and
managenZnt actions to strengthen the Navy I+ oceanography. program and ensure
the provision of requisite facilities for research. As such. classification of data is not.
involved. Thifse initiatives involving basic' research ill be conducted largely by the
:wademic research community and will not involv classified programs. In the area
of ocean madding. mission specific models and ucts to support naval operations
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will not be available; however, the fundamental research results will be unclassified
and it is anticipated that the basic models and validation dati will be unclassified
and can be shared to,support agency needs and programs, end stimulate additional
research.

Question 4. NOAA has stated in their testimony that the NOAA fleet will not
need replacement until after the year 2000. Based on ONR participaticii with the

tanning of the Federal Oceanographic Fleet Coordination Council, how do you
luate this claim?

er. Without havirill conducted an engineering assessment of the NOAA yea-
s detailed analysis of NOAA requirementsr ships, it is difficult to evaluate

claim. "It is possible, however, to provide a general respotuie which deals with
ship replacement philosophy and factors which infltience ship replacement deci-
sions.

The factors which define ship obsolescence have no set values. They include mate-
rial conditions, maintenance costs, habitability, and the capability to keep up with
the changing nigds of scientific requirements. The most commonly used measure is
age After a given numbed- of years. the above factors will deteriorate to a point
where it is no longer tolerable. The life span of a contemporary research ship is gen-
erally regarded to be 30 years. This can !airy from 20-40 years depending on its con-
struction, maintenance and service.
The average age of the NOAA fleet far all ships over 100 feet in length is about 17

years, with the vast majority of the NOAA fleet okaying been built and commis-
sioned between 194;2 and IKA. If the useful life of the NOAA fleet can be extended
to after the year 2000, the average age will then be over 33 years at the time of
earliest replacement The useful service life a ship can be extended to this age or
even 40 y with proper maintenance and mid-life modernization; however,
NOAA wi
period

In a 40-year life, eacti of the ships would necessarily have to un-
der's° a rnization. Expezience has shown that after tidy 20

uyears in se s equipment can become obsolete, unsupportab or nreliable.
This can occur technological advance where a new standard is accepted by
the majority of an i list and it is no longer profitable to support those customers
who retain the old tech through business failure of the origioal manufactur-
er:- or through failure otthe structure of a piece of equipment such as a pack-
age boiler or evaporator, which the manufacturer no longer supports- This &soles-
cence is a random, gradual process whose exact course thftis silt to predict:

Scheduling of mid-life modernization is a NOAA action. but should probably occur
for each shi at about 25 years of service. This date is flexible, but is estimated to be
late en hat unsupportable Items can be identified but early enough that suffia
cient life remains to amortize the cost-In addition, in order to minimize the
cr impact. and time ouf of service, the mid-life modernization should be phased
over a five to six-year period. For each mid-life modernization, a study should be
co nducted to identify obsolete and unsupportable equipment, and to identify cost ef-
fective upgraflakof existing ships machinery and aterangements.

NOAA is participating along with the other federal agencies operating or funding
ships in the ship replacement working group of the Federal Oceanographic Fleet Co-
ordination Council (EOM!). The FOFCC has encouraged its member to ini-
tiate Planning for ship replacement to avoid the problem of national lock obsoles-
cence. Under the auspices the FlOFCC, err interagency plan foe ship replacemeel
will be developed during the next year. As part of thig effort, specific agency plans
for replacement and ship modernization will be reviewed. In addition, actions will
he taken to coordinate specific interests and to evaluate new vessel configurations
and designs. As this new effort evolves, interagency agreements will be developed,
when. appropriate, on construction. cast sharing aid vessel transfers. and the con-

' duct of joint studies on ship design. I believe these actions will ensure cost effect
and coordinated planefor the national oceanographic fleet.

NOAA will he contributing to this interagency effort Decisions on replacement
j'versus modernization of NOAA ahope.are appropriately left to NOAA, but will be
factored in the overall plan. It is definitely feasible to extend the useful service life
of 8 ship beyond ER Or 30 years. and other agencies, includingthe Navy, will also be
evaluating this option.. The-final decision depenOs conditiie of the individ-
ual ships or ships of a class, future requirements. limitations which could
limit productivity, sissurancefif mid-life modernization, and the pace -of projected
future operations. At this timeLISKJAA is in the best poaition lo names the condition
of their fleet and its useful service life.

with the serious problem of block obsolescence of its fleet in the
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Question 5. ONR's support of both the Federal oceanographic fleet and of academ-

ic research in oceanography has decreased in the number of real dollars over the
last ten years. Would you please briefly tell the. Subcommittee why this has hap-
pened and ths extent to which this change has been coordinated with the other Fed-
eral funding agencies? Was* It assumed that NSF would 'proportiopately increase
their level of support? In the future, and as part of the Secretarys new 15-point
initiative. do you see a change in this policy of Federal erosion of our Support for
basic research?

Answer. It is not true that ONR's support for academic research in oceanography
has decreased in real dollars over the last ten years. A detailed answer to thisques-
tion is required to provide the necessary insight into the Navy philosophy and sup-
port for ocean science and OW facilities required to conduct the research effort.
First, it is important to define ocean sciente in the Navy context. Ocean science in
the Niriy refers to that portion of the Navy's research (6.1) and exploratory develop-,
ment 16,2) technology base program that is devoted to all the disciplines of oceanog-
raphy and atmospheric science. Therefore, the technology base ocean science pro-
gram includes R&D in physical oceanography, ocean acoustics, biological and chemi-
cal oceanography. marine meteorol ogw. marine geology and geophysice, remote secs-.
ing. ocean technology, mapping and charting. and environmental protection.

In FY 1984, Navy support for ocean science in basic research was approximately
$440541, or about 27 percent of the Defense Research Sciences, Navy (PE 61153N) ap-
propriatiqn. Ocean science efforts in,exploratory development amounted to about
:MM. or over 4 percent of the total category 6.2N appropriation. about average
among the 22 program elements in our 6.2 . With an overall ocean science
technology base program of $100M in FY 1 Out of $76051 devoted to the ent'
Navy 'technology bAse, Navy is investing 13 percent of its technology base funding it
this important area. Eighty percent of this amount supportAasic research in
science.

Between FY 75 and FY lei, funding for the Navy's filmic research ocean science
program increased front about $32 million to about $85 million. In constant FY 75
dollars. this represents a real dollar increase of over $10 million. Therefore, it is not
true that Navy support for research in oceanography has decreased during the pest
ten years. The progrrpn has overall kept pace with inflation and :grown during an
ipflationadt period. A

The Navy is giving basic research the highest priority it can afford within the
major Navy objectives of readiness, sustainability, modernization and force struc-
ture. We have launched a major effort to "promote growth in thejlechnology base.
Real growth is 4 percent between FY 85 and 86 and icurrently budgeted at S .per-
cent in research from FY $6 to 91. C' ional -support is ensuring these modest
increases in technology base funding II contribute to further needed growth in
ocean science.

It is important, however, to keep rt for ocean science in the .proper perspec-,

five. relative to .a balanced tech base. While the Navy is committed to a
strong ocean science program, it is i ppropriate to provide a disproportionate share
to a single discipline or technology at the expense of other emerging technologies, or
in lieu of maintaining a window in those other areas that promise opportunities for
technological breakthrough.

Investment strategies for determining funding support for the ocean science pro-
gram ins a percent of the total 6.1 dollars) reflects the results of a comprehensive
planning process that was implemented in 1961 that -balances naval needs with
identification of new significant technological opportunities in a broad base of sci-
ence disciplines and warfare areas. Consequently, decisions have been made to
invest in a number of emerging technologies such aui Materials Processing Science
Base. Ultra Submiron Electronics, Solid Dielectrics, Energetic Materials, Cognitive
Prea'efifie24 and Training, and *Immunological Defense. In addition. the research pro-
grattChas had to help fill impdrtant gaps in the science base Of the country through
ONR's innovative Graduate Fellowship Program and DOD's University Instrumen-
tation Programs, both of which are of direct and significant importance to naval op-
erations. ocean science,and the future science base of the United States.

During the pest fewaeare. ONR took important steps to strengthen the credibility
of the technology haserA structured, prioritized planning process was developed and
implemented with emplissis on research and. ploratory development areas that
can potentially expedite scientific advance -e-a their future delivery to the fleet.
(limiter emphasis, has ..been placed on transition hrough the technology lime to-
wards fleet use arid o the identification and su of promising high risk /high
payoff programs. r
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The more focused efforts are concentrated in technology areas that are critical to
long-term naval operational capability. In. fact, ONR has structured more major
projects in ocean science than in any discipline area. Nonetheleas, ocean science is
but one part of the total technology Me and technological opportunities in other
areas cannot be overlooked, such as computing technology, artificial intelligence
and robotics, fiber optics. and millimeter wave, device and sensors. The mainte-
nance of a vigorous Navy ocean science program can only be accomplished within .

the framework of a healthy overall bardcreseaech and exploratory development pro-
gram .

The Navy has maintained a king-standing commitment as a major sponsor of
oceanographic research in the academic commit y. It is important to note.
er. that since the late 1960's there has been an u ary shift in fundi for
oceanographic research, and overall federal su n science has increased .
significantly. Most notably, the role of the National Science Foundation in ocean

, graphic research increased greatly. during the .1970's. NSF thus emerged as a pri-
mary funding spoiisor of academic oceanographic research. Today, a number of fed-
eral agencies, including NSF, are contributing to the national effort in marine re-
search. '

. Along with the growth in federal sapport to ocean science, the Navy continued its
commitment to this area and has retained its position as a leading supporter of
ocean sciences The combined Navy 6.1 and 6.2 program in ocean science; wheat .

Viewed in terms of' its relationship to the overall national effort, is still strong, it is
coherent. it is balanced, it is at the forefront of research. and it focuses on unique

4 Navy needs while also contributing to the national effort. On the national level, the
Navy is working cloaely with the federal agencies and national organizations in-
volved in oceanography to promote and ensure effective coordination of oceanic and
atmospheric efforts. In addition, we are playing a leading role to improve the man-
agement of the national oceanographic research fleet--a vital national asset.

In conducting and implementing the ocean science technology base program, the
Navy strives for a balance between the unique capabilities of universities, in-house
Navy laboratories and centers, and conttactors. In panicular, we seek to combine
the best qualities of basic research at universities with applied, sometimes Classified
work at Navy laboratories. In research, our philosophy is to obtain the best avail -
'able Scientists to'wOrk on Navy problems. It is recognized that many of the best sci-
entists are located in academia and that universities and oceanographic institutions
provide unique capabilities for performing specialized research. (?n the other hand.
Namin-house laborntories blend unclassified knowledge with classified applications
to satisfy Navy needs. .

.

While the performers of the Navy's technology base m include a wide range
of academic institutions, Navy laboratories and limy arclenters. and Applied Re-

archarch Leboratoriee. the academic community ffn on ofves a major portion funds
ailable. This is particularly true with respect to the basic research program,
ere close to GO percent of all dollars goito universities. i

Of the $100 million total Navy technology base ocean science prograin, approxi-
mately 60 percent is spent in academia, 32.percent at Navy laboratories and the
remaining k percent with private sector contractors. The vast majority of the work
',error led academic and ocean raphic institutions is basic research (6.1). Within
the ace( is institutions. Woods Ifoie Oceanographic Institution and the Scripps
Institution of eonography have been and continue to be mainstays of thee contract
research effort

Other important contributors to the contract resear4 program include Texas
A&M. Isment-lkiherty Geological Observatory. -State University. the Uni-
versity of Washington. the University of Hawaii, (thitTrrntiversity of Miami, Louisiana
state University. the ,,Massahusetts Institute of Technology.' the University of
Rhode Island, and Florida State University.

Finally. a number'of small university programs around the country participate in
the contract program and make an important contribution such as at the University
of New ffam hire. Old Porniniop Universit . Rice University. Jackson .Stateopiii.

, versity. tlie versity of Maryland. Johns Hopkins University, and the University
of Missineippi. " ,

The (awnt pread of funding...wort among all performers enswies a giant .h l-
nce between iiiivrsitv conducted programs and in-house technology base efforts.
F it
i in av laborato-
or ,x ft' pir a. Navy R&1) centers generally receive only a small pet of 6.1 fund-

ing in ocean science. but a majority of all work in 6.2 is performed
ries Exceptions within the Navy house laboratory community are the Naval Re-
search Lahoratery and the Naval n Research and Development Activity, which
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us rn its the Ninno corporate research activities in basic re-

INORDAI was established in 1976 at Bay St.
M of.Navy's plan to consolidate its oceanographic activi-

-`v°%-,;.tieti. Since has been working to ankke NORDA the Navy's prim

*\1;etItidt kikdiranofsoiir,$ti million from category 6.1. The
ce. Sinae4pelit~nent. NORDA has grown mg-

ibeet 'complements the efforts conducted at universitiee, as
ifol4ettik ted asthe Naval Research Laboratory. The emergence of
NORIWid the three major performers in ocean science, along with
t he Woods, I lab: phic Institution and the Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-.

Niriar halt nwhistoy of support to oceanographic research and the facili-
ties' to conduct , th rch. Strong Navy support for oceanographic research has
been pros' avy labcfratories and universities by ONR for about 2.5
years 'stakievredit for the initiation of ocean science programs at several
maj or: upport to most of those which already existed.

APart ,ij support of ocean science programs, the Navy also filled the
gap in. ding. tn±iskoing capabilities to academic institutions during the formative
years:, ring rod from World War II to the mid-1970's, the Navy funded the
construction o ernation of numerous ships for assignment to universities. In par-
ticular. durinitthe Itniffs and .1970's, the Navy des' and ructed seven re-
sarch *hips 'lir charter to and operation by selected acadern institutions. In addi-
tion. IXSV ALVIN. its support ship LULU. and FLIP, a ique special par
stable research platform, were all built under special research programs.
Navy-owned assets have been used to carry out research on behalf of many spon-
sorf, including the Nvy. the NSF and the Department of the Interior.

As a cotisequerite Of the evolutionary shift in funding support for university-oper-
ated ships which started in the late 19410's, the emergence of NSF as a primary-
',funding agency for academic oceanographic research and inflationary pressure on
ship operations, the percentage of Navy support for UNOL'sship support declined
in the I9711's Nonetheless, the Navy retained its long-standing commitment to furid-si
ing a strong ocean science program by providing funding for ship time qn a project
basis. As a matter of policy, the Navy does not block fund ship operations. but --

rather is committed to providing funding on a project basis as an integrdl part of its
support to academic institutions.

A few years ago, tbsinaterial condition of the ships operated by the academic in-
stitutions a a Illitter of major concern. The'costs of operating, maintaining
and mode icing he academic fleet outpaced a liable fundi g support and infla-
tion. Th on ence was breakdowns, tempor rbip lay-u .and deferred main-
tenatic and idernization. In recognition of he importance theme vessels to
Navy nd ne anal oceanography. and in view the special oblige On the Navy hiss
for staini a healthy research progra ith adequbte support the academic .

fl t. ()NH i used the management responsibility for the seven Navy-fwned acts'
demic ships a d institued a major ship upgrading and rehabilitation program.

Theme verse are the Conna operated by Lamont-Doherty Geological Observato-
ry. Knorr. ope by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; MehIlle and Wash.
'noon, operated Scripps Institution of Oceario0Paphy; Thompson. operated by the

.

University of Was ington, Mown, .Ware, operated by the University ...a: Hawaii, and
thee, operated by eras A&M University..

In the past four ears. ONR has committed over $11 million to correct accumulat-
M deficiencies. f mid-life refits and rambilitatiotLy for ship nuidarnization, In

'addition. iji e t years the Nary has alio incre; its. funding support for ship*
operlitions As result tif this major commitment. we feel that ftw epidemic cammu-
nevi Had s avv tow+. Else assets required to conduct' blutswater oceanography
on a glebe! hami* In additioq we are committed te continued maintenance of these
sassels toe preserve our inveAmentsand ensure their availability fur naval ociPanoK-
raphy 4

1 believe this detailed response to the question shows the Navy's commitment toes .

sfrorik ocean science research program and dispels the notion that the Navy effort
14 weakened in recent yeast. The Navy's ocean science program will continue to
tibial, on past progress "While also growing in new directjons.rellecting new needs.
The actions the Navy has taken with respect to the academic fleet reflects a major
contribution toward restoring the vitality of the university-operated remearch fleet.
It is unrealistic to elpect a massive infusion oflunding support for research ship
operations beyond that required to satisfy out nef,4
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The 'Secretary of the airy policy initiatives are icative of the Navy's
commitment to ocean and. , our continued abet the national level.
The maintenance of worm \s ,.,. ocean science be accom-
plished within the Ira :a, ' of Iniric deverocs
ment, program. The N'' has = . real groirth for the tech-
nology base. growth h will provide

J..
roes ke a vari-

city of new initiatives ie addition to those ry of the Navy.
With congressional for future lectively strengthen the
technology base and e ad olir ocean science and other efforts to support the ;reds

151911s-Navyaadcootrie to national effort in oceanography.
--........., 130 "el

.

,
RssronsItIco Quitrions or Ma. Perrcrear"A

Questions. There was serious expressed d ri..'-fise first panel that the up-
.

coming studies On Puget Sewed, Na risen Island Sound, and Buz--
zards Bay might not increase our of these estuarine sys-
tems. Would you.please describe the 0i 'what EPA has done to
date, and how the, results will be wed? ' used in the regula-
tory psocees? Will the knowledge gair.d on each of -k be transfera-
ble to other estuaries and, if so, to what extent?_ .

Responses. The goal or purpose of tist studies on the ?ubjeit is to protect
humthi health and restore, enhance. and maintain a biotogicatly active estua-

16- rine erivironment 'which is compatible with attainable uses. The DA response to
this goal -is 'to develop a cost-effective .approach to the level -of understanding of
these systems that is required to develop pollution control ptograms.

Major activities to date include the initiation and development of a researCh, Mon-
itoring. assessment and environmental control program for these Bays. On October
1, WM, the pew Office of Marine and Estuarine Protection was formally established
in the Offices( Water. This office. as part of its responsibilities, will provide policy

guidanee and maaagement assistance for implementation of the goals and objectives
of the Bays' Program.

The program will be a significant" contribation to the long-terril undemanding of
the environmental trends in these estuaries. Rut the charge to the EPA is relatively
restrictive and the focus on four separate estuaries at the level of funding con-
strains the scope of any research program on these large estuarine (Odin&

Several substantive discussions for planning purposes ,have been held with our Re-
gional personnel in Regions I. H and X. their respective State coinifer-party, public
interest groups. and officials from the Headquarters of the National Oceanic and

#r Atmospheric Administration (NOAAL These meth"; lwassiato the development
of management strategies and plans for the respective Bays. P..e planning docu-
ments are near final form for Puget Sound. We anticippte receiving draft planning
reports for Narragansett any and .Long Island Sound by January 1, . A similar

'set of planning documents for Billiards Bay should be available id-December
1104.

We describe the status of the Puget Soudd planning effort in more detail to indi-
cate the Agency's approach to these studies and cleanup efforts. The Puget Sound
project includes the formation of the 'Puget Sound Project Office which will be
staffed by State and EPA employees who will provide day-W-0y numagement of the
Program This action was jointly announged on August 29, 1*14 by the Administra-
tor of EPA and the Governor of the State (of Washington. nr manapernent strategy' %,

fidenes tRe Conceptual framework of, the projct.aor example, it describes
known pollution problems and ways to assess if other water quality problems exist.
a statement of environmental goals and objectives,for the **mid, auidingprinciples,
approaches for effective coordination and reporting of work activities send manage-
man Action. in addition, the Itrateity outlines the roles and fesponsibltities of a pro-
posed managemAt'structure. i.e., a policy, group. a steering committee, citizens in-. volvement committee and technical advisory cornmittee. Efforts at coordiaation in-

. dude the involvement in planning by the EPA ()nice of Research and Development, s.
the Headquarters and Laboratory personnel of NOAA, the Corps of Engineers,
Washington State Departmenesg Ecology. Seattle Metro, the Paget Groudd Water
Quality Ailthority and the Puget Sound Alliance, a public interest group. The ap.

h described here for Puget Sound is being carried out for the remaining three

ults of the Program will be used to improve our undeistanding of.tlie linkages
between pollutant loadings and their environmental characterization and.environ-
mental tritinspurt. fate and effects in the respective Bays. This knowledge is eras-
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tial to de nt of a scientific basis for control optinns and waste placement.
Such k I assist in the development of cost-effective and environmentally
meaningful monitoring plans which are a principal element in assessing the future
environmental status, trends and control program effectivenest It is appropriate to
point out that in some cases we may need to proceed with. management lied control
decisions before a particular sci,ntific.dncertainty is completely resolved because it
may require a fund mentrd increase in our knowledge that may be beyond our fore-
seeable resources or av &ilable time. In other cases, we may have adequate informa-
tion to initiate environmental controls.

The findings will be used in the regulatory' process to improve the scientific basis
and public acceptance of permitactions, the.development and refinement of sitespe-
cific water quality criteria and standards, compliance and trend monitoring and
waste load allocation, i.e., setting the maximum daily load of a pollutant. Where
single or a small number of pollutants cannot be associated with WIliCity, then the

Alley's
toxicity-based pollution policy will be implemented.

tn'tcs the full Intent of the Agency to transfer knowledge gained on cnsc h of these
four systems to other estuaries. Just as many elements of thepresent %.ram draw
on experience and knowledge gained in the Chesapeake Ba, gra :in including ex-

- ampler from managerial and scientific efforts. the Agency will apply such informa-
tion whire appropriate to other eatuarine systems. The extent.of the transfer will
depend on the nature of the pipllutants, their patterns of loading, tfie present statusand nature of the receiving vrater and resources available to carry Out such activi-
ties. With these conditioqs and any existing scientific uncertainties in mind, the
Agency wilt arty out the transfer of knowledge gained in the present program to
the maximum extent requirsii to protect the public health and welfare.

REAroNAR TU Qugsnoris (Iv MR. PRITCHARD BY De. FERRIS WIIMITER,
CHAIRMAN, UNOIS

Question I. What is being done on both a national and an inVernational scale to
anticipate the problems for data management that the exponential increase in satel-
lite data will cause in the next decade? What is being done to ensure qtiality control
and format standardization? .

Response. As you say. there will likely be an exponential.incretase in oceanic data
from satellites in the next decade. Most of this will be associated with satellite sen-
sors that are expected to be launched around 1990. Though I am not familiar with
all the plans that are being made for satellite data management, I can respond with
reelect to the uses to be made by the U.S components of the World (innate Re-
search Program (WCII Two of these components qns those- for the program on the
Interannual Variability of the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) and
for the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE. The National Academy of Sci-
ences Panels for WOCE and TOGA are jointly sponsoring a data management sub-
part,' (ofwhkh I am the chairman). The two Panels are starting with the assump-
tion that a common data management system may meet the needs of both pro-

.gran:0.
.In developing plans for ocean' date management for the WCRP, the, data menage

ment subpanel giying emphasis to ease of access by users, pAly by fising a
highly distributed systein that takes advantage of advances in commurticatirm net-
works and microprocessing. We envision many linked data centers. with oceanogra-
pherii being actively involved in the development of data products.

The.data management systems is receiving considerable attention from the sub-
ponel. Recent experience has shown' that effective data management depends princi- .
pally on the system developed and on the institutional arrangements to implementit, rather on hardware yr technology. The traditikrial concerns of quid-
ity assurance and ndardization of formats also receiving attention. Merging
new types of data rout satellit& with conventicimil oceanographic data is another
topic of concern.

Question 1 I onderstand that you have taken a look in trends in the level of Fed-
eral research suivort for oceanographic research over the years. Would you supply
these figures for the record, being sure to include a description of how you arrive at
these figures ?. Would you comment on the significance of these treads, and hazard a

sa to the health of the US. oceanographic research capability in the next
ten to fifteen years? What do you think should be done?

Response. I have attached.the figures on funding for "oceanographic research"
that I have taken from the Federal bean Program reports, now published by the
Committee on Atmospheres and Oceans of the federal Coordinating Council for Sc
once, Engineering and Technology. I have not done anything with the figures-- they
are exactly as reorted in federal documents. However, they should he used with
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care, since there may be year-U:1.year changes in how each agency defines "Oceano-
graphic research". An ( maniple of this can be seen 'between 1981 and 1982, where
the Department of Defense (DoDI changed its ca tion.

On the right-hand side of the table, I have the, data with the Consumer
Price Index .1.. to 'give the budgets in constant 1967 dollars. These C.P.I. values,
and estima for 19S4 and 1985. were. provided by Prof. Eleanor Craig of the Eco-

... n rtment at the University of Delaware.
tt is ent that federal support ofocea pine research, as defined here, has

not kept pace with inflation over the past . There havg been particularly

vidual agency declines, over overall national oceanographic. research y has
strong decreases in the Department of Commerce tie,. NOAA).1In tq indi

been :slowly decreasing. If this is deliberate, I would like to see the reasoning made
public. If it is not deliberate, but arises from ineffective and uncoordinated national .

policiee. more attention..should be directed to the problem.
There is no reason that the decline in the ngtional phic research effort

should 'continue over the .next ten to fifteen year& It cou be quickly reversed.
First. we should make More effort to define the situation and t to analyze its
causes. This would likely be. a prerequisite to taking action to dere a conscious
policy. A basis for such a policy might be a restatement of oceanographic rem:such
priorities as proposed at your hearings. I believe that the oceanographic research
community and C,ongreas have major roles to play. .

Questa'"? I In your recent study for he National Research Council on "An Ocean
Climate litswarch Strategy" you stgt at there is "so far no U.S. commitment to
establishillong-term ocean climate monitoring": How can these be achieved?
What implication . will it have on funding agencies, specifically NSF. NOAA, ONR.
and EPA?

Response. Since I wrote the report An Ocean Climate Restarch Strategy. I have
,been encouraged by ocean monitoring developments within the National Ocean
Service (NCO of NO. . Under Paul Violffs leadefship. NOS seem to be making
an effort to develop
this ill an area that
torin maintained b
fume in of NSF
n is broader tha
feasibility of satellite
al agency--again. N

I have recently seen a document entitled Tire National Ocean Service Program.
prepared within MIS. I am heartened by the progress they seem to be making in

developing ocean services. including ocean monitoring for climate. though I am not
close einnatk

'Question 1
. mote Research err

sources? If our country

monitoring program-. As I Pointed out in the report,
tural one for NOS; in analogy with the atwric inon-

the National Weather 'Service. It should p.o.), not be a
since it is not primarily research: the kind of thing that is

t EPA might do. NASA might lead in a demonstration of
coring, but it should likely be taken over by on operation-

the program to be wore of the detajis.
-term weather predictions an ultimate goal for the World Cli-

Qo you feel it is achievable? What are the necessary rts
fished the oal of being able to predict natural weather

....variations one year in allvance, what level of effort would be required to achieve
this goal within ten years?

Response. Yeg, long-term her predictions are a goal of the WCRP, as are long-
range gclimate predictions. The f~ibilityof these predictions is a scientific question
to which the answer is beirlk sought. With advances in oceanic end atmospheric
modelling and computers. and wit the El Nino phenomenon as a stimuluai inn
optimistif that She answer will be positive. that we will soon have enough en-

ough I am not sure that predicting el' tic variability one yeaf In advance is
ng to being some attempts at 'ante I climate prediction. _.

feasible, I
Imam

the TOGA.program to make significant progress in developing the
scientific basis for seasowindvance climate predictions. Congrees has so far sup-
ported the TOGA program at an appropriate level of effort. The WO(,'E progra
now being deyeloped, will looks!. longer -term climate variability than TOGA. I
that Congress will be favorably inclined towards WOCE.
. Question 5. The Joint Oceanographic Institutions. Inc.. has recently completed
study on the 'use of satellites in the study of ocetumgraPhyadcits;;;z the next ten
years. How is the increasing remote sensing capability bm, f into the over-
all U.S. oceanographic rfilearch effort? What are the implications on the composi-
tion. dissriblition, and nolnagthnent of research platforms?

Response. If current plans for satellites come to paw, towards the end of this
decade we should see a substantial incrimee in our capability-to study the ocean.
There have been numerous studies of what satellite-borne sensors can do for ocean -
ography. but as' far as I know, node of them has examined the impact they will have
on the dverall U.S. oceariographic research effort. In particular, there iii consider-
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able speculation but little substapce on which to determine the impact of satellites
on the composition. distribution, and management of research platforms. These
speculations range from the possibility that satellites riw'`1+eplace soine`of the func-
tions of research ships to the possibility that the knowledge of the ocean that satel-
lites will provide could increase the need for conventional research ships.

LINOLS briefly discussed the topic at its recent semiannual meeting. It was
agreed that this subject will receive fuller attention at a future meeting. So far,
UNOLS has been slow to take specific action because of uncestainty about what sat-
Hite systems will beavailahle over the next decade and what their oceanographic

ilites will be. With the uncertainty, it is difficult to establish, concrete recom-
mendations.

I hope these answers have been responsive and helpful. l'would be pleased to ie
spond further. .

"Oceangraphy" fuming
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4 JOINT OCEANOGRAPHIC INRMITIONS,
Washington. DC November 1984.

lion
,

PRITCHARG.
Muse of Representatives,
Committer on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
Washington. IX'.

OICAR MR. PRITCHARIZ Thank youforyour letter of October 12, 19144. It was a
pleasure for me to appear before the Sul cotnmittee on Oceanography im September
26, and I hope that the hearings provided the information needed by the Subcom-
mittee.

1 agree with your observations about.the way in which priorities are established,
coordinated. and followed through by the Federal agencies responsible for funding
marine' research. On the one hand. the plurality of 'agencies and funding mecha-'
nisnts involved is a strength for bur community, allowing diversity and different 4-
proaches. On the other hand, we need better- communications and coordination
among those frderal'ugencies, the academic community. and industry.

I hope that the next decade will see continued and increased support for oceanog-
raphy within the Federal ("government and the emergence of NOAA as a scientific
agentr. taking its proper role in civilian oceanography. I also hope that other orga

. flimflam; fetich as J01, UNOLS, and others representing: the academic community
can play a strongeriole in developing priorities and helping to see that these prior-
ities are met.

Ome point is of specific importance. We anticipate major scientific advances in the
next decade in our field, but these advances will be crucially dependent on adequate
support few new technology. Spetifically. the use of supercomputers and of satellite

r.
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measurements is essential for the advancement of oceanography to a predictive sci-
ence. Thus we need trommitmente for the use of these technologies for oceanogra-
Phirs and for the pupport and training of new 1 in oceanography.

Specific budget items of importance fw FY I include the oceanographic compo-
nents of the World Climate Research Program (TOGA and WOCEsee question 4
below), and NASA's ocean satellite TOPEX (see question 2 below).-

To answer your specific questions:
I. "Is the current process used in setting budget priorities. within the Federal

funding agencies for oceanographic research adequate? If not what suggestions
would you make to lead to a mere effective mechanism?"

As you know, there are a number of federal agencies involvedln fund" oceano-
grapeic'researde In the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval.
NASA, and most other agencies of relevance,' the budget priorities are determined

seem rby a fair and. Moreover, the oceanographic priorities that are
established in these eem to survive in an identi e ay through the
entirei)Odget ',raceme rough OMB and the Congress.

It is more difficult for our community to follow the budget process for NOAA. Fri;
example, in spite of the fact that the agency, the marine research community, and
outside groups like the ',Writage Foundation have continually idenlified the Sea
Grant program as a high priority, that line item does not survive in the Administra-
tion budget. Other marine research has sirnilar prdblems.

More effective coordination of marine research could come either through
FCCSET and its subcpmmittees or through at fiational office whose sipecific task
would be the coordination of Federal marine research budgets. The National Cli-
mate. Program Office comes to mind as an example, It would also be helpful if
budget cross cuts were made both by OMB and.bY the Congressional
for example. theariune examiners could study the marine forBW.NASA;
the Navy and NOAA before final budget recommendations made.

2: "H.f is the increasing U.S. remote sensing capability being factored into the
overall (LS. oceanographic rerrearch effort? What are the implications on the compo-
sition; distribution, and management of research alatiorms?'

. There are majOr efforts now going on .in both the oceanographic community and
in the federal agencies to design new 'programs based on the developing remote
sensing capabilities from satellites mei aircraft. Satellites now,in orbit measure oce-
anic properties important to our understanding, like sea surface tern re, and
new satellites are planned to measure winds (the Navy's N- trents
(NASA's TOPEX f. and bio logical productivity of the ocean (the Oceah Color
This new technology is highly important, not just for the ocean, but for the eart in
general. ,ral. Therefore if is essential that the new earth -looking satellites be included in
the budgets as they are recommended by tbe agencies, and that those long-lead-time
items such as instriiment development, data handling and communications links be
funded now so that we are ready when the satellites fly in the early 1990's.

As the satellites bring in new information, there will be an inerearied demand for
measurements in the ocean itself. This will bring a.demand for research platfornia ;
including ships, moored and drifting buoys: and bottom-mounted platforms. Fund
Aunt be available for meeting this demand.

"JOI Inc. is responsible for prieriding the scientific planning and operations
management for the newOcean Drilling Program. Do you feel that the institution,'
structure of JOI could he used as a model and applied to other large-scale research
projects?"

The institutional structure of JQ1 allows the collective capability of individual in-
stitutions be brought to bear on large oceanographic This ar-
rangement has been very 'effective in developing community nsus in marine
geolo6, and geophysics for use of new
seismic multichannel capability for remotely measuring the- sea floor.. The overall
structure of the management of the Ocean Drilling Program has also been success-
ful internationally: currently we have five non-U.S. partners contributing to the
program. and all funds are.managed through JOI Inc. Therefore this type of organi-
zation could well be used by other large projects

JOI Inc. is supporting the. !Manning for oceanography from satellites, including
both measurement efforts and the data management needs. We expect that this
effort will be a major one in the future, and we are using our corporate facilities to
help with this program and others where appropriate.

4. "It is now acknowledged. that the ocean plays a major role in world climate.
Are long-term weather predictions an ultimate goal of the World Climate Research
Program? Do you believe that such predictions are, and do you have any ballpark
estimates of the potential economic benefits of such an improved capability? What
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are the necessary resources? Are. the funding agencies taking into account these
needs? If our country established the goal of being able to predict natural weather
variations one year in advance., what level of effort would be required to achieve
this goal within ten years?" °

The main goals of the World Climate Research Program are to determine to what
extent climate can be predicted and the extent of man's influence on climate. These
main goals have been divided irvo three specific objectives: to improve prediction of
weather for periods up to two months, to improve prediction year-to-year changes in
climate like the El-Nino, and to assess the response of climate to changes in carbon
dioxide and volcano emissions. Each of these specific objectives requires a focused
research program, and they all involve measurements and understanding of the
ocean.

A growing body of evidence is emerging from observations and theoretical studies
indicating that a substantial part of world-wide clithatic changes are related to year-
'to-year variations in the tropical ocean and the overlying atmospheres As a conse-
quence. the World Climate Research Program has been planning a Tropical Dceans-
and Global Atmosphere p (TWA that will study the coupled variation$ of
the global atmosphere togs r with the variations of the tropical Atlantic, Pacific,
and Indian Oceans for the purpose of predicting the year-to-year changes of the at-
mosphere. This program will start in 11385; the lead agency is NOAA. It is essential
that this program receive adequate funding if we are to make advances in this:im-
portant national program.

At the Han* time, we need to be concerned with man's effect on the climate, such
as increasing CO.; Because it is a very large heat reservoir, the world ocean could
slow down any warming tread induced by excess (.X1L2 and delay atmospheric warm-
ing by as much as several decades. Moreover, the world ocean absorbs a large frac-
tion of the incorningsolar energy, transports heat globally, and is the main source'
of moisture for the global hydrological cycle. To understand these processes for
better prediction of long-term changes, we need to understand the ocean circulation.
For that reason, the World Climate Research PrograM has also proposed the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment MUCH/ to measure circulation. and mixing in the
ocean oa a global scale. NSF is the lead agency for WOCE This pregrant must also
receive adequate fuliding 4( we are to make adequate climate predictions.

'Key. to each of apse' clininte programs is the use of new technology specifically
satellite measurements of the ocean and supercomputers for data analysis and mod-
eling. The Navy's NROSS satellite, now in the FY 1985 budget, will provide. crucial
data on the winds in the tropical regions for TOGA. NASA l'OPEK satellite, now
under relieve, in the FY 1986 budget, is crucial to the glohel measurements required
for W(WE. As documented in the JOI report on Oceanography from Space. the two

. satellites must fly at the same time so that we can measure the winds that cause.
the currents (NRffigS1 and the currents themselves (TOPEXr. NROSS is scheduled
for flight in 1989. Therefore it is crucial that 'room be-funded in FY 1986 so that
it can fly at the same time. The potential economic benefits of improved prediction
are so great that the costs of the new technology can easily be justified.

The economic benefits of improved prediction have been estimated by many differ-
ent groups. including the National WeathertService. A 1972 study showed total
weatheerelated !makes to. be over $27 billion in 1983 dollars for the U.S. Of this, over
$1.1 billion could have been 'protected if perfect forecasts had been available and
used for a net economic gain after the casts of protection of about $1.6 billion. The
global impact of the 1982-198 El Nirib is estimated to be almost $10 billion. Even if
perfect forecasts are not available,lable, it is clear that substantial sums of money are
involved with every improvement in ftwecasting. There is a {mil economic gain to be
achieved, one that should be considered when the NOAA is under review.

In my view. the fierdial agencies are now taking into account the needs for new
resources to provide improved forecasts. NOAA, NASA, NSF, IX)D, and others have
all identified the needs fur global observations end use of supercomputers for better
knowledge and prediction. The National Climate Office has prepared a series of re-
ports identifying the. necessary resources and the level of effort needed to meet goals
such as the one mentioned as predicting natural weather variations one year in ad-
vhrice.

5. "You state in your testimony that the ocean sciences in this country are suffer-
ing from a deteriorating infrastructure. Would you please explain exactly what this
means, and how .101 has documented it? What else is necessary besides money to
correct this situation? What will happen if nothing is done?"

Infrastructure can be broadly defined as the tools we need to carry out our re-
search and to teach our students. Thus infrastructure includes equipment in labora-
tories and on hoard ships, facilities that provide measurement techniques. buildings
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Goa laboratories and teaching, and highly Alined technical personnel.. We also in-
clude support for training of new scientists in this growing field. Since the ten insti-
tutions represented by JO! receive the majority of the research dollars allocated to
ocean sciences by the NSF. the JOI Board of Governors is familiar with the needs in
this area. To document the needs, the Board made a survey of each of the JOI insti-
tutions, and contacted a number of other institutions to ensure a broad input.

We need funds to correct the infrastructure problem. In addition to funds, we
need a long-terin Commitment from the Federal Government that ography will
be supported in fair relation to its contribution to national needs ith this long
term commitment we will be ably to move to the future with the necessary new
technology and with committed scientists and engineers to attack important iltiti011-
al prubjems. Without this commitment and new funds, we. will find that meny im-
portant problems will go unsolved. and many will be taken o by other nations.
But since the U.S is the majo contributor-to international ocean science, it is likely
that many of these efforts will be too small to be effective, and septificant opportu-
nities will be lost.

facili-
ties? Who would decide where should be and what they should include? How

6. "Would you 'expand .upon ineagestion regarding nationakresearoh facili-

should they be funded? How won these facilities differ from our existing oceano-
graphic laboratories around the country?"

As we move towards more and mere complex technology, we to consider
shared use for cost-effectiveness. Our academic fleet is already bY a-na-
tional organization,PNOLS The deep sea drilling vessels have managed with
the advice of an international group, Joint t ..! phie Institutions for Deep
Earth Sampling. In each case, the . ity identified the need
and used its coordinating mechanism s, U OIS and JO to organize the appro-
priate administrative mechaniern. I expect that the be the case for new
facilitige. and that these new facilities would be funded by the 14ppropriate federal
agency or group °regencies.

I appreciate the opportunity to expand on the discussion at the Hearing, and I
would be pleamed to furthar information as required. I look forward to work-
ing with the Congress in the future to help to develop support for oceanography.

Yours sincerely,
D. JAMS Basze.Ptvetrient.

WOODS Hots OCEANOAIIIRAPHIC INSTITUTION,
Woods Hole. MA. October IS, 1984.

A lion. Jogs. . ..MBITCHARD. = -,
Om:miner on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. ,

House of RepresentatiPes.
Washington. IX'.

DEAR Mit. Parreastiv: Thank you very much for your kind note concerning the
recent testimony on marine research before the House Subcommittee on Oceanogra-
phy hearings. I share your opinion that this meeting provided an important oppor-
tunity for looking at the status of maim research in federal government and else-
where. and for exploring farther opportunities.

The establishment of priorities within the marine community has always been a
problem. During the question period I attributed this, in part, to the diversity
within tke profession biologists, chemists, geologists, etc and, in part, to the typi-
cal specialities within these disciplines: Members of the various disciplines often feel
compelled to support their constituencies (not unlike Congress) apdfor are naive or
unconcerned about therneeds or goals of other fields. I personally feel that one way
around this is hy the manner in which the national program or goal is stated or
presented. In other words. if the ' rnment knew the priorities (not just fbr a.

cols and necessary priorities within is national effort. If the choice of national
year, but longer), the. marine scientific munity. could develop the research photo-

goals is Jeff to the marine community, there would be a multiplicity of choices. But
some choices, like improving our sea-going capabilities, would come near the top of. most lista. The promos would probably work best by avoiding the discipline-oriented
type ont pproue h.

Your letter posed two specific questions, and I would like to respond as best Ivan.
_The. first concerned possible locations for the promised Office of International
Marine Science Cooperation. Basically, there are three major possibilities f he lo-
cation and responsibility of the Office. First is within the government itself. Iere,
as perhaps with any other category. there is a posoibility of the 'ng
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"trapped" by a government agency. Past experience indicates that government
agencies have not worked well cooperatively and have tended to dominate opportu-
nitieis. If the Office were within the State Depailment, perhaps one of the more neu-
tral agencies, it could be perceived (by foreign governments) as an Office directly i
related to .the U.S. government and its foreign policy, or even be mistaken as a '
source of funds. Wherever the Office is located, that close liaision with the State
Department is imperative: but, I don't believe State would be the best place for its
location. Other government possibilities include the National Science Foundation,
yet they do not seem very enthusiastic about such an Office, and again it could be
considered as a funding opportunityl. In addition, NSF doesn't generally consider
plied research, although that could be a key priority of the Office. The Nati:mai
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminiktration and the. Office of Naval Research are
other possibilities. Both have their own competent international programs. Again,
though, these could be seen as being representative of only bne part of the U.S. com-
munity.

The second category would be within an independent organisation. Three occur to
me. I 11 University-National phic Laboratory System (UNOLS): I have dis-
cussed this Office with UNOLS.. t could be a natural operation for them, yet
UNOLS is mainly. represented by ship operators and those individuals at institu-
tions who run ship operations. Again, not the best purvieW for the development of
the scientific program, although close cooperation with this group would also be val-
uable. (2) Joint Oceanographic Institutions (JOL Inc.): Again here: although a viable
group, they represent only a small portion of the U.S. oceanographic community
(the largest six or seven institutions). (3) Finally, an independent organization, such
as the National Academy of Sciences: There is some appeal here. However, the Na-
tional Academy for all its wisdom is still really a "volunteer organization" with sup-.
porting staff, and does ten4 to move at 'a rather slow pace. .

The third category is.within an oceanographic institution. Oceanographic institu.
tions. out of all these groups, have shown, historically the beet record of working
together when mutual interests are involved.-Forefgn p cOpld involve scien-
tists from several countries, as well as from various U . organizations. I believe
oceanographic institutions would have the best possibility of drawing such an audi-
ence. Clearly. if the Office was located at an oceanographic institution or in an area
adjacent to an oceanographic institution, it must be perceived as being fair. The par-
ticular institution should not receive any advantage in its international activities.
An advisory group could help here. Perhaps one could visualize. for a model, the
recently ,established National Coastal Resources Research and Development Insti-
tute. as proposed in Public Law 84-364, at Oregon State University: I would suggest
Nome differences if the proposed Office were established this way, Buchan being gov-
erned by a broader group of individuals. In any case, it is clear that such an effort*
would be an experiment, and although there may be no perfect location, we should
opt for the nne with the best chance of success.

Your second question concerned the Red Sea brinearea, the status of what is
being done there, and the economic potential of this resource. I enclose two papers
that may be of some interest to you. The economic potential of this resource, of
course, is hard to estimate. In situ values have ranged, as far as I know, from about'
$2.4 billion to as high as $)4.6 billion.

Interestingly enough, the group That estimated the higher value thought it was
uneconomic to mine: the group with the lower value felt is was. As I am sure you
and the committee will appreciate, the potential value of any resource on the sea
floor may have little to do with the realities of the cost of raising the resource, beau-
tification of it and eventual economic distribution. It is my understanding that the
Germans and Saudi Arbians with assistance from ttieirrench government have de-
veloped processes for raising the Materiel. and refining They have "solved" envi-
ronmental problems and are (lose to actually Atiirting the process of mining the Red
Sea deposits. This aetivity, in some respects, saddens me since the U.S. was the key
player in some of early discoveries of this deposit, and had and still has) the
technology to explo. it. Nevertheless, this will probably be the first important min-
eral deposit raised m the deep sea (about 6.000 feet). The Red ;Sea sulfides should
not, however, be confused with the polymetallic sulfide deposits that we currently
hear so much about. The Red Sen'brines are approximately 95% water and really
are a very fluid mud. We also know quite a bit about the distribution of this d it
in three dimensions, re as polymetallic sulfides are relatively hard rocks about
which more research to be done in order to know about the width, depth and
quality of the deposit. owever, both are important scientific discoveries.
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Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in this meetiqg and to commu-
nicate my thoughts to yoil. I hope I have answered some of your questions.

Sincerely.
DAVID A. Roes,

Director of the Marine Policyand (koun Management Awing's.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON,

Hon. JOEL PRITCHARD,
-U.S. Neale of Representatives, .

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. PRITCHARD: Thank you for r letter of October 12, 1984. I a
the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee on Oceanogiiiphy on
26, and to respond to your questions.

The point in your letter about the ad hoc establishment aqd execution of research

too few resources chasing too many problems; too many agencies
priorities for marine science in the U.S. is well taken. This problein hum, .y.:rorrf:

rather than acting in the national interest; and a real reluctance by. all of
the federal establishment to make 5 to 10 year conmitmerits to support well-de-
signed projeos that address specific problems. Most of the simple problems have
been solved. Those remaining are not likely tote solved by short-term, -"fad-of-the-
year" injections of funds, even lots of fundat

What to do? Firstly, the agenties should make better use of existing planning
mechanisms and procedures. 'OMB requires that all agencies prepare lu - (10;

budget estimates. Yet are these estimates based on well t out
on4-oorey,pidisinte" sre:ted "high red" outside review committees still exist in

tion with sister ageacies

most agencies (despite the effort,' of the last two administrations).- These committees
abash! be charged with playing,a stronger role in reviewing agency research prior-
Wes. their execution, and digestion.

Thiretrthe National Academy of Sciences was established by the. U.S. Govern-
ment to' give it expertcientifw advice. Too many agencies fail to mate effiective use
of this organization for :assessing their long-term priorities and research perform-
ances.

To get down tazicur three specific questions:
1. "As techregou drives oceanographic research into a new era of data collection,

the ensuing mlems for data management are enormous. Not only are new kinds
of data being1enerated, but it is being' produced' in vast quantities. What is being
done to. ensure data quality and format standardization? Will it be adequate in the
future? What are your recommendations in this amen

The ability to scan. select and combine very large data setsis crucial if we are to
fully exploit satellite observations of the ocean. 'num need was recognized early, by
.101 Ines Satellite Committeewhich is working with NASA tq,develop the specifica-
tions for an effective data-management system. This is only the first step - however.
The responsibility for operating an accessible bank of quality- controlled data rests,
unequivocally, with NOAA. They are the civilian ocean agency. Their performance
to date has been discouraging; they-are set up to handle data generated * the
Internationel (=cal Year of three decades ago, but cannot deal with crD or
current fqr example, of more recent vintage: Whether the problem is.
resources or institutional motivation is unclear. In either ease, this problem must be
resolved within the next couple of yearn if the taxpayers are not to be cheated 'of a
fair return on their futtire scientific investments.

"As Dean of a large college involved in marine research, what doyou see as the
delineation of roles between tlje Federal and academic effort on oceanographic re-
search? there an existing forum for looking at this problem? What do you recom-
mend? Specifically, what do you see as an appropriate role for NOAA in marine re-
search and monitoring?

A look at history shows that academic oceanographic institutions excel at educe.
tion and the development of Innovative concepts and observ.ationat techniques. They
do less well at measuring long-range trends, at systematic mapping of the oceans. at,
maintaiaing records and data bases that are readily available to a wide public, and
at reeponding to requests for information on or explanations for scientific phenorn-
ena. These latter areas are exactly the ones that federal laboratories and offices can
handle very well. They can create institutional mechanisms to ensure continuity

October 18. 1984.
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Of operation thatno individual faculty member (the functional "unit" e. acadentiti)
can match. 1 .

When these roles are reversi,d, oceanceriiiphic reeearch suffers. The academician
who has to maintain, read and preserve tide gage records, for example. is doing lesi
teaching and creative thinking. The NOAA employee who is expending a large
effort on pure research on Gorda Ridge hot springs is not mapping the FEZ very
effectively.

This problem is well recognized. NOAA's upper management is well aware of its
optimal role in oceanographic ritsearch. The problem develops further down the
line: too many labs whose raison ll'etre has vanished or become obsolete, yet which
persist because of their politiaillyadept directors; too many NOAA scientists who
view their role as untrammeled research, rather than addressing the agency's mis-
sion- needs; too little effort to involve academia in thoie basic research problems
which can be addressed so effectively by bright graduate. students and outstanding
faculty.

By comparison with other mission agencies, NOAA's interaction with academic
research programs is weak. I believe .t. has hurt NOAA in recent years.
Unlike NSF and NASA (which' put it funds into academic research)
N is not perceived as a Major player in the ion s basic research effort, hence
has n received much budgetary support from MB. Separation of NOAA from

rce (which is not, a research-oriented department), appointment of a well- i
qualified, strong administrator, and restructuring of the agency to recognize its die-:t
tint service' and research support roles could solve the problem. 1.46 not believe
that the topic needs more discussion. Some action is called for!

3. Dmrd on Ocean Science Policy (BOSP)"of the National Research Council-

for the lr ral funding agencies, and if so, what will they belt
is a study entitled Vceane 2000.' Will there be implications

The Ilk tOkeans a.000 study will report on Scientific okicirtxmities 'for .

of the dkntuty and. thetinfrastruttture that will be -Raided to take advantage of them.
Because these opportunities will involve satellite observations,. loeg-,terra peewits oh-'
nervations, data management, and the de oynient of seagoiog. froin".brith
Civilian and military agencies, 'Oceans I will. hair RindOzp:- naplications fbr
both the agencies involved and .foi academia. These implications will need to be
thrashed out through interagency d' 'on federal oceanographic fleet,
through studies by UNOLS and JOI, and by the mission -needs. of the
various agencies, as well as through the "Oceans 20Q0" recommendations..

The success of the study will be greatly enhanced if Congress requires the Various
agencies to demonstrate that they have participated in the development of a nation-
al plan to achiete the "Oceans 2000" goals, and are adhering to auch..ii plan. .

To sum up NOAA's role: NOAA is,an essential..playeIR if oceanographic research
on behalf of this country in the decades ahead is to be succeissful. Events of the Past
year hai,e Mate it clear (at least to me) that a NOAA within the Department of
Commerce cannot function effectively. Thus. lhelieve that, the highest priority for
both -Congress and the Executiye should be the crealidn of an independent NOAA to
parallel NSF and NASA..

Sincerely.
k G. Ross Hturrii. .

Dean. CaIlegr. of aran and leery Sf iences.

9.

11.

LOUISIANA UNIVERSIYIER MARINE CONSORTIUM,
MARINE Rssesecti AND EDUCATION2

.
.. Chauvin, LA, Oct 29. 1984.

lion. JOEL. Prawn A am
Subcommittee on. Oecanoginph. Camm,itter on Merrhant Marine and Fisheries. U.S.

!louse. Represenatives. Longuorth House Office Building, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. PRITIlIARDi I tank you for the opportunity and honor of appearing

before the Subcommittee on Oceanography during its recent ngs on marine re-
search. 1 could not Agree more with the observations in your toter 12 letter re-

: garding -the need for clearer identification of research needs d initiatives and irn-
` proved coordination between the scientific community and F l agencies.

To this end. I would like to observe that the scientific triunity has recently
made significant strides toward what should become a clear census about What
the research priorities.should be. 1 point particularly to the rip-tinge plaoning of
the Advisory Committee on Ocean Science for the National 'elite Found ion in
its report 'The Emergence of a Unified Ocean Science", to e Joint Oceanographic
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Institutions, Inc. in its report concerning ,atzt4d0 of satellite technotogy, *and to
the ongoing study of the Third on OCenn and Policy Of the National Re-
search Council. To these efforts, my colleagues and I 'who. appeared on Panel I
during, the Subcommittee's hearings will shortly submit a' combined response to
Mrs. Schneider's request for identification of research priqrities. There is a need to
broaden this planning and consensus building to include the large number of min- ,.sion-oriented agent, involved in oceari resecireh. "

in response to you peciflc questions; me-please consider the following:
1. A part of the probleni of translation of basicricionce information towards nee-

lution of applied problems and the design of niattitpring progrlams is the shortage of
translators, that is scientists within the. research Wmmunity and within the wen-

t cid who are
source
plished
researcp (
lows and in
search

II versed in both contensporary ocean science and the practical re-
t leaks. This situationNant.bstimprovea by encouraging

lw . to become inielvsal the design and conduct of
as visiting sCholars' k . .. the agencieb, at postdoctoTal fel-
and by ina-Wthellistit science exposure of re.

Another a:attributing ( M.. is the situation that Dr. e r ubel so .
wherein estuarine and 'coastal envirOnments (where most of

11

411

eloquently Art .
the practical p and monitor; r are based) have been largely ne-
glected in modern process-oriented . This deficiency should be met by ex-
panded basic science activities (e -sisimmt... ) in these environments as well as
far-sighted applied research progranit it. sponsorship of nil tad agen-
cies (e.g. NOM. EPA, MMS). Because of the "ty of our .. environ-
ments and the peoplAwlintdudy and manage them, t Of . . nation-
al policies 'tor the twe ..' ' research will be difficult. A step would be develop-
ment of regional research and' monitoring by cognizant agencies
and the scientific community. These can be refined and mode as na-
tionally consistent as reasonable. The Interagency Committee on Ocean Pollution
Research Development and Monitoring could potentially be an effective fonun for

2.2.
1

2. I believe that, in general, emphasis in marine pollution research should be
placed on estuarine and coastal environmentn.thts, the apparent shift in emphasis
toward these environments planned by NOAA and SPA is justified, Lam concerned
that in these new initiatives there may be-too much emphasis Da strictly

is, monitoring, and synthesis of exiting data and not enough on centem
nted studies. I believe that a "research void" in continental (

environments can be avoided if the agenciti which still foeui most' of theittefforts
there (MMS and DOE) wisely use their resources and if shelf environments (slave-
cial concern (showing signs of inner t degradation) continue to receive attention..

I would be happy to attempt to, therm responses or my written testa' bony or
answer additional questions.

.. Sincerely yours.
DONALD F. Bomar,

Executive Director.

[Committee noteThe U.S. Cieolbgical Survey was requested to
submit a written statement on its role in, marine research. The
following text %vas presented at the Oceans 1984 conference. on'
September 12, 1984 in Washington, DC.]

U.S. GEOLOMCAL SIAM' MARINE GROLCKN NOON N, DALLAS L. Pelvic DIRECTOR.
U.S. GICOLOGICAL Sunny

aThe big news on the marine geology scene undoubtedly is the Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ) (see chart I. And so it ought to be. because it encompasses and defines a
inetoc new frontier. At the same time the EEZ provides,, just by its fennel existence,
a special focus on the mineral and energy potential of the sea floor. The Geologiad
Survey has been in the business of studying and assessing the mineral and energy
resources of our national domain for 100 years. That work has included the offshore
for more than 40 years, but significant effort in marine. geology is little more than
10 years old. Declaration of the EEZ more than trebled the nationalde'main to be
studied offshore, including. the deep sea floor, with the kinds of mineral potential
only discovered or recognised in the last several years.
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Chart I
United States gieldsive 13C0110111iC Zone
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Ttie Geological Surrey is responding to this new, exciting national unit y
with both far-flung exploration and detailed studies of undprwa mineral
deposits and geologic processes. Wearare, naturally, concentrating °tar- ort in the
United States Mgr but our geologic studies also serve the Nation in areas as far
away as the South Pacific and Antarctica. geology is a worldwide pursuit, because
the linkage of oceai floors and continents through the -processes of plate tectonics
can be understood only in a context of global knowledge. Most especially, we can
gain special insights into the geology of the contirtentnand some major types of ore
deposits by studying the processes that formed them millions of 'van* ago on the lea
floor. Today 's sea tlooes provide a real-time laboratory in which we can observe
those processes that have worked continuously through geologic time.

What are we doing spedifically?. Last November, at our headquarters in Reston,
Virginia, we, along with the Minerals Management Scrvice and the Bureau of
Mines, hosted a Department of the Interior symposiii'm on the nonliving tesources
of the EEZ. At that meeting, we described some of our marine efforts just getting
underway and mentioned a number of new ventures that we i=ned in the near
future. Much. has happened since thenfiscal year 1984' has a banner year.
This month, our ship, the S.P. Lee, arrives back at Redwood City, California, after a
year's voyage from pole to pole along the *route shown. The beginning of the trip
covered deployment and-testing of a new Canadian see-floor dnll on the Juan de
Fuca Ridge, 'and a detailed look at .a vent field of polymetallic sulfides. From there,
the Lee sailed north to the Bering Sea where we collected multichannel seismic
data on frontier basins that are receiving new exploration attention from oil compa-
nies. Then south. to Hawaii, into the area of Horizon Guyot and the Line Islands, to
senerirvItithe possibilities of cobalt-rich manganese crusts on the surfaces of the many

nts in the mid-Pacific region. Many new samples were obtained, including
one that showed the' unusually hig:h value of 2.5 percent cobalt.. Side-scan sonar and
bottom photos showed irregular topography and an uneven distribution of the Min-
'mai cruets on the sea floor. From this study, it is clear that a lot of effort
needed before we understand the character, occurrence, and potential of these
metal-rich deposits.

The Lee then sailed south to perform 2 Months of surveys of Antarctic waters of
the coast of Wilkes Land-and in the Rose Sea. There multichannel seismic data wefts
collected to link up with data collected by other countries. We already are exchang-
ing data with the geological Survey of the Federal Republic of Germany. These data
show the continent-ocean boundary and structured pull-apart basins.' They will lead
to new, more knowledgeable inferences about the geologic history Of the region, as
well as the nature of the passive margin of the continent and similar margins else-
where in the world. Seabed samples. were obtained ankl are being analyzed for age,
organic contents, andAhermal history. This cruise was a research voyage, the first
American venture fin. dedictited to antarctic marine 'geology and geophysics. It
was basically for scientific purples, but it also provided sew information of value
to the United States and to the world during the present international negotiations
for an Antarctic minerals regime. The Geological Survey shares this highly success-
ful and important advance with the National Science Foundation, without whose in-
valuable logistical support and facilities the cruise could not have been made.

One of the driving forces in the pole-to-pole voyage was a commitment to obtain
new information on the regional geology and energy and mineral resource potential
of several of the South .Pacific island nations. This was the seicond such cruise spon-
sored by the Agency for International Development and the governments of Austra-
lia and New Zealand. The data are just beginning to be processed and analyzed, but
as on the first cruise in the region, they are revealing basin sequences and struc-
tures that probably deserve atterttion for resource exploration. On the return home
from the South Pacific, the Lee undertook sampling of searnounter in the Marshall
Islands, on behalf of the Department of the Interior. Again, cobalt crusts in ,the mid-
Pacific region appear to be fairly widespread, and commonly contain on the order of
1 percent cobalt. An array of instruments left on Horizon Guyot on the way south
was retrieved on the way ham. We hope that the recorded observationkivill help us
understand the chem. .=1 and sedimentation processes active in forming the inetallif-
emu* crusts on the sea floor. The Lee returns home this month after a month of
maintenance and repairs on Honolulu by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics,' which
operates the vessel for the Geological Syrvey.

While all this was going on, a broad range of daily research in marine geology
produced dozens of scientific products describing the history and character of off-
shore basins and the sedimentary processes that are active in filling such Irwinor
detailing the tectonics of our Atlantic and Fafificieutegins. *el Weiwiltinglgeotech-
nice! and environmental data of real ientertitate.to the fittute t'11( (XS
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resources. We have also been preparing' for a series of. ALVIN dives to begin in a
few days of Juan de Fuca Ridge. This will be major multidiscipline effort to add to

' our knowledge of polymetallic sulfide occurrence at ocean spreading center,. But,
perhaps the most immediately dramatic and vile accomplishment for us have
been the GLORIA survey just finished in August. Sidescan sonar images at mon-
naishance scale, with about 60-meter resolution, were obtained for the Pacific con-
terminus EEZ from the Mexican border to the Canadian border, and from the shelf
edge outward to 200 nautical miles. These images were 'acquired digitally and are
going to be put through extraordinary cleanup and racking processes to produce
an atlas of this 250,000 square miles of sea floor. In a mere 4 menthe, the British

. Institute of Ocemoographic Sciences covered this frontier area with virtually flaw-
less data These data already are causing extensive reconsideration of previous in-
terpretations of the tectonics, sea-floor volcanism, spreading center geometry and
dynamics, and offshore geohazards. We have distxture4 meandering river channels
hundreds of miles long, put new"detail into our thin about deepsea fan sedimen-
tation, andluive found oh the order of 100 new undersea volcanoes, some as big as
Mount St. Helens, with the same kind of fresh-looking craters and siderlapt vent
morphology. The new pictures we now have bf .the junction of the Blanco re ,
with Juan de Fuca Ridge and of the asymmetry from one aide orGorda,Ridge to
other, alone are worth the price of . To us, these new images rank with
the first pictures of the far side of the moon or the surface of Venus in exposing a
never- before-seen panorama of planetary geologic processes. In further comparison,
however. the value of the GLORIA images seems, much more le. We hive a
road map for pinpointing areas for more detailed studies of resou.rces and
possible candidate sites for ocean dumping. We have new scientific Moeda into
processes of erosion and sedimentation on an active coritinental margio. Oftr plans
are to produce preliminary atlas maps within a year, and final, cleaned-up versions
on rectified latitude-longitude map bases a yftr after that. .

We believe that these images should lead to joint projects with several other Fed-
eral agencies that have Foncerns dealing with the sea floor, and the GeolFetZ
Survey is Working to develop that cooperation. Such Ixoperation among
agencies, between Federal and State Governments, and between Government son-
des, academic institutions, and industry are at the heart of the most prominent roc-
ommendation that came from attendees at the EEZ symPosibm last fall: that a na-
tional program to explore and develop the EEZ should be orianized. From our point
of view, that national program is beginning to take shape. The Geological Survey is
formally linked by agency agreement with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, to accomplish modern high-resolution bathymetric surveys of The
EF2 and produce ripto:date charts In quick time. In this effort, the National Ocean
Service is providing .major survey time on twu ships, and the Geological Survey is
providing some of the funding for onboard, data processing and preliminary chart
production. Two months of west coast EEZ surveys,have already been accomplished
to overlay detailed bathyrry on the GLORIA data ---a major step in detailed char-
acterization of the sea floor.

We are linked with the Minerals' Management &nice, providing both road maps
of the sea -floor frontier to identify areas of possible future leasing interest, and also
detailed studies of identified mineral areas and sea-floor environmental geology. We
are working with the Bureau of Mines, providing samples of materials for metallur-
gical and beneficiation tests, and will be working toward providing site changteriza-
tion for future development of environmentally safe sea-floor mining methods.
Other surveys provide information for the the Corps of Engineers and other age,
cies in the Department of Defense. With the State Department, we are involved in
the South Pacific resource surveys, and we also provide information on the
and resource potential of United States international boundary areas. Just recen
we have opened a dialogue with the Erepartment of Energy and the Environmental
Protection Agency concerning joint interests in sea-floor studies and site character-
ization. So, on the side of the Federal Government, the list activities and joint ven-
tures is beginning to fill outit is. of course, a longer list, because %have mentioned
only those links that involve the Geological Survey. Our program also reaches out-
side the Federal establishment. We have cooperative projects with a number of
coastal States. From our $19 million of annual funding, we send $4 million to aca-
demic institutions, both for ship operations and for scientific studies.

accept for some relatively large purchases of equipment and ship Wailing, we are
not working with industry the way we will need to do for a truly national program.
This last year, we thought a full-scale Government-industry consortium was at hand
when the Glomar Challenger was offered as a gift to the Geological Survey. Here
was a chance to go after the vitally important third dimension in the OCS, the drill-
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hole samples to control and etilmece interpretation of seismic data ind to reveal the
nature of the strata and their histories. Our initial thought was that the
Geological Survey would manage maintain the driliship and analyse the drill-
ing results; industry might provide most of the financial muscle to drill about 50
fairly shallow holes per year and put together' the understanding of regional
is settings needed in the national search for energy resources. After a detailed
at prospective budget, hrvever. we had to decide that the wsiinply. was going
to displace too mane other priorities, and we could not go' with it at this
time. However, the need is still just as great and we will continue to ewe ways- to
work with industry to get the job done. We, think that this type of still
offers much promise for Government-industry convert.

Some of that exploration of possible new joint ventures is underway now as the
Department of the Interior is considering a nostalle it:pension of BAEZ program ac-
tivities fey 1986. The plan is a long way from reality at this tine; tenta-
tively, for the -Survey, it would incliade such elements as significantlf in-
creased funding for extramural. work in academia, increased deployment of
the GLORIA and .other sonar in order to surveys the entire FEZ,
utilization of other newly developing increased support for bathymet-
ric surveys, and joint ventures with industry in sea-floor drilling and resource stud-
ies. An program would focus on othaim. new data on the frontier areas

. of the continental slope and rise' aqd the deep sea fta-. But, it also Would bring an
increased effort to pull together and synthesise existing data for areas already sur-
veyed. While we are waiting for the 11196 budget to be established, we are consider -
ing plans to reaposid to the Senate 'budget language ler 1985'. That language. not
reconciled ,with the House as yet, calls Ter specific studies of the polymetallic sulfide
resource potential of the Gorda ,Ridge. If those studies are indeed funded, the Geo-
logical Survey will be entering Into cooperative arrangements with oceanographic
institutions in the area and with the Natal Ocean and Atmospheric Administra-r
tion. the Minerals Management Servich, and the Bureau of Mines. We would also be
looking for industry involvement in the scientific surveys and in the testing of new

Cleartle;htZeircektie and the United Staten' oceanic domain are critical factins in
survey

national security and national economic resource development. A national approach
and a truly national n8 are needed:, The Geological Survity and our eider
tetenciew in the Federnment have been defining the ram and the links to
begin that approach and to create that national program. We will find the necessary
ways to expand that program to include meaningful pnrticipation by States, acade-
mia, and industry in the scientific and exploration work ahead.

Uwe/Nairn or New HAMPRIMUS.
Durham. NH, October Si, 1984.

Hon.' CLUDINO SCHIOSIDee,
DohHouse Office Wing,

=;°: rington, DC
MAR REPREOF.NTATIVE SCHNEIDXS: The September 26, 1984 special hearing of the

Subcommittee on Oceanography of the House' Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries was of significant importance to the U.S. academic ocean-science and tech-
nology community. We greatly appreciated the' opportunity to dines with you and
other members of the mittee the status of marine U.S. and to
examine the federal research capability. Your interest and
"of the general situation In our field is appreciated.

Those of us who were on the Academic Panel have discussed you for Wm.
ther input, and would appreciate the"opportunity to develop a unified response
which deals with your specific questiobs. Our response, which we feel will be of use
to the whole Subcommittee, will collectively outlaw, our view of the critics& acadern-
ic marine science issues and 'technology requirements for the-next decade. We hope
to forward the Teepotuisit0 you and the,Subconimittee in early November. We have
discussed this approach with the subcommittee staff (Candyce Clark and Kathy
hfinech), and they agree.

Thank you for yourfnterest in the marine science research community.
Sincerely,

Jean:ell Mesa,
President, choint Oceartographk Institutions Inc

Rotuun' W. Come.,
Director. Marine & Sea Grant Pmgranis, University of New Hampshire;
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JOINT OCEANOGRAPHIC INEVIUTIONE INC., .

Washington. DC November U. lam.
'Hon. CLAUDINE SCHNEIDER,
House of Representation. .

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
h House Office Budding,

Washington, PC ,
.

DEAR ME. SCHNEIDER: On behalf Of my colleagues who testified at the recent Hear-
ing on the Status of Marine Research in the United States, I would like to thank.
you for the opporttinity to eirpress our views about, issues and opportunities in this
important area. At the hearing, you asked us to prepare a statement iptm
priorities for marine research. The enclosed document represents our pint view
critical research initiatives, infrastructure' and institutional needs, atW the Tinte- ..
minim of critical programs.

In a field as bread as research in the marine envirennient there are many COM-
wting demands for research =

. .. Scientists and engineers representing disci-
plines ranging from physics to . . s 3 and subjects from global circulation to estua-
rine mixing all can Identify critical and important issues that Tan be studied with
benefit now. In the document, we . have' tried to weitertheee needs with reference to
the long range plans that are developing at a 'Sum of agencieh with significant
input from the oceanographic community.

We appreciate your interest in marine research, and we would be pleased to pro-
vide further information as required.

Yours sincerely, .
..

i
.. D. JAMES BAKER,

; President

OC1KAN AND MARINE RESOURCES ft ARCH Patoarnai AND INMATIVICS

(By MI Raker. Join? Oresneirriphie.Institutiops Inc.. 1$-17. Banach., Leurrolane Univessities olit Costs odium
R W. (7erell. University of New Harnpakire;.G.R. Heath, University of Washington; D.A. Woods Hate
.oceanographic Institution: J.R. Sebebel, State University at New' York at Stony Break)

I. RESEARCH PRIORITIES

Marine research has been characteristically broad and multifaceted, making the
setting of a limited number of broadly acceptable priorities dtfficult. We believe,
however, that a limited number of research areas can presently be designated as
'high priority based either on the ity for major scientific advances allowed
by new technologies or on societal We suggest that concerted initiatives or
strengthened efforts are required inthe five subject areas listed below. .
I. Global oceanic and climatic processes

New tools and theoretical insights will alio* rapid program in understanding the
entire ocean as a system. This will moult in important new understanding .of the
ocean 'environment and its productivity and world weather and climate. The drtT

aretechnologies a the satellite missions planned during the next decade and improved
supercomputer capabilities. These will allow the collection of huge amounts-of data

'overt arge scales and the comprehensive analysis of these data Also relatedlo these
approaches are requirements for at-sea sampling and experimentation to provide
-ground truth and detailed verification. Basic science directions relevent to this
theme are largely embodied under the Global Circulation; Climate and Productivity

-Initiative in the National Science Foundation (NSF) Advisory Committee long range
plan "Eniergence of.a Unified Ocean Science."

These studies will require cooperation of Several federal agenties. NASA, NOAA
and the Navy will be satellite operators with responsibilities for Space , .

weather tbrecasting. and defense, respectively. The NSF is well to lead
advances in scientific understandinfr which will be required for effective use of these
results. As pointed out in the heanng, the basic science track record in .open-ocean
research is very and it le reasonable to expect that t4. _academic research com-
munity. given uate support, will make excellent use

tan
new !titles.

Funding must come primarily from the Federal Government, al it should
also be noted that state and private institutions also contribute to the costs of ocean-
ographic research. Because the products of the research will be broadly beneficial to
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society rather than to the exploitation of ix specific resource, the role of the private
sector will probably be limited to investments in the technological developments re-
quired rather than in priMary funding.

The benefits to society of this research are diverse and -substantial. Most clearly.
the research' will allow longer term and more accurate predicitormi of weather and
understanding of global climate variations. Such insight can help avoid tragic(
human consequences of natorat disasters and plan ways in'which the world's'birr,
geoning population can deal with its resource needs in a changing climate. Many
otter benefite, including technological spin-off, can not be fully imagined at this
time.
I. Pa(hways and fate of materials in the ocean

Coupled with the new undirstandirig of the world ocean Circulation discussed
above comes the opportunity to make, significant advances in understanding in a
fatly quantitative way, the biogeocliernical pathways and cycles in which the oceans-
figure. so minently. This involves measuring the fluxes of materiak from the at-

,

mosphe to the ocean, from the continents to the odean, and vertically within the
ocean. Within the open ocean, the.resetirch community is now 'clemble of making'.
comprehensive measurements ofVertical flux of both &Solved and particulate ma-
terials, including Mauls from the sea floor. In the coastal acean, it is horizontal flux

i front the .coast and rivers and the Our( of materials across the continental shelf
which must be better measared. Warts to accomplish these tasks must involve
chemists,'Phirsicists, geologists and biologists working in interdisciplinary modes.

The nation's baaic science agency, the .National &ienee Pmn&tkiii, will be ex-

applied.resea have some responsibilities or hiterpots in different facets
meted to in these fundamental research olpjectives, although several

of the problem, Department of Energy's octianagauphy program emphasizes
fluxes of pnergy-related materiels through the coastal oceani DOE is also concerned
with the fate of carbon dioxide derived. frora fossil Meld in this atmosphere and
oceane.,The-National Oceanic and Atmeaphenc Admiiiietration has a role in terms
of its interests in climate and, together with the Enviroainitntal Protection Agency,
in ocean 'pollution. Many'of the proes which must be titudied bear even oh the
interests of the Navy (foç.example. as they relate to ocean acoustics and coastal dy-
naming- and the Department_ of the Interior (offshore minerals and energy develop
Mena.

The benefits of better Understanding' of fluxes of materials in the ocean include
predictions of climatic and sea level .,avang as a result of the ,bdildup of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Also, such .understanding would lead to safer
controls of such potentially harmful substances as persistent synthetic organics, ra-
dioactive materials, and excessive biostimulants.

. Coastal ocean and estuarine processes
Coastal environments provide most of Lhe exploitable ram'ne resources and. at

the same time, are the marine enviconmells most susceptiblne alteration by man.
The recard for developing penetrating insight into rnatn's effects on-the coastal zone,
. estuaries and shelf environments has peen less than we would wish. Reasons cited
at the hearing include the desire for simple or quick answers to colnplex environ-
mental problems. constlaints on scientific innovation, bureaucratic teadencies to
overmanage applied research, and the influence of statutes and regulations which
direct attention to proximate, "regulatable

As a consequence there is insufficien ride rig of environmental process-
es which underlie the pervasive environmental which are now being re.
sized in estuaries and nearshore waters. Such changes include physical alterations
of wetlands and shallow water environments, eutrophication and resant oxygen
depletion, and contamination by persistent, synthetic compounds.

In order 'to develop a level of understanding required for effective management.
interdisoiplinary and fundamental research on critical processes is needed. Little
such research is pently being conducted for estuarine. and coastal environments.
but the effectiverof this approach has been demonstrated in open ocean studies.

ter:h should focus on important proceises which underlie environmental modifi-
including the transport and deposition of sediments, exchange of biological-.

ly important materials between sediments and the water column, and controls of
. biological prod uctivity. .

Responsibility for the needed research' should be shared between govenmental en-
titles (both Federal and more local) with management responsibilities and the pri-
vate and govetnmental bodies which use the coastal environmenffot waste disposal
or other purposes. Governmental coordination, both at the national and regionalI
levels, is required to ensure the effective implementation of resealh plans. Because
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of the considerable extent and diversity of costal environments, in-depth investige-
tions of all U.S. estuaries and coastal waters is ,impractical. A number of regionally
and ecologically representative environments should be selected for epoch compre-
hensive investigations.

The benefits of improved understanding of estuarineand coastal ocean processes
.will be evidenced in enhanced predictive capabilities regarding the capacity of the'
environments to provide resources in the long term. This would result in wilier and
less contentious management of coastal environments and resources.
4. Ocean hthaspliere and mineral n;sourres

The exciting discoveries regarding plate tectonics made during the last '15 years
will continue to drive exciting new research in the coming decades. Such research
will focus on the mechanics of the plates themselves. spreading Centers (where
ocean floor crust is fOrmed), and the interactions between oceanic and contidenthl
,crusts. Related to these processes is the desired assessment of the mineral resources
of the Ocean floor, in_perticular that under National jurisdiction within the Exclu-

'sive Economic Zone (MD.
.

Restiarch will Involve a continued program of scientific ocean drilling, application
of advanced multi- channel seismic techniques, seismologic networks, mtd detailed

. field studies of hydrothermal vents and mineral deposits. Advantage should- be
taken to maximize the scientific contributions of inventory programs, such a EEZ
resource assessments of the U.S. Geological Survey and NOAA.

This research will require Federal support through the NSF (both DiVisiohs of
Ocean Sciences and Earth Sciences), USGS, NOAA and they Navy. Private invest-
ment in research on economic mineral resoUrces may also contribute, but this will
likely be in the far term rather than the nr term.

Benefits will accrue generally to socie0 by virtue of impioVed kraiwledge of our
planet, but'will more specifically include letter predictions of tectonic activity and
identification of mineral resources.
5. Biological productivity and living resources

Opportunities exist for a significant improvement in understanding the bases of
biological productivity in the sea and, thereby, the causes for its variations and abil-
ity to sustain living resources exploitable byman. In particular, new insight on food
chains will allow better understanding of the production of higher consumers (sec-
ondary productivity). Also, improved knowledge of biological and environmental fac-
tors controlling recruitment in animal stocks will allow explanation and prediction
of year - to-year variations in those Mocks.

As to other priorities in which quantum adpeviicce: reare expected as a
resulto744:1 technologies (such as in Global Oceanic and Ocean Lithos-
phere studies), progress in understanding the underpinpings of living resqurce pro-'
ductivity is likely to be more gradual. Particularly swhificantto this progress will
be the ability to couple physical and biological processes. a goal. for example of the,
Fisheries Oceanography Cooperative Investigation (FOCI) of NOAA.

Fedital sponsorship of research on this sub *-t should encouraged principally
through NOAA (National Marine Fisheries Service and Sea Grant) and the NSF
the Recruitment Initiative ofthe NSF long-range plan).

Benefits will relate directly to fishery resource exploitation and m anagement.
Furthermore, issues of biological productivity and recruitment ant tied to environ-
mental modifications discussed under Coastal Ocean and Estuarine Processes, and
consequently; to sound coastal environmental management.

II. INFRASTRUCTURE AND IJ4STITUTTONAL INMATIVES

From stuffies of the 'coastal zone tel deep sea drilling to the sweeping new view of
' the ocean promised' from satellites, oceanographers are looking forward to major
new advances in understanding and predicting ocean processes. From this knowl-

will come important new practical uses of the ocean and the coastal zone. In '
order to be ready foe' these challenges, we need support for both the research initia,-

. tives discussed and the basic infrastructure of the field. "----..

Tbday in the United States the ocean sciences share two characteristics with the
other field and laboratory sciences: pre-eminence in world sciepce, and a deteriorat-
Iiranftrcrytrequctuupre. Tniteilloor-rxr

vice
is beaming

nol
chalulengedtebywt fattdr. Olt,* whole, our!

research
fleet will need replacement in a few years, and shipboard equipment 12 handling
gear are not adequate for the major new prografns that are being planned. Of all
the field sciences, oceanography faces perhaps the most severe environmental con-
straints The. salty and turbulent ocean is harsh and corrosive; it truments and

i .
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buoys have short lifetimali. Since they operate world-wide, our facilities are also con,
a tinually subject tp changing" world economic Zonditions such as the price of Twilit

Three major areaS of support can be identified: Reeearch Facilities and Equipment
Capital and Seagoing Facilities! and Educational and'Research Personnel.
1. Researrh facilies and equipment

Many of the available to ocea nographers are wornout or obsolete. A
program of steadyetate replacement of sta rdd instrumentation is required. In ad-

, dition, we note that both existing seismic data and the new data streams from satel-
lites require that! users have ready accesdto sophistiCated imaging systems to proc-
ess and manipuldte results. Distributed =esti or "nodes for individual inveitiga-
toes ie required, the design to draw on the, hardware andsoftware experience of ex-
isting facilities.

Needs for"seagoing equipment include navigation and data relay equipment for
both ships and moored and drifting buoys. new sensors for -measuring -physical,
chemical, and bidlogical properties for periods of at least one year, instrument han-
dling gear, and basic)absevational instruments used from ships, 'such' as tempera-
ture and salinity devices and multichannel seismic instruments. An estimate of
costs to provide the necessary equipment is about $13 Million.
...P. Capital and seagoing facilities -

The oceanographic community currently operates cooperatively three kinds of fa-
. edifies: large research vessels, the submersible Alvin. and the neat drilling ship for

the Ocean Drilling Program. These will soon Rte ''pined by the oceanographic 'compo-
nent of the.Advanced Vector Computer at NCA& These are scheduled and overseen
by committees representing the entire community. This modus operandi has worked
well, but the funding levels have not been adequate.

Other research facilities of importance that need basic support iuchgle multichan-
nel seismic facilities, long-term mooring facilities. and an mcrpased capability to
take long. high-quality.. large diameter cores froth the sea floor/Mese are all exist-
ing facilities that need increased support. Eetimatee of costs required are about $13
Million, excluding ship replacement costa.

As far as new ships are concerned, we support the recommendations of the tro
groups that are now studying the issues: a UNOLS group and a fleet coordination
group under Fel:SET. The detailed study of ship replacement needs available there

is an important part of the documentatioh for infrastruct,ure.
Aa new experimental techniques rand scientific demands develop. we anticipate

Ithat new facilities will be required and old ones will be retired. Examples of such
new facilities include a deep diving submarine that could go to 6 km depth, a dy-
namically positioned oceanographic ship for physical, chemical, and biological stud-
ies, a permanent oceanographic station suitable for multiple and long term work
with heavy deployment capability, and large ecosystem tanks for study of higher
trophic levels in *rise systems. Advanced computers at individual institutions will
also be required.

As federal and statq,budgets have tightened, capital construction and refurbishing
has virtually ceased at our oceanographic centers. Laboratories built twenty to
thirty years ago are ill-suited to the analyses of today, with their requirements for
ultra-clean areas, large supplies of stable power: air-conditioning and absence of vi-
bration. Many new facilities and instruments are ill-housed. We need a federal.com-

, mitment to facilitate the raising of matching state and private funds. Costs for two
major renewals per,year are estimated to be about,S20 Million.
.1. Educational and research personnel ".

'Flyer major support groups can be identified as high priority: Marine technicians,
equiinneet operators, and post-doctoral fellows.

Our currant levels of staffing and qualification are based op an era when instru-
ments were simpler. As we have moved. into the electronic fige, the ciamplexity of
instruments and the data rates have increased by an order of magnitude. We need
an adequate corps of qualified seagoing technicians if we are Go continue to collect
high quality data

All fields of uceanogsaphy rely. to varying degree,.on sophisticated shore instru-
mentation to attack key scientific questions. The reliable operation of such equip-
ment requires skilled technical personnel and costs about 20% of the purchase price
per year. We need on-going support for instrument operators to cover the predict-
able costs in order to enhance the quality and availability of tha suitOf major in-
struments in our institutions. Total costs for new support of' research personnel are
estimated to be about $10 Million per year. .
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The global studies of the next decade will cequire the involvemeRt of bright new
oceanographers. Sane of these can be found in the existing programs; some will
have to be.recruited from other science and engineering disciplines. Enhanced post-
doctoral su In to allow rung. oceanographers to become eetablished and to pro-
.vide penis for new recruits to learn it*. field is the only realistic mechanism to
ensure the availability of the researchers who will sere t14. new global studies of
such topics' as climate, ocean structure, and fisheries through to completion..The
costs of an adequlate program are estimated to be about $2 Million per year.

III. MAINTAINING PROGRAMS OP CRITICAL IMPORTANCE

The U.S. commitment of excellence in science and technology, and to a scientific
and technological base to oar indurittial and economic development, is founded in a
working partnership between government, universities, and industry. The patterns
of nancial support for these critically important programs hasbeen based largely
ti carefully evolved balance between long term commitments to the ocean so-

. e by a selected set of leading colleges and universities.. and programs end'
pro of national priority supported * (Wirral agencies.

This balance of financial support must be maintained, with the Federal govern-
ment providing the foundation of programmatic support for those critical research.

ms which underpin our evolving understandi the oceans and coastal
ns' The colleges and universitietplini with term prograipmatic support.

maintain the academic programs of edbeation an. rch and the highly trained
faculty and research nel essential to a a I ve ocean science and technolo-
gy program in the U.S.

Several carefully planned and effective federally supported programs form the
basis of the critical set of national priorities for maintaining our preeminence in the
ocean sciences and technology, essential to maintaining oust industrial and economic
growth, and to enhancing our national security. These federal programs include
basic ocean sciences and technology. marine resources assessment and development,
and internationarocean science and cooperation.
I. Critical programs in basic ocean sciences an d technology

Basic support to the priority programs of the National Science Fpuodation, the
Office of Naval Research (avid other R&D pingrerrie of tie Department of Defense);
the Nationpl Aefonautics and Space Administration, and relaiod agencies- is essen-
tial in the following areas:

Biologic.atOceanography and Marine Biology; .
Chemical Oceanography and Marine Chemistry;
Marine Geology and Geephysicar
Physical Oceanography; and
Ocean Engineering and Technology.
Basic support of these core progriun areas. the Priorities for which are established

through long range pkgrain planning within each agency and by the ocean science
,community throughout the U.S.. is essential to the vitality and health of our funda-
mental scientific programs in the ocean sciences and related disciplines. The& pro-
gram elements are the foundation upon which the new ediallengeto and exciting op-
portunities are derived and built. 1U.edore, it is critics these underpinning
programs be maintained and continued, with annual adjustments to maintain pur-
chasing power. In addition, enhanced funding of selected initiatives will be required
in order to take advantage of the exciting dpportunitiei offered by'new technological .
developments for example, satellite sensing capabilities and supercomputers.
2. Critical pr wrams in marine resources assessment and development

The jurisdictional arrangements evolved in recent international declarations and
negotiations has established the 200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone. T extensive
marine resources contained therein are the essential natural resources f industri-

_ al and economic development of the oceans and coastal .margins. The I re-
search and development programs that are conducted by our academic institutions
and supported by NOAA. the USGS (and other R&D programs of the Departinept of
the Interior!. the Department of Energy, EPA, and morefecently ,USI1A, are essen-
tial to a coherent and coordinated program of industrial and economic development
of the EEZ and of the coastal margin. Examples of essential research and develop
meat piograms include:

The EEZ Assessment Programs ofPrI=Band NOAA; s
The National Sea Grant College ;

The Envirtannental Aseposeinent Programs of NOAA, DOE and EPA;
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The Fisheries and Aquaculture Development land Management Programs of
NOAA and USDA; and .

The OCS Environmental I Studiee Program in DOI and related pr-ograms in other
agencies.

The priority research programs, corelUcted in university and college laboratories,
provide the basic knowledge am( ureter:standing esegatial to the devel t of ournation's marine resources. Henal, it critical to maintain current of support,
with adjustments made annually for new priorities and to maintain the
Power of the funds aPPrOPriated to these programs, and to provide fun lorrhrasingnewinitiatives in these areas.

198

International ocean science and cooperation
There are many important on science to be considered in theo:ext

10-15 years. To study and answer many of including their societal impacts,will generally require scientific access to most, if not all, parts of the ocean. This
amiss will be a challenging task as many nations (to date, over 60) accept the weir
al law ef the sea conditions, which will lead to over 40 percent of the world's oceans
coming under coastal state control far marine scientific research..

ward!. Access to this area'hy
This "enclosed" region will includp all coastal regions and nearly all continental

margins and seas a critical area of the ocean for re
U.S. ocean ties will require them to meet certain specific regulations, includ-
ing the participation of foreign scientists in the research programs. On the whole.the U.S. marine scientific community can probably meet this challenge, however,
several actions by the federal government might be especially helplial:

The United States should maintain its present position towards the con -&pt thaf foreign states can control marine research in their waters.
In United States' relationships, with foreign countries, we should recognise the co-tential and possibility of cooperative marine science activities. -
The Federld Govermixent should assist United. States scientists in the rsuit offoreign research opportunities, possibly through the of an tomita& and dr4, cooperative marine scientific endeavors with foreign countriW.It be em that additional costs will be required to gain access toforeign waters (e.g. laiatiing duplication and shipping of data and WM-

Mraitrailline, etc). The* easts',.... be included in future a to theagetwies. The benefits to society, end to our foreign policy, assisting for-eitp countries in the marine sciences are difficult to quantify.. However, if marine
Klemm is valuable to the U.S., then it certainly should be more so to the developingcountries as they evaluate and exploit their new marine territories.

[Committee note.--Tbe following two statements were submitted
by D.F. Boesch and J.R. Schubel as individual contributions to the
combined panel responie to Mrs. Schneider's request concerning
priorities for marine research.]

SIGNUWANT CHALIZNGIES IN °craw &AMC/ THROUGH ma NEXT DIVA=
.sit!'.sit!' Donald Been* Lanielene Universities Marino Coesertiessil

'The following response to the Subcommittee's request for identification of the
most significant directions in ocean science is offered from the perspective of a
coastal oceanographer whq has been involved in many practical issues marine
resource management. However, by virtue of my participation in several NationelScience Foundation and National Council zesearch planning efforts, I feel
I have a reasonably good grasp of most issues in contemporary ocean science..

MOST sxminceter eliALLBSOICS

For each of the frvemajor areas I have identified I Abacus. the need for new or
enhanced initiatives, suggestions on funding, and benefits to society.
Global ocean processes

New tools and theoretical insights will allow rapid progress in understanding the
entire ocean as a system. This will result in important new understanding of the
ocean environment and its productivity and world weather and climate. The drivingtechnol are the planned satellite missions and improved computer capabilities.

allow the collection of huge amounts of data overjarge scales and the
d "comprehension" of these data Also related to these approaches are

t- ";t
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requirements for at-sea sampling and experimentation to provide ground truth and
detailed verification. Basic science directions relevant to this theme are largely, em-
bodied under the "Global Circulation. Climate and Productivity" Initiative in .the
NSF Advisory Committee plan "Emergence of a Unified Ocean .Sciencai"

These studies' will require cooperation of several federal agencies, both civilian
and military. The Navy, NASA and NOAH 'are satellite operators with applied ob-
jectiVes. NSF is well poised to lead the advances in scientific undeniganding which .,
will be required for effective itsrof these results. As pointed out in the hearings; this

.

basic science track record in open-ocean research is very ". and it is reasonable to r,
expect that the academic research community, given - uate support, will makes,
excellent use of these new opportunities. Funding must come primarily from the

. although it should also be noted that state and private univir-
skies also tribute to the costs of oceanographic research. Because the prod
the researc will be broadly beneficial to society rather than to the exploitation
specific resource, the role of the private sector will probably be limited to i
merits in the technological developments required rather thap in 'ag.

The benefits to society of this research are diverse and substantial. Most clearly,
the research will allow longer terni and more accurate predictions of weather and
understanding. of global climate variations. Such insight can help afoid tragic
human consequences of natural disasters and plan ways in which the world's btu:-
geoning population can deal with its resource needs in a potentially iz cli-
mate and resource base. Many other benefits, including technological spi . can
not fully be imagined at this tune. .

Fate of materials in the ocean
Coupled with the new understanding of the circulation of the world ocean circula-

tion discussed aboVe comes the opportunity to make significant advances in under-
standing, in a fully quantitative' way, the biogeocheinical pathways -and cycles in
which the oceans figure so prominantly. This involves measuring the fluxes ofmate.
rials front the atmosphere to the oceitn, from the continents to the ocean and verti-
cally within the ocean. Within the open ocean; the, research community is poised to
make comprehensive measurements of vertical flax of both aissolved and particu-
late

"-
materials, including fluxes from the seafloor, In the coastal ocean it is horizon- .

tat flux from the coast and rivers and the faux of materials off of the continental
shelf which must be better measured. Efforts to accomplish these tasks much in-
volve chemists, physicists. geologists and biologists working in interdisciplinary"'
modes.

The nation's basic science agency, the National Science Foundation, will be ex-
pected to lead the way in the fundamental research objectives, although several
applied agencies have some responsibilities- or interests in different facets of the r
problem. The Department of Energy's .ittal oceanography program emphasises
fluxes of energy-related materials through the coastal ocean and the Department is'
also thricerned-with the fate of COi derived from fossil fuels in the atmosphere and

.oceans. The National Oceanic and atmospheric admjnistration has a role in terms of
its interests in climate and, together with the Environmental Protection Ailminis-
tration, its ocean pollution-related responsibilities. Many of the processes which
must be studied even bear on the Navy's. military interests, for example as they
relate to ocean acoustimand the dynamics of coastal environments, and on the off-
shore mineral development interests of the Department of the Interior.

The benefits of better understanding of fluxes of materials in the ocean include
predictions of climatic and sea level changes as a respIt of the buildup of (X), and
other greenhouse gases and control of potentially harmful substances (for example,
persistent synthetic organic and radioactive materials.

Coastal ocean and estuarine processes

C'oBstal environments provide most exploitable marine resources and, at the same
time, are the most susceptible marine environments to alteration by man. The
record for developing penetrating insight into man's effects on the coastal sone, ea-
tuaries and shelf environments has been less than stellar. Reasons cited at the hear-

, lag include the desire for simple or quick answers to complex environmental prob-
lems, constraints on scientific innovation, bureaucratic tendencies to overmanage
applied research, and the influence of statues and regulations which direct attention
to proximate, ?reguiatable" problems. This has lead to a situation wherein there is
an unsufficient understanding of environmental processes which underlie the perva-

, sive environmental changes which are now being recognized in estuaries and near-
shore waters. Such changes include physical alterations of wetland and shallow
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water erivironments, eutropliCritiOa and resultant °xylem depletion, and contamina-
tion by persistent. iiyahetic compounds. ,

In order to develop a level of understandimg" required for effective t,
interdisciplinary and fundaniental research on critical processes is Little
such rowan* 'h! presently being conducted for estuarine and coastal environments,
but the effectivenesa of this approach has been demonstrated in open ocean studies.
Research efittuld focus on inipoetaist processes which .underlie environmental roodifi-

' ottani, iabluding the.transport and deposition of sediments, exchange of biological-
ly imptrtent -materials between sediments and the water column, and Wastrels of .
biologicafihiskictivity:

. Respasibility Aiethe heeded research tiAoUld. lie oared between tat
eatit*.: (both; ....and mote local) with management responsibilities and
vateaddgerbe tel.bodierewhich use,the coastal environment for waste disposal e
or °their pegmatite:. tal..coordination, both at the national and regional V.
leveVirip "red to ensure the effective implementation of research plans. Because
of the daces extent and diversity of coastal eavironments, in-depth in
time of all U.S. estuaries and coastal waters is impractical. A number of y
And ecologically representative environments should be selected for such oempre-.
her:sive investigatioaa

The benefits understanding of estuarine and coastal ocean processes
will be enhanced predictive capabilitjes regarding the caliability of the
elnviravnents to previa. resources the king term. Thk vrould result in wiser andf,
lees contentious macagernetit of . viromnents and resources.
Ocean lithosehert and.minergresources

The exciting diseseriensgatding plate tectonics made during. the last 15 years
will continue to drive eliciting new research in the corning decades. Such research
will focus on the mechanics of the plates themselves, spreading ceiders (where
ocean floor crust is formed), and the Interactions between oceanic and continental
crusts. Related to these processes is the desired amassment of the mineral resources
of the on floor: in particular that under National jurisdiction within the Re lu-

t sive EC000117*Zoni.
Research will involve a continried :" of scientific drilling, application of ad-

vanced multi -channel seismic techn seianologk net*orka and detailed field .

of hydrothermal vents and deposits. Advantage should b8 taken to
the scientific contributions of resource inventory progranis, such as .02

h will require Federal support through the NSF (both Divitions of
Ocean Sciences and Earth Sciences); USGS. NOAA, and tha,Navy. Private invest- -
ment.in research on economic mineral resources may also contribute, but...this will
likely be in the far term.

Benefits will accrue generally.to society by virtue of improved of our
planet, 6ut will more gelecily include bettee predictions of tectonic and
stentificatilte of mineral resources. .

Biological productivity
. Opportunities exist for a signifitant improvement in undeistandinre the bases of...

biological productivity in the sea and, thereby, the causes for its variations and abil-
ity to sustain living resources exploitable by Inan. In particular, new insight on food
chains will allow better -understanding of Ihe production of higher consumers (sec-
ondary production). Also. heroes!! knowledge of biological and environmental fac-
tors ebntrolling recruitment in animal stocks will allow explanation and prediction

. of year-to-year variations in those stocks.
. Federal sponsorship of research on this subject should be encouraged principally

through the NSF and NOAA (National Marine Fisheries Service and Sea Grant).
Benefits will relate directly to fishery resource exploitation and management.

Furthermore, issues of biological productivity and recruitment are tied to environ-
mental modifications discussed above andconmequently, to sound coastal environ- .

mental management.

INSTITUTIONAL RSQUISIONISkIN
1e

The Subcommittee's hearings made clear the fact that for the pronliees of marine
research to be realized institutional arrangements need to be improved: These in-
clude improved cooperation and coordination within the Federal gevernment,
among all levels of governments and, where appropriate, with the private sector; 2)
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more effective utilization of the Nation's intellectual resources housed in universi-
ties and reseprch institutions; andTh modernised and erdsaticreckbfacilities.

Emphasis on short term questlians of little inherent scientifiE interest and rigid
policies concerning the selection of performers of research are dissuading the best
marine scientists from research on ptectical problems. Also, the limitations imposed
by an pging facility infrastructure in an area of rapid technological development are
serious. More substantial programs than currently exist are needed to improve Lebo-

- ratory instrumentation within national centers of excellence in ocean sciences and'
within regional centers emphasildhg coastal studies. In addition, replacement and
modernization of research-vessels is required in order to meet the challengee of the
future.

Eattia$INK REssairen PIUMUTIICS

Hy J.W ieubel, Marisa Sciences Rimearch Come
The most important estuarine Studies are comprehensive, multi-year inted.i.

nary studieaof entire estuarine systems. Many of the most important first-order
ciphnary scientific hi estuaries have been-addressed successfully; few of
the second order D ARY questions.have been considered; and almost none
of the most complex interdiaiiplmary questions that relate to the inter-
actions. of the ysioal, chemical. biological and geological processes have been stud-
ied. It is this eliel of underetandinf which is required for effectkvf/Management.
The most impoitant estuarine questione-lit least for managementare fundamen-
tally interdisciplinary in character.

next generation of scientifsc questions be enormously more difficult than
the first,' but it is on the fink where most scientists maize their tions. If we
are to interest our hest scientists in pursuing these questionsand will require
our best If they are to be resolvedthe scientists will have to and a sourced' more
stable funding will be required.
. The second order questions are complex and are not amenable to facile. solutions
or to attack. bytiarge, shortterm13-6 year) efforts. Basic research on complex estua-
rine interactions is 'still inadequate to provide an adequate Scientific basis for effec-
tive management of estuarine systems mcludinctliosse that relate to pollution man-
agement and estuarinerehtibilitation.

sous ISSEMICH PHIORMIS

.
The principal need is for interdisciplinary studies if estuarine systems. But, there

needs to be an explicitjecognition that disciplinary investigations provide the build-
ing blocks necessary for'an interdisciplinasy framework. Smw examples of imPor-
tant research problems prn listed below.

(a) Conduct detailed surveys to eetablidh the' distributions in time and space of
plant and animal populations and to relate their populations to variations In physi-,
cal, chemical and geological properties and processes.

(b) assess how natural and anthropogenic stresses affect the general structure and
function of estuarine ecosystem..

(c) Develop methods to provide Lagranaian flow within estuaries.
(d) Establish the mechanisms responsible. for the often rather abrupt transition

from stratified to vertically' well-mixed and the changes in the internal circulation
which accompany these transitions.

(e Determine the ;nemeses that cause estuaries to function as filters for fine-
grained sediments and adsorbed contaminants. Relate filtering efficiency to estua-
rine circulations. -

(f) Assess the importance of bioturbation to ;mobilization of nutrients and contami-
nants.
.(g Assess the effects of episodic storms and floods on the biota, sediment load and

chemistry of estuaries.
(h) AMMO the relationships between freshwater inflow to estuaries and primary

and secondary production, including fisheries landings.
(i) Characterize the sources, routes and rates of sediment transport, the sites and

.
rates of accumulation and the 'ono of sediment composition, between
titbit points of entry anti their AIL Mt ottccumulationa.

tj) Characterize the *alleles that 26ntrol the adsorption and desorption of con-
taminants.

tk) Characterize the fundamental processes that control the relationships of Nutri-
ent levels and estuarine productivity, primary and secoAdary.
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(H Characterize the prithlays that couple primary and secondary, in

estuaries.
Aim) Establish the relationships betWeen fish production and estuari habitat

quality.

IrUNDP40

BeCause of the nature of estMayine systems, becauri their importance extends well
beyond the boundaries of the 'Oates, which 'border them, often to the entire Nation,
and because many of their most serious problems result from activities throughout
their drainage basins, it is.appropriate that the Federal government should enter
into partnerships with the States to fund to improve our. understanding of
estuarine, and to fund -development and tation of management strategkor
to conserve and, when wry, to rehabil these important natural resource&

The partnerships which have been twined between the Pederakgevernment and
Aar/take which have heel' primarily with state environmental management igen-
cies; academic scientists tare been excluded from :theee_Lartnerships.. If they
have been involved at ali- it has Wen n311P0bges 411FM, writcbmi by pro.

ified as to Mille aad innovation and to discourage the best Scientist from
gram directors who'are estuarine scientists and which' typically ate so

ever
epec

. -applying. As a result, much of the science has been marginal in quality and there-
g fbre has contributed Little to improved managemenf in spite of enormous expendi-

tures. &Marine ilea society have suffered.
Of the existing ; for Federalstate partmferships to fund "march in es-

tuaries, the one which .1 believe has been most effective in stimidating high quality
rematch is Se&Grant. Sea Grant has been respomivoto management, has

successful in attracting good. researchers, and has been succesefill in translat-
ing the results of that research into forms usable by environmental mermen,. If the
Sea Grant mechankm wete to be used on a larger scale, for multi-year, multi-insti-
tutionsal, interdisciplinary studies fame changes in m design and administra-
tion would be .disirable. It would nap*e exterreion of WJr*.d. Sea Grant review
panels to indude more specialists fronstouteide the state, and for Many estuaries
more active and coordinated coopegatione between two or more different Sea Glint

would be required. The state Sea Grant programs could ensure stable
and sustained attention to individual estuarine if the annelid

threats to eliminate the National Sea Grant Program were 'misted. The network
of Sea Grant programs also provides a good mechanism for -inter-estuarine ompari-
sonssometiung which has been lacking.

The proposed greater emphasis on interdisciplinary programs and NSF also could
,provide an important mechankrm interchiciplinary estuarine studies. I
believe it will complement and not the role Sea Grant could play in multi-
year interdisciplinary steaks of indi estuarine systems.

sermerrs too swami

The benefits that would accrue to society from an enlarged and sustained invest-
ment in BASIC research in estuaries are enormous. It is only through BABIC re/
search that we will improve our understanding of the natural processes that chars&

. terize estuaries. With greater knowledge bettermare effectivemanitsement can
follow through the application of this new knowledge. Without it, we should expect
to continue to be ineffective in our efforts to conserve, and when necessary': to fella-
bilitate estuaries in spite of enormous expenditures. This represents a significant
loss of money and a far greater lAstential lose of enormously valuable coastal re-
sources. On a "real basil, our estuaries probably are the meet valuable portion of the
World Ocean.
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